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Chapter Seven

Analysis of Performances

we engage in rituals in order to transmit collective
messages to ourselves

Leach 1976:45

es ms un problema de bisqueda de identidad...de una
identidad latinoamericana... una identidad cultural que
resiste la identidad dominante - la identidad de
pinochet... y de mucho antes... buscar una identidad
cultural americana que noes ni occidental ni tampoco
india... a travs de la musica...

(it's more a problem of the search for identity... of a
Latin American identity... a cultural identity that resist
the dominant identity - the identity of Pinochet ... and of
before... to search for an american identity that is
neither western or indian... through music...)

(JF/1985/K33)

The Panorama of performance

Karax speak of the ordering of their repertoire

into a concert programme as a 'panorama' they wish to

transmit that will stay in the memory of their audience

(see section I, chapter six) . This panorama is

communicated through the totality of their performance and

all the elements therein. Its objective is to express the

reality of those in the interior of Chile and those in

the exterior. During this period the concert programme

was one that was intended to:
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transmitir el imagen justo como es - puro - la
sensacin de c6mo es estar en el exilio... lo que es
una memoria... de que s yo... de una persona
desaparecida... de lo que nosotros vivimos en esa
poca histrica y el momento que estoy viviendo... se
entregan practicamente nostalgias - imagenes suaves -
cSlidas - de recuerdo del exilio... poticas

transmit the image just as it is - pure - the sensation
of how it is to be in exile.., of what is a memory...
of I don't know... of a disappeared person... of what
we were living in that historic time and the moment I
am living in... one practically offers nostalgias - gentle
images - of memory from exile.., poetic
(sF/JF/1980/26)

I have noted how Karaxl^ speak of a panorama as

composed of ambientes (atmospheres) and estados de

nimo (states of spirit), and how these are related to

vivid images of past experiences and present feelings,

images which are "sense images" in their appeal to, and

expression on, as many sensory levels as possible (Leach

1976:18). I have shown how Karaxi do not conceive of

musical elements, sounds and structure existing in

isolation from the expression of arguments, events, real

people's lives. I have in fact revealed Karax"s

aesthetic. Their sound ideal is linked to the

expressive function of music: sound is a medium for

constructing and upholding shared realities, embodying

feelings, beliefs, experiences, and communicating

(discoursing) about them in a socially meaningful way

,,
(Feld 1981:28). Karaxu s key terms ambiente

(atmosphere), estado de nimo (state of spirit), estado

de alma (state of soul), are metaphors of their

aesthetic, defining aesthetics as "the theory and study of

form incarnating feeling...[and] experience" (Robert plant
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Armstrong 1975:11 as quoted in Feld 1982:233).

I have analysed how through the voice of spoken

introductions the individual pieces of music are provided

with designated meaning that distinguish and potentiate

the particular raison d'etre of the music for the

musicians. I have discussed the reciprocal relationship

between music and song text, both an integral part of the

same statement, simultaneously, but not necessarily

contiguously, expressing and evoking belief and

experience. I have noted how Karaxl's intention is to

create a music that represents what they are and how they

define music "as it is lived", embedded in the present,

embedded within performance. Whatever is intrinsic to the

music is only part of the construction of its effect.

Music is itself not only part of a process, it is itself

always within a process of production.

Songs of Resistance: songs of experience

This essential quality of Karaxi"s music, its power to

create another('s) world, estado de nimo, in the

moment, an ambiente, vivid in the present, is to capture

and express the direct experience of the individual and

the group, whether it be nostalgia and loneliness in

exile, of recognition of grief and loss, of memory of a

friend or colleague tortured to death. Most

significantly, Karax do not sing about what people
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should be doing or thinking, but what they have done and

do think: "uno puede cantar despus de que la gente ha

hecho - la experiencia que la gente ha tenido - pero

cantar antes - es otra cosa..." (one can sing after people

have done - the experience they have had - but to sing

before - that's another thing....) (JF/1985/K33). Songs

have to express their subject with integrity but in ways

that are not incapacitating to either those performing and

listening " con mi alma - no queria un ilanto - no

quejarme" (with my soul - I did not want a cry - not to

complain) (ibid). If the effect of songs is to

incapacitate they will cause dis-integration rather than

re-integration. The need is for experience to sustain

and unify. But while not incapacitating, songs must

embody real lived experience:

nosotros no queremos tampoco ser sobre el
escenario artistas que cantaban sino nosotros mismos
cantando nuestras experiencias
(nor do we want to be artists who sing on stage -
rather ourselves singing our experiences)
(JF/1985/K33).

For Karax ' songs of resistance are therefore songs

of past and present experience.

The exchange of experience: music and myth

It is the very nature of this experience that must force

us to consider again the function of these songs and of

these performances, to understand that on one level what

they express is myth, part of a very specific political
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mythology (1). This is not myth in the classical sense of

mythology but myth as a complex system of images and

beliefs, constructed by a social group to sustain a sense

of their own being, the very fabric of their system of

meaning, their own profound historically complex

identity. It is myth as the result of observable patterns

and experience in the world and unobservable patterns and

experience in the mind mediated through music.

In chapters two and three I discussed the experiences of

supporters of Popular Unity before and after the coup

d'etat. However, I did not give explicit details of their

individual experiences, I merely named them as torture,

sacrifice, and loss, and referenced sources where explicit

details could be found. Chapter six discussed the

experience of loss, exile, banishment, torture and death as

expressed in poetic terms as song. Neither the historical

account nor the discussion of the poetry included the

direct details of what it was actually like to live through

the experiences of what really happened: these, I argued,

are figuratively expressed within the relationship between

song text and music.

Testimonies collected by Amnesty International, the Chile

Committee for Human Rights and other such bodies are

necessary as evidence in the campaign against the abuse

of human rights, but they are not the materials of which

concerts are readily made. For individuals who survived
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these abuses, the experience was essentially a private

one. Usually there was no counselling offered or

demanded. However, one public forum where such experience

was communicated during this period was through concert

performances, especially through those of Karaxii. For the

Chilean community in the United Kingdom, apart from the

plays of Teatro Popular Chileno (which included scenes

of torture acted out by actors and actresses based on

their own experiences), television documentaries and

testimonies as part of radio programmes, these concerts

were an important medium for this exchange, for the

articulation of this experience (2).

I have noted how the intervention of the spoken

introduction, the 'voice' of performance, made the

experience of the individual ultimately one that could be

displaced into that of the group, through a direct form of

empathy articulated as the isomorphism between the

'I'/'he' and the 'our', 'we', coded by the voice of the

spoken introductions. The concert becomes a medium for

the exchange and sharing of experience through the medium

of a protagonist, a subject, an 'other' person, rather

than by self-confession. It is a way of externalising

experience, simultaneously close and at a distance. It is

a way of acknowledging it, putting it into a perspective

and valid context. In this way the experience of the

individual Chilean became that of the exile group, and of

the wider supportive political community. Experience as a
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form of meaning was therefore inter-subjective, collective

and political. It was imparted through the process of

performance and contexted within a specific political

ideology of revolutionary struggle.

However, if we are to establish that the concert, through

its specific musical forms, non-musical elements and above

all its total structure, can mediate these experiences,

then we must acknowledge the complexity of the interactive

relationship between all the different elements of

performance. During this period Karaxi^ were the only

Chilean musical group I observed who talked directly about

torture, disappearence, death and exile in their

performances. Karaxi had no remit from the MIR to create

music about any specific theme. The MIR never had any

formal cultural politics which its militants were supposed

to follow (JF/1985/K33). The directive was to do what was

appropriate. It is obvious, from the account of the MIR

provided in chapter three, that many of the themes dealt

with in performance are those defined as significant by

the MIR and are treated in parallel ways. Karax's own

remit, however, was more than that outlined in MIR

publications. Not all members of Karax were

militants or supporters of the MIR: the group as a whole

was linked as much to the broad based Unidad popular

(popular unity) . All members however, supported an

active resistance. Their cultural politics were freely

their own and these were themes that they knew
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instinctively to be relevant. Their mode of communication

was essentially poetic. Their essential contribution was

that of the poetics of exile.

It is in this sense that Karaxi^'s work is that of

musicians as poets of the people, engaging instinctively

in poetics, in music making, in response to experience.

Their music and music making can be spoken of with regard

to the working of myth in the sense discussed by Hawkes,

quoting ViCOSSS 1725 treatise on New Science, which

determines myths as grounded in actual lived experience,

taking a shape that is at once both springing from the

human mind and shaping the world that the mind perceives

as existing (Hawkes 1977:12).

Individual Chileans could barely explain to others what had

happened to them. One way of dealing with their experience

was to bury it, and to separate themselves. Yet the need

was to communicate what was constantly on and in their

mind, to externalise it, to give it voice. The knowledge

of all Chileans had gone beyond common sense experience to

a post-coup world of oppression thankfully unknown to most

of us. They witnessed a changed and then new reality.

Many did not survive the experience. Those who did

inherited both the sacrifice of those who did not and

their own scars.

The complexity of the Chilean experience is itself the
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material of myth, in the sense used by Sartre: "L'enfer,

c'est les autres", and by Lvi Strauss: '1 L'enfer c'est

nous memes", for we are dealing with a people not only

coming to terms with loss of family friends, employment,

material possesions, wealth, country, the important

familiar environment which sustains each of us every day

and helps maintain our identity, but also having to

confront fear, violence, repression and betrayal by their

own people (Leach 1970:81). These experiences, whether

first or second hand, were shared by the exile community.

The paradox was that while exile was banishment, imposed

without any forseeable end, it was perceived as

essentially temporary. And those inside Chile believed

that exiles had nothing to worry about, that they had an

easy time of it in their host countries.

If loss of country was a temporary condition, political

defeat and the failure of socialist democracy a passing

stage, death was also understood as an inspiration and a

challenge, not proof of faulty strategy: it was the

gateway to eternal political life. Exiles were therefore

constantly forced to focus on what were truly

"unobservable realities" (Leach 1970:37). It is in their

treatment of these "unobservable realities', that Karax's

music and performances are mythical, for "the mythic is

the site where chaos and order, past, future and present,

reason and emotion meet, if only monientarily" (see discussion

Silverstone 1981:49-84).
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Myth grows out of people's experience of the world. In

this case pre- and post-coup belief and experience are

transformed into myth as a process of consciousness. In

his work on myth and contemporary culture, Roger

Silverstone (1981:53) has argued that the disentanglement

of the structure of feelings in myth is by definition

impossible but the need is to recognise and understand the

nature of what is being expressed. He has suggested that

in contemporary culture, both myth and ritual express and

attempt to resolve not just uncertainties of social status

but perhaps every aspect of structure and that myth is a

basic elements of contemporary culture. Myths can be

regarded as coherent and logical and represent, above all,

a culture thinking about itself. They are the product

of a society that ruminates on contradictions and

experiences, preserving them in ways which legitimate

identity (Silverstone 1987). Myths and mythic stuctures

are participatory, to enter into them, space and time must

be transformed, myths "relate to accounts of ... how

something... began to be" (Eliade 1964, as quoted in

Silverstone 1981:55).

myth and mythic narratives are profoundly implicated
in the definition and maintenance of common sense
identity, constantly at work translating and
reassuring at the boundary between the familiar secure
world of the everyday and the unfamiliar, insecure
world beyond it
(Silverstone 1987)

Myth is constructed by the whole performance: it is

between, inside and expressed through the pieces of music,
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it is inscribed within the whole. The whole is m ore than

the sum of its parts. In the context of this analysis,

the primary units of myth are the pieces of music, in

particular the way that they cluster together and function

as both symbols and categories. As Blacking has said:

Music making is a special way of making sense of the
world and a primary modelling sytem of thought and
action, comparable and complementary (but not
subordinate to) verbal language
(Blacking 1985:15)

A Karax concert is an intensive account of a

specific Chilean reality. on one level it functions to

make sense of that reality, to publicise the private, to

make individual experience that of the collective group,

to put it into its rightful politico-historic context.

Common to all myth it contains within it its own

paradoxes, contradictions and failures which its structure

attempts to mediate and resolve. These are of course

intensely political and ideological. Althussers's

definition of ideology is relevant in the context of

Karaxi's work:

Ideology is the expression of the relations between
men and their world, that is the (over determined) unity
of the real relation and the imaginary relation between
them and their real condition of existence. in
ideology the real relation is inevitably invested in
the imaginary relation, a relation that expresses a
will... a hope, or a nostalgia, rather than
describing a reality.
(from For Marx as quoted in Thompson 1986)

On an important level the concert can be seen to be

working to nourish the revolutionary tradition it is

supporting and expressing, a tradition which may eventually

triumph.
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In the rest of this chapter I propose to analyse the

organisation of Karaxii' s repertoire into a concert

programme as a whole entity, a whole reality, and I

propose to do this in the following two ways:

1. Concert programme as narrative:

By treating the concert programme as constructing a

narrative, of which many readings of the text are

possible, but all of which are controlled in the context

of performance by the interaction between the 'voice' of

performance and the music, and between the pieces of

music. The key to the narrative is the direct 'voice' of

Karaxu through the medium of the spoken introduction. It

is this 'voice' which guides us through the narrative and

which directs the construction of the complete statement

that "Music is Resistance", and its qualifying statement

"music is a weapon in the hands of the people". In this

way the title of Karaxi^'s concerts and of their tour is

the direct statement of the transformation between the two

discourses of politics and music that I argued for in the

final section of chapter two (Leach 1976: 25). Culture

and politics are inseparable: ideas cannot develop

independent of the material reality which shapes them.

shall call the making of this statement 'music is

resistance' the narrative of performance, defining

narrative as: "a referential text in which temporality is
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represented" (Ducrot and Todorov 1972:297).

I shall offer one possible reading of the narrative of

performance, as an explication de texte. Aspects of

three key elements will be discussed and used within the

perspective of the existence of a 'constellation' of

meanining (as outlined in chapter six, section (1)).

These key elements are: (i) the coding of the 'voice' of

the spoken introductions;

(ii) the musical texts;

(iii) the relationship between music gans and audience, for

the meaning of the text is dependent upon the intent of

the speaker and the attitude of the listener.

2. Narrative as 'social drama'

Having spoken of the relationship between music and myth,

of Karaxu's music as songs of experience, and having begun

this chapter with Karaxi^'s own expression of their work as

a search for an identity through music, the question is:

what kind of identity? In approaching the concert

performance as a single entity in which each element is a

component part I have found the framework of "social

drama" (encompassing rite de passage), provided by

Turner, a useful way of understanding an essential level

upon which the narrative works (Turner 1985). I use the

term rite de passage not in the classical sense of
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analysis of 'primitive' societies but in Turner's sense as

embodied in the cultural performances of contemporary

urban groups.

In his original analysis of rite de passage Turner,

taking up the arguments of Van Gennep, indicated three

phases: (1) breach/separation; (2) margin/limen/threshold

(the stage of re- dressive action); (3) re-integration and

re-incorporation. In his analysis of "social drama"

Turner divided the middle liminal phase (2) into two,

naming them as crisis and redressive action (Turner

1985:215). While the "social drama" (rite de passage)

model is useful as a framework for understanding what is

happening in the concert this is not to suggest that the

concert itself is a rite de passage. However, in every

sense, something akin to a rite de passage is taking

place in reality. Being involved as activists or

supporters of the Unidad Popular had been the raison

d'etre of the lives of many Chilean exiles and of the

judgements by which their fate had been decided. In a

very real sense they had been separated out from society,

imprisoned, tortures, and either killed or exiled. From

both sides this can be seen as a sacrifice on behalf of

society. It is this which is expressed in the narrative

of performance. In the context of this thesis therefore,

the four phases of "social drama" already indicated which

can be used to understand the performance narrative and

the actual rite de passage can perhaps best be aligned
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in the following way: (1) 'breach/separation' with the

coup d'etat; (2) that of crisis with the post-coup period;

(3) that of re-dressive action as resistance in the

interior and exterior, with (4) the re-integration of

Chilean society, the return to Chile for those outside and

the return to normal political life inside, still to come

(Turner 1985:180).

These stages correspond to the phases of experience of

returning militants.

The narrative charts the rite de passage not of

initiates but of activists, a special group of people,

and maps their move from what I call political innocence,

active involvement in the democratic struggle for

socialism and the ideals of the Allende period in Chile,

to political experience, paying the price and surviving

the unexpected consequences of involvement in such

struggle: torture, imprisonment, death/exile. it is this

rite de passage which is described by the music and

inscribed in the narrative of performance, a narrative

which, it will be shown, is one of provocation, struggle,

separation, sacrifice, resistance and unity. In this way,

as a life crisis rite, it is not the wisdom of elders that

is being passed on and reinforced in the concerts but the

lived experience and belief of political activists

representing the larger democratic group of Chilean

people.
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The liminality of exile

The key to understanding the use of concepts of " social

drama", rite de passage, comunitas, "rite of

intensification" and properties of ritual found in

performance is the liminality of exile. For the Chileans

the liminal condition of exile is a double raarginalisation

of the individual, because not only is the exile

separated, banished into the exterior, but there he/she

is marginal within the 'other' culture that surrounds

him/her. Those individuals and families whose fate was

banishment to exile in their new country found in their

new status uncertain and few cultural norms in common

with the old. Exiles still consider their stay as

temporary and make little attempt to put down roots; they

are caught perpetually between two cultures, trying to

live the one within the other. Imminent return is a

constant hope. Both the physical and mental condition of

the exile is also liminal and this does not change as time

passes: "tienes tus nifios - tu familia - tu gente - tu

vida aqui que te quieres y sin embargo todo eso no es lo

tuyo (you have your children, your family, your people,

your life here that you love and despite that - all this

is not yours) (JF/1985/K33).

The liminal state is the period of reflexivity. According to

Turner's thesis, i,t is at this point , when the course of

social crisis is beyond the scope of legal arbitration,
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that ritual mechanisms are called upon. 'Actors' in a

"social drama"' try to show others what they are doing and

what they have done (Turner 1985:180). It is the

cognitively dominant phase. It is by using the concept

of "social drama" and rite de passage for these concerts

the deeper levels at which performances are working, their

expression of felt beliefs, feelings and lived experience,

can be most appreciated. As pe?ia has shown in his

analysis of Chicano events in the United States, it is not

unusual to view urban cultural events as a specialised

type of framed activity evincing a definite ritual

structure (peIia 1980:47). The properties of ritual,

formally analysed as concerning movement across social

boundaries, is here charted in the real concern of

movement across social and cultural boundaries,

complicated by the fact that this movement itself is

precipitated through ideological struggle to remove social

boundaries (Leach 1976:77).

The explication de texte will show how the narrative

describes the passage of the individual from an initial

assertion of a Latin American identity, to a politically

active struggle to change the situation in favour of the

mass of people. Among the many consequences of their

actions are pain, suffering, torture, loss of life, exile,

and banishment. Those people who die, however, are not

lost but in a sense immortalised, 'heroes' , their lives

re-generated in the lives of those who take up the
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struggle in their place (see chapter three).

It will be shown that it is in this way that the narrative

of these performances constructs a contemporary political

myth (again as outlined in chapter three). It describes

the lives of activists, individuals who represent the

people and who act on their behalf. It is not ultimately

the narrative of any one individual, although the model

conduct of specific people is used to illustrate the

exemplary (for example, musically through the song for

Guevara and Bautista Van Shouwen, and often even visually

by stage iconography: specifically by the symbolic banners

of Ch Guevara and Miguel Enrquez or with the mural of

the man breaking out of chains). There is something here

of the Christian myth in that this is a story of struggle

for values and beliefs, of persecution for those beliefs

(even of betrayal), of death and 'resurrection' in the

work and lives of others (Silverstone 1981). There are

also fragments of myth in the notion of the body becoming

seed, or the 'word' blown on the wind. While these

concerts are not religious ceremonies they are concerned

with the same questions as religion: of life and death and

of the beliefs which underly action. In that sense they

contain intellectual and ideological structures. The myth

constructed by the narrative of these concerts is one of

political praxis. It is a myth rooted in the image of the

heroic guerilla. It is a myth of the collective which

places the lives of Karaxl^, speaking for the Chilean
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people, firmly in the flow of historic events within their

country and within Latin America.

In its charting of the isolation of the individual and its

recognition that the experience of the individual is

subsumed within the collective group, in its establishment

of a concert community, the concert maps the stages of

ritual while remaining in the middle liminal phase: re-

integration, to be unified with one's community again, can

only take place symbolically within the exile community.

At this particular point in time (1979), with the

political police of retorno as context for the

orgarlisation of the concerts, those who were going back to

Chile to clandestine struggle embodied the hopes of the

entire exile community, on whose behalf they were

returning. The concert programme (and therefore the

narrative of performance) was specific to this tour. This

is consistent with the group's statement that a concert

mediates the relationship between the interior and

exterior of Chile. As this is constantly changing, so

is the concert programme.

In the case of these performances therefore, on one level

the narrative simultaneously represents an actual

situation. The concert functions like a ritual by virtue

of its sustaining and re-generative power. The concert,

and the music within it, are perceived as a significant

means by which the exile can re-assert dynamic identity:
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"es une resistance antes la vida de uno en el sentido de

definarse antes el exilio - mientras mejor que estas aqui

mas solo te sientes en respecto a Chile" (it is a

resistance before life in the sense of defining oneself

before exile - the better you feel here the lonelier you

feel with respect to Chile) (JF/1985/K33). It is this re-

affirmation of identity which is physically demonstrated

by the dancing of the 'cueca' at the end of the concert,

showing it to be an identity that is national, political,

emotional.

The comunitas of the concert community

Inherent in "social drama" is the concept of "comunitas".

As Turner has said "comunitas emerges where social

structure is not" (Turner 1969:125). "Comuriitas" is both

constructed and evoked within the special concert

ambiente. In chapter four I discussed how Karaxl's

transformation of the concert space and place, their

control of time create a 'special domain', produces the

ambiente for the concert programme to be created within:

"preparamos todo all como un pequeo otro mundo... un

ambito que sea nuestro - que nos pertenece" (we prepare

everything there like another little world... a place that

is ours - that belongs to us) (JF/l985/K35). Within this

ambiente the concert embodies simultaneous exchange

between three relationships, each of which has an

interior-exterior axis: that of the musicians and
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audience, that of the individual and the group, that of

Chileans and their hosts in exile. It is significant that

these relationlships are fundamentally ones of reciprocity

and exchange. These different sets of relationships come

together and are mediated by the concert, as is shown in

the followiTagi

concert
communitas

interior
CHILE

musicians
individual discourse
individual experience
Chilean experience

exterior
exile:outside Chil

audience
discourse with others
sharing experience /
commmunity experience

From its very first sentence of address, 	 voice'

of performance works to establish "communitas' , and a

concert community to function as a rearguard of moral and

economic solidarity. But the concerts do not only have

this function: the way the 'voice' works draws the

audience into the performancne so that they simultaneously

take the place, represent 'we, the people' of Chile and

Latin America. Modes of participation are both actual and

symbolic. It is in this way that the concert also acts

as a "rite of intensification", supported by the intended

intensifying effect of its structure (for as Karax say,

it must have contrasting moments to end 'high') (Turner
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1969:1265). The structure functions in this way partly

conforming to a classic structure for popular music

concerts, but essentially to gain economic and moral

support for the resistance. The members of the audience

are not going to fight in clandestinity in Chile but their

support will empower those who do.

It is through "comunitas" that the entire concert

community is united with the 'in-group' of Chilean exiles

whose identity is preserved and re- asserted against that

of the 'out-group' (as my initial chapter quotations

state), that is the military dictatorship, who have not

only tried to eliminate them physically but also to

expunge from historical and personal and collective memory

the achievements of the Allende period of Chilean

history. There is therefore a sense of renewal in the

concert. Its properties of ritual and of 'social drama'

not only reinforce the norms of behaviour necessary for

maintenance of political and social life but also renew

and re-construct belief in of the human values of

reciprocity and exchange, of mutual support in struggle.

The symbolic mapping of whole rite de passage by the

narrative of the performance in this sense helps ensure

that re-integration, the final stage of rite de passage,

actually comes about. Re-integration of the individual

within the group in exile, within the concert community,

stands for re-integration of those returning to the
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political/democratic community at home, who, it is hoped,

will also offer their moral and economic support, thus

synthesising the resistencia of those in the exterior

and interior. This is shown to be the core message of

the song La venezolana (see chapters eight and nine)

The explication de texte will show the mythic structure

created by the musical performance, and the subsequent

analysis will discuss the classic binaries (nature-

culture, techno-economical) which are bound up

in what is an elaboration of an identity of resistance.

Feld, quoting Fernandez, has written, "metaphors are

formal correspondences underlying and upholding framings

of social action and plans for performance" (Feld

1984:228). The key to understanding the narrative of myth

is through Karax's metaphors. In chapters eight and

nine, it will be shown that the same metaphors are used by

Karaxi consistently when speaking of both composition and

performance. These are ultimately identified as metaphors

of praxis and lived experience. The situation can be

represented as follows:
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exile

liminality

concert

panorama/overall ambiente

. . .	 .	 .	 .

/piece 1	 /piece 2	 /piece 3	 /etc

/ ambientes (atmospheres):

/estados de animo (states of spirit):

/ estados de alma (states of soul)

Structuring of concert programme specific to this tour

It is important to verify that this structuring of the

concert programme of this tour was specific to this

tour. This is consistent with the group's statement

that a concert mediates the relationship between the

interior and exterior of Chile, and that as this is

constantly changing, so is the concert programme. Thus,

the analysis that follows is valid within the context of a

tour entitled Resistance, which took place at a time

when the MIR had discussed and agreed on a policy of

retorno (return) of its activists to re-establish

themselves in the clandestinity in Chile.
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The explication de texte that follows is based on the

Swansea concert. A full verbal transcript constituted

chapter five and a full recording is provided on cassette

one. I have occasionally made reference to other concerts

to amplify points. This account is by necessity repetitive

as it involves bringing together material from several

chapters. All pieces of music are numbered and referenced

by title letters, as well as by their full title, for ease

of cross reference with other parts of the thesis.

Explication de texte

The first piece of music in performance, Taquirari, (T)

(1), establishes three significant functions for music.

First it is phatic, to establish direct contact between

musicians and audience, a call to peformance, music whose

direct impact and appeal cannot be ignored. Its use is

conative in that it will bring the audience into the world

of the concert, to the present day situation of Chileans

and many Latin Americans, away from the social

conversations and re-establishment of relationships that

are the norm for many members of the audience on such

occasions: it is designed to determine and regulate the

behaviour of people. Its very name defines what the

peformance will be composed of: taqui means literally

song and dance (see chapter six, section II). Its

definitions will prove decisive for the rest of
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performance, which it roots by implicitly establishing a

clear set of cognitive values. This is the music of the

ritual festivals of the rural community of the Andes that

have survived and resisted over time, it references the

identity of a Latin American people with a social system of

mutual support, of reciprocity and exchange. This remains

implicitly expressed until later in the performance: this

is 'our' "folkioric music which has always been a cultural

weapon in the hands of the people", "music is a cultural

weapon in the hands of the people" (Swansea transcript,

chapter six, introductions to items 15+16).

Karaxi^ follow this short greeting, which states who they

are and where they come from through music ('we the people

of Chile and Latin America'), by addressing their audience

directly: the audience are assumed to have come for two

reasons: to enjoy the music and thereby offer their

solidarity with the struggle. The initial statement of

identity is developed by Est ilegando gente al baile (E)

(2), a cueca , the national dance of Chile, which

expresses the spirit of the people. The song text provides

an ironic historical analysis: the people of Latin America

have been robbed, first by colonialists and then by neo-

colonialists. Their own trusting nature led them to be

duped. This robbery was the reason for the first

liberation struggle for independence from the Spanish, and

the (second) anti-imperialist struggle of the present. This

is implicitly argued: it is presented as common sense that
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such provocation would result in such struggle. The

opposition is immmediately established between two economic

systems: one, of unequal exchange, involving the

exploitation of human life and material wealth of the

Americas for profit, the other that of the community with

its mutual support system of reciprocity and exchange.

El diablo suelto (Ds) (3) returns us momentarily to the

music of the Andean community, by its use of the quena

but this initial sign of Andean music is extended as the

musical form is not purely indigenous but a waltz,

"borrowed" from Europe, transformed and re-created in the

Americas in a way that is "more rhythmic". The group

assure the audience that not all the results of the

Conquest or colonialism are negative, and it is significant

that it is music which is symbolic of the positive

things. The fact that this piece is Venezuelan adds a

significant sub-text, for Venezuela is the home of Simon

Bolrvar, one of the Independence leaders. The title "the

Unchained devil" could be read as an ironic pun. The

inference, developing the text of piece (2) (E), is that

Latin America has fought once and will fight again.

vaiparafso (v) (4) takes us to the homesickness of exile,

thoughts of home from abroad, a nurturing memory of

childhood to sustain the exile, with the pain of loss of

country never far away. The reason for this situation is

not directly stated. It does not need to be: the reason
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the Chileans are here, making this music, organising this

concert, is because of the Chilean coup. The song

expresses a clear state of liminality, where the paradox is

that loss of place is sustained by vivid memory. This

piece provides a living picture of Chile. The referential

function of music is extended to encompass that of a clear

poetic function.

This expression of individual isolation, the paradox of

closeness in the mind co-existing with physical geographic

distance is developed in the Milonga de andar lejos CM)

(5), where the exile is banished, rootless, but in his

wanderings finds that the poor and oppressed are to be

found in every country; they are not confined to Chile,

Latin America or even the third world. The need is to unite

the individual in the group, for all races to struggle

together. Unity is powerful.

From unity in exile we move back to the folk music of the

integrated rural community of the Andes, back to roots. But

this move is not a direct one. It is mediated by the

musicians' demonstration of the living musical heritage of

the Americas which is to be found in the instruments

created and played there. This includes all the

instruments played by the people, not only native American

or hybrid instruments. The musicians choose this moment to

make two explicit points. The first concerns the need to

seek the audience's agreement to show these instruments.
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This is, of course, a rhetorical question but it is

designed to underline the democratic rather than imposed

mode of communication that Karaxt wish to establish. The

second point is that the instruments themselves are

presented as having the same significance and power as

their music: they exemplify the resistance and creativity

of native culture, its ability to assimilate while

surviving. These instruments are to be perceived as

commonplace, not exotic. They are part of the living

heritage of the present generation which includes children

growing up in exile.

This direct address prefaces the following two pieces of

music of the Andean festivals, of the rural community which

use some of the instruments. In the Swansea performance

neither piece is named, although in subsequent years they

were: Noche de luna ilena (NL) (6), and Carnavalito

Salteflo (Cs) (7)) . (in any 1979?)

From the music of the Andes the move is to the cueca, the

national dance of Chile. The cueca is danced in both

rural and urban areas, it is symbol and identity of the

nation. Here it is robbed of any chauvinistic overtones by

its subject matter which places it firmly in both the

historic and present urban context of organised labour.

The struggle of the coal miners during the only previous

period of dictatorship in Chile's history is re-contexted

here as the struggle of organized labour through working
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class trade unions against the present unconstitutional

government. The song is sung today in Chile as a form of

cultural resistance. The message of the Cueca de los

mineros (CM) (8), (the 'Cueca of the Miners', also

called the Cueca del carb6n, 'the cueca of the coal')

is implicitly economic but again in the context of a viable

community: the concern of the government is with

exploitation for profit and not with the life of the worker

nor the survival of the community. The miner is betrayed,

the hand of treason is that of the government, only

through formal political organisations such as trade unions

can the people survive and resist.

This is rapidly followed in tandem by a second cueca

the Cueca de la C.U.T. (cc) (9). As in the

previous pair of songs, (v)(4) and (M)(5), in which the

struggle of the individual to survive in exile was

empowered when unified in the group, so the struggle of a

particular group, here symbolised by that of the miners, is

empowered when it becomes the struggle of the workers of

all the world. The relationship is transferred from the

miners to the the Chilean Trades Union Council, the CUT,

and from the CUT to the international labour

organizations. The struggle can only progress with

international unity, with the mutual support of the

worldwide labour organisations.

At this point with its stress upon the unity and strength
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of labour organizations, the concert breaks for the

interval. During the interval the culture of Latin America

and Chile is amplified in two ways, both of which involve

direct contact with local Chilean exiles. Firstly,

politically: by the sale of the journals and pamphlets of

the various political, solidarity, and human rights groups;

of books on the situation in pre- and post-coup Chile; of

the material of other organisations offering international

support; and usually by a poster exhibition providing

information about those for whom the profits of the

concerts will be used: the children's dining rooms and

workshops for the unemployed established in the shanty

towns of Chile since the coup. Resistance is defined in

terms of human survival. Secondly, culturally: by the sale

of badges; of artefacts from Chile, many of them made by

political prisoners or in the workshops for the unemployed;

and of home-made Chilean food.

political support (implicitly requested) by (CC) (9), (the

final song before the interval) is often directly offered

during the interval by international messages of solidarity

read out by the compere, by political speeches from those

involved in local and national political, labour human

rights, and solidarity groups. If this support is not

offered directly (it was not in Swansea) it is the message

of the material sold at the stalls. The interval serves to

re-inforce in specific ways the integrated politics-culture

discourse of the musical performance. It is the terrain of
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the local political community. It does not form part of

the narrative of performance, but provides a reinforcing

context.

The concert resumes once again with a piece of Andean folk

music Camanchaca, (C) (10), which calls the audience back

to performance, taking them from the environment of the

concert hall to that of the culture and life of Latin

America, re-asserting identity through that of the Andean

community. The Cueca por Nicaragua (CN) (ii) follows,

differing from the other three cuecas that have been

performed in the programme in that its spoken introduction

is more in accordance with what I have defined as a

characteristic of category three, misica nueva: part of

its poetic text is read. For the other cuecas the texts

were glossed. The language of the text is a mix of the

figurative and the political located in the here and now of

the revolutionary struggle of the people of Nicaragua,

whose triumph seemed imminent (as indeed it was) . The

triumph will be the results of all the people, but it is

only the workers and peasants who are named: the

contribution of the middle class/intellectual is implicit.

Karaxu say their support for the Nicaraguan struggle will

be made through music: their role as musicians is in

poetics.

Use of the cueca form reaffirms the importance of

political organisations of the people in the struggle, as
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the striking red and black image of the poppies reaffirms

the importance of the MIR, and the FSLN (Frente Sandinista

de Liberaci6n Nacional, the Sandinista Liberation Front)

of Nicaragua. The message is that musical support can make

a contribution: it is part of both a moral and a political

rearguard. Through active participation in the piece by

percussive clapping in particular sections the audience

offers symbolic but active solidarity, an enactment of the

message "everyone must do something" to help the Nicaraguan

struggle.

The piece that follows juxtaposes such struggle with the

position of exile. It must be noted that this development

applied only to Swansea as in all other concerts this

piece was not included. In narrative terms Cuando me

acuerdo de mi pars, (Cu) (12), develops further the themes

of loss and unity in exile (pieces (4) Cv) and (5) CM)) to

consider that of the torturous condition of exile itself.

The expressed feelings are not limited to thoughts of home

from abroad or solidarity and unity with others, but with

their natural development: the need for active struggle and

resistance. These feelings are defined in the

mixed metaphors of the song text which express a fusion of

the natural world of Chile with the feelings of the exile,

whose emotions and intentions are projected into the flora,

fauna and natural geography of the country: "I bleed

volcano/... I wake machine gun". They are painful but

resolute; the need is to join the struggle. The song's
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images, almost all ones of movement, are apocalyptic and

extraordinarily powerful. In every sense in this song the

exile is in his/her mind already in Chile, as all feelings

and intentions of the body are transmuted to the natural

surroundings of the country.

Karaxu's omission of this song from the programme of most

concerts on the tour was rationalised in two ways. They

felt that they had sung it many times but significantly

they felt that, with its "arreglo del exilio" (arrangement

of exile), it placed too much emphasis on sad exile, and

that in these performances they did not wish to overstress

this aspect of exile (JF/1980/5). It may be that they were

also not being particularly happy with its rendition in

these performances, perhaps due to the presence of a new

member in the group. Perhaps the re- iteration of the

theme of exile in the second half, however militant an

expression and even though it developed the theme a step

further (from the exterior to the interior (while

remaining in the interior of the mind), did not seem to

fit in with the next two pieces, whose themes are actual

armed struggle and subsequent sacrifice of life. Perhaps it

stemmed from their own ambivalence to the idea that the

time was right for those in the exterior to return to

fight in clandestinity. The decision was made for a

combination of reasons.

What is significant is the notion of 'arrangement of
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exile' for, as I have said, the text can be read as

integrating the grief of exile with the desire to fight.

This aspect of interpretation is not that which the group

see as being reinforced by the musical arrangement. As I

have said before, you cannot presume a transparent

relationship between song text and music (Fairley 1983).

In Swansea the narrative moves from the struggle and

imminent triumph of the people's army in Nicaragua, to the

resolve of the exile to return and fight, to Su nombre

ardi como un pajar (ch) (13), the song for Ch Guevara.

If piece (12) is omitted then such resolve is left implicit

and perhaps indicates the ambivalence explained above.

The move (from 11-13) is to a piece which describes the

example of Ch Guevara, an individual whose active struggle

for the continental unity of the people of the ?mericas led

to the sacrifice of life in order to convert that ideal

into reality. Guevara is immortalised in the activities of

those who follow his example and take up the struggle: the

three key social groups - the campesino, worker and

student - whose unity is fundamental for the success of the

political party. This text calls for international social

and political unity as common sense because of the number

of military dictatorships. It amplifies and places in

context the struggle in both Nicaragua and Chile. When it

follows (CN) it gives detail of that struggle and places it

in its true political historical context. When it follows
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(Cu) it again places the militant individual within the

unity of the group: "I will join you - I will go with you

Comandante - until the final victory". Struggle is

expressed in terms of a rural guerrilla struggle "armed

with reason and a machine gun", of clandestinity, to a life

reliant on nature and the rural community.

La dignidad se convierte en costumbre, (B) (14), moves to

the death under torture of the resistance leader Bautista

Van Shouwen. Both his life and death were exemplary, and

they are presented by Karaxi as standing for the many

other unnamed Chileans involved in the resistance who have

suffered a similar fate, particularly those who

disappeared. The tale is somewhat cautionary: those who do

fight in the resistance must realise that they may die or

disappear. Van Shouwen's example is the model of someone

who died having protected his colleagues by not giving away

any details of the resistance under torture: by implication

he saved lives by giving his own. This is active

resistance. His broken dismembered body is beaten into

earth where it becomes seed. The analogy is made between

those who take up the resistance struggle against seemingly

impossible odds and the constant re-generation of nature,

the production of the seed which happens without the

intervention of man.

This analogy is immediately taken up by La nave de la

esperanza (The ship of hope) (LN) (15), in which the
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clandestine organisation and resistance of the people of

Chile is described by means of the metaphor of the ship

of hope (the resistance), which will eventually reach

port when the wave (the people) rises up to carry it home.

A double metaphor exists as Karaxd' code the idea that

people use folk music to communicate when they are denied

the right of free speech. They parallel the use of music as

a metaphor and clandestine comunication, one a metalanguage

for the other. This indirectly references the importance

of social meetings at cultural events in Chile when all

other meetings are banned. As torture and the resistance

of (B) were underground and underwater, so in (LN) the

resistance of the people is (hidden) under water. The

linking of resistance to the MIR is evoked through the

black night and red boilers of the ship.

The next piece from "Black" Peru, Toro mata (TM) (16),

amplifies this theme of resistance and survival against

oppression and provides a solid historical context. The

implicit analogy is between the present and the struggle

and that of those brought as slaves to the Americas whose

culture has survived. I have already mentioned how the sub-

text of this piece in this performance can be read as a

parallel between the position of the 'free' slave and the

equally dangerous position of popular Unity supporters

after the coup: imprisoned, and upon release often forced

into exile, because of the danger they could bring to

others as well as the difficulty of protecting their own
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lives. The musical form is dramatically contrastive to (LN)

with its regular verses and refrain. Both signify music as

resistance and expression of the historical experience of

the people, but the performance of (TM) is less inhibited,

its call delivered in a voice powerful and dramatic, its

response in an exciting and exhilarating manner, its

rhythms physiologically stimulating.

This strength and power is held for a minute by the next

item which is the telling of a joke. Not only is music a

cultural weapon in the hands of the people in Chile but so

is humour. It is the joke that provides the names of the

military dictators of Latin America almost in passing. Of

the two jokes made on this tour by Karax, one directly

references economic imperialism, the influx of capital of

multi-national companies into countries under dictatorship,

in this case specifically that of Japan, while at the same

time highlighting the stupidity of pinochet. The other

joke, a competition as to which dictator can tell the

biggest lie, also demonstrates that pinochet is the

stupidest of all the Latin American dictators, implying

that he is a tool of capital, albeit a brutal one. This

second joke was the one told in Swansea. The message, that

Chileans can laugh and make jokes even at the blackest

moments, is ironic but also 'shows part of what we are'

As much joking behaviour, it functions to add distance to

the reality of Chile under Pinochet. It also bonds

musicians and audience as they laugh out loud together.
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From this moment of black humour the subsequent piece of

music takes us straight back to the Andes, to the music of

the community, and significantly to an Andean cueca: as

explained in chapter six, not all cuecas are from

mainland Chile (see Duran 1950). The cueca form

implicitly provides the notion of political organisation

because of previous references in this context, but here

such organisations are those of the Andean community,

directly referenced by the instrumentation, particularly

the quena. The musical introductions for each of the

four pieces of this Suite, Cs) (17), follow the pattern

of the Festivals of the Andean communities when music is

performed continuously. percussive links are used between

pieces to bond them together.

The spirit of survival, cultural identity and unity of the

people of the Americas is reaffirmed by the song (piece

two) which calls for the struggle for the reunification of

the Andean countries which were united in the pre- colonial

period: frontiers must be burnt to unite brother peoples.

The music takes us back to the area of Ch Guevara's

struggle for continental revolution. Only unified together

can the people of the Americas resist colonial/flea-

colonial/imperialist domination and struggle to survive.

This unity is symbolically re-enacted by the music that the

group create on stage; it is music of the community

Festivals in which the people re-affirm their economic
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inter-dependence and social bonds that place the individual

firmly within the collective. The increasing tempo and the

active participation of the audience in the rendition of

the music by clapping unifies the concert community.

This peak in performance created by the Suite is the

moment when the collection for the Chilean resistance is

taken. This is not the end of the concert, it is a

rupture, a pause, a move back to Chilean reality, to the

struggle for survival of Chilean communities. The

intention is to take advantage of the empathy achieved

through the concert, and the impact of the Suite, the

physical participation and excitement, the applause, and

the call for more music as it finishes, to transform "this

moment of enthusiam" into economic support for the

resistance of the community.

It is now directly stated that the resistance is in terms

of the survival of the individual and the community: the

communal dining rooms for the children; the workshops for

the unemployed; the leaflets distributed which let people

know that the spirit of individual resistance is that of

the group, that there are people working in clandestinity

opposing the Junta. In each concert this information is

either provided by the Chilean compere or by Karaxi. In

Swansea it is by Karaxi. They are the 'voice' of the

Resistance. The exchange is not one of musical

entertainment for money: by this point of the performance
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it has become a question of mutual solidarity. The

exchange of experience expressed by the 'voice' of

performance through the spoken introductions and through

the performance of the music has made the struggle that of

all present, not just of the Chileans and Latin Americans,

'our struggle is your stuggle'

From this hiatus of economic support the concert takes its

formal end with the song El negro JOS, (NJ) (18). Like

(TM) this is another surviving musical form of the culture

of the Black people of the Americas, a candomb, a ritual

dance/song of the slavery period, now a song of survival in

the prisons of the junta, part of the ritual of despedida

(goodbye) offered to political prisoners upon their release

by their fellow prisoners (3). The central metaphor of

the text is that such mutual support can only be expressed

paralinguistically. This encore is such a fixed part of

the concert repertory that it signifies the formal end of

the concert, affirms the resistance of those even in the

prisons of the dictatorship. It is taught to and sung by

the audience by fellow members of the audience. Having

just offered financial support they now offer moral support

in this statement of both struggle and resistance. This

despedida neatly marks the end of performance.

The Swansea concert does not finally end here, however, but

with a Chilean cueca. It moves to a public celebration

of Chilean identity, again expressed through the music
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which has so far been consistently associated with the

organisation of the working class and with actual organised

struggle for rights. It is the Chilean struggle which is

the immediate reason for the concert but this is now

clearly not only the struggle of Latin America but of

people throughout the world. In this way the coming

together of audience and performers into a politically

defined concert community is visually sealed by the

bridging of the physical space between the stage (the

special domain of the musicians, representing Chile) and

the audience (including Chilean orgariisers) by the Chilean

dancers (often including one of the musicians and the

organisers). This act physically confirms the economic and

moral support of the collection and active participation in

the performance of (NJ). The movements of the dance (whose

choreography is always interpreted as that of union between

two people) completes the whole communication event by its

symbolic enactment of the final physical bonding of

musicians and audience.

The theme of the first cueca danced as encore in Swansea

was that of the unity of the American people, Los pueblos

americanos (LPA) (19). It re-iterates in another musical

form the message of unity expressed in Tarqueada, (the

second piece of the Suite), and earlier in piece (5),

(M), piece (13) (Ch), and piece (9) (CC). This last piece,

(9) is often repeated in place of piece (19), (L pA) or in

tandem (the Chilean saying is that you never have a first
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cueca without a second). The final opposition stated

in the concert is again either that of the division of land

on the continent into countries by the colonisers for

economic reasons of profit, rather than the needs of the

communities, or that of economic decisions being taken

without any thought for the 1ive of people in workers

communities. The position re-iterated again by the

cueca, referencing political and labour organisations is

that only by unifying can one struggle and resist. The

introduction to these final two pieces allows for the

intrusion of some picaresque Chilean humour. The Swansea

concert ends with both group and audience clapping, the

latter clamouring for more music and with the emotive call

from the audience "Chile-Chile-Chile-Soli-dari-dad" (Chile-

Chile-Chile-Soli-dari-ty).

The Natural limitations of the explication de texte

This interpretative reading, although rich is

incomplete. Not merely because it presupposes that the

contribution of the musical elements of the narrative are

as given in the previous chapter, but because such

incompletion is a recognition that the concert is an over-

determined environment for the communication of meaning.

The reading is also untypical in that it is an informed

fusion of emic and etic. That is, it is extracted from an

exhaustive set of possible meanings, rooted in the spoken

introductions provided by the musicians, in the song
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texts, and in the argument concerning the symbolic meaning

and function of the music of the previous chapter; the

context of performance as discussed in chapter four; and

the historical context as discussed in chapters one and

two. It is a reading that works by positing a possible

"constellation" of meaning, the inter-relationship of

texts. Each individual member of the audience will make

their own reading, but their response will be guided by,

structured, and to a great extent controlled by the

dominant meanings assigned and indicated by Karax.

The work of the narrative

Using Jakobson's terms, pieces are working conatively,

phatically, cognitively, poetically, referentially and

emotively (Jakobson 1960). The way they work is

dependent on the nature of the information they convey and

the effect they are designed to produce given their

position in the concert programme. At the same time no

one piece can be reduced to any one function nor to any

one set of significant meanings, rather what is

communicated is determined by the relationship between

pieces.

The narrative works by a process of accumulation of effect

and meaning. The concert programme follows the accepted

rule of a good programme order: variety to ensure that the

audience attention should be contrasting but constant. As
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Karaxu say (see section I, chapter six), the logic of the

ordering of the repertory is inherent in the repertory,

itself put together with the various roles that a piece

will take in performance always in mind, with a concept of

music as multi-functional: some to begin, others to be a

main thematic focus, others to fit in around these needs

and themes; expressed as to provide simultaneously "happy"

moments and more "intimate" ones (see chapter six, section

I).

A piece of music in any one of the three categories of

music is differentiated from another piece of the same

category by position. This itself accents different

aspects of the music, reinforced by the intervention of

spoken introduction and the musical arrangement. pieces

within a category reference and build on each other across

the performance, that is they are in paradigmatic

relationship to one another: e.g. another "brillante"

quena piece, another more "intimate" song. Each piece

also has syntagmatic relationships, and reference pieces

which corLie immediately before and after them. If they are

of the same category they amplify them, if they are of a

different category they will contrast. In this way pieces

within the same category while indicating a set of

meanings, will constantly be both re- affirming such

meanings when another piece of that category appears,

while simultaneously articulating such meanings from a

different perspective and, and in this way amplifying
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them.

Thus for example, in category one, the first piece which

offers a greeting asserting identity, is later qualified

as representing a situation in which 'all the people sing

and dance' . More and different information about the

music is provided by the musicians at each point that they

directly address the audience. In this way the move from

one piece to another is a move by which each piece

foregrounds both the previous and subsequent pieces. In

this way pieces draw attention to each other by contrast.

One moment a piece is the focus of all the attention of

the concert, of all that is happening and being

communicated, the next it is what has happened, a means of

transition to the next piece.

The narrative works syntagmatically. But it is not a

narrative that 'tells' a logically constructed story. The

fact that the concert performance happens in real time and

has a literal beginning, middle (interval) and end is

deceptive. The narrative weaves to and fro in time and

space, constructing a historical account in its expression

and interchange of poetic expressions of specific

situations and feelings.

The narrative works in comparable ways to other cultural

forms, especially literature and film, e.g. to cinematic

technique which moves back and forwards in time and space,
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using flashback and cameo. It is through this form that

experience and belief, culture and ideology is transmitted

in complexly related ways. The narrative is composed of

seven statements: one, a statement of an historically

rooted identity; two, the provocation of colonialism and

imperialism; three, of consequent struggle for liberation;

four, of consequent suffering, loss; five, of the

sacrifice of individual lives to ensure that the

continuation of the resistance struggle continues; six, of

banishment to exile; and seven, of the resolution of the

crisis of grief and separation experienced by the

individual in reuniting with the community. While it is a

logical ordering we should note that statements five and

six are reversed in the performance, consistent with one

of the underlying themes, the retorno.

The mediating 'voice'

It is the overall 'voice ' of performance, that of

KaraxtL in its various forms (instrumental, singing,

spoken, direct, familiar, serious, humourous, assertive,

strong, always physical) that unambiguously carries out

this work of focusing the performance. It provides the

point of identification, the place where musicians and

audience come together. It is the voice that enables the

performance to produce its meanings. Karaxi's voice is

intended to be truly...:

the genuine voice of the people: a voice that breaks
forth from the depth of coal and tine mines, from
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factories and sugar mills, from feudal lands where
rotos, cholos, gauchos, jibares, the heirs of Zapata
and Sandino, take up arms of liberty; a voice heard
in poets and novelists, in students, in women and
children, in the old and helpless
(Fidel Castro as quoted in Gott 1970:23)

In performance, through the medium of the spoken

introduction, this voice moves from the first person

plural 'we, the people', to encompass both the third

person singular and plural 'you' , to become the third

person 'the people' . The return to 'we' is to the plural

group that has subsumed and speaks for 'the people'

Moves to a first person 'I' are always isomorphic with a

3rd person 'he' and the experience of the individual ('I'

'he') is then subsumed within the 'we' group. The

progression whether from 1st, 2nd, or 3rd person singular

or plural always returns to 1st person plural. It is in

this way that the relationship between the individual and

the group, the people of Chile, Latin America and the

world, are positioned linguistically.

Nature - culture relationships

The narrative picture systematically indicates classic

binary relationships (Leach 1970: 34/36). The first is

that between nature and culture: we find that the spirit

of the survival of the community is embodied in a music

which originated in the rural agrarian communites of the

Andes, amongst nature; that of the ongoing consistent

struggle of political organisation in the national dance,

most prominent in the towns and cities, in culture. The
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struggle and resistance of the individual, which produces

poetry as song, is caught in a complex tension between

nature and culture: by the sea, the river, the mountains

or underground (both out of time and outside of culture),

constantly regenerating in nature. The resistance of the

people as a group uses symbols on or under the sea, or

clandestinely, unseen, within the community.

It is notable that places of danger (torture) and grief

are found to be situated both in the city and under

water/out of time, while places of community and spirit,

of sustenance and re-generation are to be found in fertile

nature. Nature is the only reliable collaborator.

Culture and nature are separate or in struggle, rarely in

harmony. But it is the city that is ultimately the place

where the organised people try to find the values of

'nature', the community, to merge with those of

'culture' . Sacrifice of the individual is contained

within a revolutionary ideology where nature is the root

of all re-generation, the reference point for an analogy

with the numbers of people who will join the struggle.

The exile has to negotiate with nature and culture for

identity to survive.

This nature-culture relationship is not unproblematic. Nor

is it suprising. In the first place this is because the

revolutionary tradition of the parties of the Chilean

left, specifically the Guevarist parties, stressed a key
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relationship with the campesinos, and on the need for an

agrarian base for any reform. The Guevarist parties, not

merely by reading the lessons of the Cuban Revolution, but

influenced by the Latin American intellectual political

tradition, stressed that there should be revolutionary

struggle in the countryside, with the role of the

intellectual to act as catalyst.

In the second place, this political tradition does not

exist in cultural isolation: it is also an essential part

of the literary tradition of Latin America, specifically

the influential poetry of Chile's Nobel Prize Winner,

Pablo Neruda, who it must be remembered was a prominent

candidate for the the leadership of the Unidad Popular,

standing down for Salvador Allende. For Neruda, nature

and the rhythms of folk poetry are crucial elements of his

verse. Like Ernesto Cardenal, poet and priest, Minister

of Culture in Nicaragua, Neruda expresses Latin American

identity as that of the pre-hispanic period and in his

case overwhelmingly in terms of the natural world of the

continent.

Musical map: mental map of Chile: Entre mar y cordl1era

(between the mountains and the sea (4)

The following diagram pictures this nature-culture

relationship as an axis or continuum. It is, of
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necessity, two dimensional, but is better imagined as a

moving picture expressing movement and sets of inter-

relations. I have not provided an interior/exterior

axis, as all music is seen as relating directly to a

living image of Chile viewed from the exterior.

Consistent with Karaxls constant referencing of music

geographically I decided to place their music within the

framework of a two dimensional map. Within this framework

I located the individual pieces of music, transposing

those that reference struggle outside Chile, (M and CN),

within the framework from which they emanate. I found

that mapping the music in this way indicated three areas

of resistance: the Andes mountains, the coastal plane,

place of towns and cities, and sea level and below. The

locating of the music paralleled the physical map of

Chile: at one horizon the snow peaked Andes mountains, at

the other the pacific coast.

Chile is a long narrow country with one main road running

down its length (see again map one). Towns and villages

are to be found on the road or on small roads which run

out of the towns towards either the mountains or the sea.

The mountains can be seen from almost any point. Musical

pieces located in this way depicts a mental map and shows a

strong homology with the physical map of Chile. The

reassertion of identity is firmly placed in a familiar

geography which it also thereby reasserts. That this is
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one way of Karaxi^ affirming their identity is further

illustrated by the cover of the leaflet that the group

send out to organisations interested in their work: its

cover (see plate 98, overleaf), reproduces an old hand

drawn map of Chile.

My diagram works entirely within the framework outlined in

chapter one concerning the relations between: concepts-

beliefs/lived experience-emotion-sound/music (Leach

1976:19, Feld 1982:41). I have pictured Chile

schematically, not with the Pacific to the left and

mountains to the right, as on the map at the beginning of

the thesis, or Karax's old map, but in the manner of the

now famous Chilean arpilleras (patchworks), made by the

families of political prisoners and the women's workshops

in the shanty towns, which always have the Andes mountains

in the background. Reproductions of the arpilleras have

featured on the cards produced by the various Chilean

Solidarity and human rights campaigns in the U.K. since

the mid-1970s (see plate 99). The same focus on mountains

and sea can also be seen in the reproductions of the cards

produced recently by Chilean exiles: of the eight in the

recent set, seven had both mountains and either lakes or

sea, and eight, of an altiplano church, had the

mountains in the background (plate 100).
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plate 99. Two cards available at present in which the
moUntaifl$ of Chile feature in the background, and
both of which have visual references to music in the
context o resistance:
(a) Photocopy of front of a card (one of a set of
eight), which uses a photograph of an original
patchwork made by women in the shanty towns of
Santiago, reproduced as a card by the Chile
Solidarity Campaign (1986) (although these patchworks
first appeared in approximately 1974). The card bears
these details: '"Somos m.s" - we are more/ The people
of Chile are becoming confident of their ability to
overcome the dictatorship! 2. Mapuche community:
Mapuche iidians struggle to preserve their communal
land,/ despite military repression.! Here, in
traditional dress, they play the sacred drum and
horn/'.
(b Photocopy of front of card produced by the Chile
Committee- for Human Rights, 1986, which contains th
words (translated into English) of Victor Jara's so
Canto Libre (Free song).
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Opposition of socio-economic systems

The second binary relationship within the performance is

one of opposition between 'we the people' , and the

'other', who remains for the most part implicitly

defined. Direct reference is made to military

dictatorship (colonialism, neo-colonialism) and anti-

imperialism, the implicit roots of dictatorship being

economic. This opposition is further articulated in an

opposition of economic models: the reciprocity and

exchange of the community is set against the 'take'

involving blood sacrifice of colonialism and imperialism.

This opposition of different economic systems is also

expressed in the context of social structure: between the

mutually supportive group and the destruction, dis-

integration of the individual.

Beneath this complex structure of the concert

with its multiple levels of discourse there is also an

underlying structure of relations. However, this is not

to regard structure as fixed, but, as Turner refers to it,

"processual", as the ordering and re-ordering of social

relations (Turner 1985:160). This is reinforced by

Karax^"s own analysis of performance structure as process

and mediator of changing sets of relations. To establish

this structure as cogent it is necesary to re-examine the

classification of the music as coded by the 'voice' in the

context of the sets of relations established between the
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music itself in performance.

It is the 'voice' that in its multiple forms designates

multiple meaning. This is the voice of a 'we the people':

it provides the dominant discourse of unity. It provides

the tangible evidence of the ideological work of the

performance, articulating and demonstrating that the music

is sung for, on behalf of and from within the

resistance struggle (see Middleton 1985).

The 'voice' gives the performance its dominant identity.

It represents the social groups who combine together to

produce a political and cultural identity. I have argued

that is this political identity that is at the root of

this set of performances and which is constructed by the

performance. To determine this it is necessary to return

to examine the music, this time by referencing the three

categories, rather than individual pieces as in the

narrative analysis. For this analysis it is necessary to

reduce the shared and complementary characteristics of the

music to clustering around the three categr2ies, that is,

to take them as paradigms as follows: category one (ci),

the indigenous community, the campesino; category two

(c2), the working class community, of mixed (Afro-

European-indigenous) origin; category three (c3) the

student, intellectual, individual.

I have already argued for the specificity of the order of
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pieces in this particular concert programme as existing

during this period. I will re-cap the basic

characteristics of each category here for ease of

reference. This means reducing the constellation of

meanings temporarily e.g. taking the cueca on the level

as representing political organisations, and not accenting

another level of meaning e.g. as 'Chile':

category 1	 category 2
msica andina msica folkl6rica
instrumental dance	 song/dance

references:
'our' 'we'
	

'we'

category 3
musica nueva
song

'I' 'he' 'you'

group:
campesino

location:
rural community

values:
reciprocity!
exchange

roots! spirit
resistance
sustenance

working class

urban community

struggle in
organisations

struggle
resistance
sustenance

student/intellectual

rural/ urban

vanguard
collective group

individual sacrifice
resistance
sustenance

music of Allende period in Chile

Analysis of performance structure

I want to look at the structure of the concert by

examining the relationship between categories in

performance, that is the patterning that underlies the

morphology. I use the term morphology in the way it is

used by propp in his analysis of the structure of the folk
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tale, an analytical method used by Silverstone to analyse

television drama (propp 1968, Silverstone 1980). what I

will argue is that the patterning of the categories in

performance is in an order that re-articulates the key

relationships between the three key social groups. That

is, the relationship between them is represented not only

symbolically but structurally. In this way we find that

not only are "valores al fondo" (values at the bottom) of

the music, but also inscribed structurally in the

performance.

However, for any analysis of a deeper structural level to

be valid, it is necessary to discuss both the shared (5)

and full (F) performances of Karaxi ' on the tour, as

otherwise the argument, which is founded both in the

narrative of performance and in the concept of the concert

as a particular form of ritual event, will not hold.

when analysing the ordering of repertoire into a concert

programme, amongst many other things, I noticed two

points: firstly, that the differences between shared and

full concerts was minimal in terms of music and negligible

in terms of narrative detail. Secondly, that the

patterning of the pieces in performance as viewed by

category, is always in the order 1-2-3, with category two

as music of transition. 
0 

As believe that at a structural

level this inscribes not only social but ideological

relations in performance, I wish to discuss this more
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fully.

Difference between a shared and full concert

First, if we examine the difference between a shared and a

full concert we find that there was not a significant

difference in the actual pieces performed: a shared

concert was merely a different version of the narrative of

the full concert: Cs) concerts used on average 14 pieces

of music (as for example Coventry), while (F) concerts

used 20 (as Swansea) . Shared concerts were not a lot

shorter than full concerts and the extension of the latter

only involved the amplification or repetition, as opposed

to the addition, of themes (for example, exile, struggle,

sacrifice). I shall continue to use the examples of

Coventry as Cs) concert and Swansea as (F) for the

following argument, making comparative comments on the

other concerts to illustrate points.

The number of pieces in each category in the overall

performing repertory is as follows, using key letters to

identify the pieces of music (see also repertory listing,

at end section I, chapter six):

Category 1: T/DS/CS/NL/C/S
	 =6

Category 2: E/CM/CC/CN/(LN)/(TM)/(NJ)/PA/TP	 9

Category 3: V/M/LP/Cu/Ch/B	 =6

If we look at the number of pieces in each category in
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(F) and (s) concerts we find the following: (where C =

collection):

	

Category 1: (F) : T/DS/CS/NL/C/S 	 = 6
Cs) : T/	 CS/NL/ S	 = 4

Category 2: (F) :	 E/CM/CC/CN/(LN)/TM c	 NJ/PA/Cd = 8/9
(s) :	 LN/CN/CM/CC/	 TM C E/NJ	 = 7

	

Category 3: (F) : V/M/Cu/Ch/B 	 = 5
(5) : V/MI	 Ch/B	 = 4

The pieces omitted altogether in (s) concerts are:

category 1 : pieces (DS) and (C); category 2 : piece (E)

is omitted from the main section, although may re-appear as

an encore (although this did not happen in Coventry);

category 3: piece (Cu), (sung only in London and

Swansea). I have already noted in chapter six that

category 2 piece (La p ) is only sung once (Leeds), that is,

as an addition at a full concert, and that category 2 (CC)

is repeated in some full concerts. This means that the

only addition between (F) and CS) is piece (La p ) or (Cu).

The main difference between a (F) and (s) concert

programme is in sequence, that is in the syntagmatic

relationships between pieces. However, those pieces which

have a flexible position are only in c2. The

performance model below shows category two pieces in their

performance order, establishes which of these pieces

are common to (F) and Cs) performances and which pieces

are repeated:
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(F) : E/CM/CC/CN/(LN)/(TM)C (NJ)/ pA// = 8/9
Cs) : E/CM/CC/CN/(LN)/(TM)C (NJ)	 = 7

LEaving established that the difference between the

structure of shared concerts, in contrast with full

concerts, involved the omission of pieces within the

overall structure, and the re-organisation of the

structure, we can find some indication of which pieces of

music had to be included. We find that this means most

of them. The re-ordering involved the move of piece

category 2 (ii) (LN), to be substituted for category 2 (i)

CE) in second place, thereby balancing category 2 (ii)

(TM) (as second and penulitmate pieces).

obviously, these differences of the ordering of pieces

changes the narrative but this alters little the

cumulative message. It is the way that the message is

articulated that changes. If we look at the details of

change in order, as per the explication de texte, we

find that in a shared concert, changes in the narrative

are as follows: CE) is missing, that is the theme of

provocation (colonialism and anti-imperialism) must be

taken as read, and (LN) takes us one step further on, to

clandestine resistance expressed metaphorically in music.

The themes of exile Cv) and unity in exile CM) are, in

this narrative, directly linked to those of the example of

individual struggle and sacrifice, (Ch) and (B), by the

mediation of (CN), the song for the people's army (then)

fighting in Nicaragua. The concert then develops these

themes, of the struggle of the group and sacrifice of the
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individual, by juxtaposing them with those of the struggle

of established political and labour organisations in Chile

and the world, and then moves to affirm these themes by

referencing various forms of resistance (TM) (NJ). The

essential difference between a shared and a full concert

is predictable: the narrative of the former is more

condensed.

The following performance model (i) compares the actual

pieces of music in performances, again comparing a shared

performance in Coventry to the full one of Swansea:

performance model (i>

Coventry

lines as follows:
item no., where: s= direct address of the 'voice'
letters= music title; j= joke; i=introduction of instruments
c= collection

category

1s2 s3s4s5 s6 s7si 8 9 sløsllsl2sj 13 csl4
TLNVMCNChBiCSNLCMCCTMjS cNJ
123323 3i1 1222 ji c2

Swansea

lines as follows:
item no., where: s= direct address of the 'voice'
letters of music title; j=joke; i=introduction of instruments
c= collection
category re-coding

1s2s3 s4s5 si 6 7 s8 s9 I løsllsl2sl3sl4sl5sl6sj 17 csl8sl9 s20
TEDSVMiCSNLCMCCIC CNCuChB LNTMjS cNJLPACC
121 33i1 1 2 2 Il 2 3 3 3 2 2 ji c2 2 	 2

If we then look at performance model (ii) we can see

the omissions between (s) and (F) performances, but this
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1

time referenced by category rather than title letters of pieces,

to show re-ordering

performance model (ii):

Swansea 12133	 i112211233322j1c222
Coventryl2 33,233i1122	 ____	 2j1c22

Re-coding as re-categorising

I have argued that all categories of music are to a

great extent defined by the 'voice' of the spoken

introduction and also by musical features. If we look

again at performance model (i), but specifically at the

move from pieces 2 to 3 and 5 to 6 in the full concert of

Swansea, and from 7 to B in the shared concert Coventry,

we find the intervention of a spoken introduction. This

involves the piece (Ds) and the placing of the

introduction of instruments before (Cs) and (NL).

Swansea	 Coventry

4	 4,r1
2s3	 s4s 5si6	 7
EDS V MiCS NL
21	 3	 3i1	 1

(2)	 (2)L-'

These two spoken introductions both relate directly to

music and instruments (our cultural heritage), that is,

they re-inforce the music as resistance message of the

concert. Both pieces are re-categorised by the 'voice',

as belonging to 'we the people', as 'our living heritage':
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the first a piece of music of European origin, the second

instruments, first those of indigenous, then those

of European, origin. Both these introductions impart

information which expresses the multi-cultural identity to

be found in Latin American music and musical

instruments, much of it neither purely indigenous nor

European, but a combination of both. As a result, both

(Ds) and the pieces which follow the introduction of

instruments are designated with explicit meaning and

function consistent with both categories 1 and 2.

If we also return to the discussion of md'sica andina of

chapter six (section II), we find that El Diablo Suelto

has musical elements, notably its waltz form, that despite

it being a quena piece would place it at the margins of

other pieces of mi.sica andina, which all appear to use

indigenous dance genre. It is also in a major mode, while

other pieces of m 'sica andina are in minor. It thus has

musical elements which pre-dispose it to being re-

categorised to function as a category two piece in

symbolic meaning, while maintaining the attributes of a

category one piece ('folklore brillante').

The other fact is that the group fit the introduction of

instruments into the performance in the specific place

they choose, because otherwise the move (from (B) to (Cs)

in a shared concert, and from (M) to (Cs) in a full),

would be too abrupt: the move requires some direct
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communication, by speaking to the audience, to aid the

transition between the different ambientes of pieces.

This is normal: Inti Illimani, a Chilean group who, unlike

KaraxL do not introduce each piece of music in their

concerts, and who often feature prepared poetic

translations of song texts read by actors and actresses,

do occasionally make short remarks between pieces, partly

to enable members of the group to change instruments and

position, but essentially to facilitate the move from one

ambiente to another (JF/l986/LR1Ø1). But for both

groups, such intervention, whether casual as Inti

Illimani, or studied like Karaxu, provides a context of

meaning for the subsequent piece of music.

If we return to the idea of Karaxi^'s spoken introduction

as capable of re-coding the music, and show the the re-

coding by use of parenthesis, the performance model is as

follows:

performance model (iii:

Sw 1 2 (2) 3 3	 i(2) 1 1 2 2 I 1 2 3 3 3 2 2 j 1 c 2 2 2
Co 1 2	 3 3 2 3 3 i(2) 1 1 2	 2 2 j 1 c 2

The changes in the narrative can again be seen as only

ones of sequence of groups of pieces;

performance model (iv:

Sw 1 2 (2) 3 3 i/(2) 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 3 3 2 2 j 1 c 2 2 2
Co12	 33(	 )233

i/(2) 1 1 2<	 )2 2 j 1 c 2
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As a result of this re-coding we find that moves

between categories are in the order 1-2-3-2-1. performance

model Cv) clarifies this pattern of category groupings by

showing the music working at the different levels

signalled by Karaxi^' and determined by category. These are

fundamentally levels of different intensity, probably best

t'1
described as active and passive:Lfr. Category three has

the most tension surrounding it and makes the most

demands on the audience in terms of concentration and

reception. In performance model (v) I have

depicted this tension as one of depth. Category one music

is still of tension, but of a different nature: it is one

of impact and contrasting release to category three.

Because of its participatory qualities, category two music

is of least intensity and tension. As it mediates both in

position and function between categories one and three, I

have placed it in the middle:

performance model (v)

SWANSEA 111	 11	 I 1	 jic
fl	 2 (1)	 Ci)	 2 2	 2	 2 2

33	 333

COVENTRY ' 1	 1 1	 j 1 C

\	 2	 2	 (i)	 22	 2
33	 33

The progression in both shared and full concerts is

always in the order 1-2-3 but never 1-3. In both shared

and full concerts it is a category two piece that is

always used as transition between ci and c3.

222
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Category two music: music of transition

The tendency is to see the performance pivoting around ci

music as the concert programme begins and ends before the

collection with this music. But the performance equally

pivots around its thematic focus of c3 and around c2 music

with which it ends. All piecess are of importance, but as

Karaxi^' have said, you have pieces which are to be the

major focus of performance (such as Va1paraso, La

dignidad se convierte en costumbre etc) and then you fit

the other pieces around them, in response to multiple

•	 •	
,,

functional criteria. Karaxu s overall conception of this

structure is determined by the affect of music, but even

that can be interpreted symbolically: ultimately the

performance is to follow a linea dramatica (dramatic

line) finishing arriba (high), with moments of

"effervesecence" alternating with more "intimate" ones but

this in itself will show the varied spirit of the

people.

I have pictured this below using Swansea again as a model:

with c2 always in a position of transition between ci and

c3, and therefore acting as mediator and pivot of the

performance structure. I have also drawn in a pattern

underneath following the notion of the 'dramatic line' ,

drawing it more sharply, as the performance moves from one

ambiente to another:
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performance model (vi: Swansea

2 j/2) 1 c 2 2 2

In terms of signification the pivot of the performance

moves between music which on one level can be seen to

represent the three key social groups: the campesinos,

the working class, the student/intellectual activist. It

is c2 which is the music of transition between the music

representing the other two groups. This is re-inforced by

the earlier examination of the complete repertory, where it

was found that c2 had fewer omissions than other

categories. What is significant is that the pieces that

have flexible positions (placed side by side or in

balance), are those of c2 that directly refer to music

as resistance, those that are introduced as or have

overtly metaphorical texts.

The key category is c2, both (i) cuecas and (ii)

Chilean/Latin American folk genre. The key difference
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between this period and others is the patterning of this

music throughout the performance. The key coding is

that provided of the ' voice ' of the spoken introduction

which defines this music as that of struggle through the

organised political group. The importance of the

patterning of C2 music is their symbolic representation of

the organised political group. It is reinforced by the

fact that even the re-ordering of the narrative in a

shared concert does not alter this 1 - 2 - 3 pattern.

When I pointed this out to Karaxu they had not noticed the

significant number of cuecas in performance (they seemed

unaware of how many there were), or the pattern, other

than in the multi-functional terms already discussed. I

have compared this tour with isolated single concerts

recorded during subsequent years and the patterns

continued until somewhere between 1981-3. It does not

radically change however until 1983-4.

We have established that the repertoire and its ordering

represents what Karaxic wish to say about the relationship

between the interior - exterior of Chile. I would

argue that, in structural terms, it is this relationship

that is at the root of the performance. The theme of the

tour was 'Resistance' transformed as 'music is resistance'

but, as the leaflets that were distributed declared, those

in the exterior were preparing themselves to return to

fight in clandestinity. While they might be formally
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exiled, no military could prevent them from returning

clandestinely. The role of those in the exterior was to

create the rearguard of the resistance. The policy of

return needed not only support but sustained belief in

the objectives of the struggle and in the need to follow

the example of those who had already given their lives so

that the struggle should continue.

The support those returning could expect was expressed in

the song texts and music as one of transformation with

nature, that is the values of a rural nature transposed to

an urban environment and milieu (see chapter nine) . The

political exile had to believe that there would be support

on the ground in Chile for return to clandestine

struggle. But he also knew he must create the conditions

for the struggle to continue.

Significance of category two as music of transition

If we return to the structure of performance that has been

elaborated, then some logical relationships can be seen.

I have established music of category two as music of

mediation and transformation. It is music that enables

the performance to move from ci to c3. If we return to

the three categories as symbolic categories, this could be

read as determining that only through the political

organisation can contact between the campesino and the

student/intellectual be effected, only here can they gain
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fruitful access to one another and their relationship be

mediated. The three key social groups come together in,

(through the music of), the political organisation.

Importantly, it is with this music that the performance

finishes.

That music is part of a system of exchange of experience,

there is no doubt. Category two music expresses 'we', it

is the music of the political organisation, of the

political party. It is also the music that is a metaphor

for the of the mediating role of Karax. It is with this

music that Karax^ involve all those present at the concert

in performing (clapping, moving in their seats, dancing).

It is this music that secures individual participation in

that of the group, that mediates between the interior

and the exterior.

The patterning of music through the performance represents

on one level these three key social group always in the

order 1-2-3, always ending with 2. (This conforms to the

linguistic model already discussed in which category 2

'we' encompasses the 'voices' of category 1 and 3,

'our'/'we' and 'I' 'he'). At one level this is both

symbolic representation and a re-enactment: just as the

mutual support and struggle of the three groups was

the foundation of the political struggle in the Allende

period before the coup, so such support is now needed for

survival, for resistance and for a sucessful policy of the
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return of activists. It is the very fabric of the

revolutionary party. It is the pattern of the three

social groups whose work for socialism was the thrust of

the Allende period. In revolutionary theory, the

student/intellectual was to be the active go-between the

two groups, just as the political party was to bring them

structurally together (see chapter two).

The breaking of the links and the struggle for unity

between these three groups, their isolation from each

other, was the objective of the military. If we accept

the analysis on this level, we can see that it patterns

the relationship of the three key social groups which is

the ideological base of the political party.

of course there are inconsistencies. The fit is not

perfect. It involves the strategic mediation of the

'voice' of the group. This is consistent with the 'voice'

of the intellectual/vanguard/student playing an important

role in consciousness raising. As Leach has observed, the

'meaning' of music cannot be reduced to a model or diagram

(Leach 1976: 115). However, even the lack of fit, and the

consequent need for the mediation of the 'voice' , is

itself revealing.

As discussed in chapter three, the dilemma of

revolutionary theory rests between an analysis of the

centrality of the working class as an agent of
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transformation, capable of self-emancipation, and an

analysis of the role of the intellectual! student!

revolutionary as a catalyst for the generation of social

and political change, as the important link between the

working class and the peasantry, often considered as a

marginal political force in the third world (Gott 1970,

Debray 1971). The continual emphasis is of revolutionary

struggle through action. The problematic is the distance

between the groups. As Gonzlez has written: "The

emphasis on consciousness and will could avoid the

problems and contradictions arising from the distance

between the revolutionaries and the class they claimed to

represent... It permitted great leaps to be taken,

historical realities to be evaded..." (Gonzlez 1984: 68).

The significance again is in the specificity of this

period of exile. The immediate significance of the

patterning of music for this tour is in its objectives of

resistencia and retorno. This is reinforced when

after examination of the patterns of subsequent tours we

find the pattern is not that different after the analysis

of the feasibility of such return was re-addressed. The

re-ordering in later years represented even more emphasis

on the role of the integrated people's army, involving all

the political parties on the left and all social groups.

After the failure of the first return programme in the

next year, the patterning of music changed. While such re-
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organisation and change is to be expected for reasons

established, in the next two years the policy of return

was already in question as many militants who returned

were lost. Those in the exterior were more isolated

from those in the interior: resistance was taking new

forms not directly linked to the activities of those

outside the country, nor directly attached to the

traditional political parties. The MIR and other parties

inside the country were re-organising and working

together. This did not happen until some time later in

the exterior. Meanwhile the feasibility of return was

uncertain. There were no more Resistance tours as

such. Karax came to this country for other

organisations. The re-ordering of the music constructed a

different narrative statement.

of course there are many other reasons that influenced the

changing pattern from one year to another, besides any

argument of the re-affirmation of political, ideological

formations. All these reasons are at work in the

production of this concert structure and not one set can

be said to ultimately determine them. All meanings must

be negotiated within what is a complex multi-layered

structure working on several levels at once, maintaining

an at times, precarious equilibrium. But the fact is that

this pattern existed and this reading can be made of it.

If we can understand how sound structure and social

structure can be correlated, and the 'social construction
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of reality', here 'cultural construction of reality', then

we can also understand that performance structures can

also map ideological and social processes (see Feld 1984,

Berger & Luckman 1978).

A vanguard isolated in exile

It is here that we find another level of explanation for

both the work of the 'voice' and the representation of

music within the programme structure. In trying to raise

moral, emotional and economic support for the resistance,

the musicians and Chilean exile organisers of the MIR

together sought to represent a political 'we' composed of

the campesino, the working class and the

student/intellectual, and to construct a 'we' community in

committed support of the Chilean resistance, taking that

struggle as their own. I have already discussed the

paradox that following the coup it was primarily, but not

exclusively, the latter group of intellectuals and

students, who were in exile. Both the musical tradition

that represented them (nueva cancin), that Karaxi

became a part of by default, and the political party they

supported (the MIR), were vanguard groups. The other two

key social groups, the campesino and working class, were

not present in any great numbers. Their presence had to

be effected through their representation in the musical

performance by the music.
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This is writ large in the frontispiece photograph of

Karaxu on stage in Sheffield: the musicians on stage

represent all three groups, the banner under the stage,

"the struggle of workers and peasants", names those

absent, missing. The struggle for political unity is thus

voiced by the vanguard of the 'we' . As peaa has said of

his research amongst Chicanos isolated within North

American society, in all ritual structures "semantically

loaded elements define an intense adventure into a

reality", in this case a specifically Chilean reality, "re-

generating a specific [Chilean/Latin American political]

identity" ( pea 1980:47, my insertions). As Leach has

argued, in his summing up of Lvi-Strauss' analysis of

the structure of myth, not only is it the case that "what

is happening is rarely obvious" but such analysis is not

unproblematic (Leach 1976).

The paradox is understandable. The struggle for political

identity is undertaken by the student/intellectual,

empowered by their commitment to broad social and

political groupings of both the Unidad Popular and

the resistance, in which people are involved whatever

their class and whatever their former political

allegiance:

porque los otros dos no estn con nosotros - estn en
Chile - lo queda en Chile... [no es] en funci6n de la
lucha a de la revolucin sino es ms bien un problema
de bsqueda de identidad... la gente de Karaxi
pertence ms bien a la clase media chilena [que ye] un
problema bastante grande de bsqueda de identidad
latinoamericana
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(because the other two were not with us - they are in
Chile - they stayed in Chile... [it isn't ] in function
of the struggle or of the revolution rather it is a
problem of the search for identity... the people of
Karaxu belong to the Chilean middle class [that sees]
a big problem in the search of a Latin Mierican
identity)
(JF/1985/K33)

The music of Karax is therefore one one level a

predominantly vanguard music, but it cannot be defined as

speaking only for the vanguard group. In Chile,

irrespective of class, all had been involved in the

struggle of the Unidad popular government. It was a

struggle in which every individual contribution was felt

to count, and in which each played a part (Henfrey and

Sorj 1977). The making of music was itself ideological

work, for and on behalf of the people (Harker 1986).

Music making was not perceived as a creative activity

separate from work, labour and social practice, it was

integrated with other labour. During and prior to the

years of the Unidad popular, for the most part, nueva

cancin musicians were not career minded professionals,

they contributed to the establishment of an alternative

political culture. Karaxi', we must remember, did not make

music in Chile. They were active in the struggle as

student activists. It was only in exile that the role

of full time professional musician became a valid option,

for both Karaxi^ and nueva canci6n musicians, because

of the proven power of the music as a dynamic

communicative form. But in exile the music was

communicating to different audiences under very different

conditions from those in Chile both before and after the
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coup.

Those in exile had been separated from both their cultural

and political roots. The structure of the concert

narrative on one level symbolised and re-affirmed their

cultural and political base, precisely what the Junta was

intent upon both destroying and obliterating in Chile, for

it was the identity of the Unidad Popular. The problem

then lies in the relationship between the

student/intellectual and the other two political groups.

As I have shown, the performance oscillates between the

centrality of category three music, telling of individual

consciousness/will/example, and category two music,

representing the politically organised people/working

class. In this way the performance structure both

contains and attempts to resolve contradictions and

paradoxes.

It is at this level that the implicit admission of the

failure of the political unity to hold against the

opposition can be read. The dominant discourse is of

unity, struggle and resistance. But implicit is the fact

that will, consciousness and struggle were not able to

overcome larger economic forces representing internaitonal

interests working against the Unidad Popular. As Lvi-

Strauss has said, in such analysis we shall repeatedly

consider that the hidden message is concerned with

unwelcome contradictions and paradox (Leach 1976, Lvi
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Strauss 1974). Here it is the fact that the democratic

struggle for socialism, which is never explicitly

mentioned but is the root of the common sense argument of

the performance, results not only in sacrifice but also

the realisation that the democratic road may not be

feasible. The move must be to the people's army, to the

armed road. The underlying message is that of the MIR.

But it is also that of part of the popular Unity party,

symbolised by Allende who died resisting with machine gun

in hand. In him the image of the active resistance, the

evocation of the heroic guerrilla of Guevara was made

manifest (c3onzlez 1984).

These contradictions are swept away at the morphological

level, because the precise function of the structure of

the concert programme is to re-define any sense of failure

as a necessary part of the struggle, to gain sustenance by

making positive meaning out of it. It is this function of

restoring equilibrium that defines the special type of

ritual that the concert constitutes. It is for this

reason that the articulation of this meaning does not rest

in any one place but is suffused through the whole

performance, guided by the 'voice' which specifically

orientates it. There is no one determinant of this

overall message, all elements are part of a carefully

constructed, highly controlled interactive whole, no one

single element can be said to determine it (Douglas as

quoted in Leach 1976:3).
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Ritualized action

During this unique period, the concert as a ritual

occasion expressed the lived experience of the individual,

and made it the experience of the group. It charted the

passage from political innocence to experience. At its

root is the articulation of a political ideology. In this

sense the ritual is one of ritualized action. When

legal redress ends, when isolated from the struggle, the

community has to both re-affirm itself and re-store its

equilibrium. Only "illegal' action is now available to it

(this was during the late l970s: there is now in 1986

somewhat more room for passive protest as well as illegal

action) . The concert expresses these multiple messages

through a corpus of music in which is expressed the lived

experience of the individual as myth in a way which serves

to nourish the revolutionary tradition (Gott 1970:578 ).

It is consistent with Guevarist political belief those in

exile and those resisting must create the conditions for

their survival. More pertinent is the realisation that

the object at this point was to maintain these

conditions. It was less a period of re-assessment, more

one of maintenance of the past in the present: the past

was only looked at for positive meanings.

The dominant discourse is that which designates the role

of the intellectual as that of forging consciousness and
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the will. As Fidel Castro has said, "... history makes

the objective conditions, but man creates the subjective

conditions" (as quoted in Gott 1970: 572). And in the

words of Peruvian political theorist, Jose Carlos

Maritegui: "the strength of revolutionaries does not lie

in their philosophy; it is in their faith, their passion,

their will. Theirs is a religious, mystical and spiritual

strength" (as quoted in Gott 1970:361). But the ambiguity

in the concert arises from the constant resolution of this

individual consciousness and will in the group and in the

working class political party. The ambiguity is re-

doubled because of the distance of exile. The move is one

of oscillation, because the agent of future struggle both

inside and outside Chile will be both the working class

and the revolutionary intellectual, together as the

people.

Perhaps the distinction is valid only in the liminal

condition of exile, where the struggle is metaphorical. It

cannot be actual so it has to be ritualised. The key

role is that of Karaxl, of the creator and maker of music,

mediating between the interior and exterior of Chile,

of the individual, and the group. The performance of

music in the concert is a medium for the dynamic re-

forging of a political-cultural identity,"a los elementos

de identidad que nos permitir seguir" (to those elements

of identity that permit us to continue), its nourishment,

support and survival (SF/JF/1980/27):
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Different social contexts can generate different
interpretations of the 'same' music... If we are to
understand 'musical' practice as an active force in
shaping ideas and social life, as nonverbal
communication which underlies but also transcends
categories and social groups that are defined and
sustained with words, we must seek evidence which
shows how the use of musical symbols helps to make,
as well as reflect, patterns of society and culture.
(Blacking 1985: 15-16)
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Chapter seven - footnotes

(1) My discussion of the working of contemporary myth owes
much to Roger Silverstone's research (1981) and his book
The Message of Television, particularly chapter three,
which forced me to re-read the work of Kirk, Levi-Strauss
and others.

(2) See for example the Argentine film "The Official
Version" which shows the torturer capable of persecuting
friends and keeping his closest family in ignorance. See
also the already mentioned "Tetro popular" play 111973,
and the testimonies in Nunca Mas, Sheila Cassidy"s
Audacity to Believe and all the Amnesty International
publications. Also the BBC2 Horizon programme, of
January 12 1987, which discussed the tracing of the
remains and bodies of the 'disappeared' prisoners in
Argentina since the return to democracy.

(3) The despedida (saying goodbye): it is the tradition
amongst Chileans to organise 'farewells' for their friends
and family when they go away for any reason. More than
one person may organises such a social event, (which can
be large or small) and so, for example if you are leaving
a place, even for a metter of months, you may have a
number of despedidas organised for you. The tradition
did not stop in prison.

(4) Entre mar y cord(llera (between the sea and the
mountains) was the name of a significant record made by
patricio Manns in Chile on the Arena-Demon label in 1966
(see Fairley 1977: 283).
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CHAPTER EIGHT

COMPOSITION: context, discourse, procedure.

El objectivo nuestro... buscarnos un trabajo
de creaci6n - de buscarnos una forma de expresi6n que más
o menos distinga en este momento en que vivimos ahora -

de buscar una forma musical que realmente expresa lo
que es nuestra vida y nuestra lucha en el dIa de hoy -
pero en un sentido m^s transcendente - no en un sentido
contingente - nieramente pol(tica... en ese sentido el
trabajo que hacemos transciende la asociaci6n a esa imagen
con el trabajo poltico de un partido determinado... pero
tratamos de apoyar el trabajo de este partido

Our objective ... is to search for creative work - to find
ourselves an expressive form that more or less
distinguishes this moment that we are living in now - to
find a musical form that really expresses what our life
and struggle mean today - here and now - but in a way that
is transcendent and not in any way merely politically
contingent... it is in this way that the work that we do
transcends the association with the image of the political
work of any specific party... but we try to support the
work of that party
(JF/1979/K18)

Introduction

This and the next chapter of this thesis constitute a

return to beginnings as we move from music in

performance to the composition of music for

performance. The return is to Karax working together,

composing collectively and to further examination in this

new context of the nature of the relationship between song

text, music, performance and musical meaning.

During the period that I did my field work with Karaxt,

all their music was composed for performance. In this

chapter, against the background of a brief ethnography of

rehearsal practice (considering aspects of space, place
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and time which reinforce the consistent praxis of the

musicians), I will discuss, firstly, the various modes of

discourse involved in composition, illustrated by the

examination of an extract of composition rehearsal, and

secondly the composition procedure.

In chapter nine I will examine the process of composition

itself, analysing the creative development of two pieces of

music intended for performance. Three specific aspects

will come under scrutiny: finding the 'voice', interactive

cross rhythms, and the creation and construction of the

musical introduction for a piece. This will amplify the

analysis of music (chapter six), and of performance

(chapter seven), in the belief that "musical analysis

cannot be detached from musical aesthetics and

compositional theory" (Blacking 1985:13).

Composition rehearsals: the work environment.

Chapters two and four established that Karax were

completely committed to their work. It is not suprising

to find therefore that, when they return back to their

exile home and base, to the day to day work of rehearsing

and composing, their practice rooms were the

specially prepared basement of the small semi-detached

house in a suburb of Paris where two members of the group

lived with their children (see plate 80). The house

was both home and place of work; family and group life

were inseparable. The domestic side was mostly confined to
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Plate 80. Outside the rehearsal room, Paris: looking
onto the garden.
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the ground and upper floor. The work of the group was

mostly confined to the back basement, underground but

facing onto the garden at the back of the house. The

living room on the ground floor provided an area where

work and domestic life intermixed as here was the

telephone and the information concerning the work of the

group. Informal discussion about the work of the group

could take place anywhere but usually took place in the

practice room. The division of space corresponded to the

division of day and night time working hours (sleep

upstairs, work downstairs), and to the overlapping

concerns of family and work. The life of those who lived

in the house and who visited Karax there was the life of

the group, that is one built around the need for

'resistance' and 'solidarity' work through music against

the Chilean junta and to survive in exile. Karax's

position was one of total integration of the personal and

the political.

The politico-cultural community encountered on tour was

also part of the life of this house. During this period

friends and acquaintances were received with open

hospitality but with no cessation of work. Those who

arrived slept in the living room, the practice room or

even in tents in the garden. To my knowledge all of these

people were directly linked to the group in that they

supported or enabled their work by organising concerts or

raising money. It was one way of returning hospitality

extended to them when touring.
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Composing in an ambience of music

The passage from home to work was not abrupt but mediated

by the work room, where instruments were made and mended.

This room (see plate 81) is the second of the two front

cellars, the first being a laundry room, both of which are

underground at the front of the house. It has to be

passed through to reach the practice room. In the latter,

the space was organised to provide a complete musical

ambience. There was a basic carpet on the floor, and

curtains at the windows and the walls and ceiling were

fully lined with padded natural colour hessian sacking.

Hanging to the walls from various hooks were instruments

used by the group. Almost all the equipment owned by the

group was kept here, although inevitably some of this

spilled over into the work room. Microphones, leads plugs

and other sound equipment was kept in a variety or

holdalls and cases which were stored at one end of the

room. In one corner was a piano, and near it a blackboard

standing on an easel. A group of chairs was arranged in a

circle the middle of the room in such a way that each

person could have full visual contact with all others. As

the plates show, the ambience was one of music and work

(see plates 80-90).

The daily work schedule

The daily timetable of the group was disciplined and
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Plate 81. Paris: the workshop showing tape recorder
used to record songs in rehearsal arid concerts.
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Plate 82. Rehearsal room, detail.
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Plate 83 Paris, detail of the workshop: showing pieces
of bamboo in containers on shelves ready for mdd rig
panpipes.

Plate 81i.. Paris, detail of the workshop: the workbench.
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Plate 85. Paris, detail of the rehearsal room: piano and
blackboard with text of La Venezolana written on it.

Plate 86 Paris, detail of rehearsal room: chairs left
in semi-circle0
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Plate 87. Paris, detail of rehearsal room: string
instruments hanging around the walls.
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Plate 88. Paris, the rehearsal room: wind instruments
attached to the walls.
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Plate 89. Paris, detail of rehearsal boom: instruments
attached to walls.
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Plate 90. Paris, detail of rehearsal room: corner,
showing storage of eqtñpment.
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fairly intense within humanly workable limits: when not on

tour or carrying out other pre-arranged activities the

group met daily in this room at 10 a.m., working through

to lunchtime, sometime between noon and lp.m, and again

from 2.30.p.m. until 5.30-6.øøp.m. It was unusual for

members of the group to allow themselves to be distracted

by telephone calls or other business. Natural lulls in

rehearsal were used for vital telephone calls, the

lavatory, or to make tea. During the period

in question there were occasions when a member of the

group was unavoidably absent.

Compromises within the group's rehearsal plans were made

according to the needs of individual members. Absence of

a member of the group often meant that only particular

parts of pieces could be worked on. only once was a

practice cancelled at short notice, and only once was a

member of the group absent due to illness. During

rehearsal periods time was used to the full, with little

idle chat although there were moments when jokes,

anecdotes and other information slipped out, usually

stimulated by discussion about the music. While it was

not a time for inter-change of details of personal life,

there were many moments of laughter shared in response to

work in hand and occasional running jokes. Informal

discourse was, however, kept to the minimum. The accepted

way of working was to get on with the job in hand.

Organisation of Rehearsal Time



There was no agenda for the organisation of worktime in

rehearsal and no voiced names as prompt for any order of

speaking. The decision as to which piece to start was

either given verbally, that is 'let's do...', 'shall we

start with', or by other means: for example by someone

picking up an instrument and playing part of a song.

Agreement to move on to another piece was not discussed

openly in terms of the division of available time but

happened consequent upon successful or unsuccessful progress

on other pieces: a piece might be progressing well or

badly, either case might prompt a decision to move on and

to return to it later, or another day, when what had been

decided had been ruminated upon consciously and

unconsciously. Agreement on time allowance per piece was

communicated non-verbally and must be seen in the

perspective of the development of the piece. However,

nothing openly was said about this: there were no

rehearsal schedules, moving from piece to piece seemed

instinctive.

Modes of discourse used in composition

Analysis of all that was said by the musicians during the

many hours of recorded rehearsal and observation establishes

that the group use six modes of discourse in composition

rehearsal. The following extract from rehearsal provides

a basis for illustrating some of these six modes. This is

because they are a complementary mix of the verbal and non-
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

verbal, part of a total system of communication mediated

individually and within the group by existing

relationships. For ease of reference English translation

of speech in Spanish is provided underneath each part of

the exchange, the sign " is used when singing occurs, and

lines are numbered. The extract can be heard on the

accompanying cassette tape two, side B:

Extract of composition rehearsal:

" indicates someone singing

B (sings with charango/guena accompaniment)
"De las alturas nevadas	 (from the snowy heights)
"a las arenas ardientes 	 (to the burning sands)
"cruzando por largas playas (crossing long beaches)
"viene cantando /... 	 (come singing!...)
...(breaks off) (...la gente)(...the people)

T/F	 erari blancas
(they were white)

8 B

9
10 B
11
12
13 UM

14
15
16 B
17
18 UM
19 B
20
21 F
22
23 B

/si pero lo que pasa
(yes but what happens is)

....(continuous conversation and music)
piano plays melody notes
(sings)

"De las al
"De las alturas nevadas
un momento
(wait a sec)

piano plays notes again 	 (in another key)
(other members of group continue to chat and quena plays)
(sings)

"De las al
(carry on)

(sings)
"a las arenas ardientes

(sings falsetto)
"cruzando por largas calles
no sr est bien - lo que pasa es que hay que
trabajarla-te fije'- para ilegar
(no its airight as it is - what happens is that
it needs working at-you know - to get there)

24UM	 si
(yes)

25 C	 tiene que ser menos forzada la voz y menos aaw000h
(the voice has to be less forced - and less aaw000h)
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26	 (sings)
27	 "De las alturas nevadas
28	 y tienes que hacerla con glisando

(and also you must do it with glissando)
29 (sings)"ne-va-das - a las arenas ardientes
30B	 si

(yes)
31 F	 no tanto un problema porque si allf si cantas

m^s fuerte... y la misma problema
(not such a problem because then if there you sing
it louder.., and the same problem)

32 C	 si el mismo estilo de la voz
(but more or less the same style of voice)

33 F	 es un problema de estilo
(it's a problem of style)

34 UM	 no de la cabeza - es la posici^n de la voz
(not from the head - position of the voice)

35 C	 tiene que hacer menos forzada y con glisando
(it must be less forced and with glissando)

36	 (sings)
37	 "De las alturas nevadas
38	 "a las arenas ardientes
39 B	 me parece medio raro - parece gato huev6n

(sounds strange to me - like a cat huevd'n)
4ØUM	 no
41 C	 oye pero porque es la posici6n tradicional de la voz

(but listen that's the traditional position
of the voice)

42	 no tiene nada que ver
(nothing to do with)

43 B	 pero forzada - y en glisando -medio sospechoso
(but forced - and with glissando
- I'm half suspicious)

44 T	 pero buscale por alli por todo caso
(but look for it there anyway)

45 C (sings softly)
46	 "de da da da (to the notes of "de las alt")
47 F	 vamos - blancos eh

(let's go - white notes eh)
48 B (sings)
49	 "De las alturas...

(my emphasis)
(sF/JF/1980/9)

Six modes of discourse

The six modes of discourse by the musicians to

communicate with each other are as follows:

1. Musical: that is communicating by demonstration, for

example by singing, as in lines 24-29 above. At other

times this happens by playing on different instruments
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which might involve exchanging instruments to demonstrate.

This mode of discourse involves doing, trying to

show exactly what is thought to be needed by the production

of sound itself. The mode of communication always

conveys the need to try to feel what the part

requires (see chapter nine, discussion of rhythm line

76-93 of the extract rhythm).

2. The language of music theory: using basic vocabulary

acquired either through the formal learning of music

(either to play an instrument or sing), or casually by

self-tuition. This language does not go beyond that of

the 'lay musician', although it will not necessarily have

the same precise designation as it does for the

specialist. A fairly exhaustive list of such vocabulary

used by the group during this period would be: melody,

rhythm, note, crescendo, chromatic, 4ths, 5ths, 6ths,

descending scale, movement, plucked, strummed, timbre,

arpeggio, glissando, stress, white note (ci), black note (4),

the notes of the scale (do re mi fa sol la ti do),

sustain, measured (e.g. lines 7, 28).

3. ordinary everyday vocabulary: words normally used

singly but occasionally paired as qualifiers and

quantifiers. A fairly exhaustive uncategorised list

(translated from the spanish original) would be: good,

better, pretty, disaster, horrible, more, forced,

primitive, tension, retains, overloads, free, warm, soft,

holds back, hard, harsh, rich, bitter, (paired) more
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simple, less forced.

4. Comparison with the sound of other musical groups or

with other cultural sounds. Responses of this type fall

into oppositional categories of' negative and positive.

(i) Comparison with another musical group is either

negative, because they are groups working within the same

Chilean musical tradition (of nueva canci6n) and

combines critique with a desire to have a singular sound,

to be distinguished within that tradition: e.g. "sounds

too Quilapayunish to me", "too like Trabunche" (where

Quilapayun and Trabunche are two Chilean groups working in

exile) (sF/JF/1980/9); or positive, that is, compared to

musicians perceived to be making a similar sound but

within a comparable innovative tradition that is not

Chilean: "it's like Giovanna Marini" (Giovanna Marini is

an Italian singer- composer who creates using traditional-

folk elements) (SF/JF/1980/9). The latter is positive

because of the reputation in Europe that Marini has for re-

creation and assimiliation rather than mere borrowing or

imitation;

(ii) associated 'sounds', both musical and non- musical,

e.g. "sounds very pasodoble to me", or sounds "like a

cat" (line 40); or by making sounds, using non-lexicable

vocables. These are often modelled on the timbres or

rhythmic patterns associated with animals e.g.

'chacachacaca', 'plan plan' (see chapter nine, where the

above examples come from - lines 11,19,147, 175, work on

the musical introduction and rhythm); or musical
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instruments e.g. the sound 'an-trutruca' based on the

usual pattern played by the Araucanian indian trutruca

horn (sF/JF/1980/lø).

5. By para-linguistic	 movements which are and re-

inforce the spoken and unspoken. These fall into two

types: (i) the gestures and language of the body, which

may be acompanied by sound elements (that is mutterings,

grunts), and perceptible body movement, such as shakes of

the head, facial and body gestures; (ii) the absence of

perceptible movements, absence of response, involving

silences and their arbitration and negotiation. These are

important non-verbal areas, part of individual evaluation,

perceived but only occasionally referenced, indicating

impressions of how suggestions are received and generated

e.g. 'you don't look/seem very keen about that'

(sF/JF/1980/8)

6. Terms used specifically to orientate the music directly

to performance. There are three of these key terms (and

they form part of the discussion of chapter nine):

(i) provocar el ambiente (provoke atmosphere);

(ii) estilo (style), of both music and interpretation;

(iii) animar (bring to life). These latter terms are

significant as they:

(1) refer to what it is that the piece is supposed to

become in terms of both 'creation' and performance;

(2) link the piece directly to its partidular place in

performance;
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(3) reference its relationship to other pieces within the

performance repertory;

(4) reference the overall interactive relationship that is

created between the group, the music and the audience at

the moment of performance; and

(5) introduce the perception of those relationships into

those existing during the period of creation for

performance.

These key terms establish firstly that a piece is never

whoiJy thought about as a separate entity, and secondly

that it has an affective function.

Key metaphors linking semantic fields

These terms are not unique in themselves and may be in

common use amongst all musicians who compose and arrange

music. Their relevance here is that they do not exist in

isolation, nor function only within this area of

discourse. They are key words, which function as

metaphors within Karaxu s whole discourse unifying the

semantic fields of composition and performance, acting not

only as mediators but as integrators within the process of

work of the group. As metaphors they directly and

continually refer outwards to a synthesis which the

musicians perceive and struggle for in their lives. They

are words of 'praxis'. It is these metaphors which

provide the final significant arbiter and unifying unit of

meaning. They will be discussed more in chapter nine but



it is useful now to see how they are felt by Karaxu to

relate to arrangment and composition.

Ainbiente and arrangement

For Karaxii' their arrangement of a piece is what determines

its ability to form an integral unit of the concert

programme. When searching for the right arrangement

"fundamentalmente el problezna de ambiente musical es inuy

importante" (fundamentally the problem of musical

ambiente is very important). I have discussed in

chapter six how Karaxt determine that the arrangement can

change the meaning of a song. It is not something tt.

they feel can be easily articulated:

no se puede describir intelectualmente... ti tienes
una idea de un ambiente musical - de que instrumentos
puede ser - de qu estiJ.o - yo lo veo como una luz o
sea 10 veo coma un spot de luz y te das cuenta si es
un rojo 0 Ufl azul y es casi como luz que te lo yes -
entonces despus tibuscas haces distintas pruebas
para encontrar ese ambiente - a veces no lo encuentra
- a veces encuentras una aprox].macion nomas - es casi
plastica la irnagen que uno tiene de la miisica y
despus uno lo va encontrando con los instrumentos y
allf empiezas a definir problemas de estilo

(you can't describe it intellectually.., you have an idea
of a musical ambiente - of what instruments it
could be - of what style - I see it like a light -
that is like a spot light and you notice if it is red
or blue and it is almost like a light that you see -
and then after you search you make different attempts
to find this ambiente - sometimes you don't find it -
sometimes you find an approximation - that's all - it
is almost plastic the image that you have of the
music and afterwards you go finding it with the
instruments and then the problem of defining style
begins...

(JF/1985/K33)
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Composition as bsgueda: search and negotiation

Line 45 of the cited extract, "look for it there anyway",

illustrates the essential metaphor of the total process of

composition. Composition is spoken of as a bi^gueda (a

search). For Karax this search is part of a process in

which all elements are open to negotiation and are seen to

inter-relate in complex ways. It is a process where all

are free to make suggestions and in which there is

constant consideration and substitution of new and old

ideas. These are tried out and critically evaluated by

subjective listening, occasionally by use of on-the-spot

cassette recording. This process defines the musicians

as their own first audience and determines that inter-

subjective relationsips are the root of their aesthetic

process.

For Karaxi ' this procedure of evaluation, while -it may

involve mutual criticism, is always open, positive and

supportive. It takes into account relationships and

tensions that might exist outside the group and the need,

for example, to integrate newer members as active

participants. Because the group know each other so well

it embodies realistic expectations of each other. It does

not involve the attempt to gain support for any one

particular view outside the time when the whole group

meets. The process of composition is continually

thorough, with every type of detail coming under

scrutiny.
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Some members are more analytical and more vocal than

others but every response of any group member is fully

considered. The composition process is an integral part

of a disciplined but flexible lifestyle, one of total

psychological and physical commitment, which itself

acknowledges individual differences in ability. The

musicians work collectively in order to potentiate and

accomodate individual abilities, skills and

personalities. They seek agreement. They work

democratically but in ways that complement each other.

Chica singles Flajo out as being able to capture right

away the harmonic possibilities of a piece, Berto for

rhythm, and Gab for melodies: "asi que cada uno tiene su

especialidad... estoy buena para coordinar pero tengo

menos imaginaci6'n que los dems en otros Sreas" (so we

each have a speciality... I'm good at co-ordinating but I

have less imagination than the others in other fields

(SF/JF/1980/7). Musically their skills are perceived as

complementary with only some overlap:

cada uno cumple funciones distintos - en general
para las canciones es yo que me mueve mas... para las
piezas instrumentales es el Gab - ahora el Berto
tambien es bueno pa' buscar canciones - el Tro es
bueno para... todo el trabajo del escenario...
y el Flajo es bueno para los arreglos... no hace las
melodias pero como arreglarla y tocarla para el
ambiente... pero todo definimos juntos lo que son las
ambientes

(... each one fulfills different functions - in
general it is I who move more for songs... for the
instrumental pieces it's Gab - now Berto is also good
for songs - and T^o is good... for all the work of the
stage... and Flajo for arrangements... he doesn't do the
melodies but how to arrange and play them for the
ambiente... but we all work together to define what
the ambientes are
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(sF/JF/1980/7)

Procedure and process of composition

Having established the process of composition, there

are two other specific issues to consider when discussing

Karaxu's methods of composing during this period. These

are, firstly, the use of oral- aural as opposed to written

methods of working and the role of transcription, and,

secondly, questions of composition, arrangement, and

interpretation.

The group involves individuals with varying musical

knowledge and skills. Some are self-taught (by an oral-

aural tradition), others have received some musical

tuition while yet others have been full time music

students. How can this variation in skills be mediated?

Despite these differences a mode of working together

consistent with the sharing and pooling of skills is

observed. The idea is not to impose or pass on knowledge

to others in hierarchical ways, that is from the

'knowledgeable' to 'less knowledgeable'. Nor is it a

method that believes that it would be more helpful if all

members could read and write music. Rather it is a method

that engages the varying types of musical knowledge that

the group has, and while it tries not to privilege one

type of musical knowledge over another, it is deeply

embedded in the oral-aural tradition.

No one member of the group imposes a particular way of
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working. If the group used a written down - read -

memorise method, it would accentuate differences within

the group and call hierarchies based on musical knowledge

in question. It would not be democratic or egalitarian.

It would accept notation as the dominant form. Given the

philosophy and politics of this group it is not suprising

that they do not favour this way of working.

Use of transcription

During this period the female member of the group, Chica,

who had been a music student, produced transcriptions (see

examples in chapter six). The transcripts which do exist

(and which are discussed at the end of this chapter) do

not bear her name but that of the group, that is the work

of composition is considered as collective work. Such

transcriptions are a part of a clarification and memory

process which serves more for her than for other members

of the group, a useful way of seeing musical relationships

at a point in time: "el papel representa para mi el

espacio musical" (the paper represents the physical space

of the music), as what is happening can be seen in a more

concentrated way but "10 que es escrito tiene nada que

ver con lo que toca - lo que es escrito es para nada ms

de fijar ese etapa" (what is written has nothing to do

with what we play - what is written is for nothing more

than to fix that stage) (JF/1985/K33). For Chica writing

music down was a habit that she found both helpful and re-

assuring, and betrayed that she was the most formally



musically skilled of the group. Such transcripts, however,

were never used to play from.

When one is examining the transcripts that do exist one

notes that some songs Karaxi^ performed were never written

down in this way. Some were transcribed when they were

almost ready for active performance, others at an earlier

stage. For others only partial transcriptions existed,

with transcription used as a way of solving particular

problems. For Karax.( transcriptions exist to be used

possibly when memory seems inadequate or problems need

solving but they are relegated constantly by use of

cassette recordings of both rehearsal and performance:

what might, could or should happen is secondary to

working with what actually happens.

Transcriptions had no overall status value as ultimate

arbiters of what should or should not be played. When I

tried to get copies of transcriptions from the group they

could not see their use: Karax told me that my recordings

on tape and video were more important. Video was

considered especially interesting as it could partially

record an aspect which informed the whole creative process

but could only exist at the moment of performance: that is

animaci6n (the bringing to life of a piece). Any

transcript could only ever mark one stage and speak only

to certain people. It could only ever refer to a small

part of what makes a piece. A piece fully existed only in

performance when it was physically animada (brought to
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life). For Karax the performance of a piece presents

vital elements which cannot be transcribed: most

importantly the existence of a group consciousness, of a

good arabiente, "una forma de comunicaci6i entre

nosotros" (a form of communication between us), that

unites the musicians as Karaxi ' on stage (JF/1985/K33).

Observation of the process of composition and performance

showed that for Karax all details, however large or

small, can be significant. Each detail should enhance

another as all are part of the total ambiente of a

piece. At any stage it is difficult to point to the

particular elements which contribute to the success or

failure of a piece. No single method is considered

foolproof except the need to consider everything

thoroughly and to work consistently and intensely.

The perceived value of the oral-aural method is that it

demands the use of various faculties, especially that of

past experience of music making, it values what has been

and is learnt orally, held within the memory, as competent

or incompetent as it may be. The cliche "learn by heart"

tells us a lot about the oral tradition. For Karaxic the

ultimate objective is to know a piece by memory, for the

process whereby music is internalised is perceived

directly to affect the way it is expressed. It will

lead to the common consciousness of a piece which will be

re-established when it is played in performance. The

music making experience is a dialectical process whose



complexity not only defies notation but has only fleeting

association with it.

Use of sound recording

Use of sound-recording enables musical practice to be

monitored without being mediated by notation. However

even the sound-recording itself is only an aide-memoire,

albeit an important one. It is not considered a complete

account of what took place (or should take place the next

time). Sound-recording enables the group to focus on

problematic areas. It enables them to consider a piece

from the point of view of audience. Thus discussion about

"not provoking the atmosphere we want" indicates that

everything is being created and performed for an audience

of which the group is part. It is an assertion that the

pleasure of an audience is that of the group. Provoking

the right arnbiente is the absolute arbiter of a

succesful rendition of a piece, it is the acknowledgement

of the creation of the optimal circumstances whereby the

significant meanings become fully available.

The implications of this oral method of working are much

wider. It questions the idea that oral tradition is that

located within pre-literate culture and favoured only by

those who are not musically literate. Hennion has shown

that similar methods are used in the creation of 'pop'

music (Hennion 1981). Karaxi ' do not adopt such a method

for pragmatic reasons, that is to 'enable' the work of the
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group, but rather as a preferred way of working. This

method is valued for its creative conditions. while

things are 'fixed' they are fixed only within the memory

and experience of the group, a piece can never develop

beyond their capabilities. At the same time, as this

'fixing' remains unwritten, it is therefore both

vulnerable and responsive to the 'flux' created by such a

situation, which again is seen as positive:

G: Hay una cosa que hay que decirse es que es
absolutamente imposible hacer siempre la misma cosa - es
imposible a menos de - no s - yo creo tcnicamente es
imposible oque - y sobre todo con la misica que no
aprendes asi de oreja - no hay una estructura como la
particion que te que te obliga a hacer exactaznente Ia
misma cosa - t' Ia itt ca - q 'cno tiene no es
una partici6n sino la memoria entonces l.a memoria esta
con la influencia - estS bajo la influencia del
momento - del momento m^s que sC-ame entiendes?
adems que influye mucho la acüstica de Ia sala -
como uno escucha a los dems - l.a atm6sfera que hay en
la sala - uno se uno puede tocar mucho m entregado
o ins inhibido en funci6ri de toda una seria de
condiciones

G: Something I must say to you is that it is absolutely
impossible to do the same thing all the time... - I
think that technically it's impossible ... and above
all with music that one learns by ear - there isn't a
structure like the bar that forces you to do exactly
the same thing ... you have a reference but what one
has is not a division but a memory and the memory is
under the influence of the moment - of the moment most
of all - do you understand? - also what has a lot of
influence are the acoustics of the hail and how the
others hear - the atmosphere that there is in the hail
- one can play giving much more or more inhibited
depending on a whole series of conditions
(sF/JF/1980/27)

Making meaning involves being responsive to context.

In this way even the interruptions which exist to pattern

the group's schedule are plausibly creative: the need

to remind themselves and each other of notes and details

of a piece they are working on (even after a short break
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for lunch) is in itself a creative rather than a tedious

stage of practice. When someone is 'remembering' their

part they will perhaps remember not what was their last

established part but perhaps their own suggestion which

was/was not adopted, or even revert back to an earlier

'edition' of their part. Thus in the play of remembering

music and sounds new creative possibilities emerge and

ones already considered re-emerge, re-freshening the

memory as to the accepted, rejected, present and future

possibilities of a piece. This period, which allows for

re-appraisal while re-familiarising themselves with a

piece, is also consistent with a political philosophy

which has to embrace elements of feasibility and

flexiblity, both self-conscious and analytical.

Procedure of composition

The stages in the composition of a piece for performance

are as follows:

1. There is an idea for a theme for a song which comes

from discussion in the group, involving simultaneous

consideration as to its symbolic meaning and function

within the concert programme, the two being

interdependent.

2. At the same moment the 'style' of the piece is decided

since the need is to "define your own feelings about

things" and "take a position (in front of) before the



idea", and because style to a great extent determines

meaning (sF/JF/1980/5).

These two stages are directly linked in that there is an

"interior image" almost "plastic" that one has to "search

for in music", the song is there but one has to "find it"

(JF/1985/K33).

3. The next stage involves defining the style in terms of

text, music and instrumentation. All three parameters are

dependent on decisions made in stages 1-2. They emerge in

relationship to one another and to other pieces within the

repertory as well as other known pieces of music. At this

stage individual members may be delegated to take care of

specific aspects of text, structure, melody. A song may

be composed from scratch or an existing song found that

expresses what the musicians are looking for.

4. The group will all work together on the 'arrangement'

which is referred to using the language of cinema, as

trabajo de montaje (the work of montage). Every aspect

considered will have to 'convince them' and almost every

aspect can be changed, depending on the piece, controlled

by decision made in stages 1 and 2. At this stage the

group may do some sessions with a Chilean musician, who is

not a member of the group but a close colleague, to

explore the harmonic possibilities of piece (see

records). The process is one of trial and incorporation
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or rejection.

5. The piece has come together when it reaches a stage

referred to as coming into the consciencia

(consciousness) of the whole group, that is when full

agreement is reached that it is ready to receive its first

performance. In this performance aspects of tempo and

animacion (bring to life) will be defined in the context

of performance itself, not in abstraction. The piece will

be recorded and the recording listened to at the next

session.

6. Following critical evaluation of its performance the

piece will be worked on again until again the group feel

it is there. The piece then takes its allotted place in

the repertory where it is constantly monitored. It is

spoken of as gaining "su imagen " (its image) it has a

"vida misma" (own life) and "tocando juntos despues la

mica va a imponer en nosotros mismos esa misma imagen"

(playing together later the music begins to impose on us

this same image) (JF/1985/K35). This stage is referred to

as the music 'maturing': in its first few performances,

the piece has to find its place, to integrate with

everything else.

7. over time the piece will change as the 'intention' of

the piece changes. This is most marked if it is decided

to change the function of the piece and is put in a

different position as a result of change and re-
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organisation of the concert programme. If that happens it

can 'become something else', as other latent aspects are

strengthened and communicated. For these reasons a piece

is regarded as never complete, and for this reason never

'dated'. Music is an open code in which elements are

firmly embedded and work together but within which

different elements can be privileged. The music is

perceived as changing if its position in performance

changes in response to different communication needs.

One example of this is a piece on which the musicians were

working in Paris in 1980 (se chapter nine). It was then

referred to either as La Venzolana , referencing its

Venezuelan rhythmic base, or as Lento, the first word of

the first verse. On an early transcript in existence at

this time it had been entitled in French by Chica as Le

Mal du Pays (Homesickness) but this was a written title,

it was never spoken of by that name. Occasionally it was

called Maitn, the name of a Chilean tree which features

in the first line of the last verse. The piece was

referred to by these names until, in a performance in

Glasgow in 1984, Ti'o, the member of the group who

eventually names pieces (partly because he is responsible

for writing down the final order of the concert programe),

called it Proa al Sur (Bow to the South). I am unsure

in which year it began to be referred to by this name,

sometime between the end of 1981 and 1984. It has kept

this name, at least until 1985.
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The piece has no overt references to the sea or to ships

but this last title reveals that its place in performance

has changed, the focus shifting from the thought of return

from exile to movement from exile towards the south,

to Chile. The chang's in title arise from the different

position in performance in reponse to the interior-

exterior dialectic.

At some point, normally but not always after stage four, a

transcription of the bare bones of a piece may be made.

As I have said, the transcription is a skeleton which will

be fleshed out, animada (brought to life) in performance

in ways that may render its bones barely recognisable.

It is interesting to note that most transcriptions that do

exist are for the period 1978-80, which seems to

indicate that they were part of the first stage of the

second Karaxi^ group coming together (after radical changes

in membership, see chapter two). At this time members of

Karaxc were concerned not only to work in different ways

but to develop the repertory from the first group under

Manns. For a variety of reasons, it seems that after this

period transcriptions were not needed as much.

Composition: the process

How then do Karaxi ' proceed to work? A melody is played,

usually strummed on the guitar. A text is sung and

perhaps written up on the blackboard (see plate 85). An



explanation can be given at any stage about the life of

the text: the reason for its existence (as we shall see in

the next chapter) and ideas for the possible development

of the piece are constantly discussed.

The two basic musical elements of melody and text are

first established. The way in which they develop in

relation to each other varies with each piece (depending

on stages 1 and 2 above). Even at this initial stage an

instrument(ation) may also be in mind, and a general idea

of the style of arrangement. From the first moment of

conception the pieces are composed for the whole group.

This fact is kept in mind all the time, as is its position

in performance and thematic raison d'etre. A piece is

then worked on and played over and over again, over a

varied amount of time until it is "chouette"

(right/great).

Karax speak of two approaches to musical arrangement,

work which they perceive as a form of re-creation. These

approaches fall into two modes, one 'standard' and one

more 'elaborate'. They could generally apply to folklore

at one end of a continuum and to mtica nueva at the

other. This can be regarded only as an advisory way for

examining the music: it cannot be presumed that pieces of

'folklore' will not be found at the 'elaborate' end of the

continuum (see Quebrada Verde SF/JF/1980/7), or that

pieces of m^'sica nueva will not be found occasionally

more towards the other end of the continuum.
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hay ciertas maneras est^idard xnuy establecidas
para hacer un arreglo que es muy r^pido - nosotros
tratamos de dane siempre una cierta carcter que
caracterice - que singularice el arreglo del conjunto -
las canciones que hacemos - sobre todo cuando hay un
contenido - cuando hay un texto - eso entonces...
requiere un trabajo largo - en la btqueda primera del
tema - el desarrollo de la canci6n - de las armonras
musicales - bastante grande trabajo

there are certain established standard ways of
doing an arrangement quite rapidly - we always try to
give it a certain character that characterises - that
singularises the arrangement of the group - the songs
that we do - above all when there is a text - then
that... requires a lot of work - first in the search
for a theme - the development of the song - the
musical harmonies - a lot of work

(JF/1979/K18)

In the next chapter, which examines the process of

composition of three aspects of two pieces of music, this

perception of two approaches are shown to be valid, but

not as clearly distinguishable in practice as they are in

theory.
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CHAPTER NINE

But that music is a language by whose means messages
are elaborated, that such messages can be understood by
the many but sent out only by the few, and that it alone
among all the languages unites the contradictory character
of being at once intelligible and untranslatable - these
facts make the creator of music a being like the gods and
make music itself the supreme mystery of all human
knowledge. All other branches of human knowledge stumble
into it, it holds the key to their progress.

Lvi Strauss, Mytholc'9igues 1: Le Cru et le Cuit. Paris
1964:26

"no es un relato de algo que pasa - un estado de nimo no
mas - un estado de alma"
"it isn't an account of something that happens - just a
state of spirit - a state of soul"

"yo quiero este ambiente para esta canci^n"
"I want this atmosphere for this song"

Chica (KI/SF/JF/l980/7)

In this chapter I will concentrate on three specific

aspects of two pieces of music that Karax ' were composing

together during the second stage of fieldwork (i). The

aspects are:

1. the 'voice'

2. appropriate rhythms

3. the musical introduction for a piece

By concentrating on three aspects I intend to pursue

further issues raised in chapter six. From that

discussion and musical analysis the following points could

be made concerning these specific aspects:
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1. The voice

The overall voice of the performance has been identifed as

the combined 'voice' of 'we the people'. It has been shown

how the various 'voices' of different pieces are focused by

the voice of the spoken introduction. For category one,

the voice of the spoken introduction is indirect (music is

'our' heritage, 'all the people sing and dance') and the

musical voice is that of the virtuoso solo guena. For

category two, the voice of the spoken introduction is

direct ('we the people', music is a weapon in the hands of

the people) and the musical voice two or three voices in

unison or choral harmony for category 2 (i), and

alternating solo voices with chorus for 2 (ii). For

category three, the voice of the spoken introduction is

direct and poetic ('I'/'he') and the musical voice is

solo, alternating solo voices, with addition of two, three

other voices.

2. Appropriate rhythms

Most music in Karax"s repertory is in triple time and

compound time, alternating 6/8 3/4 and/or with hemiola

patterns. In the performing repertory only two pieces,

(M) and (NJ), and parts of the Suite are in are in 4/4.

3. Musical introduction

All pieces in category three are have a developed
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instrumental musical introduction specifically to provide

an ambiente (atmosphere) for the song's theme and sung

text.

In the following discussion I have extracted points to

frame the analysis, summing up decisions arrived at by

Karaxu over an extended period during the composition-

rehearsals. In order to show that composition is a

collective creative process that has a logic of its own,

I have at times attempted to illustrate it by including

extracts of Karax's discussion during composition-

rehearsal. As I said in the last chapter, the seeming

looseness and haphazardness of the process constitutes its

own democracy: all details suggested are considered,

however long a period of time that may take.

De las alturas nevadas: the voice

One of the three pieces of music that Karaxu ere or'cg

on was called De las alturas nevadas (DLP) (From the

snowy heights). It was to replace the first piece in

performance Taguirari. Karaxi describe DLA as a

"familiar" tune, a Plegaria (prayer), taken from the

music played at La Tirana, a popular religious Festival

held annually in a small village of the same name in the

north of Chile, an object of pilgrimage for up to 50,000

people (2). The tune has a new text written by Berto. For

Karaxi '̂ the piece is to explain 'in one way or another what

we have come to do... that we belong to the continent of
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Latin America... that we have another culture... to

explain this in a poetic way... beautiful'

(sF/JF/1980/26). The song text, which brings together the

themes of distance and unity is positioned firmly within

the deserts and mountains of northern Chile:

De las Alturas Nevadas

De las alturas nevadas
a las arenas ardientes
cruzando por largas playas
viene cantando la gente

Dicen que la vida es corta
y que tan larga es la muerte
Si juntamos nuestras voces
tal vez nos cambie la suerte

From the snow capped mountains
to the burning/harsh deserts
crossing the long beaches
the people come singing

They say that life is short
and that death is so long
if we bring our voices together
perhaps our luck will change

DLA. had already reached stage 6 of the composition

procedure (see previous chapter). Decisions made at the

other five stages could be re-constructed as follows: (1)

the idea for the piece was to open the perforance,to

offer a greeting firmly rooted in a continental identity;

(2) the style should be direct, one of impact, to call

attention; (3)1(4) the arrangement should be

uncomplicated: the orchestration is for a verse sung by a

solo male voice (Berto), each verse to be repeated as a

chorus by the group, with Chica playing violin, Flajo

charango, Gab guena and pandereta (open tambourine,

without skin), T(o guena and bells, and Berto the

bombo (placed on a stand) (charango?); (5) the song had

been given its first airing in public performance and a

cassette recording made. At stage (6) in rehearsal, the

musicians critically evaluate this concert recording.
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/
Karaxu articulate three essential concerns when they are

re-creating a piece. Firstly, it has to be distinctively

their own re-creation. The group describe the initial

stage, which may either be delegated to or be the

spontaneous work of an individual member, as comparable to

the provision of raw materials, the song comes Hen bruto"

and the whole group put it together (SF/JF/1980/26).

Secondly, it will be different from the folkioric, even if
,.	 /derived from musica folkiorica, because Karaxu are not

living and surviving in a rural community where such music

has a different social function. In its original context

De las alturas nevadas is a greeting played by local

bands from the Andean cornunities to greet the Virgin of La

Tirana and declare their devotion to her. Their worship

in song and dance is witnessed by the pilgrims. Karaxi

will reverse this process and use the piece to greet their

audience.

Thirdly, the piece must be distinct from the arrangement

and sound of any other Chilean group. The group define

their own approach to music making as different to other

groups working within the same tradition, in ways that

reinforce points made in chapter seven, concerning culture

embodying the values of nature. For Karaxi^', a major

difference arises from the way that they attempt to

connnect directly with their public to establish and

crystallise the relationship they desire. They do this by

speaking directly and moving naturally and informally, as

individuals within a group, as opposed to moving in any
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formally synchronised way, which they identify as the

style of some of the other Chilean nueva cancin
/

groups. For Karaxu such formality has little to do with

the folk music that these groups also play. Karaxi feel

the need to express with their bodies what they are

playing, for such movement to be stimulated by the music

itself (sF/JF/1980/7). This movement happens because the

music has been internalised within the consciousness of

both the individual and the group. For Karax this is a

crucial part of what is traditional:

mira-cundo ti^' vas a una fiesta folklcrica no hay
represion de ese tipo - nadie toca estilo... todo el
mundo baila y espresarse y esas cosas - eso es el
estilo el conjunto - expresar con su cuerpo lo que
uno esta tocando

(when you go to fiestas of folkioric music there is no
repression of this type - no one plays this or that
style... everyone dances and expresses themselves
and so on - that is the style of the group - to
express with your body what you are playing
(sF/JF/1980/7)

Karax ' wish to exemplify different ideological and

subsequent aesthetic values, to make those values

known, and, if possible, to provoke discussion about them:

trabajo de creaci^n de rescatar una serie de
valores y tambin crear nuevas valores
art(stico-poifticos - no solamente musicales

(creative work that rescues a set of values and at the
same time creates new artistic political values - not
simply musical ones)
(sF/JF/1980/7)

Development of musical characteristics of pieces
of category one
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The obvious difference between DLA and other pieces in

the repertory considered so far as category one, is that

it involves a direct mode of sung address. Although

it features guenas it is not a solo virtuoso guena

piece. It shows a development in the way that the group

wish to identify themselves and their culture. The call to

performance of the audience will exhibit a different

approach. It will be "fuerte - directamente a la gente

que se llama atenci^n sobre la gente" (strong - direct

to the people - it will call the people's attention).

Karax choose this method of beginning because it is the

way that this happens "en el folklore chileno - y otras

partes de LatinoMrica" (in Chilean folklore.., and

other places in Latin America). At La Tirana, the

greeting to the Virgin by the various songs and dances

creates a "tensi^n fuerte en la gente" (strong tension in

the people), amongst not only those who are playing and

dancing but the public also. This tension is exactly what

Karax wish to effect at the beginning of their

performance. This tension is effected by the music which

"provoca un ambiente que es muy muy emocional" (it

provokes an atmosphere which is very very emotional

(sF/JF/1980/26)

The opening chord which will be "tutti', using all the

instruments, and the structure, which will begin

immediately after this chord with a slow section, and will

end with a fast section, are seen as fulfilling both

phatic and conative functions: the call to performance and
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the control of the relationship between musicians and

audience (sF/JF/1980/26). The greeting is to be in song

text and music. Karaxd will use solo voice and chorus.

This development of the characteristics of a first piece

of performance (hitherto usually instrumentals featuring

the guena), and therefore of our expectations of

category one pieces, reinforces my argument that a song is

primarily defined by the musicians according to its

performance context. The viability of any fixed

classification is again questioned: there are no fixed

norms: 'flexible' and 'appropriate" are the key terms.

Like Taquirari, however, this piece is short and its

harmony uncomplex: "ti ' provocas todo un ambiente - que si

la canci^n es demasiado largo despus - eso se pierde - ya

que t^ lo provocas" (you provoke a complete atmosphere -

and if the song is too long after - you lose it - what you

have provoked) (sF/JF/1980/26).

For Karaxl the problem with the piece emanates from the

fact that it has not reached a 'group consciousness'. They

do not as yet share the same sound ideal for it. It is

for this reason that they feel that the response that is

provoked is not what they wish. They need an atmosphere

of tension ... EtoJ provocar el ambiente (provoke the

atmosphere) they want:

C: ... cul es el problema - yo creo que
fundamental de esa cuesti6'n tal como estS tocada - yo
no s si es un problema de esta tocada - a lo mejor s(
- en todo caso no tiene control - tal como estS tocada



- pasa, como asi' - o sea no provoca el ambiente que
deberia provocar - yo creo que este es el problema
fundamental - sino cuando est^ tranquilo - no tiene
tensi6n - termina todo asi - el final es un desastre -
el final final - y el final antes de la entrada de
Berto - tampoco - (sings) suerte - y nadie prolonga la
nota
T: y no hay tension...
C: no hay tensi6n o sea el sonido tiene que ilenar
ese hueco a111 - y tiene que ocuparse de esta cuesti6i
y ilenar la sala con las voces...
F: ... hay un problema de balance serio al final - tres o
cuatro voces - tiene que escucharse las cuatro - no
separadas - escucharse las cuatro absolutamente
presente... con el Inismo nivel de presencia

(C: ...what is the problem - I think the fundamental
thing with this as it is played - I don't know if it
is a problem of how it is played - probably yes - in
any case it has no control - as it is played - it
just happens like that - that it it doesn't provoke
the atmosphere that it should provoke - I
think that is the problem - rather it is quiet - it
has no tension - it just ends like that - the end is a
disaster - the final end - (and) and the end before
the entrance of Berto either - (sings) suerte -
nobody holds the note
T: there's no tension...
C: there's no tension - the sound must fill this
space here - we must take up this thing and fill the
room with our voices...
F: ... there's a serious balance problem at the end
of the song - three or four voices - you must hear the
four voices together - not separated - here then
absolutely present.. with the same level of presence)

(sF/JF/1980/ll)

Ideal = achievement of group consciousness of a

piece

In rehearsal Karax spend time working on timing, pitch,

pulse, and rhythm, and run through the piece many times,

with critical comment after each run-through. For part of

one session they work on the piece with Chilean musician

Ulises Muioz (3). They discuss whether the tension

lacking in the piece can perhaps be achieved by more
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strength in both instruments and voice, singing louder,

changing and increasing tempo, holding notes, singing them

in a different way, that is by changing "pequelcas

detallitas" (very small details) (SF/JF/1980/26). Such

changes are not always easy to effect due to perceived

limitations of instruments, competence of the musicians or

a combination of both. Suggestions are tried out,

incorporated, commented upon, dropped, re-instated,

adapted, in a mode of working which involves constant

substitution and evaluation.

The grain of the voice

Karax eventually concentrate on aspects of the voice

Cs) of the piece. This voice has two forms, that of the

soloist and of the chorus. The latter voice is seen as

being a question of harmony, the former of the grain of

the voice. I use the term grain of the voice from the

work of Barthes, in his essay of that name in his work

Image, Music, Text (1977:179), which concerns the

encounter between a language and a voice. Barthes

proposes a twofold position: the theoretical, using

Kristeva's terms 'pheno text' and 'geno text' as 'pheno-

song and 'geno-song', and the paradigmatic, to distinguish

between a voice that is produced self consciously by

breathing and one that uses the whole body; the grain is

the body in the voice as it sings (Barthes 1977:181/188).

As Barthes writes, some 'popular' singers have grain while

others do not. It is the latter voice, that of the 'geno-
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song' that approximates to Karax&'s own definition, a

definition that is constructed by their work on the right

solo voice for De las alturas nevadas.

1. The solo 'voice'

The extract used to illustrate the various mbdes of

compositional discourse in the previous chapter is taken

from a very small part of the work on the solo voice for

DLA (see chapter eight, and cassette two, side B,

item 1). The group are unsure as to whether to fill the

mbito del soriido (sound atmosphere) the voice is

better produced fuerte- lejos (loud - far away) from

the people, or acercndose - ms (ntima (getting close

- more intimate). They have to decide where to colocar

(locate) it (SF/JF/198Ø/ll). It must establish "Un

corriente de comunicaci6n inmediata" (a current of

immediate communication) (ibid). The problems with the

voice are spoken of in the following ways (the following

quotes are not all part of one single speech, but are

a compilation of various comments made to the singer by

other members of the group during this period, see tape

references below):

sale bien ilorona... es una huevada bastante
ilorona... es un poco como rntima - tiene que ser
ilorona pero pa' afuera - o sea mucho ms de guata ,
mucho inas proyectada para afuera... un gran saludo mas
bien que una cosa ^ntima... hacerla gritada como que
ests a mu kilometres... ms gritada entonces - como
estuviste en la montafla huev6n - perdida - desesperada
para - hay que escuchar - que venfa a salvarte...
fuerte... rompe las ore jas noms... canta como un
huev6'n que no sabe cantar
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it comes out really moany... it's a really moany thing
it's a little little too intimate - it should be far
more wailing but it should be sung out more - coming
from the stomach - and more projected outwards - it's
a large greeting rather than an intimate thing...
shout it - so that it could be heard 1000 kilometers
away... more shouted - cried out from the front of the
stomach as if you were lost in the mountain - lost -
desperate - so that someone would come and save you...
break the ear drums... you've got to make the sound
more open with more glissando... sing it like an idiot
who doesn't know how to sing
(sF/JF/1980/8/9/ll)

Karax discuss 'whether the sound for which they are

looking for from the voice can be achieved by changing

instruments, instrumental parts, harmony or playing

technique, that is, elements of the music that the voice

interacts with. The problem may be resolved by changing

the instrumentation but it is felt that the piece is at a

stage of development when such changes will involve a

complete re-working of the piece. They try out ascending

and descending glissandos and drones on two quenas,

commenting that a glissando upwards is more Andean, and

that any such movement must not be chromatic. The problem

may lie with the orchestration which may be too bland,

comparing it to the sound produced by other Chilean nueva

cancion groups. It may be because the chords that they

are using are "fuera de la tradicional" (out of

tradition), perhaps the chords are too "paso doble'

(sF/JF/1980/8).

The group wish to achieve something which has an

unmistakeable Andean feel, perhaps certain chords played

without the third are preferable? A chord stucture using

the fifth may be "pretendiente Andino' ('pretending' to be



Andean), but is not really appropriate and the solution

will be not to play the fifth with the melody. The problem

is how can they best achieve an 'Andean' sound?

The problems with the production of the solo voice are

felt to stem from two fundamental areas. Firstly, and

perhaps more importantly, the desired voice is to be

similar that of a "popular" "untrained" singer, a

"traditional" voice. It is a question of "estilo -

todavra no hernos ubicado el estilo de interpretaci6n"

(style - we still haven't located the style of

interpretation) (sF/JF/1980/8). He should sing naturally

and strongly outwards into the space. The production of

this natural voice is for this particular singer

unnatural: "yo me siento super afuera de mi naturaleza

mi - pero se puede reproducir - o sea - en el caso que me

- ilegamos a una voz - una conclusi6i - yo puedo

reproducirla" (I feel completely outside what comes

natural to me - but I can reproduce - that is - in the

case that I - we arrive at a voice - a conclusion - I can

reproduce it). They need the voice of a "cantante

popular" (popular singer) but as Berto says, he is not

that kind of a singer (SF/JF/l980/ll).

Berto's natural voice is strong but has had some

training. It is his voice. The problem is partly one

of definitions of popular, and partly of class. Berto is

not a traditional singer, he is a middle class member of

the l?ueblo. Secondly, the discussion reveals that the



soloist has a different aesthetic to the rest of the

group. He finds some of the suggested sounds "feos"

(ugly), one voice is "como un gato" (like a cat). For the

rest of the group all voices are acceptable, there are no

"timbres feos" (ugly timbres) (sF/JF/1980/ll). But what

they need is an appropriate voice. For them it is a

question of feeling: if the singer can internalise the

desired voice, hear it inside himself, know what is

needed, it will come.

He tries out various ways of finding this voice, singing

in another pitch, trying to sing without vibrato, not

holding notes, for "los cantantes populares no prolongan

las notas porque no tienen tcnica para eso" (popular

singers do not prolong notes as they don't have the

technique to do so). He is advised to sing from the

throat, not to push from the chest or the head, not to

push vowels, not to over pronounce words. He should sing

it with more force and character. He should try to get it

with natural glisando rather than conscious ones as it is

thought that this will overcome the problem of too much

vibrato. He must hear it, feel it, think it with

his whole body. It must be "calida" (warm) "aut(ntica"

(authentic). He speaks of something more "acstica"

(acoustic), "consistente" (consistent), "resonante"

(resonant). What he produces is not what is wanted, he

can only approximate. Rather than feel it he will try

to bring the voice, to "traigo una voz maana... en Un

bolsillo " (bring it tomorrow;.. in his pocket)
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(sF/JF/1980/ll).

Are these the problems of this particular person or of the

piece itself? The answer is a combination. First, it is

out of experience for this singer to produce the required

type of voice. It is not a voice that is natural to him.

There is a sense of paradox in the idea of producing a

natural voice consciously. But this must be put in the

context of the fact that over the whole period of

composition-rehearsal he showed constantly that he found

difficulty working in manner that he called an

"experimental" way and which the rest of the group called

a btsqueda (search). He was the newest member of the

group and had not the same length of time and experience

of working collectively to be able to share this group

aesthetic. The others "estamos cinco a!os juntos - un

nivel de confianza absoluto" (we have been together five

years - a level of absolute confidence) (JF/1979/K18).

However, it may be that he could never wholly share it,

could never completely embrace this particular collective

mode of working and group aesthetic. The constant

reference to feeling and expression seemed to puzzle him

and he seemed unable to work out how to effect them, how

to negotiate working in a fulfilling way as an individual

within a group. By 1981 he had amicably left the group to

pursue full-time study and work occasionally as a solo

singer or in a group with other friends. The person who

took his place was also a male singer and his voice was
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felt to be more appropriate, as it was untrained, it was:

"una voz popular... linda... es campesina... su timbre de

canto" (a popular voice.., lovely ... it's campesino...

his timbre of singing) (JF/1985/K33).

The choral verses worked better. For this they sought

three or four voices which must be heard "juntos"

(together) and not "separados" (separate), "absolutamente

juntos" (absolutely together). These three/four cannot be

directly linked to the three voices indicated in the

performance analysis. But this statement, however brief,

does shed light on the quality of 'voice' which represents

the 'people' in this song, and has implications for other

songs of category two: they must have the same level of

presence. The discussion develops during which it is said

that it is important that one voice must not dominate the

others, they must all be heard.

During work on DLIA, members of the group exchanged vocal

parts in the choral verse (the verses are sung once by

the soloists and then repeated by the group as a

chorus), in order to maximise the natural resonance of

voices. The final harmony decided upon for the voices was

the same as that used for the song Targueada, the song

of the Suite, which calls for unity betwen the people of

Latin America: doubling the melody at the fourth with a

drone a fifth below.

It was only near the end of their work on the voice that
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it was articulated that the solo voice needed to be like

that of a campesino (peasant), best found by producing a

voice that is decribed as "nasal 41 , from the nose. The

voice, therefore, has to have a certain personality, an

emotion, an attitude, a social position. The voice of

Karaxi^' will represent a social group. The voice had to be

authentic and organic, not patronising. It is significant

that Karax spoke continually of the need to provocar

(provoke), of estilo (style), and animar (bring to

life) this voice and the music that is also part of the

piece. These are all terms which relate to the creating

of conditions.

Karax"s error may have been twofold: to think of having a

solo voice to represent the campesino and to think that

they could find such a voice. Perhaps their beginning

dilemma is also illuminative: should the voice be 'loud',

from 'far away' (from the exterior?) or 'close' and

'intimate' (the interior?). Both th'ese voices, at times

'loud', 'close' and 'intimate' (although never 'far

away'), are voices that we find used for the delivery of

category three songs.

It was eventually considered more appropriate to have more

than one voice for both verse and chorus. Subsequent

pieces which were used to open the performance always had

more than one voice, a chorus of 'people', or were

instrumental. The group as a whole could not reach a

shared group consciousness as to what was wanted. Berto



did not know what was wanted. The others knew, but, as

Flajo said: "yo 10 imagino bien preciso - pero soy incapaz

de reproducirla" (I imagine it very precisely but I am not

able to reproduce it). The solo voice was the fundamental

problem that could not be overcome. As Herndon has said1

"sound is the manifestation of interlocking cognitive maps

(Herndon 1974:250). In this case it is clear that search

for a sound is also the manifestation of a political

aesthetic, represents a social group, and is an expression

of praxis.

The problems of the song were more than those of this

particular singer and infact the piece never stayed in the

group's repertory. It never found its p1ace it never

matured, "no florecio" (it didn't blossom) (JF/1985/K35).

Other aspects of the arrangement were also felt not to

work. Karaxd' never came to any final conclusion as to why

the piece hato be dropped from the repertory, although

they were never "contento con el arreglo de las voces"

(content with the arrangement of the voices) (ibid).

Observation and analysis on the composition of this piece

lead one to conclude that the expressive value of the song

does not lie in its form. We could have no way of knowing

from analysis of a transcription of a performance that

this song never worked and would be abandoned, nor could

we surmise from a transcription the group's reasons for

such a decision. The song had other musical problems of

which the group were aware, and it was a combination of
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these and problems with the voice(s) that led to its

ultimate rejection. The tension arises because the song

is both an aesthetic structure and also a functional

object.

The simplicity of the structure and arrangement of De las

alturas nevadas belies the difficulty and complexity of

the work involved in achieving the appropriate mode of

expression and interpretation to enable it to take its

place in performance. For Karax the root of the problem

with the song arose from what it had to communicate and

represent rather than what it was.

2. Appropriate rhythms and 3. the musical introduction

for a piece; La venezolana (The Venezuelan)

I shall discuss these two musical aspects together as they

are part of the production of one piece, La Venezolana.

During composition-rehearsal the work on the piece

concentrated mostly on fundamental questions concerning

the inter-relationship of rhythm(s) and on the musical

introduction of the piece. In this case, the 'voice' of

the song (which is shared between female and male voices,

either solo or together, and with two other voices for the

chorus), was never considered a problem. As a piece of

mt^'sica nueva (category three), the voice can be

identified as that of individual exile, of the vanguard,

of consciousness. In this piece vocal style and

expression is never considered a problem. Questions



of instrumentation involve discussion of which combination

of three string instruments will work best together.

La venezolana

We are forced to live far away from Chile - our
country - in political exile and then when we are
dreaming we hear the voice of our particular animals
and our plants and our volcanic mountains - a puma
whispering to us come back soon - the sky is clearing -
the volcanoes shout war - with a sword in your hand
come back we are waiting for you - here - here in your
land

Karaxu's spoken introduction for La venezolana,
Scottish Television 'Encore for the Arts' programme
on the Edinburgh Folk Festival, 29 April 1981
(see video tape (4) School of Scottish Studies).

La venezolana is "una cancicn del retorno" (a song

of return). The song text brings together the themes of

existing pieces in the performing repertory, specifically

those of (v) (N) (Cl-i) (Cu) (B) and (LN), and fits into

category three. In its text the themes of unity,

struggle, resistance and the return to Chile are

combined. The song text and melody were written by the

female member of Karaxi, Chica, who on the whole is

responsible for the melody and song texts of many of their

pieces.

Chica describes the process of composing as continual,

a conscious and unconscious activity she is thinking

of pieces when she is "durmiendo - comiendo - bebiendo -

pensando en otras cosas" (sleeping - eating - drinking -

thinking of other things). She composes more than one

piece at a time, so that in the summer of 1980 she was



actually working on ideas for three pieces. The whole

process of composition was felt to depend on her estado

de alma (the state of my soul) (sF/JF/1980/7). By 1985

she spoke of the motivation as "en el fondo escribir sobre

problemas que yo veo son comunes a nosotros - los chilenos

exiliados (at root to write about the problems that I see

as common to us - the exiled Chileans) (JF/1985/K33).

La venezolana was written for the group and en

funci 'n del programa (in function of the programme): "va

a remplazar un poquito lo que es el Che - no es (ntima -

es mas pica" (to replace a little what Che is - it isn't

intimate - it is more epic). It is to be something large

in terms of harmony and voices, with much "hueco" (space)

and it will be alive una canci6n viva (an alive song),

not "triste (sad) to bring you down (SF/JF/1980/7).

The text and the music came separately. The text is

written in the form of a traditional octosyllabic

d6cima, that is with ten lines, with rhyming lines

1221133443

Lento corre el Bi 'o-Bi 'o	 1
lento corre el Bi 'o-B.Co	 1
y el chincol salta en sus ramas 2
un choroy volando clama	 2
ya no ests donde has nacido	 1
El puma dice en mi o^do 	 1
vente pronto aqur a mi lado 	 3 1
las flores se han congelado 	 3 1
liorando est la torcaza	 4 2
de lo que fue ayer tu casa 	 4 2
solo el recuerdo ha quedado	 3

However, while the metre was that of a dcima its
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traditional character was changed by the rhythm of the

accompanying melody as it was writen thinking of a

particular Venezuelan rhythm which made it "completemente

diferente (completely different). The text confirms the

importance of the values of nature found in other songs in

the repertory, while simultaneously positioning its

subject firmly in the south of Chile: "porque el sur -

porque yo vivo en el sur - en concepci6n al lado al Bi

BCo" (why the south - because I lived in the south - in

Concepci6n by the Bio-Bro). It does this in part by its

use of a cluster of specific Chilean regional vocabulary

in its naming of places, the river, animals, particularly

birds, and fauna (choroy, chincol, torcaza,

rnaitn). The site of return and resistance is now

firmly situated within the region where the MIR had its

beginnings, and which is one of the spiritual homes of

Chile (4). Use of the Venezuelan rhythm resonates with

the fact that Venezuela was the national home of one of

the liberators of the Nnericas from colonial rule, Simon

Boliiar, reinforcing the struggle for liberation that is

the sub-text of the song.

For Chica the song represents un estado de animo, un

estado de alma (a state of spirit, a state of soul)

rather than the relating of an event. La venezolana

has three verses and a repeated chorus. The text is as

follows:

La venezolana - Proa al sur - Le mal du pays



Lento corre el Bi:o-Bro
lento corre el Bio-Bi,
y el chincol salta en sus
rama s
un choroy volando clama

ya no estas donde has
nacido
el puma dice en mi o^do
vente pronto aqur a mi lado
las flores se han congelado
liorando estS la torcaza
de lo que fue ayer tu
ca S a
solo el recuerdo ha quedado

estribillo

Yo no quiero quedar
s ombra
ni espuma de tu naufragio
aquf dejo mis presagios
voy a levantar tu barco
voy a desplegar sus velas
capitn de mis quebrantos
sopla el viento capitn
proa al puerto capitn

Verdes verdes son mis rarnas
verdes verdes son mis ramas
murmura la enredadera
con mi verde te escondiera

del ojo que te reclama
si la noche rompe en llamas
te esconder^n los helechos
liego el tiempo del acecho

cazador tiende tu trampa
el cielo aclara y escampa
yo te quiero aqui en mi pecho

estribillo

.-	 f-Slowly flows the Bio-Bio-	 ,-slowly flows the Bio-Bio
and the chincol jumps on her
branch
a choroy in flight cries
out
you are no longer where you
were born
the puma says in my ear
come quickly here to my side
the flowers have frozen
the wild pigeon is crying
of what was yesterday your
home
only the memory lingers

chorus

I do not wish to stay the
shadow
nor the foam of your shipwreck
here I leave my forebodings
I am going to lift up your ship
I am going to unfurl your sails
captain of my grief
the wind blows captain
prow to port captain

Green green are my branches
green green are my branches
murmurs the vine
with my greenery I would hide
you
from the eye which seeks you
if the night breaks into flame
the ferns will hide you
the time for the ambush has
come
hunter set your traps
the sky clears and brightens
here in my breast I love you

chorus repeat

Un maitn se dobla al viento
el mar encrespa sus aguas
el fuego crece en la fragua
y me quema el pensamiento
la herida con su tormenta
florece clara en la sierra
los volcanes dicen guerra
no hay lianto cardo en vano
con una espada en la mano
yo te espero aqui en mi.
tierra

A maitn bends in the wind
the sea stirs up her waters
the fire grows in the furnace
and my thoughts burn me
the wound with its torment
flowers clear in the hills
the volcanoes say war
no cry has fallen in vain
with a sword in my hand
I wait for you here in my
land
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estribillo	 chorus repeat

The song describes a situation and the environment

in which the person who returns will have to survive.

Return is to a wild rural environment, not to a

community of people but to a cornnlunity of animal life and

vegetation: nature will provide the responsive and

supportive environment to protect the activist returning

to fight. This use of nature and animal life is

transformational and metaphorical. The composer's account

of the song is so complete that it is worth re-producing

in full here as an emic explication de texte:

(the Chilean regional words are chincol, a reddy
brown finch; loro, a small tawny brown parrot;
choroy, another small parrot renowned for eating the seed;
maiten, an Araucanian name for a tree on which flowers
the Chilean national flower, the red belled copihue :

la idea central es la vuelta a Chile - ah - pero no
podemos cantar la vuelta a Chile en una manera cliché
o simple - ni siquiera de consigna entonces es muy
difiil el problema plantearla en una manera creadora
- entonces ese pasa como un sueo - o sea lo veo
siernpre como un suerio - es que una persona casi sonando
lieno de imSgenes - entonces ye eso - que corre lento el
B(o Bro y el chincol describe - es a un nivel pasivo el
primer verso - es totalmente pasivo - es como ver un
cuadro - el chincol salta en sus ramas y el choroy -
sabes lo que es choroy? - es un loro - un choroy

volando clama y dice - y dice a la persona que plantea
la idea que ya no ests donde has nacido ,- lo
entretenido es que est soIando y ye c6mo las cosas al
lado y leal - pero estS ubicado en Paris esta
equivocado - est en Par(s - despué's 'el puma dice en mi
ofo/vente pronto aqur a mi lado/las flores se han
congelado/liorando est la torcaza/de lo que fue ayer
tu casa/solo el recuerdo ha quedado' - entonces -
asf que - esta descripci6n un poco del sur de Chile - un
poco se tiene una idea de la angustia - de lo que est
pasando all(un poco - o sea un poco pueblo triste
pero - pero en el fondo toda la vida sigue igual -
que corre el B1 Bfo aunque ti no ests - y tienes un
poco - se plantea un poco - la angustia de vuelta - yes -
ahora stos son los animales



- ahora en la segunda un poco el vegetal - entonces se
quedaron en la idea general - esto era en lo pasivo
una la angustia - pasiva - unproducto lutte en la
estrofa - y una idea de que el pasa ya a una actividad
entonces por la - primero la naturaleza los vegetales - lo
plantean su acuerdo con 10 que el va hacer entonces su
- es-ta reacci6n que se ye est de acuerdo con todas las
leyes de la naturaleza - por entonces por ejemplo le
llama la enrededora y dices que le va a esconder con
sus verdes - lo va a esconder de - o sea si lo buscan si lo
reclama si la noche rompe - sea asrno - le escondern
los helechos y al fin la idea lleg el tiernpo del
acecho o sea... sabes lo que es el acecho no? - es
cuando el cazador esta lista empieza a mirar y - acechar
una presa estS esperando para saltar - el cazador dice
a la persona que sueiia - tiende tu trampa porque 'el
cielo clara y escampa'- o sea - que ya no est el tiempo
como era - o sea - empieza a abrirse un pedazo de cielo - o
sea - empieza la salida 'yo te quiero aqur en mi pecho'
- eso es lo vegetal que 10 quiere entonces ali(lo
responde entonces dice 'yo no quiero quedar sombra/ni
espuma de tu naufragio' - eso se lo dice a Chile - el
naufragio Chile - del go,lpe - no basta para que espuma
del golpe sino que 'aqul dejo mis presagios' - afuera
- ' voy a levantar su barco/voy a desplegar sus velas/
capitS'n de mis quebrantos' - eso se le dice a Chile -
ya 'sopla el viento/'proa' hacia 'al puerto' - eso es
la idea general -

y entonces viene - es la tercera estrofa - dice cosas -
plantea la cosas es la idea del movimiento a Chile -
entonces todo esta moviendo - no hay nada esttico -
entonces 'un maitn se dobla al viento/el mar encrespa
sus aguas/el fuego crece en la fragua' -sabes lo que
es la fragua? - entonces es decir que la pasi6n crece
al mismo igual que el trabajo - y todo eso le querna en
parrs el pensamiento de el - o sea - no le dej6 vivir
tranquilo - 'la herida con su tormento' - o sea - todo
lo que sufri6 ya las floreczca en Ia monta'fia - o sea
liega el rnomento de la maduracin - 'los volcanes
dicen guerra/no hay llanto caTho en vano/con una espada
en la mano/yo te espero aqui. en mi tierra' - eso - 'yo
no quiero quedar sornbra - y como'...

Translation:

(the central idea is the return to Chile - but we cannot
sing about that in any way that could be a clich or
in any way simple or in any way that is doctrinaire -
so it is quite a problem to pose the problem in a more
creative way - so this happens as in a dream - that is
- I see it always as a dream - a person who is
dreaming here seesthe images - sees this - the slow
run of the Bio- Bio - and the bird - the chincol -
describes - the first verse is on a totally passive
level - it's like seeing a picture - the chincol
jumps in the branches of the tree - and the choroy -
you know what a choroy is - it is a loro (parrot)



- 'a choroy in flight cries out' - and says to the
person this idea that - 'you are no longer where you
were born' - the interesting thing is that they are
dreaming and they see how things are really - but they
are here in Paris - then the puma says in their ear -
'come here quickly to my side/the flowers have
frozen/the torcaza (dove) is crying/of what was once
your home/only a memory is left' - so this is a
description of what the south of Chile is like a
little - we have the idea of a little anxiety - a
little of what is happening there - to be unhappy -
but that under it all life carries on the same - the
river still runs - and you get a little of the worry
about returning - you see - now these are the animals

in the next part we get the vegetation - so one got the
general idea - it was a passive idea - the anxiety -
passive - the idea of struggle - and the idea behind
this next verse is that they are moving towards
activity - on the one hand we have nature - and the
vegetation suggests their agreement - with what he is
going to do - this response is in agreement with all
the laws of nature - for then for example he is called
by the vine with her greenery - she will hide him - that
is if they search for him - if the night breaks it
will be like that - well that is clear - no? - the
vines will hide them - and at the end the idea - the
time has come to - do you know what acecho means? -
when the hunter is poised ready - and begins to look -
waiting to leap - 'poised to leap' - the person who is
dreaming says that to the hunter - tend his traps
because the sky is clearing and' - that is to say that
- things are not as they were - they have changed from
a little earlier - they are opening up a bit - a bit
of sky has started to emerge - and 'I love you here in
my heart' - that is the vegetation - it loves him -
then he responds 'I do not want to stay a shadow/nor
the foam of your shipwreck' - that is addressed to
Chile - the shipwreck of Chile after the coup - it
isn't sufficient to stay as that - foam of the coup -
'here I leave my forebodings' - here in the exterior -
'I am going to raise up your ship/to unfurl your
sails/captain of my grief' - that is said to Chile -
'now the wind is blowing/prow towards port/ the wind
is blowing captain' - that is the general idea...

so then we get to the third verse which now suggests
the idea of movement in Chile - that is everything is
moving in Chile - nothing is static - 'a maitn
bends in the wind/the sea stirs up her waters/the fire
grows in the forge' - you know what a fragua is? -
the forge - that suggests that passion grows at the
same time as work - and all this 'burns into his
thoughts' - into their thoughts in Paris - he can't
live peacefully anymore - the 'the wound with its
torment' - all that he has suffered - has now flowered
in the mountains - that is the moment of maturity -



'the volcanoes cry war/I wait for you here in my land'
- that is how it is - and the reply comes again with
the 'I do not want to stay a shadow'...)
(sF/JF/1980/7)

For the composer the essential problem is that for her

1'	 /
"... es rnejor la letra que la melodia... la letra esta

mejor hecha est ms cuidadas - la melod(a tiene frases

que son un poco descuidado..." (the text is much better

than the melody.., the text has been better cared for -

the melody has phrases that are a little careless) (ibid).

The lines singled out as problematic are the last two of

each verse, "de lo que fue ayer tu casa - solo el recuerdo

ha quedado", because they are not "bonitas" (pretty).

These are considered to be the two weakest melody lines.

The group found it difficult and took a long time to find

a good melody, the problem steming from their use of a

rhythm from Venezuelan folklore, which they felt does not

have an easy relationship with the Chilean dima.

Karaxu wanted the song to be viva (alive) and not sad,

at the same time something that was folkioric. They did

consider using the Chilean tonada form, but feared that

the song would then, "pierde todo su dinmica - entonces

yo creo que al final la solucic^n fue buena... lo que

encontramos es una especea de transacci^n entre todas las

cosas" (lose its dynamic qualities - so I think in the end

the solution was a good one - we found a type of

transaction between all these things) Emy emphasis]

(ibid).

The explication de texte reveals many things concerning



not only the meaning of the text itself (far more than any

question of theme) but the reciprocal relationship it will

have with its music. As in other category three songs in

the repertory, the exiled Chilean, its main protagonist,

speaks for a group of people. Unlike other songs which

were chosen to present the lived experience of the people

of Chile, this one of return must necessarily take the form

of a dream, expressing itself metaphorically. Most

noticeable in the account is the musicians's feeling for

the internal affective world of the song, the way she

enters into its reality.

The explication de texte raises many important points

but I wish to isolate the following:

1. the need for return to be expressed creatively and not

in a doctrinaire way;

2. the song as 'seeing a picture' - it may be a dream but

it is one formulated as a moving picture, it is one

one level 'passive' outside Chile, 'active' within;

3. The constant use of expressions of movement within a frame

of analogy: 'life carries on', 'the river runs', 'moving

towards an activity', 'nothing is static';

4. the worry about return understood in terms of anxiety

and unhappinness in Chile since the coup, a feeling

embedded in the south of the country and in an empathy for
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those who are no longer there, in the memory of a period of

which 'only the memory remains';

5. that the struggle has the 'agreement' and support of

nature, it is 'all in accordance with the laws of nature',

support is common sense, natural, it is organic;

6. the support comes from animals and plants

7. the importance of waiting for the right moment (5);

8. the image of the sea: the exile is the 'foam' of the

'shipwreck' which is Chile; the exile is cast out but who

cannot fully exist outside; thoughts 'burn', the need to

return to fight rises up naturally and inevitably inside

the individual outside the country, paralleling the way

the people will rise up of their own accord inside the

country. This use of symbolism of the sea, and associated

imagery, links this text directly with the text of (LN),

which was also composed by the group (again with Chica

responsible for the song text), as it does the language of

(cN) ('if the night bursts into flame', 'the fire grown in

the furnace','the sea stirs up her waters').

I have already discussed how the sea is not only a

prominent geographical feature of Chilean life, a result of

its immensely long coastline (as Karaxti remark in

performance), part of any Chilean's mental map of their

country. It is also a prominent subject of much Chilean
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literature, particularly the poetry of Neruda. As I

remarked in chapter six, the devastating tidal waves, the

result o earthquakes experienced in the country, have

also left their mark in the memories and imagination of

the people.

The sea is a complex symbolic image. During this period

Chica was composing two other songs about the sea, of

which she said: "algo coma subterrneo que sale - que va

creciendo - hasta ilegar a una climax - cosa muy fuerte"

(the sensation of something underground that emerges and

grows until it reaches a climax - something very

powerful), an analogy with hopes for the gradually growing

resistance getting stronger and stronger. The symbolism

of the sea lends itself to Jungian analysis, approaching

it as the 'feminine' part of self, as the unconscious,

brought to the surface as consciousness, often in a

transformed form. For Karax there is obviously some

correlation between the sea, as a natural and

unpredictable force, and the Chilean people, between the

sea, and the developing resistance. One new piece would

be about the sea depicting:

una relaci^i conflictivaen que el mar va a ser
algo muy fuerte que es dificil - y una relaci6n
tambin de rnaternidad - un mar dulce - tengo que
rnanejar la idea en furicin de c^ao vemosla pasando
par distintos sentimientos en la relacin...

(a conflictive relationship in which the sea is going
to be something that is difficult - and a relation
also of maternity - a gentle sea - I have to manage
the idea in function of how we see it passing through
different emotions in ther relationship...



9. The structuring of the piece by a dialogue between

both the interior and exterior of Chile and of self,

positing a metaphorical relationship.

The work on the appropriate rhythms for the piece can be

related directly both to the text and the explication de

texte. This degree of explanation of what and why is

needed is not spoken of between the group at this stage in

the composition rehearsal: it formed part of the initial

discussion about the need for the piece in the first

place. The shared sound ideal already exists, and

Karax ' have no need to re-discuss early decisions of

instrumentation, arrangement and style as proved necessary

for DLA.

Questions of rhythm and movement

es mu importante preparar el ambiente - definir
en que estado de alma tener que estar - para que la
gerite sepa lo que pasa

(it is very important to prepare the ambiente -
to define what state of soul to have - so
that the people understand what is happening)
(sF/JF/1980/7)

The question of rhythm is perceived to relate directly

to the concepts of 'movement' and ultimately to the

ambiente of the introduction. The instrumentation for

the piece involves two cuatros, guitar, ocarina,

maracas, with the introduction involving canasta (basket

shaker), guiro, conchitas (a bunch of mussel shells

threaded on a string), cencerro (chinese-box). The two

main instruments which provide the rhythms are the guitar
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and the Venezuelan cuatro. There is some discussion

during the work on the rhythm as to whether to have two

cuatros and one guitar, or to substitute another guitar

or a charango for one of the cuatros. The inference

is that the charango is an instrument with which it is

easier to produce the desired continual feeling of

movement (see below) (6).

The rhythm(s) that the group try out are spoken of in the

following ways; it must correr (run), it must "no cortar

la rnelodi'a' (not cut the melody) it must "dejar la melodIa

pasar arriba" (allow the melody to go over the top), it

must leave the voice "libre" (free), it must interact and

maintain itself continually (sF/JF/1980/lø). It is the

relationship between the musical introduction and the

rhythms of the rest of the song that are seen to be

critical. These two key eLements must integrate because

the group want to have a feeling of continuity. More than

that, in the musical introduction they will enter one at a

time until they all come together, se agarra, in the

first few bars of the purely instrumental verse

which begins the song. This moment is described as one

when "toda la gente liega" (all the people arrive

(together)... ). This they feel will produce a climax for

the song from the very beginning, and thereafter in the

whole thing nothing will parar (stop).

This must lead one to even more of a sense that the

vegetation and animals are transformational forms of the



people, and of the introduction working on one level as a

metaphorical coming together of those people returning

with those involved in the resistance who offer their

support and protection to those who return (7). On this

level of meaning the song imagines this coming together of

those in the exterior and those in the interior as

the beginning of a resistance struggle that is will not

stop, that is continual. The rhythms of the piece can

therefore be seen to represent on one level this coming

together, this interaction that must not contradict,

that must work together, that must always work in

relation to one another, and again I do not think it is

insignificant that the instruments that were used

eventually for the piece in performance were a combination

of the Venezuelan cuatro, the Andean charango and the

guitar

(SF/JF/1981/l-5, SF/JF/1984/24-28, SF/JF/1985/23- 27):

The following extract is from Karaxs work to find the

appropriate rhythms for the piece. I have transcribed

what is said as accurately as possible from the tapes, and

indicated when music is played or sung with the sign ".

However, this is only an approximate indication of such

moments, as the musicians are playing their instruments

almost continually. I have preferred to use the sign S_S

to provide pauses. I have chosen deliberately not to use

punctuation as I feel that it suggests that the discourse

has more verbal logic that I have found it does: people

often do not speak in sentences. Lines left between
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sections correspond to points in later discussion. The

extract can be found as cassette tape two, side two, item

two:

1 C: ni maraca ni nada
(without maracas or anything)

2 B: y Si entonces el Flajo toca cuatrà en lugar de guitarra
hace una base - ba1oj- - yo creo qu Tllestala cosa
(yes so then if Flajo plays cuatro instead of guitar)
it provides a base - basses - I think that there is
where it is)

3 C: a ver
(let's see)

4 B: lo más importante es que se escucha en los bajos porque
el texto
(the most important thing is that you hear the bass
because the text)

5 C: espera un poquito
'(play guitar/2 cuatros/maracas)
(wait a minute)

6 B: algo raro suena porque - las posturas - tan tan do
"da do do do - son originales
(something strange sounding because the positions -
"tan tan do da do do do - are the original ones)

7 C: (murmurs)
8 B: (murmurs)
9 F: 5r puro bajo

(yes pure bass)
"(plays)
(murmuring)	 ,•_

10 C: estamos aqui esta eves? - dificil
"(sings/plays) Lento corre el Bi Blo....
(we're here it's this bit you see - difficult)

sin, s . . . )
11 F? : prestarne - los cuatros - hay que ser trutruca - un

tejido mucho ms fino
"(sings) de
(lend me the cuatros - got to make trutruca - a much
finer weave/texture)
"(sings... of it all....)

12 B: de que - Si otra cosa - adem esta en contra tiempo
"(sings/plays... el puma dice)
(of that - if another thing - also it is in counter time)
"(sings/plays.. el puma dice...)

13 B: sino que - pero a lo inejor mas que lo de si tu en esa
parte -
(yes but - but perhaps if you in this part)

14 C:	 l puma?.. )
eso lo arpeggio arriba no puedo buscar aqui yes
"(plays) ya - con eso noms - vamos

this high arpeggio - I can't find it here see
"(plays ) (right - with this that's all - let's go)
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15	 "(play verse 1... lento...)
16 C: sabes qu pasa - me gusta mas los cuatros fijate

(you know what happens - you know I like the cuatros)
17 B: los dos cuatros

(the two cuatros)
18 T: tiene un sonido mucl-io mas

(they have a sound much more)
19 C: es ms especial - ms linde con el sonido - es medio

chacachaca nom
(it is more special prettier -with the sound - it is
half chaca-chaca that's all)

20 T: si
(yes)

21 C; solamente en algunas partes pasa ese ritmo yo
(only in some parts does this rhythm happens - I)

22 8: porque Si - porque si efectivamente es rns delicado
los cuatros - pero que tambih esta hay que pensar en
esa base porque hay ciertas partes de la canci6n cuando
con es la base se desapareciera - queda fino
"(plays)
(yes because - because yes indeed it is more delicate
the cuatros - but we need as well to think of the
base - because there are certain parts of the song when
with this base it disappears - it stays delicate)
"(plays)

23 C: queda lindo los cuatros - esta como
"(play)..(pJ-D
alli nomas
(it is pretty with the cuatros - it's like)

(here that's all - just there)
24 B: el comienzo y toda la cuestion - a partir del canto

(the beginning and the whole thing - from the song
onwards)

25 C: no es terible sin que pueda tocar todos los cuerdos
noms pero con arpeggio porque no queda igual del
cuatro porque los cuatros
(no its terrible if I can't play all the strings as an
arpeggio because it doesn't stay the same as the
cuatro because the cuatros)

26 B: lo que se necesita en el kultrun (plays)
(what it needs is the kultrun) (plays)

27 C: claro
(of course)

28 B: antrunctrur porque eso es la inadre de todo el asunto
(antrunctrur because that is the mother of this whole
thing)

29 C: ya todo 10 de nuevo
"(sing/play a verse)
(right the whole thing again)
"(sing.>.)	 /30 B: ,por que no probamos una vez que entrando tu de liena
'con la guitarra y el ritmo?
(why don't we try it once with you coming in full with
the guitar and the rhythm?)

31 C: a ver c^mo?
(let's see - how?)

32 B: di da ta tida ta ta tida tidata tidata tida tan ta ta
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33 C:

34 F:

35 B:

36 C:

37 F:

38 C:

39 F:

40 C:
41 C:

42 B:

"(B sings/ plays Lente....)
"(di da da tida ta ta tida tidata tidata tida tan ta
ta)
"(B sings...)
no entend pero
(I don't understand but)
con guitarra
(with the guitar)
con guitarra liena con guitarra ritmo pero
(with full guitar with rhythm guitar but)
ya "(sings/plays... lento...)
"(right) (sings...)
cuatro
(cuatro)
es que no puedo hacer ritmo en el bajo al mismo tiempo
(it's that I can't do the rhythm of the bass at the
same time)
jugando nomas
"(just by playing)
"(sings/plays verse 1... Lento...)
es lo xnismo que	 - yo lo hago lo mismo exactamente
igual no hay ms
(it's the same I do exactly the same that's all)
no porque el cuatro tenCa otra cosa - pero lo que se
necesita es el base del_bajpztentonces que el cuatro
._j_, V. 	n/-s

(no because the cuatro has something else but what
is needed is the base of the bass that means that
the cuatro picking)

43 C: porque es penca tocar
al mismo tiempo
(because it's awkward playing
at the same time)

44 B: claro hay dos posibilidades o sea hay varias
posibilidades de hacer entre bajo y guitarra - una es
"(plays)
la otra que la guitarra es generalmente como el ritmo
Paraguayo - t1' recuerdas el ritmo Paraguayo?
(of course there are two possibilities that is there
are various possibilities between bass and guitar - one
is "(plays) - the other is the guitar generally like the
Paraguayan rhythm -you remember the Paraguayan rhythm?)

45 F: tu tu tu tu tu
46 B: SC	 "(plays)

(yes)
47 F: pichi pichi "(plars)
48 C: ah lo encuentro -"pa' estar arriba es una locura

(ab I found it - but to be up is madness)
49 F: antes

(before)
50 B: tiene qUe sonar el bajo

"(sings/plays first two phrases verse one)
(you have to sound the bass)

51 C:.•la meioara - no tiene nada que ver con eso - es
supramente dificil	
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62 B:

63 C:

con esta amba
"(sings/plays)..
(the melody has nothing to do with this - it's
very difficult
"(plays)
wth this ?)

52 B: si. S pero - es rico - cantarse ese ritmo queda
- cuando se agarra
"(sings/plays ... lento...)
(yes but - it's rich - sing this rhythm to yourself it
stays - when it comes together)

53 C: no puedo te juro que no puedo o sea tendrfa que
estudiarlo - pero que es super diffcil - cual de la voz
(I can't I swear to you that I can't that is I'll have
to study it - but it's very difficult - what from
the voice)	 ,

54 T: pero alli esta con la cuatro
(but there it is with the cuatro)

55 C: "(sings/plays... lente...)
ay
es que tengo que aprender hacer la voz - tocame con los
cuatros
"(C/B sing/play.. .lente...)
(ay - I'll have to learn to do the voice - play with me
with the cuatros)

56 C: no queda nada igual
• (nothing is the same)

57 B:,ic6mo?
'(how come?)	 /58 C: no queda igual la melodia con eso
"(claps/sings/ B sings)
(the melody isn't the same with this)

59 C: mrrunm
60 B: es que hay dos cuatros Chica pero si tu lo haces

con la guitarra
(but there are two cuatros Chica but if you do it
with the guitar)

61 C: pero toca su ritmo y enchufar - la cosa cambia
el ritmo - la melodIa
"(sings/plays.. . ).ente...)
no me convence fijate francamente no me convence -
Si yo acuerdo del problema - queda cortada -
la voz no gueda libre
"(sings first line... lento corre el B(o BI)
(but play your rhythm and plug in - the thing changes
the rhythm - the melody)
"(sings/plays... lento...)
(it doesn't convince me you know frankly it doesn't
convince me - if I remember the problem -
it ends up cut up - the voice isn't left free)
Si - queda mucho más libre - es mucho ms libre
(yes - it's much more free - much more free)
yo no tengo... esta mnelodia porque no queda bien
le juro que no
"(F sing/plays)



64 B:

65 C:

66 F:

67 C:
68 C:

(I don't have.., because it doesn't go with this
melody - I swear it doesn't),
es que estS recargado - esta arado
(it's because it is held back - it's hurried)
O 10 hago ms lento entonces
(I'll do it slower then)
hay que estudiar
(need to study)
"(sings/plays... lento... verse 1)
pero puedo buscar otro ritmo que sea parecido pero
pero que no yo 10 encuentro tin poquito como
"(plays)
(but I can search for another rhythm that will be
the same - but - but no I find it a little like)

69 B: espero
"(plays line 1

line 2)	 -•
hay cuatro divisiones falta chichi
(hang on)
(there are four divisions missing chichi)

70 F: t6mate el mismo ritmo que yo
(take the same rhythm as me)

71 B: el ritmo base?
(the bass rhythm?)

72 F: el ritmo base
(the bass rhythni)

73 F: y yo te hago el chicote
(and I'll do the chicote for you)

74 C: "(plays)
75 (B/F: murmur)
76 B: prstame un poco la guitarra - O 10 se - pero no te

lo puedo explicar
(murmurs)
(Give me the guitar for a bit - I know it but I can't
explain it to you)

77 F: Si toco el ritmo base
(i,f I play the bass rhythm)

78 B: si. esperate "(plays)
(yes, wait a minute)

79 F: alli queda bien
(there it sounds good)

80 C: queda bien queda lindo - eso es el ii'iico gue gueda
bien - porgue queda realmente libre
(it sounds really pretty - that is the only one that
suits - because its really free)

81 F: y est jugando con las dos cosas...
(and it is playing with the two thing)

82 B: claro - lo S( es que 10 que pasa si tu quieres uno es
un ritmo de waltz 1 2 3 - 1 2 3 - es incre]ble pero es
un waltz
(of course - what happens if you like is that one
is a waltz rhythm 1 2 3 - 1 2 3 - it's incredible
but it is a waltz)

83 F: y como la hace?
(and how do yo,u do it?)

84 B: es un waltz tu toma la base
(it's a waltz and you take the bass)

85 F: Si es tin waltz



(yes it's a waltz)
86 C: un waltz

"(sing/play... lento...)
(a waltz)

87 B: Si pero tt(convienes un poco con la otra cuestion
"(sing/play verse one... lento...)
un choroy volando clama
sol mayor
clama
(yes but you suit the other thing a little)
"(sing/play verse one)
(un choroy volando clama)
(G major)
(clama)

88 F: mayor - aqui
(major - here)

89 B: a ya
(ah yes)	 /

90 C: "(sings) un choroy volando clama ya no estas donde has
nacido... puma dice....

91 C: yo creo que alLi. es tu otra cosa alLi. tienes que
(I think that there is your other thing there you have
to)

92 B: en esta parte - claro efectivamente con esa parte hay
que colocar - lo importante es que este bajo tiene
que irse turn turn turn - es el papel de la tumbadora
(in this part - of course its right enough with this
part one has to put in - the important thing is that
this bass has to go turn turn turn- that is the role
of the tumbadora)

93 C: prSstarne un poquito y lo veremos - ti^ con los dos
cuatros - hacia - puesto -
(give it me for a little and we'll see it - you with
the two cuatros - towards it - put it -

(sF/JF/1980/lOb)

The rhythms are perceived having contradicin, "no

se siente bien la contradicio'i entre los ritmos" (the

contradiction between the two rhythrns doesn't feel right),

such a 'contradiction' must sound right and fit together.

The contradiction is produced by the different string

playing techniques, the guitar will be played strumming

arpeggios in contrapunto, and the cuatro will be

played punteo (picking). Different techniques of

playing arpeggios, of strumming and of picking are tried

out. It is stressed that the arpeggios must be

maintained and be consistent. All the string instruments
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should be rhythmically equal and even, they must not

recargar (weigh down) or provide rentencion (hold

back) the piece. The parts must interact with different

instruments playing different rhythms, stressing different

patterns. At the same time the playing technique must not

be too complex as the players must be able to sing without

any drop in the quality of their playing.

The discussion centres around what are described as a

Paraguayan harp rhythm (suggested line 43-45), and a quasi

waltz rhythm (suggested line 86 onwards), both of which

are illustrated on the musical example

overleaf. These rhythms are worked on and the parts

alternated until they combine without cutting across the

voice. The rhythm is considered important because it is

felt that the song is more rI'tmica (rhythmic) than

musical (musical) because it has a base negro (black

base). The rhythmic parts of the string instruments are

compared to the different drumming patterns played by

'talking' drums, tumbadoras and the kultrun (line 26),

the drum of the Mapucl-ie Indians of Chile. The distinction

seems to refer not merely to what may be associated

rhythmic patterns but also to the different timbres of

these drums which the strings can approximate to. The

rhythm must match the melody: the Paraguayan rhythm sounds

rica but it is a problem because it is felt that the

melody tiene nada que ver (has nothing to do) with that

rhythm. The rhythm "tiene que ser dulce" (it must be

sweet), it must not be rigido (rigid), or cuadrada
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(square), it will be a problem if it "10 est conteniendo"

(if it is containing).

It is also considered, at the same time, that the quasi

waltz may not be the most appropriate because it may hold

the rhythm back, perhaps because a rhythmic "sub-

division" is missing (sF/JF/1980/lø). When two string

players play in time with each other, the desired

relationship between the rhythms is undermined. When the

'contradiction' between the two rhythms does not sound

right it is because two are playing the same rhythms

simultaneously. The musicians do not want this to happen

because they want the effect of continuous rhythm. As

with all musical possibilities there is always the

limitation of technical competence, usually only

temporal. There is much discussion as to which fingers

are best used, and how many, for rhythms that involve both

a partial picking of strings and a strum of the fingers

over all strings.

The whole discussion involves decisions of aesthetic

preference, which in itself possibly contributes to the

technical difficulties. The rhythm Karaxu finally

decide upon is "el 6nico que queda bien porque (la voz)

queda realmente libre" (the only one that is good because

(the voice) really stays free (see extract, line 80). It

is decided that contrapunto on the guitar: down, up,

down, up, down, would be the ideal:	 '1
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They eventually decide upon a combination of the 'waltz'

and the 'Paraguayan', as this provides the desired

feeling of continuous rhythm and movement (see example, as

before). The continuous rhythm "is the mother of the

whole thing" (line 28). The overall rhythmic problem is

seen to emanate from the rhythms of the instruments, which

begin playing in the musical introduction. The base of

that introduction is seen to be the rhythm established by

the maracas which is not the rhythm of the strings. It is

considered a mistake to start with the maracas, as they

are best integrated when all the rhythms have been fixed,

and when all the other instruments have started to play,

because, although they lead the basic rhythm of the whole

piece, the maracas are felt to have too loose a sound to

provide the ultimate base for all other rhythms to work

with (SF/JF/1980/lø).

3. The creation of the musical introduction: an ambiente

for the sung text

Deciding what instruments will play and when they will

enter in the musical introduction will clarify the

relationship between the instruments, most specifically

the rhythmic interaction between string instruments and

percussion. In order to establish what will happen Karaxi'

improvise what is a transitory mode of transcription for

the visualisation of the oral tradition at one precise

stage of its composition.
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Timbres and texture

The musical introduction consists of the creation of a

texture of sounds, "un tejido general de tensi6i y

respuestas" (a general weave of tension and responses)

(sF/JF/1980/14). These sounds are predominantly those of

different birds: todo un estilo de pajaros 	 (all a style

of birds) (ibid). Bird sound is the only direct

representation spoken about, "un par de perdices " (a pair

of partridges) (ibid) . In the context of the account of

the song given by the Chica it must be presumed that other

sounds are of vegetation and animals, responses to bird

movement.

During observation of this process of composition it

became obvious as the picture was slowly built up that

there was no transparent relationship envisaged between

sounds and images. In fact, the opposite 'ias desire.d.

graphic images would be too "vulgar", making sounds

illustrative of words, for example volcanes (volcanoes),

guerra (war): "es mal gusto" (is bad taste). Sound

should not illustrate, it should have "referencia"

I,(reference) and relacion (relation), it is casi gestual

del texto" (almost a gesture of the text), sound is

"matices que suben y bajan" (shades which rise and fall),

it is "informacin" (information) , it is "una proporcin

de ambiente ... lo inas importante es el ambiente (it is

a proportion of atmosphere... the most important thing is

the atmosphere) (sF/JF/1980/14+19).



Once these sounds have been decided upon, they must be

fixed so that each member of the group knows what will

happen and so will play with more freedom and confidence.

The instruments used are: Gab on ocarina; Berto on

guiro and cuatro (later charango); Flajo on

conchitas (dried mussel shells strung together), and

cencerro (wooden double bell) struck with a dave ;

/Tio using a canasta (basket shaker) and maracas; and

Chica on guitar (see plates in instrument appendix).

The group work to create this introduction from the

sounds that the various instruments can produce. The

relationships between sounds were spoken of in the

following terms: they must " overlap" "integrate"

"alternate" "coincide" "come together" "aware of each

other" "be in time" "feel the time", there are "niveles de

presencia" (levels of presence) (SF/JF/1980/14).

The musicians spent much time attentively listening to the

various sounds each instrument could make: the shells for

instance were shaken in varied ways, vigorously, gently,

holding them differently. Great attention was played to

timbres and to dynamics. It is worth noting that over a

period of six years the instruments used to make the

rustling and shaking sounds have changed to involve many

combinations of the following instruments: conchitas

(mussel shells), canasta (basket shaker), maracas, and

charchas (hoofs of goat or sheep) (see plates
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92,93,94,95). This was not only because instruments were

damaged (see plate 93), but because they were never quite

rjght, the sound was too " seco " (dry) (JF/1985/K35).

Changes in group membership also contributed to these

changes in instrumentation. Eventually the group settled

for an African instrument which pleased them the most:

llena un poco el ambito sonora mas que las
conchitas o las patitas... por eso a mi personalmente
queda a mi gusto... te dan mas posibilidades - puedes
hacer rnas cositas - crescendo - dimuyendo - matices
distintas - colores distintos - tiene mas
posibilidades - j'pero no se como se llama!

(it fills the sound atmosphere a little more than the
shells and the little hooves.., for that reason I
personally prefer it... it gives you more
possibilities - you can do more little things -
crescendo - diminuendo - different shades - different
colours - it has more possibilities - but I don't know
what it is called! (see plate 95).
(JF/1985/K35)

Clearly subtle texture, the particular 'shades'

'colours' 'timbres', the quality of these sounds is of

great importance to Karax^'.

The 'voice' of the introduction

The length of the introduction was decided upon by a

suggestion that a verse of the song, or a letter from

Chile, could be read over while it was played

(sF/JF/1980/14). This set its length at the time it took

to read one verse, approximately 50 seconds. Discussion

concerning the right type of speaking voice stressed what

it should not be: not like a radio announcer, or a

presenter, not cliched, not like the compere at a Song
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Festival (implicitly referencing the three Nueva Canci6'n

Song Festivals held in Chile, see chapter one and Fairley

1977). The voice must be natural, not one that

indicated status or position or could be identified with

an organised event. In short it must neither be

institutional nor bureaucratic. The idea was eventually

rejected (after various trials), not merely because of the

problem of finding the right kind of voice but also

because doing so produced an unsatisfactory over-

determined ambiente:

una seria de deudas porque me encuentro que se da
como otro estilo - o sea porque hasta aquCdigaxnos es
como el margen en que - hay un relaci6n con ci texto -
y yo no s g' - como despus se - otra cosa - y Si lo
recargamos mucho lo tengo miedo de que queme el resto
de la canci'n

(a series of doubts because I find it is like another
style - that is because up to here let's say it is
the margin at which - there is a relation with the
text - and I don't know - as if afterwards it is
something else - and if we weigh it down too much I
am afraid it will spoil the rest of the song)
(SF/JF/1980/13)

Karax"s general rejection of anything mimetic sheds

light on the earlier way they approached the creation of

sounds for the introduction. Their approach is to create

and clarify between them as they go along. The musical

introduction grows out of all their ideas, with

interventions made, disagreement and opinions freely

voiced when it is felt to be necessary. This mode of

working does not set a priori restraints, except those

that exist from prior conversations and within each

person's own mind. However, it must be said that Chica

plays a major role in critique, and showed an articulate
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Relationship between song text and musical

introduction: the meaning of the text

Karax finally decide that they will not have anything

read out while the musical introduction is played. Instead

the text will be present because they will imagine the

references, they will play "en reiaci6i del texto

libremente" (freely in relation to the text), they will

not play simply because a determined time has passed or

simply because of a thematic relationship with the text,

but bth1se they have the text in their heads: "el

bthpt1tniet1tci tb Liene que ser una ilustracii - es casi

tual del textoê (the accompaniment need not be an

illustration - it is almost a gesture of the text)

(sF/JF/1980/14). The musical introduction will be imbued

with the text if they play thinking of it. The core of

the musical introduction therefore is the unpoken text

with which it has a direct but not a transparent

relationship. It is part of it not separate to it. The

ambiente of the musical introduction is thus that of the

sung text. As I surmised from my musical analysis of

chapter six, the music and the song text are two

integrated modes of discourse working simultaneously and

reciprocally.

The estilo that Karaxwant is informed but not

didactic. Karax will play thinking of the words and the



images, and thus impart the "sentido del texto" (sense of

the text) (SF/JF/1980/14). The general weave of tension

and response will be with bird sounds coming in ones,

twos, threes, "tay tack", cuatro "ti ti ti", guitar

plan plan". The creation of the musical introduction is

an attempt to use "dos cosas iraportantes para la mica -

la cuestin de piano sobre todo y espacion - con matices"

(two important things for the music - the question of

plane above all and of space - with shades). There are

"niveles de presencia" (levels of presence) in the music

to create "un ambiente para la cancin" (an atmosphere for

the song) (sF/JF/1980/14).

Transcription of the Introduction

t this stage during the rehearsal they decide to write

the introduction down using some large pieces of paper

left over from poster production, laid on an old glass

windshield from a car, conveniently stored in the

workroom. To note it down Karaxi ' use all the felt tip

crayons, belonging to the children, that they can find in

the house. The screen is divided into 50 horizontal

squares, each of them representing a second. Vertical

lines are drawn in for each instrument: 1) shells, 2)

guiro, 3) cuatro, 4) ocarina, 5) cencero; 6) guitar;

7) canasta. As far as possible they used a different

colour for each instrument but with no particular colour

symbolism, they had to double up for lack of pens: shells,

guitar and cencerro, black; guiro and ocarina, green;
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cuatro, pink; canasto, blue.

A simplified copy of this transcription is provided

overleaf. Lines either a slash I or a back slash\
ascending or descending, wavy or wobbly, indicate shaking

movements (my reproduction overleaf loses some of these

nuances). Some attempt was made to indicate pitch level

in a manner appropriate for the instrument in question.

The piece was marked down by talking it through second by

second. The entry, exit and presence of each instrument

was noted with appropriate straight or wavy lines and with

directional movement up or down. The musicians tried to

distinguish between high and low sounds in order to

achieve "contrasting" timbres of sounds. They noted

silences, perceiving the importance of silence as a

positive part of the sound texture. How to negotiate

silences was discussed. They foresaw problems in the fact

that some members of the group would be playing a

combination of instruments and would need ready access to

them all during performance: they attach the cencerro to

a stand.

,	 I,	 •

Karaxu want to buscar timbres mas que notas (search for

timbres rather than notes) "ruidas y cuestiones" (noises

and things) "puros timbres diferentes" (purely different

timbres) (sF/JF/1980/13). As creation of the musical

introduction progressed Karaxt^' became both more specific

and more detailed in their way of recording it. For "el

p^jaro - toc toc - dos puntos noms en verde - un poco ms
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gordo - eso - redonditas" (the bird which goes toc toc -

just two points in green - a little fatter - that's it -

little round ones) (ibid). They discussed the need to be

absolutely precise and how to suggest dynamic:

"dismin. yendo en volumen digamos - mas chiquititos -

tocando un segundo - corre tu cencerro" (diminishing in

volume let's say - tiny little ones - your box sounds -

runs), for the bird sounds replying to the sound of the

guiro) (ibid). Every time they had worked out a few

seconds they played through the piece to see how it was

progressing. They remarked on the need for precision. By

this visualisation of what they were playing they were

able to both see and hear what each person was doing and

to anticipate and prompt. They played through and changed

the order of entry of certain instruments.

Once the introduction was fairly fixed they played it

through using a metronome at speedi160. They decided to end

the song in with "la atmosfera del principio" (the

atmosphere of the beginning). They then played it through

without metronome. As they are about to go on holiday

they make a cassette recording for the re-tomada

(return-'picking up again') (see tape two, side B, items

4 & 5.

They thus have three means available of re-calling the

musical introduction and assessing how far they had

reached in their work on the song: the transcription,

the cassette recording and their own memories.



What follows is an illustrative excerpt of part of the

talk through the introduction that accompanied the

transcription process (approximately the first sixteen

seconds). The excerpt, although quite long,

corresponds to only a small amount of the time spent by

the group on this part of the piece, and illustrates the

collective process involved in this creative work. The

extract is to be found on cassette two, side (B), item

(3):

C:Porque te rei'as?
(why do you laugh?)

2	 B: jinventando esol
(inventing this!)

3 C: y probamos - es que para fijarlo un poco porque
sino siempre quedo empana me entiendes -haciendo Un-
m^s o menos permitemos un nivel de cuesti6i ??
(let's try - it is to fix it a bit because if not it
will always be immobile ? as far as I understand it -
if we do it more or less it will let us see the level
of the thing)
...

4 C: ...dejamos las conchitas arriba pues - eso por las
conchitas (draws) las conchitas - despus que ins
tocas Flajo?
(...let's leave the shells up then - this for the
shells (draws) the shells - what else do you play
after Flajo?)

5 C: estamos listo - bueno - primero entran las conchitas -
no es cierto - cual es el tiempo del segundo ms o
inenos?
(we are ready - well - first the shells come in -
isn't that right - which is the time of a second
more or less?)

6 T: segundo - un segundo
(second by second)

7	 F:1-2-3
(1 - 2 - 3)

8	 C: es xns lento el segundo
(the second is slower)

9 G: es niucho mas lento as^
(it's much slower so)

(-2-3
10 C: busca la cuestión

(find the thing)
(they find the metronome)



1]. C:cuito dura la conchjta m(s o menos?
'(how long does a shell last more or less?)

12 F: sshhhhhh	 tres
(shhhhhh	 three)

13 C: uh	 tres
(uh	 three)

14 F: sshhhhhhh
(shakes shhhhh)

15 C: tres
(three)

16 F: shhhhhhh
(shakes shhhhhh)

17 C: hay un segundo de silencio
(there is one second of silence)
di da
(di da)

18 T: cencerro
(cencerro)

19 C: cencerro - Gab tienes la ocarina alli -podemos ver
para ver cunto dura?
(cencerro - Gab have you the ocarina there - can
we see so that we know how long it lasts?)

20 G: 5r ah
(yes - ah)

21 C: pero espera un segundo de silencio
tres	 brrrr
(but wait for a second of silence
three brrrr)

22 G: ah
(ah)	 ,..

23 F:Ctu que tocas despues?
(what do you play after )

24 G: hay un segundo de
(there is a second of)

25 C: no pero espera el silencio - no entres arriba
del Flajo
(no but wait for the silence don't come in
above Flajo)

26 F: no entres arriba
(don't come in above)

27 C: trrrrrrrrrrrr
(trrrrrrrrrrrr)

28 G: 1 - 2 - 3 - ti dijijj entro entran los dos en como
tres segundos mi's o menos
(1-2-3 diijii I come in the two come in about
three seconds more or less)

29 F: tres segundos
(three seconds)

30 C: tres segundos
(three seconds)

31 G: sr escucha
(yes listen)

shaker



ocarina
32 C: entra 're' entonces

(enter D then)
33 F: no no 're' Chica

(no not D Chica)
34 G: tres justo cuando termines

(three exactly when you end)
35 F: junto con el cuarto

(together with the fourth)
36 C: cuarto y dura uno

(on four and it lasts one)
37 G: ocarina

(ocarina)
38 F: y entra arriba o abajo?

(and enter above or below?)
39 C: arriba

(above)
40 G: abajo

(below)
41 F: abajo

(below)
42 C: eso es abajo en la ocarina?

(this is below on the ocarina?)
43 G: abajo - al medio

(below - in the middle)
44 G: (plays ocarina)

(plays ocarina)
45 C: en el medio

(in the middle)
46 G: ernpieza abajo

(it begins below)
47 T: abajo la ocarina

(below the ocarina)
48 G: en mayor

(in major)
49 C: Si

(yes)

(;lay shaker/ocarina/shaker/ocarina)
50 C: ya entonces esperas un seguçido sin nada

(ya so wait a second without anything)
51 F: s1es mas de uno

(yes it's niore than one)
52 C: a ver

(let's see)
(shaker/ocarina/shaker)

53 C: dos dos
(two two)

54 F: dos después as(entro en el Sptimo
(two after so I come in on the seventh)

55 C: en el sptimo - cinco - cesta -
no pueshaces el cinco despu el cesto y entras
en e]/septimo
(on the seventh - fifth - sixth -
no though you do the fifth then the sixth and come in
on the seventh)

56 F: arriba
(above)



C:;cuanto duran las notas tuyas?
"(how long do your notes last?)

F: tres igual - ssssshlthh
(three equal - sssshhhh)	 .

C:y Gab como contesta su pajaro alli?
(and Galo ,do you reply with your bird there?)

C: un poco mas encima estaba - me espero que
termines - yes
(I was a little bit more on top - I wait until
you finish - you see)

F: entonces entre 3-9
(so between 3 and 9)

C: con el mismo pjaro?
(with the same bird?)

G:Si.... guiros no hay en el medio?
'(yes.. isn't there guiro in the middle?)

F: no
(no)

(run throughs)
C: tu entras con el guiro alli? -den que mornento

Flajo?
(you come in with the guiro there - at what moment
Flajo

F: despues - entre concha y guiro
•(after - between shell and guiro)

C:a ver coino es la concha?
(let's see how are the shells?)

F: por Un rato - no se exactemente
(for a bit - I'm not sure exactly)

C: vemoslo otra vez entera -por qu(no tomas tu
cuatro Berto y no vemos tanibi4i?
(let's see the whole thing - why don't you take your
cuatro Berto and we'll see that as well?)

B: oye estoy viendo un problema de que no contemplaba
la cuesti^n de la posicion en el esceriario creo -

,como vas a tocar las conchas y el guiro Si tienes
'-'que tocar exactamente esto en el. escenario
con el guiro ?
(listen I can see a problem that we haven't thought
of - the whole question of the thing - of the
position on stage I think - how can you play the
shells and the guiro if you have to play this
exactly on stage with the guiro?)

71 C: probmoslo?
(shall we try it?)

72 G: 5).
(yes)

73 T: yo creo que si es efectiva
(I think it is effective)

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

(-.2
"(run through)

74 C: si. queda bien
(yes it is good) ,

75 F: queda bien ya aqui. entonces - el amarillo por eso?
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(so it is good here then - the yellow then for this?)
76 C: Si - pjaro - toc toc

(yes - bird - toe toc)

77 G: sabes que en verde - ... - ah dos puntos noms
en verde
...un poco mas gordo eso - redonditos...
(you know that in green ... only two points
in green... a little fatter that one -
little round ones

78 C: instrumento nuevol
(a new instrument)

79 G: SI.
(yes)

80 C: como notarlo ahora?
(how shall we notate it now?)

/
81 F: tu puedes tener otra columna mas

(you can have another column)
82 G: djame dos 1i 'neas mias - ah con dos colores -

yo me la
(leave me two lines - ah with two coloure -
I'll - the

(run through)
83 C: o sea hay que seguir rnucho mas adelante sino

que hay que tratar de hacerlo siguiente -
o sea cada uno concentrando el metronome - y en que
segundo ests entrando - con que ' cosa y cuanto dura
- y no mucho - y no hay que seguir pues - sino que
hay que parar en cuanto tengan algo claro
para poder notar... tocar y que nadie escucha es un
desastre - entonces hay que tener claro
(that is we must follow much further rather than -
we must try to do the following - that is each one
concentrating on the metronome and in what second
you are coming in with what thing and how long
it lasts - and not too much - and you mustn't
continue then - rather you must stop when you have
something clear so that we can note it down...
to play and nobody listen is a disaster -
so we must be clear)

84 F: si pero ya tenemos 16 segundos claro
(yes but we already have sixteen seconds clear)

85 C: realmente... hay que tocar 10 que es realmente esta
claro hasta ahora - y para, - lo que sigue avanzar un poquito
ms - con mucho reservacion cuando el metronome
(really ... we must play what is really clear until now
and for what follows continue to advance a little more
slowly with much reservation when the metronome)

86 F: ya vamos
(right let's go)
...

87 F: sabes Tb que no slelnpre - tu siempre toques
junto conmigo al principio bien - pero por ejemplo
- yo hago unos tres - veces conchitas - arreglo ritmo
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con eso	 /(you know Tb-not always - you always play
together with me at the beginning good - but for
example - I do three - three times shells
- ,arrange the rhythm with this)

88 C: Si
(yes)

89 T: eso S( ah pero - brrrrrrrrrr - entonces na que
terminaba ya
(yes this ah but - brrrrrrrr- then nothing that
finish right)

90 F: veamosla una vez ya
(let's see it once ya)

91 F: 1 -2
(l-a -1-2
(run, through)

92 F: alli esta bien
(there it's good)

93 C: esta bien
(it is good)

94 F: la guitarra
(the guitar)	 ,

95 C: la guitarra coincide y despues entonces hay esto
(the guitar coincides and after then there is this)

96 T: oye Flajo - sabes una cosa - yo pienso que deberramos
hacer una cosa m^s mayor entre el primero y el segundo
brrrrrrrr
(listen Flajo you know something - I think that we shoulc
do something bigger between the first and the second
brrrrrrrr)

97 F:	 aquj
yhy?)

98 T: Si
(yes)

99 F: yO creo fiate - incluso yo le pensaba hacerlo ms
corto es un - sin muy grande - lo que pasa es que -
mucho con el espacio
(I think you know - including I think to do it
shorter is a without very big - what happens is that -
much more with the space)

100 T: justamente pues
(exactly then)

101 F: no pero con el espacio
(no but with the space)

102 T: incluir silencio
(including the silence)

103 F: no con con
(no with with)

104 T: con el	 (canasto)
(with the basket shaker)

105 F: empezar bajito y sacarla mas
(begin quietly and then bring it out more)

106 T: no porque aqu]. no hay ning1h instante de silencio
ninguno todavCa
(no because here there is no moment of silence none
yet)

107 F: si - como no?
C



(yes - how come?)
108 T: no pues no pues porque cuando terrnina nosotros

entra en el ocarina y aiir se quedan los palos al tiro
estn entrando nosotros
(no because when we finish the ocarina comes in and
then it gets stuck? stop straight away we are cornin in)

109 C:podemos dejar un Segundo completo de silencio aqui
por ejemplo mrnrnm?...
(we could leave a complete second of silence here for
example mnurim?....)

110 T: dos segundos tiene que ser para que sea significativo
(it would have to be two seconds to be significant)
...

111 C: si tocamos un poco a partir de los dos minutos de
silencio buscar algo ma's algo ms
(if we play a little starting from the two minutes
silence and look for something more )

112 F: ah - dos segundosi
(ah two seconds!)

113 C: idos segundosi - para buscar algo rnas
(two seconds! - to look for something more)

114 F: je suis absolutement claire porque lo que tienes
que hacer es hacer mas juego con su ocarina
(i am quite sure because what you have to do
is to make more play with your ocarina)

115 G: con eso pero hay que - junto yes
(with this but we must come - together you see)

116 F: yo te hago - mira despus del silencio tuyo - el
silencio tocar la ocarina - hacemos bbbbbrrrrbbrrrrr
hiciste t ' - conchitas 1 - 2 - guiro etc
(I'll do it for you - look after - your silence -
the silence to play the ocarina - lets' do
bbbbbrrrrbbrrr you did - shells 1-2 guiro etc)

117 F: yo hago despu6s del guiro
(I do it after the guiro)

118 C:4nO hay mas que cencerro en esta parte?
'(isn't there anything but cencerro in this part?)

119 G: Si hay cencerro y matraca
asi
(yes there is cencerro and matraca)

120 F: y como en el punteo - tienes que meterse en el
cencerro en el punteo
(and in the picking - you have to put yourself and
the cencerro in the picking)

121 C: sabes que yo pienso habIa gue tomar un punto que
despus de ese punto habrra quien tocar punteo ah
- cuesti^n -
(you know that I think you'll have to take a point
that after that point you will have to play picking
ah - the thing)

122 C: aqu? yo pienso un pjaro alto que sea mantenido
- lilililili
(here I think a bird high that is sustained
- lilililili)

123 T: claro
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(right)
124 C: pa' la tension en la primera parte

lilililililililililla
al final casi na un trino agudo noms lililili
(for the tension in the first part
lilililililililililla
at the end almost just a harsh trill that's all
lililili

125 G: para recordar un poco la atmsfera del principio -
para que no desaparezca todo
(in order to remember a little the atmosphere
of the beginning - so that it doesn't all disappear)

126 F: (murmur)	 /
127 C: sabes lo que yo pienso que aparte de la grabacion que

hace la Jan yo creo que nosotros es bueno que hagamos
una cassette nosotros con las cosas que ya tenemos
(you know I think that as well as the recording
that Jan is making I think we should it is good
if we make a cassette ourselves with the things
that we have)
(sF/JF/1980/19)

My discussion of the three aspects, the 'voice'of De

las alturas nevadas, the rhythms and the spoken

introduction of La venezolana ends here, a somewhat

deliberately open-ended account, to parallel what Karaxic

regard as an open-ended process of composition and their

ongoing work.

Composition as praxis

Analysis of Karaxi^' composing music collectively reveals

that composition is an exposition of their praxis. On

many levels the composition-rehearsal is a microcosm of

the larger social and political decision making process of

negotiation, agreement, action, movement and political
,	 ,

activity that Karaxu are part of. Karaxu can only create

succesfully if there is a common sound ideal. If there is

not complete shared consciousness of what is desired then
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the piece cannot be succesfully realised in performance.

In performance the piece is animada (brought to life)

and this cannot happen in a satisfactory way without this

shared and responsive consciousness. If this common

consciousness is not achieved then the group will still be

performing as individuals as opposed to becoming Karaxi^,

that is a group of individuals performing their music

collectively, in harmony together:

si no hemos tocado juntos - el ambiente que ha
producido en el escenario - eso es lo fundamental - no
[solo] si estamos tocando cada uno su parte - si flO
que - se produce una coinunicaci^n entre nosotros

(if we haven't played all together - the arnbiente that
is produced on stage - it is the fundamental thing -
not [only] if we are each one playing our part -
rather - it produces a communication between us)

(sF/JF/1980/7)

The various modes of discourse used by the musicians

in composition rehearsal are consistent with their

praxis: like the collective group, sounds should work

together, integrate, with all little details noticeable,

but interactive and interdependent. Social structure,

sound structure and performance structure are all inter-.

related and all areas of negotiation.

Feld has written that "For any given society, everything

that is socially salient will not necesarily be musically

marked. But for all societies everything that is

musically salient will be socially marked, albeit in a

great variety of ways, some more superfluous than others"

(Feld 1984: 406). It is this conclusion which we can see
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working here, particularly born Out in the text,

explication de texte, and in the process of creation of

La venezolana. It is inscribed within the process of

composition, within Karax's work on the total composition

of these two pieces, not merely the three aspects that I

have concentrated upon (which, as I have shown, are never

considered to exist in isolation from each other or from

other parameters).

The stress is continually to create a music that will be

direct, expressive, integrated, that will embody rhythm

and continual movement, where nothing is static. This

rhythm must be correlated with physical movement of the

body, always active, always doing, and of the mind,

moving between the interior and exterior of self and

of Chile. The importance given to subtle small details,

to 'matices' (shades), to 'color' (colour), timbre and

texture in the construction and interpretation of the

music, relates not only to the quality of the piece, but

to what it expresses and the ways it does so. The

relationship is between the 'voice' (the individual

working within a collective group) and their relationship

to their environment (community). The ways in which in

the songs this voice alternates lines or verses (chapter

six, section four), the way the perspective shifts from

one person to another, reinforces the concept of the

single voice expressing the collective (see Middleton

(1986:33), who analyses this as the displacement of the

ego from centre stage). In his research Tagg also came to



the conclusion that it is useful to discuss melody,

rhythm, and harmony in terms of the relation of

individuals to their environment. The explication de

texte and analysis of the work on La venezolana seem to

bear this out: the 'voice' needs the continual supportive

movement of the rhythms (environment), but, at the same

time, it must be left free to express itself. The analogy

is with the individual (working in contact and with a

small collective group) who needs to be a free to find the

way to return to struggle in the resistance, but who will

need to be able to call on all types of support available

(all the little details), in confidence and trust, at all

times. It is only in this way that the individual can

become active, can animar (bring it to life) the

struggle and resistance.

This brings the discussion back not only to my earlier

argument of the transformational relationship between

politics and music, but also to the complex relationship

between nature and culture, which are in fundamental

tension. As ideology is the articulating principle of

performance, so praxis imbues the composition process and

the music composed.
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Chapter nine - footnotes

(1). The second formal stage of field work took place at
the end of June and beginning of July 1980. The hours of
tape recorded are to be found in appendix three (reel to
reel and cassette tape index). For analysis of this
material, I transcribed everything that was said in these
sessions, notating the music specifically for development
of the later thesis argument.

(2). La Tirana is a week long, annual popular Religious
Festival culminating on the Saints Day of the Virgen del
Carmen, the 16th of July (Claro Valdes (1978:106). The
village is near the northen city of Iquique. Over 50,000
people attend and more than 100 dancing groups with
between 20 and 50 dancers perform. It is a syncretic
Festival and legend links it to the Christianisation of a
female descendent of the Inca, an act that involved the
sacrifice of her life. The groups of dancers and
accompanying musicians offer their devotion to the Virgin
in turn. At one stage the statue of the Virgin, which
rests in the small church around which all the action
takes place, is processed through the village. Dancers and
musicians prepare long in advance, each group of dancers
differentiates themselves by features of dress,
choreography and music. Brass bands are now as prominent
as those groups which use indigenous instruments (Claro
Va1ds 1978:106/110).

(3). Ulises MuToz is a pseudonym (see also records). His
work with the group involved mostly that of helping work
out arrangement for pieces, particularly harmonic
possibilities of a piece. It was only when working with
him that the group would sometimes explain the idea that
underpinned a piece, decisions made by them at the first
two stages of composition.

(4). Patricio Manns has recently written Actas del Bo-
Bro Ediciones !iichay, Madrid, 1985. It is a
fictional/oral history of an Araucanian Indian family.

(5). A working parallel would be the following: at the
beginning of the composition-rehearsals there was a long
discussion of when and how to begin the piece DLA, indeed
any piece, with Berto stating a preference for an
established count in. The other members of the group said
it had to be left to Gab, who was beginning the piece on
the guena. It was stressed that Gab needed to wait
until he felt the right moment, and that the others must
be prepared by watching him.

(6) The group did eventually decide to use the
charango and not two cuatros. In the concert
Edinburgh 1980 the three string instruments used were
cuatro, charango and guitar. This decision will also
have been affected by changes in membership.
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ONCE IN A POEM

Poems, even when narratives, do not resemble stories.
All stories are about battles of one kind or another,
which end in victory or defeat. Everything moves towards
the end, when the outcome will be known

Poems, regardless of any outcome, cross the
battlefields, tending the wounded, listening to the wild
monologoes of the triumphant and fearful. They bring a
kind of peace. Not by anaesthesia or easy reassurance,
but by recognition and the promise that what has been
experienced cannot disappear as if it had never been. Yet
the promise is not of a monument. (Who, still on a
battlefield, wants monuments?) The promise is that
language has acknowledged, has given shelter, to the
experience which demanded, which cried out....

The poet places language beyond the reach of time: or,
more accurately, the poet approaches language as if it
were a place, an assembly point, where time has no
finality, where time itself is encompassed and contained.

If poetry sometimes speaks of its own immortality, the
claim is more far-reaching than that of the genius of a
particular poet in a particular cultural history.
Immortality here should be distinguished from posthumous
fame. Poetry can speak of immortality because it abandons
itself to language, in the belief that language embraces
all experience, past, present, and future.

To speak of the promise of poetry would be misleading
for a promise projects into the future, and it is
precisely the coexistence of future, present, and past
that poetry proposes. A promise that applies to the
present and past as well as to the future can better be
called an assurance.

John Berger
And our faces, my heart, brief as photos
London 1984
pp 21-23
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Chapter ten

Cortuo n £

Key metaphor: ambiente

If one was to produce a set of words to describe the way

that Karax ' work and the life that they lead, then the

list would include: organic, consistent, reflective,

expressive, emotional, flexible, feasible within a

framework of constant search and activity. The key word

that Karax use continually in all areas of their work is

ambiente. The arnbiente can only be produced is they

have the right estilo (style), it then creates the

conditions in which the estado de alma and estado de

nimo, which underpin and determine the ambiente, are

both revealed and potentiated. The ambiente is produced

when the music is animada (brought to life) in

performance by the ambiente of the group consciousness

of Karax.

Arnbiente is the word that links semantic fields, that

draws together the various parts of Karaxii"s work and

life, that integrates, that reveals how interdependent and

"undiferentiated° they are (Porter 1986). It is the

metaphor at the heart of a coherent cultural system. The

constant need is to provocar (provoke) the ambiente,
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that is, to create the conditions for it, and thereby

create it.

Music as resistance

In the conclusions of his work on the Kaluli, Feld quoted

Fernandez' (1974) work on Lvi-Strauss, that "metaphors

are formal correspondences underlying and upholding

framings of social actions and plans for performance", and

concluded that, "understanding the metaphor is an exercise

in how cultural and semantic fields are organised in myth,

language, expressive codes, and behaviours" (Feld

1982:228/217). If provocar is the key metaphor for

Karaxu s ideological position (to create the conditions,

see chapter three), then ambiente is the key metaphor,

with its components of estado de animo (state of spirit)

and estadode alma (state of soul), for understanding

the core of Karaxu<s cultural work, and for understanding

why and how it is that we say music is resistance, speak

of the music of resistance, but understand music as

resistance, that is music as culture (Herndon and

McCleod 1979, Feld 1980).

One line of La venezolana references one dimension of

this multi-layered ambiente directly: "de lo que fue

ayer tu casa/solo el recuerdo ha quedado" (of what was

once your home only the memory is left):

la canci^n chilena boy dta - tiene que xnirarla como
una manifestaci6n dialctica eritre lo que se hace en
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el interior de Chile y lo que se hace afuera - y en
ese sentido empieza a darse un fenomeno muy
interesante - que es cada vez m^s directa y ms
importarite entre la gente que est haciendo mi^sica en
Chile y lo que est haciendo en el exterior

(the chilean song today - you have to look at it as a
dialectical manifestation between what it happening in
the interior of Chile and what is done outside - and
in this sense a very interesting phenomena begins to
be given - that is each time more direct and more
important - between the people making music in Chile
and those that are making it in the exterior
(JF/1979/K18)

It is the metaphor ambiente that negotiates the

crucial interior-exterior axis that has been shown to

be so fundamental at the various levels of Karax^"s work.

For KaraxJ music making is a totally integrated way of

living. It is part of an ongoing process of negotiation

between the interior and exterior of self, of Chile,

of the negotation of relationships of identity between the

individual and the group. It is on this basis that the

composition process and the performance process,

constantly changes in subtle and complex ways.

The final part of this thesis must rest with its core

metaphor ambiente. What is this ambiente? Does it

rest in any one place? The most fruitful approach I feel

is to see where it emanates from. To find this we must

return to Chile, first to the period when Karax and all

other exiles lived there, to the struggle and achievements

of the Allende period, of the IJnidad Popular and before,

to the formative experience of the group. It is this

ambiente, of the collective struggle of the political

community, cutting across any class barriers, drawing upon
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the energy and activity and will of the individual working

within the group, that is constantly recollected,

recalled, reaffirmed, re-generated in the present.

Karaxt's performance and composition praxis has shown them

to be close to the MIR but firmly within the democratic

struggle of the Unidad Popular (Popular Unity) (Henfrey

and Sorj 1977). Secondly, we must return to Chile, to the

interior today, where that community struggles to

maintain re- established links, working together to

survive.

The subject of music as resistance is an emotive one, as

is the experience of praxis, of ideology, that Karaxt1 wish

to communicate. I should like to end this thesis with

Karax and with music as resistance. As Feld has

written, "analysis must co- exist with synthesis if

ethnographers are to witness and feel the emotional

dimensions of cultural form and expression" (Feld

1982:23). Karaxi^' continue to make music, but their years

in exile have been extended by the military authorities,

who either will not permit them to return home, or offer

them any guaranteed human rights. They are now as much a

part of their exile homes as they are of Chile: after

approximately ten years in exile with families growing up

as 'French' children, they are no longer in a position to

return without any major upheaval. Liminality describes

what can be perceived as a perpetual spiritual condition.

In their performances IZarax have become more explicitly
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involved in exhibiting the values of nature in culture, of

the values of the reciprocally supportive community.

Their staging involves more than ever the establishment

of 'a little world' of their own. This can be seen in the

plate 102 (overleaf), taken in Glasgow in 1984, from the

'rustic' stools they carry with them, the more varied

coverings used on the tables that their instruments are

laid on, and the even greater variety of indigenous

instruments that they use in their music (including the

kultrun, the instrument of the Araucanian indians of

Chile, not visible in the picture).

The essential dilemma now for those Chileans still in the

exterior is that while they have meaningful lives,

families and friends in their host countries, most still

feel that the essential part of themseif is in the

interior, in Chile. Music continues to be one means by

which they negotiate survival and identity. In the words

(written by Chica) of the last song composed by Karax ', we

find the re-statement of the metaphor estado de alma

(state of soul) as that of individual identity (sF/JF/1985

24- 27):

Capriciosa el alma mia
empenada en su desvelo
de buscar la tres inarias
en la noche de otra cielo.
Si la voz se pierde al
viento
y el andar no deja huella
el alma pierde su centro
y el camino es piedra y
piedra.

Alma dame de tu copa

How capricious is my soul
insisting on sleeplessness
to search for the three marias
in the night of another sky.
If the voice loses itself in the
wind
and walking leaves no footprint
the soul loses its centre
and the path is stone upon
stone

Soul give me of your cup
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en este destierro errante 	 in this wandering banishment
o hasta el beso mas amante or until the fondest kiss
ha de secarse en mi boca.	 dries on my mouth

Resistance however, is not just a dream to sustain

exiles, in Chile too it is a reality. At many of the

recent occasions when the familes of people 'disappeared'

or killed have made a pilgrimage to the places where the

bodies were eventually found, the people sing. They sing

in the various passive demonstrations in protest against

human right violations and torture (1). The words used

are a combination of the future "we will win", and also of

the present "creando, creando poder popular" (creating -

creating - popular power). It is subtly different

language from that used by Karax both as a result of the

differing conditions of survival, and, I suspect, a subtle

difference in philosphy. But such a discussion cannot be

a part of this thesis, and must be left for the future.

In the interior and the exterior of Chile, music is

not merely the expression of individual and group

identity, manifestation of political consciousness, it is

an expressive and vital activity, it is an integral part

of the process: it is the ambiente (atmosphere) and the

estado de ^iimo (state of spirit) of the struggle, it is

the ambiente and the spirit of the resistance, it is

music as resistance.
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plate 104. Karaxl^, Mayfest Glasgow, 12 May 1984. Note the
rustic stools that Karaxu now travel with, the shawl
laid on the stool front left, and the numerous pieces
of fabric and ponchos used as coverings for the
tables on which insiuments are laid.



Chapter ten - footnotes

(1). On the anniversary of the discovery of the mutiliated
bodies of Jose Manuel Parada, Manuel Guerrero, and
Santiago Nattino, in a ditch on the way to the Quilacuri
airport, Santiago, the families walked to the three
different places the three bodies were found, carrying the
carnation, symbol of peace, and sang three songs,
including the 'unofficial anthem' of some groups, a
version of the Paul Elouard poem "yo te nombro libertadt'
(I name you freedom). At the same time graffiti taking
the form of wall poems, appeared on the walls of Santiago,
saying: "Tu venceras lo juro,/ porque no te escondistes/
durante la tormenta/ porque no renuciaste a nada/ Tu
venceras/ con todos..."/ J.M. Parada (you will win through
I swear! because you did not hide! during the torment!
because you did not renounce anything! You will win
through! with everyone! J.M. Parada); and "De los frutos/
degollados! nacen semillas! de insurreccion! URS (From the
hung fruit! seeds of insurrection are born! URS). A year
before the three men had 'disappeared', taken by right
wing para-military groups, their bodies found a few days
later (see plate 107,108) (information and photocopies of
photographs, personal communication of Dr. Robert Pring-
Mill, Oxford).

See also:

"Question: Have you been forced into taking a position on
the use of force as a means of resisting oppression?

Answer: No, not really. %7e operate by standing in front
of buildings, we sing, we do a litany, put up banners,
and give out leaflets, that's all."

(Statement by member of the Sebastian Acevedo Movement
Against the Use of Torture, Chile Update No. 65,
Bulletin of the U.K. Chile Cornmitte for Human Rights,
1986, p 11).
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Appendix one

THE PERFORMANCE CONTEXT

The code is [E] Edinburgh, EL] Leeds, [B] Brimingham,
[Lo] London, [C] Coventry, Cs] Swansea, [Sh] Sheffield.

Comparison of details of performance context:

1:Local organising groups (includes local sponsors [8]:

[E] MIR, 'Grupo Lautaro'(local Chilean exiles), university
based 'Chile Action Group', Edinburgh Trades Council
(sponsors) (see plate 23)

CL] MIR, local Chilean exiles, Leeds Latin American
Solidarity Front,

[B] MIR, local Chilean exiles and members local support groups
[Lo] MIR, local Chilean exiles
[C] MIR, local Chilean exiles, the Association of Indian

students, Coventry Trades Council (support)
Es] Local Chilean exiles, Swansea Trades Council
[Sh) MIR, local Chilean exiles, Sheffield Trades Council

2:Dates and places of concerts [6]:

Edinburgh [E] Thursday May 24, George Square Theatre, Edinburgh
University, 7.30.p.m.

Leeds	 EL] Tuesday May 29, Leeds Trades Council, 7.30.p.m.
(starts 8.10.p.m.) (see plates 25-28)

Birmingham[B] 'Jednesday May 30, Debating Chamber, Students
Union, Birmingham University, 8..30.p.m.

London	 [Lo]Thursday May 31, Camden Town Hall, Kings Cross,
7. 30.p.m.

Covertry [c] Friday June 1, Community Theatre, Sydney Stringer
School, 7.30.p.m

Swansea
	 Es] Saturday June 2, Debating Hall, Students Union,

Swansea University, 7.30.p.m
Sheffield [Sh]Sunday June 3, Concert Hall, Sheffield

Polytechnic Students Union, 7.30.p.m (nearer
8.p.m.)

3: Types of hall [3]:

CE] purpose built Theatre with open stage, permanent
lighting, and ranked fixed flip-up seating providing
every member of the audience with unobstructed view
of musicians (see plate 29)

EL] Function Room within Leeds Trades Hall building, often
used for dances, entry through narrow entrance up
flights of stairs. High procenium arch stage with
black curtains at back but none across the front, swivel
plastic portable seats grouped around tables themselves
laid on brightly coloured carpet, small dance floor area
in the front below the stage, fixed bar at back of room
(see plates 25-28)
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B] purpose built debating chamber within students union
building, oak pannelled high room complete with back
balcony. High procenium arch stage, seats wooden
straight backed, portable, laid out on wooden floor
in rows.

[LojLarge, broad hail with procenium arch high stage,
narrow upper balconies all round, portable seats
laid out in rows (see plate 33)

Cc] Purpose built Youth Theatre within Sydney Stringer
School (doubles as local community centre), completely
blacked out walls and back stage with curtaining,
ranked seats at floor level and on upper levels and
small balcony level providing audience unobstructed
view of stage, stage composed of a number of large
wooden portable stage blocks in structure offering
lower levels at side

Cs] Debating Chamber on third floor students union,
long low wide room usually used for meetings. Portable
plastic chairs laid out in rows, stage composed of a
number of portable stage blocks (see plate 20)

[Sh]Purpose built student dance/meeting hail within Sheffield
Polytechnic students union. Portable chairs (foam covered
and comfy) laid out in rows, fixed to each other with
fixing clips, large high stage running almost width
wide room, no curtains or covering front or back.
Set of brick pillars at left hand side and back of room
divide of f long wide corridor area at back of hall,
which on left houses long bar.

4: Posters and publicity [4]:

CE] 'Resistencia posters supplied from London via
Newcastle; locally designed poster (a) 'Resistencia'
stencilled onto green paper with image of worker
(b) 'Incan birds image on poster bearing names Karaxi
and Battlefield Band; announcement at concert of
Chileans Isabel and Angel Parra previous week
(see plates 17 and 30)

[L) 200 'Resistencia' posters supplied nationally,
flyposting; leafleting at concert by Chileans Isabel
and Angel Parra previous week

[B] 100 'Resistencia' posters provided nationally,
200 own posters, flyposting; leafleting May 1
demonstration in city (see plate 31).

[Lo] 600 'Resistencia' posters, flyposting, ads in local
listings magazines, leafleting.

[C) 300-400 'Resistencia' posters, 2000 leaflets
(see plate 14), some local publicity, mention in
local paper

[s] A number of 'Resistencia' posters
('too large and too political for local tradespeople'),
600 locally produced leaflets (see plates 17,13)

[Sh] 'Resistencia' posters, flyposting, many leaflets

: Tickets sold, number of people in audience, presence
children

CE] approximately 360 people, tickets cost f1.20, children
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present
EL] Approximately 150 people, tickets unknown,

children present
[B] Approximately 150 people, tickets cost 1.00,

children present
[LojApproximately 650 people, tickets ji.00, children present
[C] Approximately 162 people, tickets unknown,

children present
Es] Approximately 180 people, tickets unknQji,

children present (see plate 21)
[Sh]Approximately 200. tickets unknown, children

not allowed because of bar, room allocated to them
in building as make-shift creche, although some sneak
in once concert starts

6: Technical details, sound and lighting

LE] Battlefield Band lend their equipment to Karax and
their technician works with them. Ten microphones are
used. Problems arise because he is unfamiliar with
the sound. Although asked to leave all the levels
on microphones the same and not to do any mixing the
engineer fiddles with the desk all the way through the
concert despite messages sent from the group not to
do so. He fails to hear certain instruments and
realise how many people are singing in certain songs
and therefore turns down sound on micrphones and
does not 'mix' them in (see main text)
Lighting is operated by the representative of the
national organisers travelling with group, using
lighting permanently available in the hail

EL] Sound by independent sound engineers who provide
their own equipment, speakers, mixers amps etc and 10
microphones. No hitches, but buzz on speakers appears
during concert. Lighting available in hall operated by
xepresentative national co-ordinating group travelling
with group from small seating box at one side of
stage. Music of Chilean group Inti Illimani is played
on the sound system preceding concert and during
interval

[B] Sound equipment provided and operated by students
who do sound for student union events. Takes overlong
to set up and is beset by problems, with miXes not
working, so that in the end the group bring in some of
their own microphones (they are travelling with a full
equipment rig) to use, which the local engineers seem
to resent. There is a constant buzz from the speakers
and incompetent mixing, (comparatively much worse than
Edinburgh, see above), with complete imbalance at
times and certain instruments not 'mixed in' . During
the performances of the two local singers microphones
stopped working for periods and one of them attempted
to sing without a mike. Problems with the sound dog
the performance all the way through. Lighting provided
by hail and operated by local student technicians.
They ignore groups request for 'warm'lighting without
any use of blue, and occasionally put on blue lights.
Technicians are joined by friends armed with many
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pints of beer (one of techncians fills in
questionnaire)

[LoJlndependent group provide sound at cost price for
reasons of solidarity. They are experienced, professional,
there are no obvious hitches. Lighting restricted,
available in hail, operated by local organisers.

[C] Lighting provided by theatre, coloured spots which
surround stage suspended from three bars, which
theatre technician leaves permanently fixed on and
unchanged during performance. Sound provided by local
musicians appearing before Karaxt, with addition of
some of Karaxii's own equipment, notably the mixer
which one of group (Gab) operates himself during
performance, occasionally changing levels between songs
while introductions etc taking place. Music played on
P.A. system in interval.

CS] Equipment used a mix of that provided by
technicians within the students union and Karax's
own, including mixer which Gab operates from right
hand side of stage (facing audience). One or two
portable spot lights set up near stage and house
lights turned off at beginning concert, only to be
turned on again and left on for the rest of the
performance at the request of group who cannot
otherwise see (see plates 18,19,20).

[shJCornplete sound system built into hall with sound
box for technicians purpose built upstairs at the back
of the hall. All equipment provided by the students
union and mixed by their technician. Stage lighting
also permanent in hall operated by technicians with
advice from members local committee, using mostly
'warm'red colourings. Main problem from noise of
inbuilt air conditioning which eventually had to
turned off at the request of group.

7: Contribution of local musical groups

CE] 'Grupo Manuel RodrCguez' (three Chilean exiles and one
Italian 'compaiera') (it was that year as well as 1980
wasn't it?); Battlefield Band (local Scottish
music group of some reputation)

EL] none
[B] local Chilean singer (female); local midlands folk singer

(male)
CL0] none
Cc] local Irish band 'Tramps and Hawkers'
[sJ none
[ShJ none

8: Local comperes and speakers

CE] local compere, cultural figure (female Gaelic singer and
broadcaster), messages from the Scottish-Argentine
campaign, from the national unions of Syrian and Iraqui
students, the Chilean Socialist party, the Hellenic
Society of Edinburgh and Heriot Watt Universities,
Heriot-Watt Students Association, 'Manuel Rodrfguez'
folk group. Political speeches from member of the
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organising group (Grupo Cultural Lautaro), and a member of
Edinburgh Trades Council, announcements of next play
by 7.84 Theatre group, Scotland. All above precedes
appearance of Karax.

EL] Chilean cornpere introduces Karaxi. Messages in
interval from Turkish Revolutionaries resident in
Leeds, Iranian students, the Overseas students
association of Hull university.

[B] Compere, English, local 'folk' scene man, introduces
local singers and Karaxu, explaining reasons for concert

[LoJNationally known folk singer, Jack Warshaw, resident in
London introduces Karaxd and as they end before interval
reads out messages about meeting and film for Nicaragua,
a demonstration to be held organised by immigrant
co-ordinating committees against repressive immigration
controls, and the availability of Chilean food in the
interval.

[C] Local English compere first explains who organises
concert. Later, while KaraxI are setting up after local
musicians have performed, compere announces: raffle
of Northampton Chile Solidarity Campaign, a Banner
Theatre appearance at Lanchester Polytechnic,
coaches leaving locally for a national demonstration
in London against Racism and Fascism (against the
National Front), posters on sale explaining
the roots of racialism and the ten minute
interval.

ES] Local Chilean comperes and introduces Karaxi.
[Sh]Local Chilean compere introduces first Richard Kay,

member of excutive of Sheffield Trades Club (sic) who
gives speech, and then Karaxu. Karaxu announce interval
when local English member of Sheffield Latin American
Solidarity Front talks about adoption of Latin American
political prisoners (in Chile, Bolivia, Uruguay,
Argentina, comparing the situation in prison to that
depicted in Turkey as in film 'Midnight Express'),
calls for all to boycott Chilean goods available
in this country, and announces recent events on
May 1st in Chile as reported by Chile Committee
for Human Rights.

9: Participation of local political groups in venue

[EJ stalls outside concert hall selling badges, handicrafts
and jewellery made by political prisoners in Chile

EL] stalls selling badges and information and literature
[B] stalls selling posters and badges
[Lo]stalls (including one manned by Chile Solidarity

Campaign) selling variably posters, badges, records,
handicrafts and jewellery made by political prisoners
in Chile

[C] stalls selling some literature and badges
ES] stalls with some literature
[sh]many stalls ('Troops Out', 'ZANU-Zimbabwe',

Chilean Socialist Party, selling political and
other literature, handicrafts and jewellery provided
from Chile (some the work of political prisoners),
and also a 'make your own badges on the spot' stall
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10: Refreshment facilities

[] coffee, tea, orange squash, rolls, available interval
dowstairs within building but outside concert hail itself.

CL] bar at back of room, and tables selling locally produced
food (Chilean national dish empanadas) before and during
interval but not during concert

[B] separate bar within union building near concert hall
serves drinks and limited food, stall within hall sells
food produced locally by Chileans in interval

[Lo]some stalls in foyer selling Chilean food (empanadas
and berlines - roughly translated as Chilean cornish pasties
and doughnuts by the compere), local pub opposite
hail used before and during interval by audience

cc:I bar within building outside concert hail selling drinks,
and tea and coffee

Cs] stall at back of hail sells packaged drinks in interval
[Sh]stalls at side of hail sell food produced locally by

Chileans before concert and during interval; long fixed
polytechnic bar at left side room open during concert,
refuses to stop serving during performance

11: Hospitality: pre and post concert arrangements

CE] group stay with local Chileans in their homes and are
fed by them, with snack at Theatre beforehand and meal
at a small party in one of their homes afterwards.

CL] group stay with local Chileans etc in their homes and
are fed by them, with meal before concert and
afterwards.

EB] group stay with local Chilean family in their home
with meal before and after. Four of them are in
uncomfortable beds in one room.

CL] group stay with local Chileans in their homes and are
fed after concert by them. Lunch on arrival in
London at a Pizzeria after which they pay brief
visit to the British Museum nearby.

Cc] group eat lunch in London cooked at house Chilean
friend, and arrive in Coventry late. They stay with
local Chilean familes and eat with them.

[sJ group stay with local Chilean families. They are
given meal upon arrival and offered snack before the
performance. After the concert they are offered more
food and invited to attend a party organised for them.

[sh] group stay with local Chilean families. Upon arrival
at the Theatre, they are given a meal
prepared by local Chileans, brought in from outside.
After the performance they eat in the homes of their
Chilean hosts.

12: Backstage facilities

CE] purpose built and designed dressing rooms, facilities
CL] small room backstage, minimal facilities
[BJ small room backstage, minimal facilities
CLo)one large room backstage, minimal facilities
Cc] one large room backstage, minimal facilities
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[sJ corridor and lavatories on floor below
[Sh]large room short walk from concert hail, mimimal

facilties

13: Staging details: banners and other visual iconography

CE]	 Resistancia banner (see plate 34)
CL] )Resistencia banner
[B] ChileResistencia banner
[Lo] 'Karaxu Songs for the Resistance' banner, Chile®

Resistencia banner (see plate 33)
[C] banner 'Chile Resists MIR', banner 'Fight for us in

your land, for we in ours shall go on fighting for
you and all people'

Cs] Painted mural backing (on sheeting) (see plate 18)
[sh] €Resistencia banner, banner picture of face of Ch

Guevara, banner picture Miguel Enr^'quez, flags
(front of stage) banners in hail from Chilean political
parties and banner front of stage: 'support the struggle
of workers and peasants in Chile' (see plate 2)

14: Collection: amount, who calls for it, who is it for

CE] Collection of p75.00, called for by group at the end of
the concert, to "support the struggles of our
people... the dining rooms for children, the committee
of workers to support unernployement" (SF/JF/1979/3-6)

EL] Collection of j38.00, called for by the group, "to
take advantage of your enthusiasm to tell you that in
Chile and in Latin America there are people who are
resisting dictatorship - organisations that every day
risk their own lives to continue this struggle for the
final liberation...it is necessary - unfortunately to
support economically from outside...show your
solidarity with our countries, not only with your
presence but in a more concrete way..." (sF/JF/1979/7-9)

[B] Collection of *35.00., called for by local compere,
"funds that are going to help the people in Chile in
the resistance struggle" (sF/JF/1979/10-12)

[Lo] Collection of f130.00 called for first by Karaxi
"there are many many things to do in the resistance
against dictatorships - lots of works to do - all the
militants that are in the clandestine struggle - the
support of the workers - the workshop for unemployment
- the childrens dining rooms - and many many things
which we need to support them with money... transform
this enthusiasm into a more concrete contribution",
and by a Chilean woman poblador' "to help print a
thousand hundred leaflets to spread the word of the
resistance...to help keep alive the comrades who are
fighting underground... we are fighting against
imperialist system - we are fighting for our national
liberation" (sF/JF/1979/13-l5) - ,,[C] Collection of 39.00 asked for by Karaxu to take
advantage of this little moment of enthusiasm...the
children's dining rooms - the workshops for the
unemployed - the militants that lead a clandestine
life of resistance...are required our financial
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assistance" (SF/JF/1979/].6-18)
CS] Collection (unknown amount) called for by cornpere "to

support the struggle of the Chilean people against
dictatorship...the children's dining rooms... the
workshops for the unemployed or to support the
militants that are in clandestine today' t (SF/JF/1979/19-21)

[Sh]Collection (unknown amount) asked for by Karax "to
support the dining rooms for children - the workshops for
unemployed.., those militants who lead a clandestine life
and many many things -...we dare to ask you to express
your enthusiasm and your solidarity in a more
concrete way" (sF/JP/1979/22-24)
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Plate 58. Violin.
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Plate S9. Cuatro.
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Plate 67. Double wooden bell/box used. for
La Venezolana.	
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Plate 68. Quena showing six uneven holes.

Plate 69. Quena.
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Plate 60. Charango with wooden resonating case.

Plate 61. Detail of carving on back.



Plate 62. Charango with armadillo shell as resonating
case.
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Plate 63. Three charangos with armadillo shell cases.
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Plate 6t. Matraca (rattle) used for the Suite.
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Plate 6S. Maracas. 67
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Plate 70. Chromatic zampoa (panpipe) made by Karax
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Plate 71. Chromatic zampoa made by Karaxii, to
show detail of how it connects together. 	
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Plate 72. Chromatic pipe, large section.
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Plate 73. ChromatIc pipe, small section.
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Plate 7L. Details of chromatic pipe showing how it
fixes together.

Plate 7. (as above).
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Plate 76. Two zampoa each with seven pipes.
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Plate 77. Ocarina.
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Plate 78. Tarkas with six even holes and. whistle ends,

Plate 79. Tarkas played as a pair by Gab in Targuead.a.
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SF/JF/1976/1-2

SF/JF/1976/3-7

SF/JF/1976/8

Appendix three

Fairley Field/sound recordings
Reel to reel tapes

Tapes deposited in the School of Scottish Studies archive,
Edinburgh.
All tapes recorded at 7 1/2 unless indicated by an * which
indicates speed 3 3/4.

SF/JF/1976/1-24 Material used for Oxford thesis on
la nueva canci6n chilena. Copied
from original cassette. Transcribed.

SF/JF/1976/9

Interview with Ricardo Yocelevsky (Chile)
ex-member Curacas, Oxford, summer 1976

Interview with Joan Jara (Chile) widow
of Victor Jara. London, summer 1976

Interview with Monica Rivas of DICAP
(Discoteca del Cantar Popular) (Chile).
Paris, 25-10-76

Interview with Ricardo Valenzuela (Chile)
of DICAP. Paris, 25-20-76

SF/JF/1976/1O-12 Interview with Eduardo Carrasco (Chile)
leader of Qui1apayn. Paris, 26-10-76

SF/JF/1976/13	 Interview with Angel Parra (Chile).
Paris, 26-10-76

SF/JF/1976/14-16 Interview with Osvaldo Rodri 'guez (Chile).
Paris, 27-10-76

SF/JF/1976/].7-2O Interview with Patricio Manns (Chile).
Paris, 28-10-76

SF/JF/1976/23.	 Interview with Isabel Parra (Chile).
Paris, 28-10-76

SF/JF/1976/22-24 Interview with Sergio Ortega (Chile).
and part of rehearsal of small taller
(workshop). Paris, 29-10-76

SF/JF/1979/1-2	 Concert Freedom for Chiles:Angel and
Isabel Parra (Chile). Usher Hall,
Edinburgh, 10-5-79
(see also SF/JF/1976/13+21)

SF/JF/1979/3-24 Karax ' Tour U.K. 1979

sF/JF/].979/3-6	 Concert: Karax6 (Chile),
George Square Theatre, Edinburgh
University. 24-5-79

SF/JF/1979/7-.9	 Concert: Karaxi (Chile), Trades Club,
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SF/JF/1980/5

SF/JF/1980/6

SF/JF/1980/7

Leeds. 29-5-79

SF/JF/1979/10-12 Concert: Karax (Chile), Birmingham
University Debating Hall, Birmingham.
30-5-79

SF/JF/1979/13-15 Concert: KaraxiI (Chile), Camden
Town Hall, London. 31-5-79

SF/JF/1979/16-18 Concert: Icaraxi^ (Chile), Sydney
Stringer Community Centre, Coventry.
1-6-79

SF/JF/1979/19-2l Concert: Karax (Chile), Debating Hall,
University of Swansea Student Union,
Swansea. 2-6-79

SF/JF/1979/22-24 Concert: Karaxi^ (Chile), Main Hall,
Students Union, Sheffield Polytechnic,
Sheffield. 3-6-79

SF/JF/1979/25-28 Victor Jara Song Festival, London.
27-7-79

SF/JF/1979/19-33 Discussion workshops Victor Jara Song
Festival, London. 28-7-79

SF/JF/1980/1-4	 Concert: Karax (Chile), Edinburgh 1-4-80

SF/JF/1980/8-16

Interview with Chica (Karaxi ') Edinburgh
2-4-80. (KI.3)
Karaxi^ composition rehearsal, Paris
30-6-80

*Intervjew with Chica (Karax) Paris
6-7-80 (K14)

*COlflpOs jtion_rehearsal Karaxi^
2-7-80

*Composition.... rehearsal Karax, Paris.
2-7-80/3-7-80/4-7-80/7-7-80/8--7-70

sF/JF/1980/17-25 Composition-rehearsal Karaxt
8-7-80/9-7-80/11-7-80

SF/JF/1980/26	 *Interview with Flajo (Karaxt) 3-7-80
(K17)

SF/JF/1980/27	 *Intervjew with Gab (Karaxi^) 9-7-80
(K16)
Interview with Ti'o (Karax) 9-7-80
(K18)

SF/JF/1980/28-30 Concert: Inti Illimani, John Williams,
London 22-11-80
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SF/J'/1981/1-2

SF/JF/1981/3-5

SF/JF/1981/69

Concert: Karax (Chile)
Edinburgh Folk Festival, 28-3-81

Concert: Karax (Chile)
Edinburgh Folk Festival, 29-3-81

Interview with Alejandro Reyes, ex-member
Chilean folk group Cuncumen. London.
26-9-81.

Concert: Chile-El Salvador Festival,
London University Student Union,
Steel and Skin (Liverpool)
26-9-81

SF/JF/ 1981 / 10	Chile - El Salvador Festival, London
ULU (University of London Union).
Address ex-Rector University Valparaiso,
Chile. Address Jose Axnijo, El Salvador.
Continuation of Concert:
People of No Property (Ireland).
26-9-81

SF/JF/1981/11	 Chile - El Salvador Festival, London ULU
Concert:cont. People of No Property.
Message 'H block IRA.
Concert: Bancia Tepeh14ani, (E1 Salvador),
26-9-81

SF/JF/1981/12

SF/JF/1981/13

Chile - l Salvador Festival, London I.JLU
Concert; Karax, (Chile).

Concert: cont. }caraxi (as above),

SF/JF/1981/14	 Concert ;cOnt. Karax (as above)
One minute silence for El S1vadQr
Concert: Raincoats, (London),
26-9-81

SF/rF/1981/l5	 Concert: Rebecca Godoy (Chile),
Imperial College, London.
9-10-81

SF/JF/1981/16-22 Concert: Quelantaro (Chile),
Imperial College, London.
9-10-81

SF/JF/1981 /23
	

Interview with Rebecca Godoy and
Quelentaro (Chile), London 10-10-81

SF/JF/1984/1-17 Tour Ayllu Sulca (Peru)

SF/JF/1984/18-22 Concert: Santiago del Nuevo Extremo
(Chile) Edinburgh Universit'
7-3-84

SF/JF/1984/23	 Interview; santiago del Nuevo XtreMQ
(Chile)	
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SF/JF/1984/24-28 Concert: Karax (Chile) Glasgow Mayfest
12-5-84

SF/JF/1985/1-6 Concert: Inti Illimani (Chile) Edinburgh
SF/JF/1985/7-14 Concert: Intl Illimani (Chile) Leeds

SF/JF/1985/15-21 Concert: 'Guitar Encounters'
Intl Illintani-John Williams- paco Pena,
Royal Albert Hall, London. 10-10-86

SF/JF/1985/22-23 Concert:Taller Karaxi^ (Chile)
Teatro Aleph, Paris. 1-11-85

SF/JF/1985/24-25 Concert: Taller Karaxi^ (Chile)
Teatro Aleph, Paris. 2-11-85

SF/JF/1985/26-27 Concert: Taller Karax^ (Chile)
Teatro Aleph, Paris. 3-11-85
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JF/1980/K17

JF/1979/K18

JF/1980/K19

JF/1980/K20

JF/1980/K21

Appendix four

Fairley cassette collection

Personal tapes held by fieldworker. JF/1979/l-12 and all
tapes marked # are copies of reel to reel field tapes
deposited in School of Scottish Studies (see SF/JF/1979/l-
in reel to reel tapes index, above). All tapes marked + were
recorded by someone other than the fieldworker. Some tapes
duplicate material held on reel to reel but are original
recordings.

JF/ 1979 /Kl

JF/l979/K2

JF/1979/K3

JF/1979/K4

JF/1979/K5

JF/1979/K6

#Concert: KaraxiL Edinburgh 24-5-86

#Concert: Karaxi, Edinburgh 24-5-86

#Concert: KaraxiL Birmingham 30-5-86

#Concert: KaraxiL Birmingham 30-5-86

#Concert: Karaxi, London

#Concert: Icarax, London and Leeds

JF/1979/Jc7	 #COncert: Karaxi^, Coventry

JF/1979/K8	 #Concert: Karaxi^, Coventry

JF/1979/K9

JF/l979/K10

JF/1979/Kll

JF/1979/K12

JF/1979/K13

#Concert: Karaxii, Swansea

#Concert: Karax, Sheffield

#Concert: Karaxi^, Sheffield

#Concert: Karaxii, Sheffeld

+Record 3, Karaxi^, Denmark, July 1979

JF/1980/K14 Concert: Karaxi, Edinburgh 1-4-80

JF/1980/K15	 Concert: Karaxi ', Edinburgh 1-4-80

JF/1980/K16	 Concert: Karaxii', Edinburgh 1-4-80

Interview with Chica (KaraxiI) Edinburgh 2-4-80

Interview with Flajo and Ti"o (Karax)
24-5-79/30-5-79

Interview with Gab (Karaxi^)
Paris 8-7-80

Interview with Gab (Karaxl^)
Paris 9-7-80

Interview with Gab and Tio, (Karaxi^)
Paris 9-7-80
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JF/l985/K33

JF/1985/K34

JF/1980/K22
	

Interview with Berto, T^o, Flajo (Karaxu)
Paris 3-7-80/9-7-80

JF/1977/K23
	

+Concert: Karaxl^, Logan Hall, London
(copy of recording made by Jack Warshaw)

JF/198?/K24?

JF/1981/K25	 +?Concert: Karaxd, London 26-9-81

JF/1980/K26	 +Recording Karaxi (Sheffield? Leeds)
La Guerra Popular Canta (The Popular War Sings)

JF/1980/K27	 Interview with Chica (Karaxii) 6-7-80 (KI:9)

JF/1984/K28
	

Concert: Karaxi^, Glasgow Mayfest 12-5-84

JF/1984/K29
	

Concert: Karaxi, Glasgow Mayfest 12-5-84

JF/1985/K30
	

Concert: Karaxi^ (and Awatiicas), Oxford

JF/1985/K32 +Concert Karaxi (without Chica)
somewhere France, sometime 1985
(copied from groups own recording)

JF/1985/K35

Interview with Chica and Gab (Karax), Paris
2-11-85 (KI:10)

Interview/conversation with Chica (Karaxi1)
and Jorge (Colombian musician/singing teacher)
Paris, 4-11-85 (KI:10)

Interview with T1'o (Karaxci), Paris 5-11-85
(KI:12)

JF/1985/K36	 +Concert: Karaxi (without Chica)
somewhere in France, sometime 1985
(copied from groups own recording)

JF/1986/K37
	

Interview with Tb and Gab (Karaxu), Paris
7&8-7-86 (KI:l2+13)

JF/1983/LRI 36 Interview with yolocamba I'ta (El Salvador)
London 4-12-83

JF/1983/LR137 as above

JF/1983/LR138

JF/1983/LRI 39

JF/1984/LRI 84

JF/1984/LRI 85

as above

as above

Interview with yolocamba Ita (El Salvador)
Edinburgh 2-12-84

as above

JF/1986/LRI1O1 Interview with Inti Illimani (Chile)
6-10-85
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JF/1982/LRI

JF/1981/LR122

JF/1986/LRI1Ø2 Interview with Inti Illimani (Chile)
6-10-85

JF/1986/LRI1O3 Interview with Inti Illimani (Chile)
6-10-85

JF/1986/LRI1O4 Interview with Inti Illimani (Chile)
6-10-85

JF/1983/LR133 Interview with Inti Illimani (Chile)
10-10-83

JF/1986/LRI
	

Interview with Marcelo Coulon - Inti Illimani
(Chile) 14-1-86

JF/1984/LR145 Interview with Ayllu Sulca (Peru)

JF/1984/LR147 Interview with Ayllu Sulca (Peru)
7
JF/1984/LR154 Interview with Ayllu Sulca ( peru) 10-2-84

JF/1983/LRI41 Interview with Peru Inca (Peru), London
20-11-83

Interview with Quilapayiin (Chile), London

Interview with Mario Benedetti (Uruguay),
Oxford 13-3-81

JF/1984/LRI8O Interview with Holly Near (U.S.A.)
Edinburgh, 14-11-84

JF/1984/LR163 Interview with Teatro Escambray (Cuba)
Glasgow 5/6-5-84

JF/1984/LR164 Interview with Teatro Escambray (Cuba)
Glasgow 5/6-5-84

JF/1984/LR165 Interview with Teatro Escambray (Cuba)
Glasgow 5/6-5-84

JF/1984/LRI 66 Interview with Teatro Escambray (Cuba)
Glasgow 5/6-5-84

JF/1984/LRI 86 Interview with Rumillajta (Bolivia)
Edinburgh 16-8-84

JF/1984/LR178 Interview with Martina Portocarrero (peru)
Edinburgh 28-10-84

JF/1984/LRI 79 Interview with Martina Portocarrero (peru)
Edinburgh 28-10-84

JF/1985/LRI 94 Interview with Martina portocarrero (Peru)
London, 26-3-85

JF/1985/LR195 Interview with Ainparo Ochoa (Mexico)
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JF/1985/LRI 96

JF/1985/LRI 97

JF/1984/LRI 60

JF/1986/LRI 98

JF/1986/LRI 99

JF/1986/LR199

London 12-4-85

Interview with Lus Enrique Mejia Godoy
(Nicaragua), London, 12-4-85

Interview with Adrian Goizueta (Costa Rica)
London 12-4-85

Interview with Mario Conde, Awatifias (Bolivia)
London, 27-3-84

JF/1986/LR198 Interview with Awatiflas, (Bolivia)

JF/1986/LR198 Interview with Awatiias, (Bolivia)
London 10-2-86

JF/1986/LRI 99

JF/1986/LRI 99

Interview with Awatthas, (Bolivia)
London 10-2-86

Interview with Jorge Gomez
Grupo Moncada (Cuba), London 15-3-86

Interview with Jorge Gomez
Grupo Moncada (Cuba), London 15-3-86

Interview with Jorge Gomez
Grupo Moncada (Cuba), London 15-3-86

Interview with Jorge Gomez
Grupo Moncada (Cuba), London 15-3-86

JF/1986/LRI100 Interview with Mercedes Sosa (Argentina),
London 26-3-86

JF/1986/LRI1O1 Interview with Ruben Blades (Panama),
London 2-6-86

JF/1986/LR1O2 Interview with Renato Freyygang, member
of Inti Illimani, ex-member of Barroco
Andino, Chile 1974-7
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Appendix five

Karaxu have made three records to date:

1. /KARAXTJ!
Chants de la Resistance Populaire Chilienne
1975
Collection Expression Spontanee
11, rue Bernard-Palissy,
75006 Paris

N16
ES 16

A.
1. LA CANCION DE LUCIANO
(LA CHANSON DE LUCIANO)

2. LA VENTANA
(LA FENETRE)

3. LA RESISTANCE SE ORGANIZA
(LA RESISTANCE S'ORGANISE)

4. BOLIVARIANA
(BOLIVARIENNEO

5. SOLO DIGO COMPANEROS
(JE DI SEULEMENT CAMARDESO

B.
1. QUIEN VA CONMIGO
(oul VA AVEC MOl)

2. LOS LIBERTADORES
(LES LIBERATEURS)

3. LA DIGNITAD (sic DIGNIDAD) SE HACE COSTUMBRE
(LA DIGNITE DEVIENT QUOTODIENNE)

4. YA NO SOMOS NOSOTROS
(CE N'EST DEJA PLUS NOUS)

5. CARTA A MI COMPANERO
(LETTRE A MON COMPANERO)

6. TRABAJADORES AL PODER
(LES TRAVAILEURS AU POUVOIR)
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2.	 1
1977
Production Eleven
Paris, France.
EL 01113

CA]
I •	 SU ITOMBRE ARDIO COMO UN PAJAR (PATRIcI0 MANNS) .. . .5'14
II. LA RESISTENCIA SE ORGANIZA 	 (PATRIcI0 MANNS)....4'21
III. VIVIREMOS	 (ULIsEs MUNOZ)......3'07
IV. CARNAVALITO SALTENO 	 (FOLKLORE)..... . . . . .1 '58
V. 'TA LLEGANDO GENTE AL BAILE 	 (PATRIcI0 MANNS).. . .1 '47

ARRANGEMENTS: EDMUNDO VASQtJEZ (1)
ARIEL VILLABLANCA (2 A 5)

[B]
VI. QtJEBRADA VERDE 	 (FoLKLoRE).........3'10
VII. POR AMERICA INDOMITA	 (uLIsEs MUNOZ)......2'31
VIII.PER I MORTE DE REGGIO EMILIA (FAUSTO AMODEI).....2'Sl
IX. CUECA DE MALLOCO	 (ULISES MUNOZ)......2.57
X. CANDOMBE PARA JOSE 	 (ROBERTO TERNAN)....4'OO

ARRANGEMENTS: ARIEL VILLABLANCA
PRODUCTION ELEVEN

3. KARAXU1
197
R* EDITION 1979 RED LP 217
Un producto de R-Editionn ApS.
Copenhague Dinamarca

Gravado en julio 79
en estudio Hookfarrn
Tel. 01-220899
Copenhag ue

Centre LP itself as below:

A.
1. VALPARAISO

2. CANCION PARA UNA PRESENCIA

3. LA NAVE DE LA ESPERANZA

Details from inside
record cover:

3.46	 (0. Rodriguez)
arr. J. Laks

2.0].	 (Karaxt)
arr .idem

3.56	 (Karaxu)
arr .idem

4. LA GAVIOTA
	

3.39

5. LA CUECA DEL CARBON
	

1.46

B.
1. MILONGA DE ANDAR LEJOS
	

3 . 36

2. CUANDO ME ACUERDO DE MI PAlS 3.08

(P. Manns)
arr .J .Laks

(Folklore)

(Daniel Viglietti)
arr .J .Laks

(P .Manns)
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arr . J. Laks

3. CUECA POR NICARAGUA	 1.40	 (Icaraxl')
arr .idem

4. CUATRO DANZAS	 8.48	 (Folklore)
a)cueca
b)Tarqueada
c)Cuyaca
d)Morenada
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Appendix six

VIDEOS

Video tapes of Latin American musicians, made at
instigation of field worker. + indicates deposited in
the School of Scottish Studies; // in the Language
Learning Centre, Edinburgh University.

VT1 ^ Television programme: V^ctor Jara (Chile), recorded
in Peru for Peruvian television 1972. Copy from Joan Jara
of original unedited tapes made by Peruvian television.

VT2 + Concert: KaraxI (Chile), Sheffield Polytechnic,
3-6- 79. Made by Nick Smart Sheffield Video Jorkshop.
Unedited, extremely poor quality. See SF/JF/1979/22-24.

VT3 + Concert: Karax (Chile), George Square Theatre,
Edinburgh University, 1-4-80. Made by Fred Kent and Neil
McQueen, School of Scottish Studies, Edinburgh University.
See SF/JF/1980/1-4.

VT4 + Encore for the Arts Scottish Television Programme
on the Edinburgh Folk Festival, 29 April 1981.

VT5 II Concert: Inti Illimani (Chile), Assembly Rooms,
Edinburgh, 5-9-83. Made by Bill McDowell, Language
Learning Centre, University of Edinburgh.

VT6 II Concert: Intl Illimani (Chile), Playhouse Theatre,
Edinburgh, 20-10-84. Made by Bill McDowell, Language
Learning Centre, University of Edinburgh.

VT7 1/ Concert: Osvaldo Torres (Chile), Assembly Rooms,
Edinburgh, 198?. Made by Bill McDowell, Language
Learning Centre, University of Edinburgh.
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La Nueva Canción Latinoamericana

JAN FAIRLEY

'La guitarra americana peleando aprendió cantur',
Canción para mi America	 Daniel Viglietti

The term nueva canciOn was first mooted in public at a key event which took
place in Cuba from 29 July until 10 August 1967: the Encuentro de Ia CanciOn
Prozesta. Fifty musicians from eighteen countries were given the opportunity
to hear each other perform, exchange ideas and experiences, discuss the role of
singer and song and establish friendships and contacts.1

The discussed the term canción pro testa as they did canción compromerida,
canciOn politica reolucionaria and nuea canciOn. Other names used before and
after include canción jhlldórica. canciOn popular. canciOn polIrica, canciones
de lucha y esperunza, canto libre and canto flue wo. Such a debate about nomen-
clature is not therefore only the concern of academics, journalists and critics
but also of the creative artists involved.2

Musicians, especially those who are members of, or allied to. the Communist
Party, met up intermittently before and after the Cuban Encuentro at Youth
Festivals held every four years in the Soctalist countries, as they also do at
International Festivals of Political Song held annually in the GDR, at Victor
Jarj Festivals, Concerts for Peace, various solidarity concerts and more recently
Nueva Canciôn and Canto Nuevo Festivals held in Latin America. At the Cuban
meeting, an Encuentro, not a Festival, it was resolved that song should play
an important role in the liberation struggles against North American imperialism
and against colonialism, as it was agreed that song possessed enormous strength
to communicate with the people and break down barriers, such as those of
illiteracy, and that in consequence it should be a weapon at the service of the
people, not a consumer product used by capitalism to alienate them. Protest
singers (as they continued to call themselves despite the debate) should be
engaged in a constant enriching search for artistic quality, in itself a revolution-
ary activity. They should work amongst their people, confronting problems
within their societies. For some of those involved this merely reflected what
they were doing already.

The various stages reached in the development of movements in individual
countries with different economic, social and political conditions and musical
cultures had resulted in the emergence and usage of the different terms dis-
cussed. It was important to realize these differences then as it is now, for while
nuewa canciôn is used as an all-embracing term, an umbrella under which much
music and many musicians shelter, it is neither used by nor includes all those
musicians whose music and activities directly or indirectly are linked to the
political struggles inside their country, on the continent of Latin America,
and in the rest of the world. It is as important to distinguish between these
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areas of work as it is to appreciate that while there are common features
are also tensions, contradictions and differences. These are due not oj
specific personalities, musical formation, creative and aesthetic nee
musicians working with different concerns within different national if
cultures open to international music influences but also the the nature 0:
own political commitment and the national and international political stru

After the Encuentro the Cubans went on to call the musical mov
emerging spontaneously in Cuba not nueva canciôn or canciôn protes.
nueva trova. 3 Those involved wished to distinguish Cuba's movement from
in Latin America and Spain at the jme in which musicians and music to
role of critic, opposition and later resistance to governing political re
They also wished to locate the roots of izueva trova within the natiom
tradition, that is as a modem rendering of vie/a trova, registering in th
certain elements of continuity.

Case de las Americas invited three musicians of this nascent mos
(Silvio Rodriguez, Noel Nicola, Pablo Milanés) to take part in the Enci
later giving them facilities and encouragement. In 1969 eight trovadores'
the Cuban composer Leo Brouwer who formed the Grupo de Experimer
Sonora del ICAIC to work on compositions for films and documentari
on individual and joint compositions. It was only in 1972 when md
styles were more fully developed that with the help of the Young Corn
Movement and other youth organizations Nueva Trova became a gras
organization with groups in almost every town and village and regular r
and national festivals with invited international artists.

In 1970 the Chilean nuewa canciOn movement was the most promine
the only one to use that name on the continent. This was in part due to
extricable relationship between music and politics that developed in C
the l9bOs and 1970s, to the international focus on Chile during these
especially during the government of Salvador Allende when many fc
popular culwrc blossomed. The impact of the coup of 11 September coi
to focus people's attention on Chile. Music became the lifebIooô of the
ity movement established outside the Country after the coup, with Inti 1
and Quilapayün, marooned in Europe, joined in exile by Isabel and Ange
composer Sergio Ortega and others like Patricio Manns, who started t1
tance group Karaxü. In exile, forced to exist as full time professional
work primarily revolved initially around solidarity and human rights car
with other appearances also linked to various independent and corn
recording contracts. By the late 1970s growing interest in Latin Amei
its music led to wider popularity: by 1976-7 Quilapaymn could be h
background music in French supermarkets, and giving prestigious con
major halls and cities, as were mu lilinmani, who by the 1980s became
known throughout the UK for their music used for Ballet Rambert':
Dances and for the BBC series Right of the Condor.

The impact of the Chilean movement and its establishment in exile
strength u. . .1 kwed for a time the exile and work of other Latin Ai
musicians.	 tnei popularity came from the many accounts and text
logies whici	 ipeared in the aftermath of the coup.4 It was not until iS
Joan Jara's	 'or, An Unfinished Song, the most sensitive and accurate
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was published evoking not only the activities of the musicians, the development
of the movement and the life and work of its major solo artist but also fully
capturing the atmosphere among creative artists on the left in Chile during the
sixties and seventies.5

Inside Chile it was not until after the period of the most widespread repres-
sion that people publically took up the unofficially banned instruments and
started to play them again in small concerts and gradually in penas. In 1977,
stalwart Ricardo Garcia started the independent record label Alerce and organ-
ized the first festival, the Gran Noche del Folklore, where the beginnings of the
re-named nueva cancibn—canto nuevo could be heard. Although subsequent
festivals had pobIems with licenses and premises the movement was publically
re-born. This movement has increased in strength but it functions in very differ-
ent creative conditions, within the oppressive climate of repression and fear
engendered by the military police state with basic human and political rights
denied. Canto nuevo and other music experiments with different musical forms
and instruments and for the most part involves a younger generation, for whom
the 1960s were years of earliest childhood and the 1970s their adolescence.

To understand what is meant by nueva canciOn in Chile it is necessary to
look directly at the development and nature of the movement from its begin-
nings in the 1950s and 1960s. In July 1969 the Primer Festival de Ia Nueva
Canciôn Chilena was held under the auspices of the Catholic University in
Santiago, organized by the office of Vice-Rector of Communications and
Ricardo Garcia, a key figure on the Chilean folk music scene both then and
today. This was the first of three festivals held before the coup. It brought
together groups of musicians and soloists who represented a broad spectrum
of folk music that could be heard in Chile at the time, albeit mostly in Santiago.
The victory cit VIctor Jara's Plegaria a' uti Labrador legkimized the wciic and
work of a new generation of musicians who not only reacted against the limits
and prejudices of traditional tourist' folk, which sentimentalized and idealized
rural life, but who were also through their music comminesi so social wd
political change. It was probably consciously ironic that the Festival was dedi-
cated to the Huasos Quincheros (and not to Violeta Parra) for their 'thirty
years labour in Chilean folklore'. Their inclusion gave broad credibility to the
proceedings, and the smooth organization of the whole affair ensured media
attention, guaranteed status to the winners and by implication to the burgeoning
movement at the moment of its baptism.

Growing political tensions and divisions influenced the defining of nueva
cancibn as a breakaway form, rather than natural evolution of the urban folk
music tradition. There was some middle ground in the neo-folklore movement
of the mid-1960s but musical content, form and style had developed in con-
sequence of an increasingly defined class struggle until it was rather simply
defined as the voice of the worker, peasant, student as opposed to that of
the patriarch, landowner and oligarchy. Within this developed ideological
position were considerations of commercialism and cultural imperialism. Nueva
cancibn was a term associated not only with the new music produced by the
musicians (although some still restrict its use to this) but with the activities of
musicians involved in a movement which had no formal structures, no mani-
festos, no group statements, no regular meetings, a movement remarkable for its
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heterogeneity rather than homogeneity as regards both music and its use. Where
then did this movement come from?

Accounts by the musicians themselves link the movement back to a long
politico-cultural tradition. A more specific impulse came from the Primer
Congreso de Poeras y antores Populares de Chile which met between 15-18
April 1952 when the repercussions of the Cold War were being felt, with mem-
bers of left wing parties who had campaigned and supported the election of
GonLalez Videla for President persecuted and the Communist Party declared
illegal. Popular poets gathered together at this congress to listen to each other
and take part in discussions on the role of the popular poet and his poetry:
to sing of the ideas, struggles and achievements of the people and participate
culturally in their daily life, working closely with worker and community
organizations in the struggle for democracy and progress.

This congress inspired many folk song and thnce groups, Cuncumén, Millaray
and Lonquimay (all names taken from the Araucanian indians of Chile) led
by such important folklorists as Margot Loyola, l-léctor Pavez, Gabriela
Pizarro, Richard Rojas. Loyola and others had first hand knowledge of regional
folklore and taught what they knew to members of these groups (mostly
students and school teachers) who performed them in this new urban setting.
For the most part this folklore was little known outside the geographical and
social area within which it was traditionally practised. Victor Jara was later to
become a member and then artistic director of Cuncumen.

The other figure working in the late 1950s was perhaps the most important
of all, Violeta Parra. Her approach was different. She collected from both male
and female cantores (rural musicians) learning and combining both repetoires,
performing with her inlumants, and piecing together forgotten parts of songs.
Violetu l'arra went on to compose her own extraordinary songs and music,
and to write her autobiography in Dèciinas. 6 There is no space here to do even
brief justice to her work but her importance cannot be overstressed: not only
was she an indefatigable pioneer but her life and her tenacity were inspiration
and nourisluneiit for the next generation who took her as a model and her
musical production as their basic repetoire. She was the bridge between the rural
and urban and the popular poets and the new generation of young musicians
growing up in the fifties and sixties.

During the 1950s radios, record players, recordings and music of the rest of
the world, especially the USA became more available and accessible due to the
international and multi-national nature of the commercial recording business.
In Argentina Perón's government attempted to ensure that no less than 50 per
cent of the music played on radio and in dance halls should be of Argentine
origin, and while this decree was supposedly never enforced it stimulated local
musical production. At the same time one response to industrialization and
urbanization was a kindling of interest in regional as well as national music.
By 1960 Argentina was experiencing what was called a 'boom folklôrica' and
at its pinnacle was an innovator as influential as Violeta Parra was to become:
Atahualpa Yupanqui (pseudonym of Hector I3ohienco Cvez). In the summer
of 1961 the first Festii'al Naciona! de Folklore cM Cosquin was held. Later
Festivals were to see the triumph of Merecedes Sosa, Jorge Cafrune, and others.
Argentine folk music was reportedly not only to be heard in penas (traditional
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meeting places for those actively interested in making music and poetry and
those involved in politics) but diffused over a wide area with a broad public.

The Argentine groups, the Chaichaleros, Fronrerizos, and Huanca'hua toured
Chile and their music was heard on the radio, it was a highly influential model
in terms of genre, harmonic arrangement for both voice and instruments (in
themselves probably influenced by styles emanating from America, especially
in vocal harmonic arrangement), instrumentation and performance style. The
Chileans had a huaso image to match the gaucho one and the resulting style
and music was known as neo-folklore or the 'nueva ola folklórica'.

There were two possible musical and performing models at the time: that of
the soloist provided by Yupanqui and Parra and that of the group provided by
the Argentines and by Chilean group like Los Qarro O4artos. While it is impos-
sible to generalize, the following stylistic features can be highlighted: a siinpli-
fied, intense approach to the execution of text, music and performance, pared
down guitar accompaniment without any flourishes other than those that
seemed necessary, appropriate and consistent with those found in the rural
culture that was both foundation and inspiration. This musical economy,
intensity, seriousness and sense of integrity re-enforced and was applied also
to the texts: the maximum said and implied in the minimum of words, a langu-
age that was often direct and spare but that also could be conversational and
poetic.

The music produced in the early l960s was based on the re-discovery of
genres of traditional folk songs and dances, for the most part hispanic-based
music. it was not reproduced statically in its new urban environment where
it had different functions and levels of meaning. It was no longer played by the
rural population in their small communities but now stood for them, the realities
of their way of life and their culture, their struggles. The interest in revival
was coupled with a desire to re-vitalize and re-create, so that the material was
relevant to its new audience. It was this ideological base that provided the new
content tir the old tiinns aiid the new musical and performance styles. It
affected instrumentation, instrumental technique, vocal and instrumental
harmony, arrangements for solo voices and group and the texture achieved by
their interaction, the register, timbres and tones of the voice and usage of
unforced vocal technique with all idiosyncracies and features arising naturally,
the dynamics employed in arrangements, the relationship between vocal and
instrumental parts, the use of spontaneous verbalized response within the
performance of the music i.e. shouts and cries providing a performance context
and reflecting group interaction, performers' style of dress, presentation, and
verbal and non-verbal forms of communication with their audience. The commit-
ment to communication through music coupled with a desire to entertain in
an active rather than a passive manner defined a consequent aesthetic which
informed every aspect of performance.8

In Chile musicians were performing in various places and were active at
election times but it was not until Angel and Isabel Parra returned after a trip
to Europe, where they had travelled to perform at a Youth Festival and stayed,
living in Paris for a time working in nightclubs, that the first official autonomous
space for the uninhibited performance of their music before a supportive and
critical audience was established. They opened the Pefla de los Parra in June
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1965 in central Santiago, where they performed with Patricio Manns, Rolando
Alarcón, and later VIctor Jara. The Peha continued to function until the coup.

Those who were performing Chilean 'folklore' in nightclubs wore the fussy,
ornate, stylized clothes of the landowner and performed standardized cuecas
and ronadas (the Huasos Quincheros, Los de RamOn), or appeared in evening
dress. In the Fe/la, musicians performed in their everyday clothes an expanding
repertoire which included folk songs and dances from all over Latin America,
and their own material with a dynamism, vigour, pace and joy that reflected
an atmosphere of the time.

it was in the Pc/la that one of the first young groups to play the instruments
of the Andean area formed the Los de Ia Pc/la, later called Qracas. These instru-
mnts were later closely associated with the sound of nuevo canciôn: the pan-
pipes, quena (bamboo Ilute). bombo (drum); the hybrid Latin American string
instruments: the Andean charango (usually an armadillo shell as a resonating
case and five pairs of strings), the Venezuelan cuatro (small four stringed guitar)
and various percussion instruments so necessary to interpret the varied rhythms
and melodies of the rapidly expanding repertoire.

In 1967 in the peripatetic pe/las held at the time of the struggle for University
Reform, especially in the UTE (lJniversidad Técnica del Estado), the group
Inti hllimani formed. While Quilapayün, who had formed a littler earlier, had
continued the Chilean folk group tradition of taking an Araucanian indian
name (meaning three bearded men). inti lilimani chose an indigenous name
from the pie-hispanic past of the Aymara and Quechua races who had been
dominated by the Incas and whose territory had stretched down to southern
Chile. ihis choice retlected the concern and interest at the time of students
and others with the political revolutionary philosophy of Che Guevara and the
articulation ut a continental rather than simply a national political struggle.
Intl Ithmnani wished to re-establish cultural bonds and set out to interpret the
music of the Andean area, taking as their uniform the simple poncho of the
peasant, which accentuated the group as a unit rather than individual members.

'Ihese groups harnessed their youth, vitality and commitment in their music,
expanding their repertoire to include songs of struggle of the whole world.
As the political struggle and the election campaign for Allende and the Unidad
Popular grew apace the venue of the pc/la was superseded by the large concert,
the open-air meeting and the demonstration.

By the time of the first nueva caizción festival the link between song and the
political struggle had become even more integrated. During the years of the
Unidad Popular the number of musicians involved grew, with many working for
the Department of Communications of the Technical University. There were
many interesting musical experiments. While there is no space to go into them
here 1 would single out Luis Advis's Cantata Popular Santa Maria de Iquique;
Sergio Ortega and Quilapayiin's controversial canciones contingenres: Victor
Jara's work with the pop group the Biops ('invading the cultural invasion'—
although members of the nueva canción then and today are very ambivalent with
regard to the use of electrified instruments)—the Jaivas; and the work of
Tito Fernández. Jara's work provides virtually a chronology of the time.9

Diffusion was not merely by live performance. In the early 1960s an indepen-
dent recording company was started by Caniilo Fernández who released the
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Parras, Manns and many others on the Arena-Demon label. Some artists had
limited recording contracts with EM! Odeon. The main boost was to come
with the setting up of an independent recording company D1CAP (Discoteca
del Cantar Popular) and later ONAE (Organizac&ôn Nacional del Espectdculo)
as a linked distributing and organizing group. In 1968 DICAP had its modest
beginnings when Quilapay(in recorded For Vietnam to take to a European Youth
Festival, pressing enough to cover gifts abroad from sales at home, and raising
the loans to cover costs from the labour movement. The record sold out unmedi-
ately, as did a re-pressing, and so DICAP came into being to meet the needs of
an eager public. The organization proceeded with caution: self-sufficiency was
its aim. In 1968 DICAP produced two titles and 4000 records. By 1973 they
had 64 titles and 24,000 records with plans to complete their pressing quota of
30,000 by the end of that year, interrupted by the coup. This was felt to be
a great achievement by those involved. They gave a greater percentage to artists
than commercial companies and in 1971 started to expand their marketing
using the Larrea brothers, responsible for so much of the U.P. graphic work,
providing designs for sleeve covers and other material.

The U.P. government restricted the import of foreign phonograms and
banned record imports, allowing only the licensed pressing of records. This
may have had as much to do with the need to restrict the use of precious foreign
currency as with clear cultural policy but the net result was a boost to local
music. The RCA pressing plant, the only one in Chile, was nationalized and
was soon working at full capacity rather than 50 per cent as it had been at the
time of the takeover. EMI, which had a manufacturing monopoly, was not taken
over, but quickly adapted to the situation, reportedly proud at being the first
capitalist company to release anti-capitalist music.'° Records were sold at a fixed
price and profit was in terms of sales volume rather than profit margins. In
1970 a new copyrighL law aftctcd the production of music and in 1971 a
decree was passed that 85 per cent of artists in concerts and shows should be
Chilean. On radio there were many strisan programmes sponsored 'oy
political parties and DICAP sent out its own compilation tape to interested
stations in various parts of the country. According to members ofnueva caiwiOn
they did not get adequate coverage on radio or TV but the beginnings were there.

The nuei'a canción movement was strongly linked to the work of the Com-
munist Party: one did not have to be a member of the communist party to
record for DICAP or work within the loose movement but one had to be
acceptable, and willing to work within their organizational structures. Much of
the success of lnti lilimani and Quilapayün in exile initially was facilitated by
the support of strong communist or socialist parties in italy and France as well
as the Labour movement in general. In Chile it was the Communist Party who
put Waldo Atlas into the unfunded Cultural Department of the Presidency.
They also held their important Asamblea de Trabajadores de Ia Cultura del
Parrido Comunista on 11 and 12 September 1971, which showed that of the
U.P. parties they had the most clearly formulated cultural policy and were
intent upon providing the structures necessary to maximize the impact of the
work of any cultural worker who would co-operate with them. They tenaciously
filled the space left by the outgoing Christian Democrat government, which
had apparently raised money by industrial sponsorship and sent the Huasos
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Quincheros abi-oad as their cultural ambassadors. Cultural hegemony on the
left and within the par ties of the U.P. lay with the Communist Party. Nueva
cwicwii was a diffuse movement, lacking any formal organization, dominated
but not. hilly controlled by the Communist Party. Many members of the move-
ment were on communist party cultural committees: the practitioners were
involved in the creation and co-ordination of cultural policy. Those then and
now at the uiiargm of the movement have worked independently or are allied
to other political parties."

1 do not claim here to have dealt in the broad terms that such a title us Ia
nuei'u cw:ciOn kuinoamericana might suggest. Rather I have attempted, by
concentratiilg on the Chilean movement, to establish features that seem to me
most relevant and characteristic of its development, which are part of the
evolution of its self-definition, and which provide a base for comparison with
other movements. The following broad remarks can be made in conclusion.

1. The contemporary pracLitioners of the nueva canclón all believe in the
highly communicative and expressive nature of music and see a function for
such music in the broad political struggle.

2. As creative artists they wish to produce a music that is rooted and accept-
able both nationally (i.e. within their own country to their own people) and
internationally.

3. Ideologically on the left, but with varying degree of overt political commit-
ment, they see their work as linked to the national, international and continental
struggle for selidetenniiiation, the gaining and re-gaining of basic human and
dcuuocrai,i. iights. the support of national revolutionary governments such as
those of Cuba and Nicaragua, and of active political struggles on the continent
such as that ol' 1:1 Salvador.

4. It i this ideological position which largely defines their music.
S. Style is a disuiiguishiiiig kature and as important as form and content.

. 'Ike idea ul' music as political is defined in the broadest ideological sense:
as the Cubans have said, using riueva truwi 'and canckn politico interchangeably
'Toda ewiciOn, en un, que sea Inst rum ento pura an mundo me/or es una canciôn
pu/it

7. The music is directly or indirectly related to folk and popular music
traditions of' native countries and of the continent.

8. The music produced is 'popular' in the sense of being rooted in the music
of the people. in other words, folk = popular, representing their values, way of
life, struggles, and ultimately intended for their popular consumption. It is not
popular in terms of popular = pop, i.e. primarily aimed at commercially popular
tastes.

9. The movements have emerged during a specific historic period, usually
one of liberalizing government preceding the election of left-wing parties repre-
senting the mass of the people. The 1960s seem to have been most generative
of reforms in land ownership, the extension of suffrage, education and health
reforms, and the nuei'a cane/on represents a parallel development.

10. Most musicians involved are middle class by virtue of education, if not
necessarily origin. Many come from families with rural background or origin
with sonic direct or indirect links with folk or traditional music.

There is today art international movement of musicians, many of whom are
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politically exiled from their own countries because of the existence of military
dictatorships who are threatened by their music, or have been tortured 1 im-
prisoned, or killed: the fate of Victor Jara is known to all. For them nuea
canción and canto nuevo are convenient labels and are broadly defined. They
only have limitations for those for whom they are too closely identified with
Chile, or with the Communist Party. It is likely that for those involved since
the sixties the terms have always been internationally defined—the accent being
on the word nuea linking in with nueva troa, with a nueva müsica latino-
americana, and with the Mexican, Brazilian and Argentinian movements. There
is also a generational link: nueva cwwión produced by those first active in the
sixties, and canto nueo by the generation of the seventies, but such a division
would be too schematic and decades are never the most accurate dividers. The
question is do those of the new generation share the principle expressed by
Pablo Milanés: 'Pobre del cantor de nuestros dias, que no arriesgue su cuerdn
por no arriesgar Ia vida'?
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Annotated bibliography of Latin-American
popular music with particular reference to Chile
and to nueva canción

by JAN FAIRLEY

This bibliography is intended to open up new territory. It is not a self-
contained work, rather it is an integral element of ongoing research. Its
objective is to provide source material for comparative study within a specific
area of Latin-American popular music - that of nueva canciOn (new song). The
central focus on Chile derives as much from my own detailed studies of
Chilean nueva canción as from the pre-eminence of that movement in Europe.
The limitations of the bibliography are those common to all first attempts at
mapping out a new field. It is hoped that others will be encouraged to
collaborate and contribute in the future. To help those interested in tryin to
obtain material not readily available I have included material I have found
useful and not so useful, together with some as yet not evaluated.

The two essential bibliographies for Latin-American music are those of
Gilbert Chase and Gerard Behague (items (1) and [2). While it undoubtedly
overlaps with these in the field of Chilean folk-traditional music (the inclusion
of which is necessary to understand the toots ot 'new soi'g), This present
bibliography is otherwise complementary. Nueva canciOn in its various guises
has been only partially recognised - and is far from acceptance- . as a subject for
legitimate study, partly because it is urban popular music and essentially
perceived as too contingent and provokingly 'political'. Occasionally (see
Popular Music 4, p. 343 and item (1961) it is referred to as 'protest' song, a
negative term rejected for ideological reasons by practically all the musicians
involved since it was aired at the Cuban 1967 Encuenfro tie Ia Canción Prof esfa
(Protest Song Meeting), the first key event of its kind to bring together
musicians producing a similar kind of music linked to political change not only
from Spanish-speaking countries but from Europe, the UK and USA. As a term
canción prolesfa had limited continued use, for example in Cuba where it was
employed until the new trovadors were integrated into the grass roots Nuew
Trova movement they had themselves inspired.

Despite the suggestions in the two items referred to above, it has never been
used by Chileans, nor is it an appropriate description of their music or of that of
others involved in what is now a loose continental and international move-
ment, with a committee established to consolidate links between the partici-
pants. ('Protest' may however be used to describe the function of such music in
certain contexts.)

A profusion of names is used to describe the highly varied music that is
produced by musicians in similar movements and which may or may not be
called nueva canción. Such names and the heterogeneity involved are an
indication of the materials used and of the prevailing conditions at particular
economic and political junctures within countries with different musical
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traditions; they also reveal the specific cultural ideologies dominant and in
struggle at the time which both determine the music and are expressed within
it. I do not want here to duplicate material that has recently been published
elsewhere (Fairley 1984 - item 138]), nor is there room for a comprehensive
essay that deals with all the complexities of the movement, which is in itself a
process. Rather it is my intention to provide some additional contextual
information for the bibliography; because of space constraints this will inevit-
ably tend towards over-simplification and will concentrate on the Chilean
experience.

The key developmental period begins in the late 1940s/early 1950s. The key
relationship - characteristically Latin-American (see Franco 1970) - is that
between cultural forms, aesthetics, ideology and politics. The key stimulus
and the basic conditions for the emergence of such a cultural tradition come
from the modernisation and development policies and programmes of dif-
frent governments - national, revolutionary (or both) or left-centre coalitions
- mainly in the southern cone. Each had a strategy for radical reform involving:
extension of suffrage to all groups (in theory); agrarian reform (replacing semi-
feudal systems with one in which land and a certain autonomy is given to the
cam pesino (land worker) - a procedure which led to efforts by political parties to
build organisations within such groups); nationalisation, whole or partial, of
primary resources; industrialisation and modernisation with attendant rural-
urban migration; far-reaching health and education (especially literacy) pro-
grammes, including vastly increased provision of secondary and university
education.

At the same time we must not forget that Latin America was a key
protagonist in the Cold War. In the 1940s and 1950s parties of the left were
banned or suppressed (the same situation prevailed in many countries in
the 1960s.-1980s). Many were imprisoned or forced into exile, in particular
members of the Communist Party whose cultural policies and patronage had
attracted many cultural workers (e.g. Yupanqui and Neruda).

With modernisation, industrialisation, the growth in foreign investment
and import policies came the technology that dynamically affected the trans-
mission, creation, production and consumption of music. The increase in
ownership of radios, transistors, record players and 45 r.p.m. records,
together with an enormous increase in the number of radio stations (many of
them belonging to political parties) produced a situation in which it was
possible to hear not only the music of Europe, the US and elsewhere, but also
the music being produced locally, encouraged by the presence and policies of
multi-nationals creating and serving the increased national and continental
market, and by specific government policies. The result was cultural imperial-
ism and cultural colonialism (as, for exaample, when Argentina's boom folklorico
swamped Chile and for a time stimulated the neo-folklore movement there).
The effect on folk tradition may have been radically negative in a traditional
sense (as was rural-urban migration) but for the young urban musician creative
influences from a much wider area could be absorbed. That is why many Latin-
American musicians from Cuba to Chile identify the Beatles as a major
influence (and not, interestingly enough, Dylan and the music of 1960s
'protest' - see above). They relate readily to another dynamic popular tradition
that was at once regional and national and was innovatory in both verbal and
musical language.
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While the political and cultural tradition of which it is part can be traced back
to the period of the first Communist revolution and the 1920s (and, in a
functional sense, possibly to the time of the conquest - see Fairley 1977, item
[118]), it is more relevant to see nueva canción as a new musical tradition which
readily identifies itself in the mid- to late 1960s when it became apparent that
reforms had not gone far enough and this produced a thrust for socialism (the
political strength and energy being generated by the so-called 'revolution of
rising expectations').

Similar developments to those in Chile were taking place elsewhere, but
what made the Chilean model unique at this time was its dynamic integration
into the political struggle, leading to the election of Allende, to the Unidad
Popular coalition party and to minority government, a process which resulted
in Chile becoming a model for other countries in the 1970s.

Various factors contributed to the use of altiplano music: the influence of
Violeta Parra and Gilbert Favre; the separate nature of the life and culture of the
indigenous Indians of the south - the Mapuche, who were cut off on
reservations and were not integrated economically or politically into rural or
urban life except at local level; the existence of a mobile indigenous population
in the north, living in the area captured by Chile in the War of Pacific (which left
Bolivia landlocked - a profound source of political and cultural tension
between the two countries) - these people move between the three Andean
countries for trade and other purposes and their musical groups attend
festivals over the whole area (in Chile notably La Tirana); finally, the attempt by
Che Guevara to lead a continental revolution from a base among the peasantry
in Bolivia. Guevara was not on the alt iplano and the geographic identification is
a loose one, but there is no doubt that his example gripped the imagination of
young people the world over, but especially on the South-American continent
itself. Even though Guevara's philosophy aroused opposition, or at least
unease, among some members of the traditional left-wing parties, to which
many musicians and artists were linked, his symbolic importance and his
active struggle for Latin-American liberation and unity were often expressed in
their work. Allende's own attitudes and actions were instrumental in this: his
respect for Guevara - a personal friend - was demonstrated not only when he
personally ensured safe passage through Chile for the remaining guerrillas,
but when, in his first speech as President, he spoke with a portrait of Guevara
behind him (Debray 1971).

It was Allende also who appeared under a banner declaring 'No hay
revoluciOn sin canciones' (there is no revolution without songs) (Fairley 1977,
item [118]) and he it was who, with the organising help of the Communist
Party (which was largely responsible for providing Popular Unity's cultural
policies), sent musicians abroad as 'cultural ambassadors' (as since have
Nicaragua and El Salvador). The presence of two of these groups in Europe at
the time of the coup resulted in the transformation of European stereotypes of
Latin-American music from one dominated by the 1-lispanic elements
(castanets, guitars, etc.), with some contributions from Mexico, Argentina (the
tango) and Paraguay (the harp), to one filled with the sounds of panpipes and
bamboo flutes (see Tagg 1981). For a time in Europe Chilean music was Latin-
American music (as much the result of the overwhelming impact of the coup
and of the solidarity and resistance movements as of the debate on the fate of
Popular Unity and the role of the United States), and there is no doubt that this
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has caused tension between musicians. This situation was a partial stimulus to
the appearance of musicians from Bolivia and Peru performing the 'authentic
indigenous' music of the Andes for which the Chileans had prepared the way
in terms of audience reception.

Conditions of exile and the complexities of the internal-external situation
(the fact that some can work and live in Chile while others are denied re-entry
but are nevertheless resented for their 'success' in Europe) produce national
and international tensions, as well as artistic and musical differences. The
more commercial popular music world also generates tensions, not just
between those who have recording contracts and those who do not, but
between and within actual movements - those on the one hand that have
arisen within a popular, commercial situation (such as in Mexico or Brazil) and
those on the other that have pursued alternatives or cultivated both. (For
further information here, see the excellent recent study by Roger Wallis and
Krister Maim (Wallis and Maim 1984); for the importance of political patronage
- the case of DICAP— see Fairley 1984, item [38J, where it is also explained that
not all Latin Americans involved in the creation of the new music relate to
nueva canción directly).

We can talk about la nueva canciOn lafinoarnericana not as an organic grass-
roots movement (although it takes that form in many countries), but as a
musical movement in which, particularly since the Nicaraguan revolution of
1979, there has been artistic exchange and interchange, with much discussion
between those involved. The public forum for exchange is the sporadic series
of festivals - the 1967 Cuban Festival; the Political Song Festivals held annually
in the GDR; the Youth Festivals held every four years, mostly in the socialist
countries (the Cuban Festival of 1978 was the first to be held in Latin America
and the 'Third World' and was especially notable for the large number of
South-American musicians from all over the world who attended as delegates);
and latterly the Festivals held in Mexico (1982), Nicaragua (1983), Ecuador
(1984) and Argentina (1985). A key recording demonstrating the tremendous
variety of music such occasions involve is the stunning April in Managua from
the Nicaraguan festival; by omitting the Chilean participants this goes some
way towards redressing the balance and reducing the excessively Chilean
image of the genre. (A cassette, LMS.-NSC--001, is available from LMS, 8
Bradbury Street, London N16 8JN.)

The music and song of such a tradition is defined as much by who is singing
it, to whom, where and when, as by important considerations of content and
form, theme and language, poetry and symbol, instrumentation and arrange-
ment, melody, rhythm, harmony, tempo, timbre, in other words, a complex
confluence of musical elements as well as aspects of performance practice and
style. Initially it is the music of a particular young generation. The musical
groups (in Chile and elsewhere) for the most part emerged within the
universities at the time of the struggle to demnocratise and reform structures
and methods; the soloists came from outside, but the two worked consciously
together within their own controlled space (to begin with, this was the pena -
the unsatisfactory English equivalent would be a folk dub).

In Chile, in particular, the instrumental line-up and the musical and extra-
musical elements used by the groups represent on at least one level the political
philosophy which called on the student and the intellectual to link not only
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with the worker but also with the cam pesino. This was achieved by bringing
together in one ensemble musical elements and instruments of hitherto quite
separate traditions - the indigenous, the Hispanic (and European, thanks to
immigration) and those from other parts of Latin America, most notably of
African ongin. Each instrument, whatever its origin, was appropriated from its
own separate tradition (the panpipes, quenas bamboo flutes, the guitar, the
hybrid mestizo string instruments such as the charango, cuatro, the percussion
instruments such as bombo (drum), maracas, ciaves, guiros, etc.) their symbolic
functions and use re-determined in their new context. Not only did they
represent the cultural unity of the three main sources of population on the
continent (the indigenous, Hispanic and African) but as a newly integrated
whole they symbolised the formation of a Latin-American (as opposed to
national) cultural and political consciousness and identity, expressed by the
new politically active generation. By wearing the poncho, the style of dress
associated with cam pesino and the worker, the students visually sealed the
union. The prominent use of indigenous names for the groups and the new
sound that came from the use of indigenous instruments - and which all those
involved felt was unusual - further signified not only the enduring cultural
resistance of the pre-Hispanic population of the Americas but the new
assertion of Latin-American cultural identity by youth in opposition to cultural
and by implication political and economic imperialism.

The movement's common ground is the struggle against US imperialism,
the common political ground the desire for self determination and peace. It is
because of this that it now has active support from the US peace movement
musicians such as Holly Near, Pete Seeger and Sweet Honey in the Rock.

Although the different ideological options for achieving change (the
parliamentary road, guerrilla movements or people's armies) are mostly
played down at the festivals and in public declarations they reveal themselves
subtly in the music itself: in the specific way elements are combined and used;
in instrumentation (use of indigenous, acoustic or electrified); in the way
different traditions (folk, rock, jazz, contemporary, classical) are drawn on and
fused, with consequent differences in style; in the use of language and poetry;
and in performance structure and practice, notably group interactions and
group-audience relationships.

The shifting political focus on the continent also reveals itself musically . Just
as in European 'pop' music the influence of aspects of Brazilian jazz styles and
Argentine tango is evident in 1984-5 following the return to democracy in both
countries, so in a more conscious way elements of the musical traditions of
Central America and latterly Argentina and the River Plate area have a strong
profile in the latest compositions. Possibly the most telling examples are Silvio
Rodriguez' 'Canción por Nicaragua', Inti illimani's and Patricio Manns' 'un
Hombre en General' and Carlos Mejfa Godoy's 'Ay Nicaragua Nicaraguita'.
The most immediate example comes from the euphoric concert to celebrate
democracy in Argentina in 1984, hosted by the Cubans Rodriguez and
Milanés. This brought together musicians newly returned from exile with
those who had emerged during the difficult years inside the country. With its
stunning synthesis of militant insistent rhythm and poetic lyricism Victor
Heredia's 'Todavia Cantamos' (We are still singing) must be one of the most
definitive public statements yet made in music on the fate of the disappeared.
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(The concert is available on Polydor (Argentina) 24170/71, entitled Silvio
RodrIguez - Pablo Mi/ones - En Vivo en Argentina.) This subjective ending is
appropriate, for the power and potency of this music is underlined not only
when you consider the torture, imprisonment and death suffered by many of
its creators but also the knowledge that for example while politicians, unionists
and many others have been allowed to return from exile to Chile in the past
year, the musicians - the public face and expression of the solidarity and
resistance movement - remain (as they did in Uruguay. Argentina and Brazil)
on the exduded lists.

I should like to thank Robert Pring-Mill for many references and encourage-
ment, John Cowley for the Tex-Mex material, John Wainwright and David
Horn.
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1. Bibliographies*

1.1 General (see also f16J)

[1] Béhague, Gerard. 'Latin American music: an annotated bibliography of
recent publications', in Yearbook of Infer-American Musical Research. Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1977, pp. 190-218.
A comprehensive updating of Chase ([2]), with a general section and
sections on each country.

[2] Chase, Gilbert. A Guide to theMusic of Latin America. 2nd edn, Washington,
D.C.: Pan American Union, 1962. 411 pp.
The most exhaustive guide to all work relating to the music of Latin America.
Indispensable. It contains a general bibliography of published biblio-
graphies; a general discography concentrating on a continental overview;
general and miscellaneous publications; biography and criticism; aesthetics;
education; radio; national anthems; folk and primitive music (general,
Amenndian, post-Columbian); dances; instruments; collections of art
music; supplements to each section; and sections for each country with short
introductions.

[3] Cohen, Norm & Paul F. Wells. 'Recorded ethnic music: a guide to
resources', in Ethnic Recordings in America: a Neglected Heritage. Washington,
D.C.: Library of Congress, 1982, 'Hispanic Music', pp. 190-6.

[4J Kuss, Malena. 'Current state of bibliographic research in Latin-American
music', Fontes Art is Musicae, (Kassel), 31, No. 4 (1984), pp. 206-28.
This thorough report focuses on three issues: 'the need to integrate existing
bibliographic tools into the international information network'; the import-
ance of inter-disciplinary reference sources; and the 'need for composite
tools of bibliographic control (to) consolidate and centralise all available
materials in single volumes . . to overcome the serendipity that has
besieged research in Latin-American music' (p. 207). The author seems to
have accomplished an astonishing task in her Latin American Music: an
Annotated Bibliography of Reference Sources and Research Materials (New York:
Garland, scheduled for publication December 1984 or early 1985), with
approximately 3,000 entries. Little in her article suggests that the music
covered in this present bibliography is represented there, although some
folkloric references are included. The article indudes in its appendices a
useful bibliography of 149 annotated entries, giving an appetising foretaste
of the forthcoming book.

[5] Sandberg, Larry & Dick Weissman. The Folk Music Sourcebook. New York:
Knopf, 1976. 260 pp.
Indudes a short bibliography of 'Spanish-American materials' on pp. 159-60.

* ltems marked with an asterisk are in Spanish.
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1.2 Chile (see also [51])

[6] *Dannemann, Manuel. Bibliografla del Folklore Chileno 1952-65. Latin-
American Folklore Series, No. 2. Austin: Center for Intercultural Studies in
Folklore and Oral History, University of Texas, 1970. 60 pp.
The essential bibliography of Chilean folklore, containing 425 briefly
annotated entries.

[7] 'Dannemann, Manuel. 'Bibliografla del folklore', Revista Chilena de
Antropologla, (Santiago), 2 (1979), pp. 7-78.
A comprehensive updating of 16], offering 624 entries corresponding to the
years 1966-76. The material is divided into twenty-four sections and has
general and author indexes and a full list of titles of cited periodicals. Each
item is briefly annotated. (Material on the traditional culture of Chile's
indigenous groups is not included.)

18] 'Pereira Salas, Eugenio. Gula Bibiiogrdfico para ci Esludio de Folklore Chileno.
Santiago: Instituto de Investigaciones Musicales, 1952. 112 pp.

2. Methodology

[91 *Ayestaran, Lauro. Teorla y Practica del Folklore. Montevideo: Area, 1968.
94pp.

[10] Blum, Joseph. 'Problems of saisa research', Ethnomusicology, 22, No.
1(January 1978), pp. 137-49.
This stimulating general article asks why salsa and most contemporary urban
music - i.e. 'people's' (popular) art forms - are ignored by researchers and
ethnomusicologists. It relates the problems inherent in the study of any
urban music form not only to the position taken by Latin American
ethnomusicologists but to the socio-political basis for the rejection of popular
cultural forms and contains much information on salsa (major figures and
bibliography). Good notes and references.

[11] Fairley, Jan. 'Towards a semiological analysis of musical performance', in
Studies in Traditional Music and Dance II, ed. Natalie Webber. Edinburgh:
International Council for Traditional Music, 1983. pp. 44-54.
A general outline of the evolution of the author's methodology, developed
for doctoral research on songs and music usually heard only in performance.

[121 Franco, Jean. 'What's in a name? popular culture theories and their
limitations', Studies in Latin American Popular Culture (Las Cruces, New
Mexico), (1982), pp. 5-14.

[13] 'Flury, Lazaro. Folklore: Con tribuciOn a Su Estudio Integral. Santa Fe,
Argentina: Ediciones Colmegna, 1963. 59 pp.
An outline of the general and specific considerations for an anthropological
approach to the study of folklore, as opposed to what the author describes as
a less penetrating 'folkloric' one. Theories outlined and defmitions
established.

[14] *Grebe Vicuna, Maria Ester. 'Antropologla de Ia müsica: nuevas onenta-
ciones y aportes teóricos en la investigacion musical', Revista Musical Chiiena,
Nos. 153-155 (1981), pp. 52-74.
A critical essay which examines and evaluates basic problems inherent in the
present orientation of ethnomusicology (the anthropology of music) - its
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over-descriptiveness and over-emphasis on empirical data to the detriment
of a sound methodological and theoretical base, and its imbalanced focus on
the etic rather than the emic. The author proposes two models: one for the
anthropological study of the creative and interpretative musical process, the
other a multi-dimensional model for the study of music and of its socio-
cultural context. Cited references contain valuable bibliographical informa-
tion. (See also [80].)

[15) Grebe Vicuna, Maria Ester. 'Etnoestética: un replaneamiento antropoló-
gico del arte', Aisthesis, (Santiago), 15 (1983), pp. 17-27.
The aesthetic emotion generated as part of the communicative process of art
is examined and two approaches to the work of art are proposed and
defined: the aesthetic and the ethno-aesthetic. Many important questions
are discussed critically and the conclusion, which emphasises the ethno-
centric focus of many Western cultural approaches to intra-cultural study,
sets out a methodological basis for future research, stressing the need for
synthesis of the emic and etic approaches. Bibliography.

3. General Works

3.1 General works on more than one country

[16] 'Aretz, Isabel, ed. America Latina en Su Müsica. Paris: UNESCO, 1977. 344pp.
An impressive number of renowned Latin-American music scholars and
composers planned this commissioned book at continental meetings and the
result is a set of illuminating contributions from a variety of perspectives.
The essays are grouped in chapters under five headings: (1) 'La hora actual
de Ia müsica en America Latina'; (2) 'La sociedad y el artista'; (3) 'El artista y Ia
obra'; (4) 'L.a obra y Ia sociedad'; (5) 'Polftica musical'. The book marks a
breaking point with the ethnocentric European viewpoint and reveals a
Latin-American view of Latin-American music. Isabel Aretz contributes a
specific bibliography for each section and a general bibliography for the
book. Useful index.

[17] Behague, Gerard. Music in Latin America: an Introduction. Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1979. 369 pp.
Do not be deceived by the title. The book deals only with 'art' music; 'folk'
and 'popular' are the subject of a separate volume (see [22]). The 'art' musical
culture is viewed historically as an independent development within the
larger Western tradition. Detailed factual and musicological interpretative
data are presented in broad perspective through close examination of some
of the main works by the most representative composers of various periods,
trends and countries. The material is divided into three parts: the colonial
period, the rise of nationalism and the twentieth century. Many musical
examples and illustrations (photos of archival documents and scores) and a
map. Index.

[18] Düran, Gustavo. Recordings of Latin American Songs and Dances: an
Annotated Selective List of Popularand Folk-Popular Music. 2nd edn, revised and
enlarged by Gilbert Chase. Washington, D.C.: Pan American Union, 1950.
91 pp.
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Salient details providing most useful descriptive definitions of Latin Ameri-
can popular music (song and dance) forms, organised country by country. A
succinct account by a Spanish composer intended for the amateur musician
and intelligent layperson, it is based on a now historic discography which
notes recordings available for each form defined and includes a bibliography
and full index. (Copy in the National Sound Archive, London.)

(19] Grebe, Maria Ester. 'IntroducciOn al estudio del villancico en
Latinoamérica', Revista Musical Chilena, No. 107 (April-June 1969), pp. 7-31.
Analytical musicological artide on the parallel development of villancico
(Christmas carol-song) as both 'folklOrica y docta'. Four sections trace its
origins, etymology and form, and the main part of the article is a compara-
tive study of villancicos found in Venezuela, Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, Brazil,
Argentina, Chile, Mexico and USA. The fifth section gives general dassifica-
tion and musicological conclusions. Twelve transcribed examples with texts.

[20) Izikowitz, Karl Gusta y. Musical and Other Sound Instruments Qf the South
America Indians: a Comparative Ethnographical Study. Gothenburg: Elanders,
1934. (Reprinted Wakefield: S.R. Publishers in collaboration with the Galpin
Society, 1970.) 433 pp.
A comparative ethnographical study based on museum collections
(primarily in Gothenburg), this is the most comprehensive of organological
works on Central and South American instruments. Well illustrated with
drawings and photographs, extensive tables with details of tribe of origin,
collector and function, a full bibliography but no maps.

[21] Marks, Morton. 'Uncovering ritual structure in Afro-American music', in
Religious Movements in Contemporary America, eds. Irving I. Zarestky & Mark
P. Leone. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1974, pp. 60-134.
Compares Brazilian ca ma vat, Afro-Cuba santerla and the sermons and gospel
music of the North-American blacks, through an analysis of musical tran-
scriptions from both field and commercial recordings.

(22] Nettl, Bruno. Folk and Traditional Music of the Western Continents; with
chapters on Latin America by Gerard Behague. 2nd edn, Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice-Hall, 1973. 258 pp.
An ambitious undertaking for only two authors; the result is impressionistic,
a partial picture, an uneven jigsaw. Two good introductory chapters on
general characteristics of traditional music, its cultural context and methods
used to study folk music (the terms 'folk' and 'traditional' are used interch-
angeably) are followed by four chapters on Europe, one on sub-Saharan
Africa, and three on the Americas, which concern us. Béhague's Latin-
American section may contain too much musicological analysis for the non-
music student but is worth the effort for the sake of grasping the complexity
of the picture and overview. (His New Grove Dictionary entries are based on
this but are more detailed.) Good bibliographies and discographies for each
chapter. Index. No maps.

[23] Olsen, Dale A. 'Symbol and function in South-American Indian music'
and 'Folk music of South America - a musical mosaic', in Music of Many
Cultures: an Introduction, ed. Elizabeth May. Berkeley: University of Cali-
fornia Press, 1980, pp. 362-85 and 386-425.
Complete with maps and illustration, bibliography, discography and gloss-
ary, these are excellent essays with much example and detail.
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(24] Roberts, John Storm. The Latin Tinge: the Impact of Latin-A men can Music on
the United States. New York & London: Oxford University Press, 1979.
246 pp.
Traces the influences of Mexican, Cuban, Brazilian and Argentine music on
the music of North America, exploring the highly complex relationship and
interaction between music and musicians with a wealth of detail. Good
glossary, select discography; bibliography and index, but unfortunately no
musical examples. (See review by Howard Becker, Popular Music, 1 (1981),
pp. 215-16.)

[25] Stevenson, Robert. Music in Aztec and Inca Territory. Berkeley: University
of California Press; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1968. 378 pp.
This dear and erudite ethnomusicological work by a renowned scholar, the
first in any language to juxtapose the musics of two high American cultures,
describes the instruments, music and dance, placing them firmly within a
socio-historical setting. Illustrated with musical examples. A most extensive
bibliography and index (but no photographs or drawings - see preface), it is
an illuminating foundation for the study of all subsequent popular music
and dance of the Americas.

3.2 Anthologies covering more than one country

[26] C.W., ed. Canciones de Lucha y Esperanza. Montevideo: Ediciones de La
Revista 'Estudios', n.d. (1967?). 99 pp.
'What are the songs of struggle and hope?' asks the introduction; in the case
of this pocket book, an international selection culled from books, records
and the memories of 'old militant anti-fascists'. Organised geographically,
the texts include eleven hymns and marches, thirty-nine international
revolutionary song texts from Russia, Spain, Mexico and Cuba and thirty-
one other 'songs of struggle and hope'. The selection pre-dates texts of Latin-
American singers prominent today. Index and illustrations. (A 2nd,
enlarged edn was published in 1970.)

[27] Franco-Lao, Men. Basta! Chants de TEmoignage et de R.évolte de l'Amérique Latine.
Traduction francaise de Gonzalo Estrada. Paris: Maspero, 1967. 256 pp.
Based on the author's own fieldwork, using texts drawn mainly from Cuba,
Argentina, Mexico and Brazil, with support from Chile, Uruguay,
Venezuela, the Dominican Republic and elsewhere, this is an account of the
political history of South and Central America from the years of Spanish
colonisation, to those of slavery, independence, revolution and the struggle
for self-determination. Commentary and cited illustrative texts are presen-
ted in equal proportions. 145 musical transcriptions are provided with
approximate dates, along with glossaries of instruments and song forms,
bibliographic and discographic references. (See also (32].)

[281 *Gac, Artigas G. and Valencia C., eds. 4ntolog(a de canciones de lucha y
esperanza. Santiago: Quimantü, 1973. 201 pp.
The most panoramic collection to be compiled, this book brings together 365
song texts from twenty-four countries of Central and South America and
from Spain, with a basic melodic transcription of 107 pieces - remarkable
considering this modern tradition is essentially oral. Published by the state-
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owned company in Chile during the Popular Unity period, few copies still
exist, but they are well worth the search. (See also [117], [118].)

[291 Gac, Artigas G., ed. Canción Protesta: Antologla. Bogota: Editorial Colom-
bia Nueva, 1970. 211 pp.
A small pocket book of 124 song texts; the selection is unevenly spread over
fourteen countries of the world but concentrates mainly on Latin America,
especially Colombia. The front cover bears the symbol of the 1967 Cuban
Protest Song Meeting (see [42]) and inside the editor gives details of a 1969
plan for the first Latin-American Meeting of Cultural Workers, and a brief
introduction.

[301 González, E. C. and Urzüa, P. C., eds. Canciones para una Nuevajuventud.
Santiago: Imprenta Ben-Hur, 1969.
Published for the scouting movement, this little book contains a useful
selection of 300 popular and folk song texts of all types, unfortunately with
no note as to countiy of origin.

[31] Mellac, Regine, ed. Chants Libres d'Am&ique Latine: Ia Rose qui Pleure. Paris:
Editions du Cerf, 1974. 156 pp.
The subtitle refers to the symbol of the 1%7 Protest Song Meeting held in
Cuba (a symbol many, myself included, have taken to be an unfurling, not a
crying rose, one of whose two spines has drawn a drop of blood) (see also
[42].) A good selection of fifty-five song texts in Spanish and French,
organised alphabetically by author. It is based on records available in France
at the time and has an introductory essay with information about singers,
musicians and musical production in each country with discussion of socio-
political conditions. Discography. (Mellac, a radio and newspaper journalist
who worked to achieve a wider audience in France in the 1960s and 1970s for
Latin-American music, particularly that of Brazil, Cuba and Chile, was killed
in 1983.) (See also [170].)

3.3 General Works on 'New Song'

[32] Asturias, Miguel Angel. 'America latina canta canciones revolucio-
narias', Alero, (Guatemala), 3, No. 6 (May-June 1974), pp. 14-15.
Inspired by the imminent publication in Spanish of Mary (sic) Franco-Lao's
Basta! (see [27]) this short article discusses songs allied to political struggle in
the world at various historical junctures.

[33] Canto Libre, (New York), No. 1 Uuly 26, 1974). 24 pp.
This first issue of Canto Libre (from the Center for Cuban Studies, New York)
contains (1) a fragment of a radio interview with Joan Jara on VIctor Jara (May
1974); (2) the programme notes of a Cuba-Chile concert held at the
Philharmonic 1-lall, New York, on 18 July 1974, with Daniel Viglietti; (3) an
interview with Cuban nueva trova singer and composer Silvio Rodriguez
(reprinted from Cuba Internacional, Dec. 197-?); (4) the discussion 'Müsica y
liberaaón: encuentro', which took place at the First Symposium of Latin-
American Music, Cuba 1972 (see [43]). The music and texts of eight songs by
Nicola, Milanés, Rodriguez (Cuba), Jara (Chile), Viglietti (Uruguay), Paz
(Argentina) and Valdés (Puerto Rico) are also included. (In Spanish and
English).

[341 *ao, Eduardo. La Nueva Canciôn en America Latina. Santiago.
CENECA, 1982. 77pp.
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The author, a founder and active member of the important Chilean group
Quilapayun, presents a general overview of New Song in Latin America
focusing on Mexico, Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Cuba, Nicaragua,
Costa Rica, Puerto Rico and Brazil (better informed on some than on others).
Carrasco, who in Chile was a student and teacher of philosophy and politics
as well as a musician, and who has always been an intellectual activist in
cultural politics, concentrates on historical and political developments in
each country, mentioning major events and figures, rather than discussing
particular songs or music. (An essay with the same title appeared in Revista
Internacional de Ciencias Sociales, 34, No. 4 (1982).)

[35] Carvalho-Neto, P. de. El Folklore de las Luchas Sociales: un Ensayo de Folklore
y Marxismo. Mexico City: Siglo XXI, 1973. 217 pp.
The author selects material 'born of indisputable social struggle', categoris-
ing it either by sociallracial or by class aspects. Parts of texts of varied genres
from various countries are cited, discussed and related thematically.
Bibliography.

[36] Colangeli, Mario. Atlante delta Musica Poputare nel Mondo. Rome: Newton
Compton, 1980. 260 pp.
An A—Z of countries of the world with three short sections for each: (1) a
general profile of folk-popular music to be found; (2) major musical forms,
instruments, dances (with some illustrative examples cited from discs
available in Italy); (3) a discography of folk-popular music and political song
available in Italy. It has all the weaknesses of any study based on commercial
recordings available at one point in time.

[37] Dane, Barbara. Canción Protesta: Protest Song of Latin America. New York:
Paredon Records, 1970.
Useful booklet accompanying the LP Paredon P-1001, which includes a
selection from the Festival de Ia Canción Protesta (Cuba, 1967; see [421). The
author, an American singer, attended the festival.

[38] Fairley, Jan. 'La nueva canciOn latinoamericana', Bulletin of Latin American
Research, 3, No. 2(1984), pp. 103-15.
A detailed case-study of the Chilean New Song Movement, establishing
significant features in its development in the context of economic con-
ditions and political change and suggesting contrast and comparison with
similar movements in Latin America (e.g. Cuba, Brazil, Mexico) and
elsewhere. The concluding paragraphs are a preliminary attempt to define
the essential characteristics that link such musicians and determine the
validity of the use of the term on the whole continent. (See also [118].)

[39] *Mattelart Michèle. 'El conformismo revoltoso de la canción popular',
Cuadernos de Ia Realidad Nacional, (Santiago), No. 5 (September 1970),
pp. 200-17.
A short sociological artide - the transcription of a talk - on the general
subject of the ideological significance of the constraints and manipulations
imposed on music and musicians by the commercial market.

[40) *Meléndez, Jorge. 'El artista como militante politico', Revista Casa de las
Americas, (Havana), No. 88 (1975), p. 100 if.

[41) *Morw del Foro ler Festival Nuevo Canto Latinoamericano, Abril 1982.
Mexico City: Crea, 1982. 167 pp.
These proceedings of the forum that took place at the First Festival of Nuevo
Canto, held in Mexico in 1982 not only bring together the views and
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experiences of those involved, but offer first-hand details of the develop-
ments in the various countries represented. Two of the five sections deal
with nueva canción in general, providing an introduction, outline (see also
item [34]), definition and antecedents; the other three cover the relationship
between nueva canción and problems of cultural identity, ideology, and the
means of communication. There is a manifesto, a summary of conclusions,
and a list of participants. A unique publication offering important prime
source material.

[421 *Ossono, José M. 'Encuentro de Ia canción protesta: cronica', Revista Casa
de las Americas, (Havana), No. 45 (November-December 1967), pp. 138-56.
The Protest Song Meeting held in Cuba from 29 July to 10 August 1967,
organised by the Casa de las Americas, was a particularly important event
for Latin-American music. Apart from its two main objectives (to answer a
series of questions about protest song and to interpret these songs for the
Cuban people via live performance, radio and TV), the meeting enabled
singers from Latin America, Europe and the USA to meet and hear each
other and to hold formal open discussions. The important one on definitions
and use of the term 'protest song' is reproduced here, as are the final
resolutions, its signatories and the texts of six songs. Illustrations include the
very popular symbol of the Festival. (See also [31].)

[43 1 Pineiro Loredo, Carlos. 'Müsica y liberaciOn (mesa redonda)', Revista
Casa de las Americas, (Havana), No. 76 Oanuary-February 1973), pp. 116-21.
The 'Encuentro de mUsica Latinoamericana' held in Havana in September-
October 1972 brought together sixty composers and interpreters of various
types of music (symphonic, chamber, popular, foildoric) from six countries
(Cuba, Chile, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Peru and Uruguay). They met to
exchange opinions and to examine the musical situation on the continent,
the mechanisms of cultural imperialist penetration and the role of music in
liberation processes. This article is an edited transcription of a discussion
between Victor Jara, Daniel Viglietti, Luigi Nono, Harold Gramatges and
César Bolanos.

[44] Pring-Mill, R. D. F. 'Cantas - canto - cantemos: las cariciónes de lucha y
esperanza como sgnos de re'Cnioii e iert ad', Ronmnstsch.s th, M
(1983), pp. 318-54.
A finely written literary paper which takes into account statements from
poets and singers and relates them to texts and to published anthologies.
The focus is on two main areas: reception and function of song, and the role
of poet-spokesman in concientizacion.

[451 Pring-Mill, Robert. 'The nature and the functions of Spanish-American
poesla de compromiso', Bulletin of the Society for Latin-American Studies, No. 31
(1979), pp. 4-21.
References to Erich Fromm on identity and Berger and Luckmann's 'social
construction of reality' open an essay on the nature and function of
'committed poetry' (including poetry and sung poetry, e.g. nueva canciOn in
Chile). The author considers that Latin-American literature, especially
poetry, should be studied within its socio-political-historic context and
outlines how his approach evolved by travelling in the field, collecting
material and meeting its writers.

[461 Rincón, Carlos and Gerda Schattenberg-RincOn, eds. Cantaré: Songs aus
Lateinamerika. Berlin: Verlag Neues Leben, 1978. 464 pp.
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A fairly comprehensive guide to the new singers and musicians of Latin
America, covering nineteen countries with biographical and general details
of over forty singers and groups. Information is reproduced in short essays
based on interviews by the authors or written by important commentators
and musicians. It is well-illustrated with photos of musicians and instru-
ments and record sleeve covers and each country section has texts of
representative songs in Spanish and German, many of them with skeletal
transcription of melodies. A full list of music sources (discographical),
sources of texts and song list is provided, but no overall index.

[47) 'Rius. Los Agachados de R(us. No. 123. La CanaOn Protesta. Mexico City:
Editorial Posada, 1968. 72 pp. -
An illustrated history in Rfus' inimitable comic-book style of 'Ia canciOn
popular Latinoamericana - Ilamada "de protesta". The basis of this cartoon
book is the claim that the authentic history of the people is to be found in
popular music. Most of the twenty-five texts have been taken from Men
Franco-Lao's Basta (see [271) plus one or two new satirical texts for old songs
and comment. Basic musical transcription of the melodic line and guitar
accompaniment (written in: 'la': A) and a short discography are also
included.

[48] Rosenstone, Robert A. 'The times they are a'changing: the music of
protest', Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, 382
(March 1969), pp. 131-44.
A discursive overview but a salutory reminder that not all protest music is
folk or folk-based: this protest music is not only that of Dylan, but of the
Doors, Frank Zappa, Country Joe etc. - highly individualistic but capable of
social criticism, produced by and for the affluent youth of North America
and Europe, who, according to the author, could learn as much from song
lyrics as from radical literature about the state of a bankrupt society fighting
the Vietnam war. It links what the author perceives as the cynical opt-out
mystical vision found in many song texts with the total environment of the
musical performance which took the audience on a 'trip' via electronic
equipment and light shows (then an innovation).

[49) Rouquette, Yves. L.a Nouvelle Chanson Occitane. Toulouse: Privat, 1972.
144pp.

[50) Trujillo, Pedro M., ed. Nueva CanciOn Latinoamericana. Havana: Ministerio
de Cultura, 1980. 51 pp.
This was the first small pamphlet prepared for the amateur members of the
Nueva Trova movement in Cuba to contribute to their repertoire. A brief
opening introduction sets out a clear political role for singer and song. A
weak biographical section on each included singer-composer is followed by
nine texts (or part of texts), four from Chile, one from Argentina and four
from Cuba, with good transcriptions of the music.

4. Chile

4.1 General Works

[51] *Pereira Salas, Eugenio. Los Origines del Arte Musical en Chile. Santiago:
lmprenta Universitaria, (1941?). 374 pp.
The most comprehensive of musical histories, covering Chilean music from
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pre-Colombian times until the early twentieth century: a complete inventory
of the 'producción musical chilena', 1714-1860, in sixteen chapters, the last
and longest one on the historic development of dance and popular music.
Also contains illustrations, transcriptions, a copious bibliography, a general
index and one of named musicians.

4.2 Folklore, Indigenous and Traditional Music, Popular Poetry

[52] 'Acevedo Hernández, Antonio. Canciones Populates Chilenas. Santiago:
Ediciones Ercilla, 1939. 139 pp.
An interesting collection of 122 folk song texts (cuecas, tonadas and canciones)
with sixty-five pages of general discursive historical introduction and the
text of a commentary given by the author at a fiesta of Müsica Popular Hispano-
Americana held at the Teatro Coliseo in Santiago on 23 June 1935, complete
with interesting details of performers of time. No musical details.

[53] *Acevedo Hernandez, Antonio. Los Cantores Populates Chilenos. Santiago
Editorial: Nascimento, 1923. 2% pp.

[541 *Acevedo Hemández, Antonio. La Cueca: Origines, Historia y Antologla.
Santiago: Editorial Nascimento, 1953. 435 pp.
Written in an entertaining style; discusses the disputed origin of the cueca,
the national dance of Chile, its characteristics, structures and some per-
forming contexts. An anthology of 236 texts is divided into: 'amorosas'
(77); 'picarescas' (78-102); 'populares' (defmed as expression of the people)
(103-65); other miscellaneous categories mostly of a more political nature
(166-236). The text of a cueca larga of 'Fiestas Patrias' (September 19) is
included as is an appendix on Ia cueca o zamacueca, discussing technical
structure. Bibliography and contents index.

[55) 'Acevedo l-lernández, Antonio. El Libro de Ia Tierra Chilena: L.a que Canta y
L.a que Mira el Pueblo de Chile. Santiago: Ediciones Ercilla, 1935. 136 pp.

[56) •Aleg, Fernando. Viva Chile M. . .! Santiago: Editorial Universitana,
1965. 37pp.
A book containing four political poems: 'Viva Chile M. . .!'; 'La olla del
pobre'; 'Población Callampa'; 'Entre ponerle y no ponerle'. Accompanying
mini-disc has songs sung by Roberto Parada.

[57] Allende, P. Humberto. 'La musique populaire chilienne', International
Congress of Popular Arts (Congrés International de Arts Populaires), Prague, 7-13
October, 1928. Resumés. Paris: International Institute of Intellectual
Cooperation, 1928, pp. 118-23.

[58] *Baeza, Mario. Cantares de Chile. 6th edn, Santiago: Editorial del PacIfico,
1969. 273 pp.
A small pocket book, first published in 1956, containing 196 texts divided
into seven sections with separate introduction and conclusion. Ranges from
children's games and rhymes to traditional and popular songs, hymns
(including the national anthem and boy scouts' hymn), and most well-
known folk songs. Thematic and alphabetical indexes.

[59] Barros, Raquel and Manuel Dannemann. El Romancero Chileno. Santiago:
Universidad de chile, 1970. 119 pp.
A classic folkloric-musicological study of the Chilean romance, direct
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descendent of the Hispanic original whose sung forms have evolved due to
musical adaptation and are known variously as corrido, canciOn, juego infantil
and most predominantly as tonada, while the recited form is found to be
relatively unchanged. Sixty-eight texts are provided (including eleven new
finds) with transcription of music, briefest details about informants and
some details of guitar accompaniment. Their themes, structure and form are
discussed. A review of the literature and early commentaries, a bibliography
and a glossary complete the work.

[60] Barros, Raquel and Manuel Dannemann, 'La ruta de Ia Virgen de Palo
Colorado; Part 1'. Revista Musical Chilena, No. 93 Uuly-Sept. 1965), pp. 6-24.
A full ethnographic and musicological account of this event which takes
place every year in Quilimari, Coquimbo in the north of Chile, complete with
map and overall general description. Part one has an introduction and three
sections: on the procession, those involved and the dances (with three
musical examples). Glossary.

[61] 8arros, Raquel and Manuel Dannemann. 'La ruta de la Virgen de Palo
Colorado: Part 2', Revista Musical Chilena, No. 94 (October-December 1965),
pp. 51-84.
The second part of the account contains eleven musical transcriptions,
complete with details of guitar accompaniment and tuning, eighteen full
literary texts and ten photographs of informants of the event itself. The
traditional popular forms of song and dance used in the festival are: cueca,
refalosa, tona4a, glosa, parabiEn de novios, esquinazo, romance religiosa and verso.

[62] Catalan, Carlos, et a!., eds. Cultura y Recolección Folkiorica en Chile.
Santiago: CENECA, 1983. 67 pp.
CENECA (see p. 356) brought together seventeen renowned and active
folklorists and others with much experience in a wide variety of dance and
song groups, to discuss the condition of folklore in Chile. The resulting
edited discussion is illuminating as participants such as Margot Loyola,
Gabriela Pizarro, Silvia Urbina and Ricardo Palina describe their own
approach to research, organisation and collection of material and other
related matters, such statements in many cases based on field work and
active performance spanning twenty-five years.

[63] *Claro Valdés, Samuel. Oyendo a Chile. Santiago: Andrés Bello, 1979.
139 pp.
This basic introductory account provides a panoramic and useful picture of
the musical history of Chile from the fifteenth century to the present day,
although it understates the significance of Violeta Parra and musicians of the
New Song Movement suppressed during the 1970s. Selective, salient details
are organised in four categories, each receiving equal emphasis: (1) abori-
ginal; (2) foildoric (rural and urban); (3) popular (Vega's mesomi2sica); (4)
müsica docta. A very helpful list of festivals of ceremonial music is provided,
with approximate dates and location details. Full indexes. Complementary
comprehensive cassette (unheard).

[(,4] Dannemann Manuel R. 'Atlas del Folklore Chileno: metodologla general',
Revista Musical Chilena, No. 118 (April-June 1972), pp. 3-23.
This is a continuation of a preliminary study for the Folkloric Musical Atlas of
Chile as outlined in the Revista Musical Chilena in 1969 (see [67]). The article
thoroughly describes the project, providing three photographs of inform-
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ants, places where material has been collected and a detailed map of the area
around Melipilla where research is concentrated.

165] 'Dannemann, Manuel and Jorge SapiaIn. 'Consecuencias del alcoholismo
en Ia práctica del canto tradicional', Revista Chilena de Antropologla, (San-
tiago), No. 1(1978), pp. 111-23.
A study of two alcoholics, one from an urban and the other from a rural area
within the same Chilean province who both sing cuecas and canto a lo poeta,
but whose ability to do so is diminished by their condition. The author
hypothesises that the organic deterioration caused by alchoholism influ-
ences traditional cultural conduct producing 'defunctionalisation' (the dis-
placement of the recreative-choreographic function by 'refunctionalisation',
one of pure entertainment). Rife with moral judgement; yet the subject - the
role of alcohol in the creative life and performance of musicians - is an
important one.

[66] *Dannemann, Manuel and Raquel Barros. 'IntroducciOn al estudio de Ia
tonada', Revista Musical Chilena, No. 89 Uune-September 1964), pp. 105-14.
The article sets Out to examine in detail the tonada song form and has three
main parts: (1) musical description (rhythm, melody, harmony, interpreta-
tion) with seven short examples; (2) literary elements (theme, style, metrics);
(3) the musical family of the tonada with four examples. There are short notes
on the origin of the form and its general folkloric position. Bibliography.

167] 'Dannemann, Manuel. 'Situación actual de Ia müsica folkiorica chilena,
segün el Atlas del Folklore de Chile', Revista Musical Chilena, No. 118 (April-
June 1972), pp. 38-85.
The article outlines the author's approach to the project of searching out
'pure' traditional folklore. Many of the twenty-two songs included (with
transcriptions) are mainstream 'folk' songs found on tourist records of
typical music of Chile variety, e.g. 'Si vas para Chile', 'Chile undo'. The
selection criteria involved frequency of usage and the study therefore
includes 'Happy Birthday'. Veiled attack on certain musical activities of
1960s and early 1970s.

[68] Dannemann, Manuel. Proyecto IJNESCO sobre edición de müsica
tradicional chilena' Revista Musical Chilena, No. 131 (June-September 1975),
pp. 87-103.
A UNESCO-sponsored project set up in March 1973, with field recordings
carried out by Dannemann and German musicologist Jochen Wenzel in
1973-4 (immediately following the coup d'etat). The article meticulously sets
out objectives, means of obtaining material, criteria for selection and brief
ethnographic details of recordings. I have heard two of the announced
records (released by Unesco) müsica autOctona and müsica tradicional (the third
is music from Easter Island) and they are fascinating.

[691 Dannemann, Manuel and Raquel Barros. 'La poesfa folkiorica de
Melipilla', Revista Musical Chilena, No. 60 Uuly-September 1958), pp. 48-70.
This work is the fruit of visits to Melipilla over a five-year period. The article
analyses the décimas found by the authors metrically, thematically and
musically, providing five musical transcriptions, song texts and
photographs.

[70] *Echevarria, Juan Uribe. Cantos a lo Divino y a lo Humano en Aculeo: Folklore
de Ia Provincia de Santiago. Santiago: Editorial Universitaria, 1982. 173 pp.
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Following an introductory historical account of the probable evolution of the
décirna form (from the nineteenth century through to the 1960s) the author
provides ethnographic details and literary analysis of a 'Cruz de Mayo'
festival in Aculeo, an event lasting more than ten hours in which the
participants contribute to a non-stop, improvised, text-based singing 'duel'.
Includes biographical information and photographs of informants, sparse
but interesting information on musical accompaniment, a page of transcrip-
tion, photos and details of the last guitarrOn in Aculeo, transcribed texts of
the whole occasion and other songs in the repertory of cantores and poetas
taking part (texts pp. 44-173).

[71) *Eche,a.fa Juan Uribe. Fieta de Ia Tirana en Tarn pac4. ValparaIso: Edicio-
nes Universitarias de ValparaIso, (1974?). 93 pp.

[72) Echevarria, juan Uribe. La Virgen de Andacolla y ci Niño Jesus tie Solaqul.
Valparaiso: Ediciones Universitarias de Valparaiso, 1974. 148 pp.

[73) 'Echevarria, Juan Uribe. Tipos y Cuadros de Costumbre en la Poesia Popular del
Siglo XIX. Santiago: Pineda Libros, 1933. (Reprinted 1974) 133 pp.
This study of Chilean popular poetry of the nineteenth century explores
stereotypes and customs in a brief introductory essay which focuses on both
'cultivated' and 'popular' poets, giving biographical and bibliographical
details. The bulk of the book is an anthology of 103 texts (dEcimas) taken from
broadsheets (details footnoted) with eight facsimile illustrations. No index.

[74] 'Embry, Eduardo. 'PoesIa popular en hojas sueltas', Araucarla de Chile,
No. 14 (1981), pp. 114 11.

[751 *Embry, Eduardo. 'La poesfa popular escrita en décimas impresa en
Santiago de Chile a finales del siglo XIX'. M.Phil. thesis, University of
Southampton, 1980. 366 pp.
Pages 212-330 Contain an appendix of décima texts referred to in the text.

[76) 'Garrido, Pablo. Biografia de Ia Cueca. Santiago: Ediciones Ercilla, 1943.
I33 pp.
Though somewhat anecdotal in style this volume contains interesting
background material on the history of the cueca together with an analysis of
its metrical, melodic and harmonic elements.

[77) 'Grebe, Maria Ester. 'ClasificaciOn de instrumentos musicales', Revista
Musical Chilena, Nos. 113-4 Uanuary—March 1971), pp. 18-34.
A critique of organological (instrumental) classification systems (l-lornbostel
and Sachs, 1914; Shaefnner, 1936; Bessarabof, 1941) with a four section on
specific Latin-American scholarship: Izikowitz, OrtIz, Aretz and others.
Sixteen examples with illustrations using Hornbostel and Sachs general
system. Bibliographic references.

[78] Grebe, Maria Ester. The Chilean Verso: a Study in Musical Archaism.
Translated by Bette Jo 1-lileman. Latin-American Studies, Vol. 9. Los
Angeles: Latin American Center, UCLA, 1967. 135 pp.
This booklet ideally complements literary anthologies cited in this biblio-
graphy, as it Concentrates on performance practice and musical character-
istics of the t'erso (traditional sung poetry—dEcima) through an examination of
the repertoire and performance practice of a single representative cantor who
provides his own folk classification of themes and musical terminology. Six
rigorous chapters, a bibliography, ten transcriptions covering span of
repertoire and tables complete a study in which the author compares the
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Chilean cantor with the Spanish juglar (via historical references) to show a
'genetic' link and much retention of 'archaisms'.

[79J *Grebe, Maria Ester. 'El kultrtin mapuche: un microcosmo simbOlico',
Revista Musical Chilena, Nos. 123-4 Uuly-Sept. 1973), pp. 3-42.
This excellent ethnomusicological article, based on thorough fieldwork
1967-73 with machis (female shamans) of the Mapuche Indians (Araucanian)
details the ritual making of the drum, its morphology, use, music and extra-
musical connotations (its medicinal symbolic, mythical, ritual and interpre-
tive functions). Bibliography and interesting episodes recounted in
appendices.

[80] Grebe Vicuna, Maria Ester. 'Generative models, symbolic structures and
acculturation in the panpipe music of Tarapacá, Chile'. Ph.D. dissertation,
Queen's University of Belfast, 1980.

(811 1Grebe, Maria Ester. 'lnstrumentos musicales pre-colombinos en Chile',
Revista Musical Chilena, No. 128 (October-December 1974), p. 5-55.
Illustrated with drawings and with an extensive bibliography, this is a
thorough and comprehensive organological work examining 170 pre-Col-
ombian instruments (idiophones, membraphobes and aerophones) to be
found in various museums and collections in Chile (divided into four areas:
'forte grande', 'riorte chico', 'centro-sur', and 'austral'). It describes them,
provides taxonomic classification and offers some conclusions on function
and cultural context.

[82] *Grebe, Maria Ester, et al. 'Mitos, creencias y concepto de enfermedad en
Ia cultura mapuche', Acta Psiquiatrica y PsicolOgica de America Latina (Buenos
Aires), 17, No. 3 (1971), Pp. 180-193.

[83] Grebe, Maria Ester, et al. 'CosmovisiOn mapuche', Cuadernos de Ia Realidad
Nacional (Chile), 14 (1972), pp. 46-73.

[84) 'Henriquez, Alejandro. OrganologIa del Folklore Chileno. ValparaIso: Edi-
ciones Universitaries de Valparaiso, n.d. 110 pp.
This is a basic organology for music teachers and students using the
Hornbostel-Sachs classification system. Illustrated with photos of instru-
ments and various musical occasions, it deals essentially with all folkioric
instruments to be found in Chile: fifteen aerophones, sixteen chordophones,
five membraphones and ten idiophones. The second part has tables of two
classification systems, the classic one outlined above and another by geo-
graphic dispersion. The appendix includes discussion of the origin of the
word 'folklore', definitions and properties of folklore, details of some of the
photographs of instruments, bibliography and contents index.

[85] *Henry, Inés DOlz. Los Romances Tradicionales Chilenos: Temática y Tfcnica.
Santiago: Editorial Nascimento, 1976. 270 pp.

[1 *Hurtado, Maria de La Luz, and Maria Elena Moreno. El Püblico del Teafro
independiente. Santiago: Ceneca, 1982.

[87] 'Jorda, Miguel, ed. La Sabidur(a de un Pueblo. Santiago: Ediciones Mundo,
1975. 223 pp.

[] *J1(j Miguel, ed. Versos a lo Divino y a Ic Humano. Santiago: Ediciones
Mundo, 1973. 211 pp.

[891 'Lavfn, Carlos. 'Las estas rituales de la Candelaria', Revista Musical
Chilena, No. 34 Oune-July 1949), pp. 26-33.
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Describes a ritual celebration of Candlemas (February 2) at Copiapó in the
Atacama desert, an oasis and a place of pilgrimage. It tells the history of the
festival and describes its costumes, dances, musical instruments and songs.
Also includes two photographs, a map of Chile, two song texts and musical
examples.

[901 *LavIn, Carlos. 'Nuestra Señora de las Peñas: fiesta ritual del forte de
Chile', Revisfa Musical Chilena, No. 31 (October-November 1948), pp. 9-20
and No. 32 (December 1948-January 1949), pp. 27-40.
A careful study of the ritual feast of 'Our Lady of the Rocks' which takes
place in northern Chile, and has its origin in a legendary miracle when she
appeared before a traveller in 1642. The church, not far from Arica, is visited
by pilgrims every year in October. Lavin describes the location, the legend,
the participa1ts, the instrumental groups who attend, the ritual ceremony
itself and the songs and dances of the occasion. It includes a useful map
showing pilgrimage centres, five photographs, fifteen musical examples and
twenty song texts. (Also published Santiago: Instituto de Investigaciones
Musicales, 1949.)

[911 'LavIn, Carlos. 'El rabel y los instruments chilenos', in Revista Musical
Chilena, No. 48 (January 1955), pp. 15-27.
An important article with much information on instrument makers in
Chilean cities from 1854, a description of early colonial instruments in the
Chilean folklore archives and information on contemporary folk instru-
ments. Bibliography. Four pages of photographs. (Also published Santiago:
Instituto de Investigaciones Musicales, liniversidad de Chile, 1955.)

(92] *LavIn, Carlos. 'La Tirana: fiesta ritual de Ia provincia de Tarapacá' Revista
Musical Chilena, No. 37 (Autumn 1950), pp. 12-36.

(93] Lavin, Carlos. 'La vidalita argentina y el vidalay chileno', Revista Musical
Chilena, No. 43 (September 1952), Pp. 68-75.

[941 aMuñoz, Diego, ed. Antologia de Cinco Poetas Populares. Santiago: Editorial
Valores Literarios, 1971. 224 pp.
The author, a journalist, first met the popular poets in this collection at the
'First National Congress of Popular Poets and Singers' ([100]) in 1954 when
he was responsible for publishing a weekly décima in the newspaper for
which he worked. A good anthology, containing a wide variety of texts,
some with the particular form of 'quartet with despedida' (the décima espinel)
by the following people: Raimundo Navarro Flores (1881-56) described as a
peasant (twenty-seven texts); Ismael Sanchez Duarte (1904-57?) shoemaker
(twenty-three texts); Abraham Jesus Brito, a labourer, (fifteen texts - see
[95]); Pedro Gonzalez (d. 1956) a miner (nineteen texts); Lazaro Salgado
(b. 1902) a travelling poet (seven texts). There is nothing about the music
(only a little on accompaniment), the biographical details are unsystematic
and there to no index.

[95] *Munoz, Diego, ed. Brito, Poeta Popular Nortino. Santiago: Editorial
Gutenberg, 1946. 175 pp.
Anthology of Brito's poetry. (See also [94].)

[96] *Munoz, Diego, ed. Lira Popular. Munich: Bruckntann, 1968. 32 pp.
A proemio by Pablo Neruda, 'Poe tas de los pueblos', dated Isla Negra, March
1966, a four-page introductory essay by Muñoz entitled 'Liras populares de
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Chile' and a brief description precede the main part of the book: a selection of
fifteen facsimiles of broadside liras (reproduced from the Colección Lenz by
courtesy of the Biblioteca Nacional de Santiago de Chile), each containing
five or six songs.

[971 *Muñoz Diego, ed. PoesIa Popular Chilena. Santiago: Empresa Editora
Nacional Quimantti, 1972. 198 pp.
The brief prologue gives overall historical perspective to the collection and
details of the poetic form, the décima espinela. The anthology of texts is
divided into two sections: cldsicos of the second half of the nineteenth
century and the first quarter of the twentieth (thirty-seven texts); con-
tempordneos of the 1940s and 1950s, with scant biographical details of some
poets (forty-nine texts). Part of the anthology is also taken from Rodolfo
Lenz's collection. (See also [96].) Alphabetical author index. Bibliography.

[981 Parra, Roberto. Décinias de Ia Negra Ester; Poemas en Décirnas y Granados.
Santiago. Ediciones Taller Nueva Gráuica, 1980.

[99] *pbth, Oreste. Folklore Chileno. Santiago: Editorial Nascimento, 1969.
391 pp.
A comprehensive, descriptive account of folklore, based upon a broad
definition: from street cries to nick-names; riddles to devil stories; signs in
shops and buses to popular religious ceremonies. Its study is considered by
the author to be the key to the philosophy of its practitioners, the rural and
urban poor. The eleven chapters are divided into sections, each with a
separate bibliography and comparative notes. Glossary.

[100] 'Pnmer Congreso Nacional de Poetas y Cantores Populares de Chile',
Anales de Ia Universidad de Chile, 113, No. 93 (1954). 79 pp.
A key document in the understanding of song as a socio-political
phenomenon, this is a record of the congress (held ]5-18 Apnl, 1954) which
brought together for the first time from all over Chile popular unlettered
poets whose work forms a basis for many subsequent published collections
(see [94]). It includes the first publication of Neruda's 'Oda a los poetas
populares', which later became part of his Odas Elementales.

11011 *Soublette, Gaston. Cantos Foklóricos Chilenos. Santiago: Editorial
Nascimento, 3979.

[102] *Urrutia Blondel, Jorge, 'Reportaje de un müsico a Rapa-Nui', Revista
Musical Chilena, No. 60 Uuly-August 1958), pp. 5-47.
An evocative account of the author's twelve-day visit to Easter Island, armed
with a tape recorder. A brief historical-anthropological background is pro-
vided for his first musical experience at the local church, where the service
was an unusual mix of Polynesian and Roman Catholic, sung in the local
language. The rest of the article gives an account of sau-sau, a dance-song.
originally from Tahiti, the name also used for a party usually held on the
beach of which a rather sensual picture is given. There is also an interesting
description of music and accompaniment, some analysis and six illustrative
photographs.

[103] *vega, Carlos. 'La forma de Ia cueca chilena', Revista Musical Chilena,
Nos. 20-21 (1947), pp. 7-21 and Nos. 22-23 (1947), pp. 15-45.
One of the most detailed authoratative analysis of the cueca with musical
analysis (based on Vega's own method) and discussion of the interaction
between music and text.
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4.3 Nueva canclén and canto nuevo (see also 1381,145])

[104] *Agufre Gonzalez, Francisco Javier. 'La nueva canción chilena: un
fenómeno complejo', El Urogallo (Madrid) 6, Nos. 35-36 (1975), pp. 146-8.
Short panoramic article discussing the revitalisation of folklore in Chile and
the complexity of 'Ia nueva canciOn chilena'.

(105] 'Baeza Flores, Alberto. 'J'oesia', Alero, (Guatemala), 3, No. 6 (May-June
1974), pp. 44-7.
Eye-witness testimonies of the Chilean coup d'etat ii September 1973 by
Adam and Patricia Garret-Schesch, followed by poems: 'Mataron a Victor
Jara'; 'ResurreciOn del Guerillero'; 'El Estadio Nacional fue un campo de tiro
al blanco'; 'Ellos flevan cierts cuentas'; 'Cuantos murieron, señores. .

[1061 *Barraza, Fernando. La Nueva CanciOn Chilena. Santiago: Editorial
Quimantu, 1972. % pp.
Written by a journalist, aimed at a popular audience and sold at news stands,
this key work captures not only the spirit, breadth and activities of the
heterogeneous movement but also the feeling of the time. In ten highly
informative, chronological chapters Barraza evokes a vivid picture via a
mixture of anecdote and fact. The excellent illustrations include unstaged
photographs, posters, record sleeves (the latter by the Larrea brothers who
did much graphic work for the Popular Unity Government and for the
publishing house Quimantü). An exhaustive dictionazy of contemporary
singers, musicians and composers, index and discography complete the
book.

[1071 Bessière, Bernard. La Nouvelle Chanson Chilienneen Exile. Sainte Maxime,
France: Editions d'Aujourd'hui, 1980. 2 vols.
A well-researched book, exhaustive and accurate on facts and details.
Divided into ten sections, it explores most major issues and poses the right
questions for a literary-historical study. Its overall structure is at times loose
and the effect is uneven, but this is one of the few competent studies in any
language. The song texts (Vol. 2) are in alphabetical order by author, with
recording date (the closest to composition date one can usually get).

[108] Cabezas, Miguel. 'The 'Chilean "New Song", Index on Censorship, 6, No.
4 (1977), pp. 30-6.
Leaving aside its unfortunate exaggerated fictive style (and its persistent
mis-spelling of Violeta Parra's name) this is a fairly reasonable short account
of the Chilean New Song Movement.

[109] *CanciOn chilena en Europa: entrevista a Inti Illimani' (cover title); 'inti
ilhimani en Italia: el canto de lejos, el canto de cerca' (title above text), La
Bicicleta, (Santiago), No. 6 (March-April 1980), pp. 31-4.
Forced to live and work in exile, Intl Illimani are an important group, whose
music is very much the heart and sound of the New Song Movement. The
interview (by Anny Rivera) focuses on the group's activities and attitudes
and pays little direct attention to song texts or music. (See also [116], [119],
[121], [142], [177].)

[110] 'CapItulos de Ia cultura chilena: Ia müsica', Araucaria de Chile, (Madrid),
No. 2 (1977?), pp. 97-176.
In four sections: (1) art important and revealing interview with Chilean
composer and conservatoire professor Gustavo Becerra (who taught Ortega
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and Advis among others); (2) a discussion of an ambitious project involving
the sending of a questionnaire to most Chilean musicians in Europe (the
highly revealing responses of fifteen of them - groups, soloists and com-
posers - are also given); (3) a brief account of 'el canto nuevo' in Chile since
the coup, by José Morales; (4) Joan Jara's moving account, 'Las manos de
Victor Jara' (see also (1131).

[111] Carlos. El Canto Popular en los Canales de Difusion en 1980.
Santiago: CENECA, 1980. 38 pp.
A sociological study of the channels of diffusion for popular song, in this
case cantct nuevo, based on interviews with seven musicians and significant
organisations. Important for its documentation of musical events since 1973,
for discussion of the difficult conditions of existence and diffusion on
television, radio, concerts, penas and of other limitations on canto nuevo.

[112] *Catalan, Carlos and Anny Rivera. Canto Popular PerIodo 1973-78. San-
tiago: CENECA, 1978.

1113] 'Chile: une culture, un combat', Europe, (Paris), 4, No.570(1976). 311 pp.
The whole issue is devoted to Chilean culture. it includes: 'Les mains de
VIctor Jara', by Joan Turner Jara (see [1101) (pprn 210-15); 'Peuple qui chant ne
mourra pas', by Eduardo Carrasco (Quilapayün) and Guillermo Haschke
(pp. 216-33) (see also [34]); 'Merci a La vie, Violeta Parra', by Bernardo
Subercaseaux and Jaime Londono (174]) (pp. 233-9); and four poem and
song texts in French (pp. 239-44).

[114] Clouzet, Jean. La Nouvelle Chanson Chilienne. Paris: Seghers, 1975.259 pp.
One of the first books on the subject, written in a style of assumed familiarity
and flawed in its intent to write for a public evidently not expected to be
interested in accurate details, facts and dates. The general picture (inspired
by a visit in 1972 to the Pena de los Parra, the musicians' rendezvous in
Santiago, and post-1973 conversations with some of the nueva canción exiles
in Paris) is subjective and impressionistic rather than authoritative. The
author's selection of fifty-two texts (in French and Spanish). pre- and post-
coup, is useful but there are no dates or information. Useful DICAP
(recording-distribution company) discography and list of discs available in
France in 1976.

[115J *C, Francisco. Musica Popular No-Commercial en Chile. Santiago:
CENECA, 1983. 102' pp.
A critical account of music made in Chile by Santiago-based musicians which
takes 1978 as its official starting point, but necessarily goes back to 1973. Not
limited to nueva canciOn and canto nuevo; there is discussion for the first time of
the contribution of Chile's national rock groups (e.g. Los Jaivas). Via a
chronological profile which takes in various stages of development the
author concentrates on a much needed examination of terms, definitions
and statements made by various groupings of musicians, linking music
inside Chile with that made by Chiteans in exile. Appendix of thirty texts
referred to in main essay. (Restricted circulation.)

[116] Dessi, Simone, ed. Cercando un Altro Egitto: Canzonettiere ad LIso delle
Giovani e Giovanissime Generazioni. Rome: Savelli. 1976. 159 pp.
This song book 'for the use of youth and the young generation' shows the
dose relationship between exiled Chilean musicians - notably Inti illimani -
and Italian colleagues.
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[117] Fairley, Jan, ed. Chilean Song 1960-76. Oxford: Oxford Microform Publi-
cations, Latin American Studies, 1977.
On microfiche, this is a presentation of ninety texts with introduction and
notes. The texts, rooted in folklore and the Chilean political tradition, are
mostly of nueva canciOn and include the cancioneros of the first and third nueva
canciOn song festivals (facsimiles with graphic illustrations), a few musical
transcriptions, and brief details and sketches of instruments used by nueva
canción musicians.

[118] Fairley, Jan. 'La nueva canciOn chilena, 1966-76'. B.PhiI. thesis, Univer-
sity of Oxford, 1977. 359 pp. -
Based on detailed interviews and bibliographic work, this is a descriptive
study of the New Chilean Song Movement - its origins, the tradition of
political song in Chile, key developments and significant events, biographi-
cal details of those involved with some discussion of their work, and the key
role of DICAP and of the Communist Party. Not without analytical limi-
tations it is factually probably still the most comprehensive and reliable in
any language. The appendices (pp. 146-359) include a fairly complete
discography 1960-76, a comprehensive anthology of song texts, a biblio-
graphy, drawings and details of intruments and two key illustrations. (See
also [381.)

[1191 *Gonzalez, Omar & Osvaldo Navarro. 'Desde Ia barraca: entrevista al
grupo Inti-Illimani', Müsica BoletIn (Havana), No. 53 (July-August 1975),
pp. 17-24.
An excellent interview with Inti Illimani by two Cuban journalists in which
the group discuss nueva canciOn, composing in exile, the role of emotion in
artistic creativity and of song in the resistance movement.

[1201 Gonzalez, Mike. 'Ideology and culture under popular unity', in Allende's
Chile, ed. Philip O'Brien. New York: Praeger. 1976. pp. 106-127.
A useful paper given at a series of seminars held at the Institute of Latin-
American Studies, Glasgow.

[1211 Inti ilhimani. Canti di Lotta, d'Amore e di Lavoro. Introduction by Jorge
Coulon. Edited and translated by lgnaz.io Delogu. Rome: Newton Cornpton,
1977. 152pp.
This book charts the development of nueva canciOn within a political-
historical context from 1958 to 1977, indicating the most significant events,
influences and elements and testifying to the inextricably intimate relation-
ship between nueva canción, the Nueva CanciOn movement and the Popular
Unity Government. Jorge Coulon isa member of Intl Illiniani. This first part
is followed by a discography of Inti Illimarii records available in Italy in 1977,
forty-three song texts sung by Intl illimani (printed in both Spanish and
Italian), notes on the texts in a separate section, details of group member-
ship, an index of first lines of texts and a contents index.

[122] *Javiera Revista Cultural, (Santiago), No. 2 (April 1978).
Includes short articles on Violeta Parra; details of various song festivals and
musical events; information on the work of Alerce, the record company run
by Ricardo Garcia, one of those responsible in 1968 for the 'Primer Festival de
la Nueva Canción Chilena', and who organised the important 'Gran Noche
del Folklore' in Santiago in 1977; an interview with the group fllapü (then in
Chile, later forcibly exiled in Paris); notes on the musical groups Ortiga and
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Quipaman; the foundation of a society of canto autores; and information on
cultural activities in Santiago.

[123] Javiera Revista Cultural, (Santiago), No. 3 (October 1978).
This issue includes an informative editorial, song texts, Diego Muñoz on
Chilean popular poetry (see also (94]—[97J), poems, interviews with musi-
cians and an article on folklorist Sylvia Urbina (a member of Cuncumén who
also used to sing with Patricia Manns).

[124) *Largo Farlas, René. La Nueva Canción Chilena. Cuademos Casa de Chile,
9. Mexico City: Casa de Chile en Mexico, 1977. 47 pp.
In the 1960s, Largo Farias' radio programmes and the national and interna-
tional concert tours he organised as 'Chile Rie y Cartta' were a significant
pioneering force diffusing Chilean folk music. This slim pamphlet (with nine
brief, uneven sections) includes short pieces on: the Cuban Nueva Trova; the
final resolution of the Protest Song Meeting, Havana, Cuba, 29 July 1967 (see
[42]); the Chilean political-music tradition; the opinions of varied Latin
Americans on folk and political song. it is useful for a small amount of little
known information about Rolando AlarcOn, Hector Pávez and Violeta Parra,
which was gleaned from memories and letters.

(125] 'l..oyola, Margot. 'Entrevista: Margot Loyola, intérprete de Ia danza y Ia
canción de Chile', Revista Musical Chilena, No. 59 (May—June 1958), pp.
24-28.
One of the few published interviews with Loyola, a conservatoire-educated
musician and singer with a passion for folklore, who has led and taught
numerous folk song and dance groups since the 1950s, including the
influential Cuncumén (whose members have included Rojas, Pávez, Jara)
and who continues to research, teach and lead groups today. This interview,
one of the few in print, focuses on a two-year trip to Europe and general
questions on her folklore teaching. illustrated.

[126] Lubetkin, Julio, ed. La Nueva Canción Chilena: len, Oggi, Domani. Rome:
O.N.A.E., 1976. lOOpp.
A compilation of articles and statements in Italian, in four main sections: (1) a
general account of the development of nueva canción (reprinting the introduc-
tion by Coulon from (121)); (2) a large section on Victor Jara, with contribu-
tions from Joan Jara, Gustavo Becerra, Luigi Nono and Jara's own statements
(see also [143]); (3) some Latin-American instruments; (4) twenty-two texts
from the pre-coup period, induding examples by non-Chileans, the Argen-
tine Yupanqui and lJruguayan Viglietti and ten texts from 'today'. Many
atmospheric photographs are included.

(127] Marquez, Andrés. 'When ponchos are subversive', Index on Censorship,
12, No. 1 (1983), pp. 8-10.
Excellent interview by Malcolm Coad with a member of Illapu, a folk group
expelled from Chile in 1981. They were part of the resurgence of nueva
canción in its post-coup form as canto nuevo. (The whole of this issue, entitled
'Music is dangerous', is very useful to anyone interested in the political
power of popular music.)

(128] *Mella, Luis. eta!., eds. Seminario La CanciOn Popular Chileno (1973-79).
Santiago: CENECA, 1980. 45 pp.
This is an important document which reveals the climate for the production
of music in Chile since the coup. It summanses opinions expressed in wide-
ranging discussions which took place at a seminar held 21-23 October 1976
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in Talagante on the subject of canciôn popular chilena and more specifically
canto nuevo (considered to have emerged around 1976). The musicians, social
scientists, cultural organisers and others who attended considered many
important problematic questions and definitions. Appendix includes list of
participants. (Restricted circulation.)

[129] 'La nueva canciOn chilena: dosanos en el exilio', Zono(Saragoza?) 1, No.
4 (1975), pp. 14-17.
This article gives a general history and brief discussion of themes of nueva
canciOn (pre- and post-coup), a discography of records available in Europe in
1975 and a helpful short bio-discography of groups and soloists whose
records were available in Spain in 1975.

(130] *OrregoSalas, Juan. 'La nueva canción chilena: tradición espIritu y
contenido de su müsica', Lit eratura Chilena en ci Exilio, (Los Angeles), 4, No. 2
(April 1980), pp. 2-7.

[131] •Ortega, Juan Perez, ed. Aiw MuyFuerte Mi Voz pot el Derecho a lii Vida.
Santiago: Ediciones Arzobispado de Santiago, Vicarla de Ia Solidaridad,
1979.

[132) *vera, Anny & Rodrigo Torres. Encuentro de Canto Poblacional. Santiago:
CENECA, 1981. 70 pp.
An interesting account of an 'Encuentro de Canto Poblacional', organised by
Nuesfro Canto and held in May—June 1981, bringing together approximately
eighty musicians from working-class areas around Santiago and enabling
them to exchange experiences and opinions and to perform for each other.
The age range was between fourteen and thirty and the average time groups
had been together was four years. The account summarises what happened
and has many informative quotes from participants. Appendices include a
selection of seventeen texts of songs written by those taking part. Musical
model is nueva canciOn or canto nuevo.

[133] Rivera Anny et at. El Püblico de Canto Popular. Santiago; CENECA,1980.
[134] 'RodrIguez, Osvaldo. Cantores que Reflexionan: Notas Para una His foria

Personal de Ia Nueva CanciOn. Madrid: Americana Reunida, 1984. 270 pp.
Aptly subtitled, this Is an uninhibited ramble, by an exiled Chilean poet,
singer and songwriter, through the years of his own lifetime, discussing
people, places, events and music of the movement on whose fringes he has
been since its very beginning. Although his position is almost that of an
observer, his prodigious memory and shrewd power of observation provide
a detailed picture which, however uneven, serves to flesh out other com-
paratively bare accounts.

(135] 'RodrIguez, Osvaldo. 'Más sobre los Parra', Araucaria de Chile, (Madrid),
No. 16 (1981).

[1361 'RodrIguez, Osvaldo. 'Poesla popular: una sonora porfia'. Paper given at
the Primer Congreso Internacional de Literatura Chilena, Paris, June 1983.
This paper on Chilean poetry and song of the present day, produced inside
and outside the country, is notable for a discussion of books published in
Chile since the coup which the author feels do disservice to the popular
poetry tradition.

[137] 'Santander, lgnacio Q. Quilapayan. Madrid: Ediciones Jücar, 1983.
222pp.
A lucid account of the work of the first and most fundamental group of the
New Chilean Song Movement, situating them within the musical and
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political tradition of both their country and the continent. It supplies a
wealth of hitherto unpublished details within an analysis of the evolution
and development of the group both before the coup and in exile since 1973. It
also includes two interviews, a full list of all members and ex-members of the
group, photos, discography (including track listings) and a large anthology
section with the texts of all the songs they interpret or have written, with
Index of texts and genera] index. (For Quilapayün, see also [34], [113], [142],
[144j.)

[138] Subercaseaux, Bernardo. 'El canto nuevo en Chile (1973-80)',
Cuardernos Americanos (Mexico City), 39, No. 4 (1980), pp. 88-95.
Brief descriptive account of canto nuevo (the successor to nueva canciOn) in
Chile since the coup, giving a strong feeling of its vitality and heterogeneity.

[139] 'Torres, Rodrigo. Pen 'I de Ia Creación Musical en Ia Nueva C.anciOn Chilena
Desde Sus Orlgenes Hasta 1973. Santiago: CENECA, 1980. 82 pp.
This account takes as its starting point the 'epicentre' of la nueva canciOn
chilena, Violeta Parra, with material gleaned from books, magazine and
newspaper articles and material available on records. Bibliographical details
are integrated into discussion of musical styles, musical production and
contribution of major soloists, groups and composers of this heterogeneous
movement. There are some omissions but the focus on musical style is
welcome, as is the mention of the contribution of national rock groups in the
early 1970s. Discography.

[140] Wilson Kirchheimer, Donna. 'Songs of revolution by the people's musi-
cians of Chile', Sing Out, 22, No. 5 (1973), pp. 6-14.
A short descriptive account of music in Chile, starting with Violeta Parra and
stopping just before the coup. It includes the texts and transcribed music of
three songs: Violeta Parra's 'La Carta' and 'Gracias ala Vida' and Victor Jara's
'Preguntas por Puerto Montt'. It also includes a short account of a trip to
Chile by a young American who travelled with Jara, Phil Ochs and Jerry
Rubin to sing at the Anaconda copper mine.

4.4 VIctor Jara (see also [33], [43], [105], [110], [113], [125], [126].)

Victor Jara (1938-73) was a key cultural figure in Chile, first as a theatre
director, then as a popular composer and singer of nueoa cannOn. Born into a
peasant family, he was brutally tortured and murdered by the military after the
coup d'etat of 11 September 1973. His work and his music were an Inspiration
and example to people in Chile and Latin America during his lifetime and have
taken on added impact since his tragic death. His music can be heard in the
repertoires of many of the musicians currently involved in the Nueva CanciOn
Latinoamericana movement.
[1411 'Jara, Victor. Canto Libre. Testi raccolti di Hugo Arevalo e Charo Cofre.

Florence: Vallecchi, 1976. 110 pp.
This is a collection of Jara's song texts, compiled by two Chilean musicians.

[142] Jara, Victor. Victor Jara: His Life and Songs. Foreword by Pete Seeger.
London: Elm Tree Books in association with Essex Publishing, 1976. 127 pp.
This well-illustrated selection of thirty-two of Jara's songs was compiled by
his wife, Joan Jara, and Ted Hicks. Texts are in English and Spanish, with a
good explanatory introduction, musical transcription and guitar chords.
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Also included are Arlo Guthrie's setting of Adrian Mitchell's poem 'Victor
jara of Chile', a chronology of Jara's life and work; a discography; the script
of the 1974 ETV film, Corn panero Victor Jara of Chile; and photos of exile
performances of Intl ilhimani and Quilapayun.

[143] *Contreras Lobos, Roberto, ed. Habla y Canta Victor Jara. Havana: Casa de
las Americas, 1978. 91 pp.
This is a compilation of twelve interviews with and statements made by Jara
during his life, published in newspapers and theatre programmes between
1962 and 1973. It includes the complete transcription of the songs sung at a
concert given in Havana in 1972 (text and music were released
simultaneously on Egrem EP EP-CA-M-23) and a detailed chronology of his
life, complete with list of compositions, discography, rare photos, biblio-
graphy and index.

[1441 Jara, Joan. Victor, an Unfinished Song. London: Jonathan Cape, 1983.
278 pp.
In this account of Jara's life and work (and indirectly of her own contribution
as a choreographer and dancer) Joan Turner Jara lucidly and movingly
provides a rich and visual picture of Chile, of political and cultural events
and developments of the 1950s-70s leading to the eventual election of the
Popular Unity Government, of Salvador Allende as President, and of the
coup d'etat. (See also review on pp. 251-5) (Complementary double cassette
of VIctor Jara's music available from Chile Records do LMS, 8 Bradbury
Street, London N 16.)

[145] 'Juventudes Comunistas de Chile. Por qué Victor Jara. n.p., n.d., 197-?).
This pamphlet in homage to Jara was produced in Europe after the coup by
the Chilean Young Communists and includes the following short pieces: a
testimony by Joan Jara of the circumstances of the coup and VIctor Jara's
murder; Luigi Nono on Victor Jara; the significance of the Junta's repression
of cultural workers; a conversation with Quilapayün in which they discuss
working with Jara; various statements made by jara over the years prior to
his death; and the texts of 'Plegaria a un labrador' and of his final song,
written before his death in the Estadie Chile, 'Soinos 5,000'. Illustrated.

(146] Letria, José Jorge. 0 Canta Arma de Victor Jara: Documentos. Lisbon:
Repübhica, (1974?). 95 pp.
One of the many post-coup pamphlets published in the aftermath of Jara's
murder, this one takes a primarily political perspective with short sections
on Jara, evoking his life and work; a view of the coup as 'un golpe fascista
"made in USA"; historical background and quotes from published inter-
views with Jara; a reprint of Jara's account of his visit to Peru (first published
in La Quinta Rueda (Santiago), August 1973); a brief anthology of nine of his
song texts with introductory notes on each; and a discography of records
available in Chile until 1973. It reprints Manuel (sic for Miguel) Cabezas'
misguided fictive account of Jara's death which, taken literally at the time,
has falsely inspired many poems and songs about Jara (see also (108]).

[147] *Nelly, Marta. 'Victor Jara: cantar opinando'; Vibraciones, (Madrid),
(January 1975), p. 19.

[1481 Newton, Abby. 'Vfctorjara: his life and death,' Sing Out, 23, No.2(1974),
pp. 13-15.
Abby Newton interviewed Joan Jara in New York and this article is part
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account, part interview. It includes the music and text of Pete Seeger's
setting of Jara's final poem, 'Somos 5,000'.

[149] *Plaza, Galvarino. Victor Jara. Madrid: Ediciones Juar, 1976. 157 pp.
This sensationalist account dwells luridly on the horrific details of Jara's
death and the terrifying events of the coup without telling us anything
significant about his life and work. The discussion from the 'Encuentro de Ia
canción protesta' held in Cuba in July1967 (see [42]) is reproduced and twenty-
four songs texts are included in a short anthology.

1150] *Victor Jara: una guitarra, un lush', Müsica BoletIn, (Havana), No. 40
(1973). 30 pp.
Illustrated with photographs of Jara, this booklet divides into four sections:
(1) 'Didlogo' -Jara's own account of his life and work, in which he unfolds the
history of the Nueva Canción movement. It includes the famous statement, 'lo
auténticamente revolucionario debe estar detrás de la guitarra, para que la
guitarra sea un instrumento de lucha que también pueda disparar como un
fusil'; (2) 'El canto libre de VfctorJara' - the complete verbal transcription of a
concert recital given at Casa de las Americas (Havana) in 1972. with the texts
of ten songs; (3) 'Las raices del canto' .-Jara's own account of his trip to Peru
in 1973 (see also [146]); (4) a short chronology of his life and work.

[151) *Vidal, Virginia. 'Victor Jara', Revista Casa de las Amtricas, (Havana), No.
121 (July-August 1980), pp. 55-63.
A sketchy personal account of the author's friendship with Jara which,
through the recounting of meetings and memories, gives some information
on aspects of Jara's life.

[152] Villagra, Nelson. 'Victor Jara: amigo y companero', Revista Casa de las
AmEricas (Havana), No. 128 (September-October 1981), pp. 77-84.
A beautiful account of the friendship between the Chilean actor Nelson
Villagra and Jara, originally sent to Joan Jara as contributory material for her
book ([144]). A poignant evocation of the time that they studied and worked
together, giving a feeling not only of Jara's strength but of that of other
Chilean 'artists of the people'.

4.5 Violeta Parra (see also [1131, [122], [124], [135], [139], [140])

Violeta Parra (1917-1967) was one of the most important singers and song-
writers in South America this century. Her work as a collector, composer and
performer forms a bridge between the traditional poets of poesia popular and the
musicians of the Nueva CanciOn movement in Chile. Her songs have entered the
repertoires of singers not only in South America but in Europe and the USA.
[153] *Parra, Violeta. Cantos Folkidricos Chilenos. Santiago; Editorial

Nascimento, 1979. 134 pp.
[154] 'Parra, Violets. DEcinias. Barcelona: Editorial Pomaire, 1970. 213 pp.

Violeta Parra wrote her unique autobiography using the dEcima verse form -
ninety-two poems composed of five verses of ten lines. The immediacy of
expression and direct evocative power is all the more extraordinary because
it is achieved by use of the traditional form. The book is illustrated with
photographs of her 'primitive' tapestries and is prefaced by three poems
written about her by Pablo Neruda, Nicanor Parra and Pablo de Rokha.

[155] Parra, Violeta. Lieder aus Chile: zweisprachige Anthologie. Ausgewahlt von
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Manfred Engelbert. Frankfurt: Vervuert, 1978. 146 pp.
Twenty-five texts in Spanish and German.

(156) Parra, Violeta. Poésie Populaire des Andes. Edition bilingue traduite et
presentée par Fanchita Gonzalez-Bathe. Paris: Maspero, 1965. 175 pp.
The title reveals more about the French conception of Latin America and
Chile than the contents. Parra describes field work and meetings, recreating
conversations with the popular poets from whom she collected work. The
first part indudes a cross section of the songs she collected (tonadas, cuecas,
etc.); the second part contains the texts of fourteen of her own songs
(unfortunately without details of the music). Texts in Spanish and French.

[157] 'Parra, Violeta. Toda Violeta Parra: Antologla de Canciones y Poemas.
Precedida de 'Violets entera' de Alfonso Alcalde. Buenos Aires: Ediciones de
Ia Flor, 1974. 137 pp.
The prefatory material includes an evaluative chronology and a biographical
essay, in which Alcalde draws on research carried out in Chile prior to the
coup by three students at the University of Chile, under the supervision of
Subercaseau.x ([174]), who carried out interviews with family and friends.
Alcalde's anecdotal style evokes a convincing picture of Parra's relation-
ships, attitudes and personality as well as of her life's work. The anthology
(pp. 55-133) has six sections devoted to the popular poetry texts she
collected and one presenting some of her own compositions. Includes
photographs and bibliography.

[158] 'Parra, Violeta. 21 Son los Dolores: Antolog(a Amorosa. Introduced and
edited by Juan Andrés Piña. Santiago: Ediciones Aconcagua, 1976. 174 pp.
An impassioned general introduction to Parra's life and work precedes a
selection of seventy-five texts organised in sections defined by the theme of
love expressed in the subtitie. Short separate sections provide brief notes for
each texts, a discography of records made in Chile, 1956-66, a four-book
bibliography, a short description of the different subject types of the dEcinia
form of Chilean poetry, and a glossary. One facsimile song text in Violets
Parra's hand is included.

1159] 'Parra, Violeta. Violeta del Pueblo. Prologo, selecciOn y notas, Javier
Martinez Reverte. Madrid: Corazon, 1976. 153 pp.
A general introduction by the editor, placing Parra within the Chilean
political song tradition of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries is followed
by a basic biographical profile. The bulk of the book is composed of song
texts: seventeen canciones amorosas; seventeen cancwnes politicas; fifteen
canciones de aire popular; and eight of her autographical décimas.

(160) 'Parra, Violets. Violeta Parra. Paris: NFC, 1980. 91 pp.
Contains thirty-nine songs and instrumental pieces with musical transcripts
(melody and guitar chords indicated) and texts (in Spanish and French,
some with English translations), illustrated with photographs of Violeta
Parra's extraordinary tapestries. There is a foreword by Pete Seeger and a
page of biographical details and dates (in French and English). Many well-
known songs are omitted, presumably for reasons of copyright, but the text
of 'Canto para una semihla' (see [177]) is included.

[161] 'AgosIn, Marjorie. 'Bibliograffa de Violets Parra', Revista Interamericana
de BibliografIa, 32, No. 2 (1952), pp. 179-190.
The introductory essay reveals the author's enthusiasm for Violeta Parra and
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gives a brief account of Parra's work and life, interspersed with quotes from
her song texts to illustrate a sketchy outline of themes. The author intends to
stimulate 'los trabajos en torno a esta artista injustamente rezagada por Ia
critica oficialista'. The bibliography of twenty-nine items includes eighteen
not annotated here or seen by the present author.

[162] AIegrIa, Fernando. Retratos Contempordneos. New York: Harcourt, Brace
Jovanovich, 1979. 247 pp.
Includes a section on Violeta Parra.

[163] Araya, Eugenio. 'La tristeza de Violeta', Ercilla, (Santiago), No. 1878 (14
July 1971), PP. 67-8.
A review of Parra's Décirnas ((1541), which the reviewer Lirids sad and lull of
bitterness.

[164] *BeUo, Enrique. 'Homenaje a Violeta Parra', BoletIn de Ia Universidad de
Chile, No. 74 (May 1%7), pp. 60-1.

[1651 Brunhammer, Yvonne. Violet a Parra. Paris: Musée des Arts Decoratifs,
1964. 16 pp.
Catalogue of an exhibition, 8 April-11 May, 1964.

[166] *DIaz, Olga. 'Gracias a Violeta'. Paper given at the Primer Internacional
de Literatura Chilena, Paris, 17-19 June 1983.
Useful bibliography.

[167] Embry, Eduardo. 'Violeta Parra, remembered by Eduardo Embry',
Artery, (London), 7, Nos. 2-3 (1971), pp. 32-3.
General journalistic article - poor.

[168] *Huasi, Julio. 'Violeta de America', Revista Casa de las Americas, (Havana),
Nos. 65-6 (March-June 1971), pp. 91-104.
An inspired account of the significance of Violeta Parra for the whole of Latin
America. The author draws on the vivid memories of Angel and Isabel Parra
(from a Cuban interview published elsewhere), Parra's own songs texts and
décimas and her letters to her Swiss comrade Gilbert Favre to produce a
strong picture of an intense and passionate creator: 'un gran poeta entie los
más grandes de America que se expresa musicalmente'.

[169] Lavfn Cerda, Hernán. 'Homenaje a lo divino - Ia Violeta', Punto Final,
(Santiago), 1, No. 22 (February 1967).
Fundamentally a tribute describing the day the author spent with the
Chilean 'anti-poet' Nicanor Parra (who christened his sister 'Viola Chilen-
sis') shortly before the Sunday in 1967 when Violeta Parra took her own life.

[170] Manns, Patricio. Violeta Parra. Madrid: Ediciones Jücar, 1978. 183 pp.
-. Violeta Parra: la Guitarre Indocile. Translated by Irene Seguin and Regine

Mellac. Paris. Editions du Cerf, 1977. 190 pp.
Rich lyrical account of Parra's life in a historico-political perspective. The
style is passionate and tells us as much about Manns (author, singer,
songwriter, political activist) as Parra. The book contains rare photographs
(unfortunately of poor quality), a chronology and fifty-five song texts. The
French translation also includes a discography of Chilean records available
in France in 1977.

[171] *Ma Fuentes, Adolfo. 'La poesia popular de Violeta Parra', Revista Casa
de las Americas, (Havana), No. 69 (November-December 1971).
A review of DEcirnas [154).

[172] Muller-Bergh, Klaus. 'Fulgor u muerto de Violeta Parra', Revista Inter-
americana de BibliografIa, 18, No. 1 (1978), pp. 47-55.
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This basically biographical review of Décimas [154] describes them as 'un
melancolico canto a to divino y a to humano' and shows how Parra
transcends the torments of her personal life to show herself as 1un autentico
portavoz del pueblo'. By implication it sheds light on the life of her brother,
Nicanor Parra. One footnote contains a partial discography of Violeta Parra
and of interpreters of her songs.	

4

[173] Parra, Angel. 'Portrat der Violeta Parra', in 4 Gitarra des Dämmernden
Morgens: dos neue chilenische Lied. Berlin: Aufbau, 1975, pp. 129-35.

1174] *Subercaseaux, Bernardo and Jaime Londoño. Gracias a Ia Vida, Violeta
Parra: Testimonio. Buenos Aires: Editorial Galerna, 1976. (Repr. Santiago:
Editora Granizo - CENECA, 1982)140 pp.
Simply the best book so far published on Parra - a rich, fascinating picture,
complementing Parra's own autobiographical Décimas [154]. Based on the
same research project as the collection edited by Alcalde [157], it is much
more exhaustive. Full lists of informants and glossary are induded. (The
Chilean edition acknowledges a third author, P. Stambuk.)

[175] Szmulewicz, EfraIn. 'Violeta Parra', in Diccionario de Ia Liferatura Chilena.
Santiago: Edición Lautaro, 1977. pp. 356-7.

(176] Villalobos, C. Max. 'Violeta Parra, hermana mayor de los cantores
populares'. Revista Musical Chilena, No. 60 (July-August 1958), pp. 71-7.

(177] "Violeta Parra', Müsica Boletmn, (Havana), No. 32 (1973). 20 pp.
Uneven booklet, containing a brief chronology of Vioteta Parra's life and
work, a reprint of a short commentary on Chilean composer Luls Advis'
setting of her autobiographical décimas as 'Canto para una semilla' for Inti
illimani and Isabel Parra in 1972, a compilation of short personal tributes by
eleven colleagues, family and friends, and some notes on thirteen of her
songs.

5. Latin America (except Chile)

5.1 Argentina

[1781 *Baeza, Noemi. 'Mercedes Sosa - Ia emocion y los recuerdos en La pie!',
La Bicicleta (Santiago), No. 42 (January 1984), pp. 19-21.
Short atmospheric interview with the Argentine singer backstage at the
Paradiso, Amsterdam, shortly before her triumphant return to Argentina.
Pertinent questions. (See also [182].)

[179]] *Canal FeijO, Bernardo. Ensayo sobre Ia Expresión Popular ArlIsfica en
Santiago del Estero. Buenos Aires: CompanIa Impresora Argentina, Argen-
tina, 1937. 134 pp.
An essay which covers mestizo art and the literary, musical and artistic
folklore of a region of Argentina with two chapters on music and dance.

[180] Collier, Simon. 'The tango made flesh: Carlos Garde!', History Today, 30,
No. 10 (October 1980) pp. 36-41.
A reliable general history of the tango and an account of the importance of its
internationally famous composer and interpreter.

[181] *Cozer, Augusto Raül. El Carnaval en el Folklore Calchaqu(. Buenos
Aires: Editorial Sudamericana, 1949. 285 pp.
An account of the characteristics and function of carnaval festivities in the
Calchaqui valleys.
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[182) *Gan Cespedes, Francisco. 'El deber de cantar para el pueblo', Mzlsica
Bolef in, (Havana), No. 50 Uanuary-February 1975), pp. 1-57 plus 8 unnurn-
bered pages.
An interview with Mercedes Sosa, the Argentine singer and pioneer of the
movement of the Nuevo Cancionero Argentino, which was founded with a
written manifesto at the Circulo de Periodistas de Mendoza in 1962. Sosa gives a
detailed account of her life, work and motivation, a full diary of her eleven
day trip to Cuba and photographs. (The bulletin also includes an analytical
musicological piece by Martha Esquenazi defining punto and tonada form in
Cuba, illustrated with transcriptions, entitled 'Algunos criterios acerca de Ia
forma y estructura en el canto del campesino cubano' (pp. 17-40) and a
section with notes on musical activities inside and outside Cuba.)

[1831 Taylor, Julie M. 'Tango: theme of class and nation', Ethnomusicology, 20
No. 2 (1976), pp. 273-91.
From a largely sociological and historical viewpoint this article ably examines
the continuing role of the tango in Argentina today by inter-relating
elements of tango as folklore, song and dance. It deals with three main
aspects: the characteristics of the environment which produced the tango,
the moral or emotional base as explicitly stated in its texts and the choreogra-
phy of the dance itself. Cited references provide a good bibliography.

[184j Wilkes, José Teóflhio and Isrnael Guerrero Carpena. Formas Musicales
Rioplatenses (Cifras, E.stilos y Milongas): Su GEnesis Hispanica. Buenos Aires:
Publicaciones de Estudios Hispánicos, 1946. 312 pp.
A discussion of the Hispanic origin and evolution of various songs forms of
the River Plate area; includes music.

[185] Zubillaga, Carlos. Carlos Garde!. Madrid: Ediciones Jticar, 1976. 159 pp.
The first part of this book, with a prologue by Argentine poet and writer
Jorge Luls Borges, gives an account of Gardel's life and a history of the tango
1917-35; it also discusses the themes of his songs and the role they played
within the mixed culture of the immigrant population of Buenos Aires. The
second part contains a chronology of Gardel's life, a discography, biblio-
graphy and glossary of slang terms. The anthology which follow contains
forty-two tango texts, with indexes.

5.1.1 Atahualpa Yupanqui

One of the most important singers and composers, not only in his native
Argentina, but in the whole of Latin America (especially the southern cone)
and in the Spanish-speaking world. 'Don Ata' (b. 1908) began composing in
the 1920s and first recorded in 1941. His achievement in transforming folksong
is to be compared with that of Violeta Parra in Chile and Carlos Puebla in Cuba.
His style of guitar accompaniment, his instrumental work and his manner of
singing, his highly expressive texts were profoundly influential, especially in
the 1950s and 1960s, a period of accelerated political, economic and cultural
change. At the time in Argentina he was the pinnacle of the so-called 'boom
folklorica', itself the result of a combination of factors: the impact of multi-
national record companies on the national market; an increased number of
radio stations, enabling artists to reach audiences outside the club and concert
hail; and the Government's attempt to ensure that no less than fifty per cent of
music played in the country on radio should be Argentine. Yupanqui was a
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member of the Communist Party during a particular populist period between
1943 and 1952 and suffered imprisonment by the Peronist Government of the
time. Subsequently he has lived mainly in Paris. His work remains unmistak-
ably part of the living cultural heritage of his country, a fusion of the
experiences and musical expressions of people in songs that have never been
those of direct political struggle or denouncement but more of testimony.
Although he has sung to enormous audiences (most notably between 1961 and
1971 at the important Festival Nacional de Folklore de CosquIn in COrdoba) he
remains a somewhat enigmatic, distant, highly revered figure, something of a
legend in his own lifetime.
[186] Yupanqui, Atahualpa. Aires indios. Buenos Aires: Ediciones Siglo

Veinte, 1967. 145 pp.	 -
[187] Yupanqui, Atahualpa. A nt ologla. Realizada y prologada por Ulyses Petit

de Murat. Barcelona: Novaro, 1973. 256 pp.
Contains a number of texts not included in the anthology section of Luna
[193].

[188] *yupanqw, Atahualpa. El Canto del Viento. Buenos Aires: Honegger,
1965. 235 pp.
Yupanqui gives us his own sensitive, lyrical picture of Argentine rural life
through personal memories of its folk traditions, music, people and places,
memories and wisdom held by the 'infinitely generous wind'. Glossary of
vocabulary and index.

[189] 'Yupanqui, Atahualpa. Cerro Bayo: Vidas y Costumbres Mon tanesas.
Buenos Aires: Peña del Giudice, 1943. 144 pp.

[190] 'Yupanqui, Atahualpa. Guitarra: Poemas y C.antares Argentinos. Buenos
Aires: Siglo Veinte, 1960. 159 pp.

[191] Yupanqui, Atahualpa. El Payador Perseguido. Buenos Aires: Companfa
General Fabril Editora, 1972. 103 pp.
Twenty-six song texts spanning fifteen years, with illustrations and some
commentary are organised around what is undoubtedly one of the most
impressive pieces of Yupanqui's work, the 726 verse poem of the title. This
has been called the twentieth-century version of Hernandez' nineteenth-
century literary masterpiece Martin Fierro, as Yupanqui sets out to express
the pre-occupations and life of contemporary Argentina. A mix of autobi-
ography and meditations on diverse themes, it centres on the odyssey-like
journey of a singer who travels the country earning a living as he goes, and
who is forced to confront various situations such as that of the underpaid
and exploited workers, which influence his own philosophy forming the
reasons for his songs. It was composed during a difficult political period for
Yupanqui and the end tells of his own persecution that drove him from his
country (which again parallels Martin Fierro). A full recording of this
extraordinary work was not made until 1963. It is a dramatic fusion of spoken
voice, sung text, instrumental work and guitar accompaniment which is
evocative, nostalgic and potent.

[192] Boasso, Fernando. Atahualpa Yupanqui: Simbolo, Mensaje y Drama.
Buenos Aires: Editorial Guadalupe, 1969. 162 pp.

[193] 'Luna, Felix, Atahualpa Yupanqui. Madrid: Ediciones Jücar. 1974. 160 pp.
A good biography drawing on Yupanqui's own autobiographical El Payador
Perseguido [191) and El Canto del Viento [188]. The three main chapters tell of
his life in Argentina, his political militancy, his imprisonment, his escape to
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Europe (where he sang with Piaf in Pans) and his songs. In the fourth section
thirty-seven song texts are arranged in the order in which they were
recorded, establishing a certain chronology. The discography gives name,
song, genre and date recorded but no other information. Index of songs and
general index.

11941 Thanas, Françoise. Atahualpa Yupanqui. Paris: Le Livre a Venir, 1983.
150 pp.

5.2. Bolivia

[195] *Paredes Candia, Antonio. La Danza FolkiOrica en Bolivia. La Paz: Edicio-
nes Isla, 1966. 253 pp.
Based on historical accounts of the nineteenth and early twentieth century,
the introduction asserts the prevalence of dance on all occasions and its
functional importance for the indigenous Bolivian (a list and brief descrip-
tion of Aymara and Inca dances is provided). There are separate sections on
eighteen different dances to be found in 1966, with variable notes, some
classsification, choreographic details with drawings and diagrams, basic
melodic transcription, and information on history, costume (illustrated) and
instrumental accompaniment. Written in a non-technical style the book
explains the significance of many of the costumed figures that appear in the
Bolivian carnival.

[196] Wara Cespedes, Gilka. 'New currents in "musica folldOrica" in La Paz,
Bolivia', Latin American Music Review, 5, No. 2 (1984), pp. 217-42.
A thorough article, tracing the use in the urban musica folkorica of trans-
formed elements from the indigenous, criollo and urban popular music
traditions and relating such developments to political economic and social
change. The different stylistic and ideological directions are illustrated with
detailed descriptions of some of the groups involved and of their repertoires
(with transcriptions); the differences the author highlights must relate
directly and indirectly to the complexities of the Bolivian political situation.

5.3 Brazil

[197] eMvarenga, Oneyda. Müsic.a Popular Brasileira. Rio de Janeiro: Editora
Globo. 1950. 330 pp.
An exhaustive study of danzas dra mat icas - dances such as batuque and samba
- and of popular urban music, with details of instrumentation.

[198] Behague, Gerard. 'Bossa and bossas: recent changes in Brazilian urban
popular music', Elhnomusicology 17, No. 2 (1973), pp. 209-33.
This article examines the new samba, the bossa nova, a transformation of the
Afro-Brazilian samba. It elucidates its musical peculiarities and considers
various types of urban popular music in which stylistic internationalism
prevails and an unusual high degree of inventiveness is detected. Behague
also considers the dose relationship between these forms of popular music
and social and political events and conditions of the late 1960s in Brazil.
Includes musical-rhythmic examples, a selected discography and an
appendix of bossa now texts.
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[1991 Carvalho, Gilberto de. Chico Buarque: Andlise Pottico-Musical. RIo de
Janeiro: Editora Codecri, 1982. 186 pp.

[2001 Cascudo, Luls da Cãmara. Folciore do Brasil. RIo de Janeiro-Fundo da
Cultura, 1967. 252 pp.
This book contains an important chapter on the capoeira cult of Bahia.

[201) tMoreira Alves, Marcio. 'La müsica poiltica en Brasil', Müsica BoletIn,
(Havana), No. 51 (March-April 1975), pp. 32-7.
Discusses the politicisation of Brazilian popular music from 1945 on, with
special reference to the major songs, songwriters and singers of the 1960s.

(202] Moreno, Albrecht. 'Bossa nova: nova Brasil: the significance of bossa nova as
a brazilian popular music', Latin-American Research Review, 17, No. 2 (1982),
pp. 129-41.

(203] Rowland, Robert. 'Cantadores del nordeste brasileflo: estructura y
cambio social en el nordeste de Brash', Aportes, (Paris), No.3 (January 1967),
pp. 129-50.
Analysis and conclusions from a preliminaTy sociological study (two months
field research) of the social evolution of the sertão, the north-east interior of
Brazil, examining the messianic movements, can gaceiros ('Robin Hood'
bandits) and more especially the c.antadores (singers of desaffo, a sung 'duel',
and of other traditional musical forms) as three forms of reaction to structural
changes in the area.

[204] Sant'Anna, Affonso Romano de. Müsica Popular e Moderna Poesla.
Petropolis: Vozes, 1978. 266 pp.

For Colombia, see [29].

5.4 Cuba (See also [50], [124], (182], (298].)

[205] tAcosta, L. andj. Gomez. Canciones de Ia Nueva Trova. Havana: Editorial
L.etras Cubanas, 1981. 295 pp.
The Nueva Trova is a Cuban musical movement which had its beginnings in
the mid-1960s and was heard tentatively at the Protest Song Meeting in
Havana in 1967. Casa de las Americas established a Protest Song Centre
which gave musicians and composers like Silvio Rodriguez, Pablo Milanés
and Noel Nicola somewhere to perform and in 1968 they were called on to
represent the 'young' trova at the First Festival of the (old) trova. The most
important and formative work however took place in 1969 when the
influential modern composer and guitarist Leo Brouwer formed the
Experimental Sound Group for the Cuban Cinematographic Institute bring-
ing together nueva trova musicians and technicians to work as a collective,
composing, arranging and recording music for films while still developing
their own individual styles. It was not until 1972 that the name Nueva Trova
was formally adopted for what was by then a defacto grass-roots movement
bringing together musicians, both amateqr ('aficionados') and professional
in village, town and city. With its roots in the living musical traditions of the
island the movement has been enormously influential not only among
young people in Cuba but in the whole of the Spanish-speaking world; the
songs of Milanés and Rodriguez (the latter having several recent hits with
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'cult' songs, such as 'CancIon por Nicaragua' and 'Unicornio Azul' As the
self-critical song of the revolution it has led to a revaluation of the old trova
(vieja trova) while at the same time embracing contemporary trends in Cuban
and international popular music. As a movement it exhibits great diversity
and is both complex and dynamic. It has been highly innovatoiy in its music,
its poetic expressiveness and its use of language.

In this book Acosta, a saxophonist and writer, provides a useful intro-
duction to the movement, while Gomez, director of the group Moncada,
explains the selection of ninety-five texts, providing information on authors.
As they both remark, while on many levels it is easy to separate text from
music, on the level of meaning it is problematic - 'trovadores don't write
their songs, they sing them'. No discography.

[206J *Acosta, Leonardo. Del Tambor al Sin fetiz.ador. Havana: Editorial Letras
Cubanas, 1983. 141 pp.
Seven stimulating pieces on distinct aspects of Cuban popular music written
between 1976 and 1982: (1) 'From drum to synthesiser: examination of a
process'; (2) 'Instrumental forms in popular Cuban music'; (3) 'Who inven-
ted the mambo?'; (4) 'The rumba, the guaguancó and Uncle Tom'; (5) 'The
Nueva Trova: a mass movement?'; (6) 'Music, cinema and the Cuban
experience'; (7). 'The problematic of musical diffusion in Cuba'.

[)7] *Acosta, Leonard. Müsica y Descolonización. Havana: Editorial Arte y
Literatura, 1982. 300 pp.
Written for a general public, this is a wide-ranging discussion and Marxist
analysis of what the author describes as 'the phenomena and mechanisms of
cultural colonisation and penetration'. While focusing on the largely ignored
musical production of what he calls 'the so-called third world', especially
that of African origin found in the Americas, he provides a critical picture
and analysis of popular music today and its history.

[2081 'Alpuente, Ramon, 'Cuba cantando', Cuadernos Para ci Didlogo, (Madrid),
No. 166 (3 July 1976), pp. 59 (1.

[209] Benmayor, Rina. 'La "Nueva Trova": new cuban song'. Revista de Misica
Latinoamericana: Latin-American Music Review, 2, No. 1(1981). pp. 11-44.
An excellent historical overview of the Nueva Trova which first relates it to
new song on the main continent of Latin America and then traces its
development from its early pre-1967 Protest Song Meetings beginnings,
through work with Leo Brouwer and ICAIC to its present stage with a solid
grass-roots movement within which amateurs and professionals freely mix.
There is information on many singers and groups, a long quotation from
Cuban musicologist Daniel Orozco on musical characteristics, a useful
discography, sixteen representative texts with notes (but no dates) and
many informative photographs.

[2101 'Borbolla, Carlos. 'El son, exclusividad de Cuba', in Yearbook for inter-
American Musical Research. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1977.
pp. 152-6.
This is an analysis of the compositional figure called anticipación an element
of the popular Cuban son form, part of the author's book La SIncopa, Expresión
de las Americas (Havana; details not known).

[211] Burton, Julianne. 'Interviews. Folk music, circuses, variety shows and
other endangered species: a conversation with Julio Garcia Espinosa on the
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preservation of popular culture in Cuba', Studies in Latin American Popular
Culture, (Las Cruces, New Mexico), No. 1 (1982), pp. 216-24.

[212] *CaI.pentier, Alejo. La Miisica en Cuba. Havana: Editorial Luz-Hilo, 1961.
205 pp.
In eighteen chapters, with bibliography and general index, Carpentier, one
of Cuba and Latin America's major authors (and also a musicologist)
provides a comprehensive account of one of the most influential musical
traditions. Based on primary research materials with copious details, the
account covers all musical aspects and elements within a historical perspec-
tive from the first days of colonisation to the 1930s. It is well-illustrated with
musical examples and literary discussion of texts. A major work.

(2131 'Ciechanower, Mauricio. 'Silvio Rodriguez: los 15 años de Ia Nueva
Trova', Plural, (Mexico), 2a época, )U1-Vll, No. 139 (April1983), pp. 48,50-2.
Silvio Rodriguez (b. 1947) was one of the pioneers of the Nueva Trova and
remains a major innovative figure of the movement. This interview con-
centrates on historical aspects saying little about the music or song texts of
'una canción urbana. . . muy abierta a lo mejor de lo que se escuchaba en
todo el mundo'. (See also (33], (205], (220).)

1214) Echevarrfa, E. 'These living songs: 15 new Cubanpoets translated', Latin
American Literature, 9, No. 17(1980), pp. 77-8.

(215] Fairley, Jan. 'Cuban music today: the Nueva Trova 'in 25 Years of Revolu-
tion. London: British Cuba Resource Centre, forthcoming 1985. (do Carila,
29 Islington Park Street, London.)
Short article on the history and development of the Nueva Trova, its
relationship to similar movements in Latin America and the rest of the
world, and to Cuban musical culture and history. Basic discography.

[216] 'Linares, Maria Teresa. La Müsica y ci Tiempo. Havana: Ministerzo de
Educación. 1977.

(217] 'LeOn, Argeliers. Del Canto yel Tiempo. Havana: Ministerio de EducaciOn.
1977.

[2181 'Maulin, Juan de. 'El foildore. . .', Revista Casa de las Americas, (Havana),
No. 9 (November-December 1%1), pp. 112-16.
This article examines the socio-historical context of Cuban folklore of African
origin and discusses the transformations that have taken place since early
1961, when such material was first formally brought to the attention of
intellectuals after the Revolution by Fernando OrtIz. This led to subsequent
attempts to integrate authentic folkioric elements into modern musical and
theatrical compositions. The effect of re-evaluation has been the kindling of a
vigorous national movement of new sones y claves groups.

[219] 'Orovjo, Helio. Diccionario de Ia Müsica Cubana, Biognlfico y TCcnico.
Havana: Editorial Letras Cubanas, 1981. 442 pp.
This immensely useful, exemplary book, the product of ten years' prepara-
tion, brings together biographical and technical information on seemingly
every Cuban singer, composer, musical group, instrumentalist, instrument,
dance, song and other musical form; all areas of Cuban music are covered,
whether 'art', 'folk', 'traditional', 'African', 'Hispanic', 'trova', 'nueva frova',
etc. (Any use of such terms is descriptive, not hierarchical.) Well illustrated
with photographs, drawings, music examples and rich in bibliographic
information.
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1220] *Perez, Amaury. 'La canciOn y los jovenes', in Jovenes de Esta America,
Havana: Casa de las Americas, 1978, pp. 429-50.
The transcription of a fruitful discussion held 21 May 1977 between the
following members of the Cuban Nueva Trova, all singers and songwriters:
Pablo Milanés, Silvio Rodriguez, Noel Nicola, Sara Gonzalez and Amaury
Perez (who, as a member of the Literary Research Centre of Casa de las
Americas, acted as co-ordinator). The five, who worked closely together in
ICAIC in the late 1960s and in the Nueva Trova movement in the 1970s and
1980s, discuss the development of their work within the revolution, its
meaning for various audiences, the importance of its definition in terms of
language, theme and music, and international links with other Latin-
American singers working under very different conditions.

[221J Pring-Mill, Robert. 'The climate of current Cuban poetry', in Caribbean
Societies. Vol. 1, ed. Christopher Abel and Michael Twaddle. Collected
Seminar Papers, No. 29. London: institute of Commonwealth Studies,
University of London, 1982, pp. 122-43.

[222] *RodrIguez Rivera, Guillermo. 'Poesla y canción en Cuba', Revista Casa de
las Americas, (Havana), No. 125 (March-April 1981), pp. 127-37.
A general article which relates the new trova to the whole popular music
tradition in Cuba, but specifically to the song tradition, which it traces from
Spanish Golden Age, through the old trova to the fun movement of the
1950s, setting the whole within the perspective of cultural and poetic forms
before and after the revolution. It considers influences, the literary text as
poetry, its relationship to music when sung, and questions of perception.

5.5 El Salvador

[2231 Fairley, Jan. 'The Rebellion and the Song', Index on Censorship, 14, No. 2
(March-April 1985), pp. 46-8.
An interview with the El Salvadorean group Yolocamba Pta which covers the
history of the group, their music, their political and historical background,
their work in revolutionary cultural organisations before and since the
establishment of a popular army and extended guerrilla war, their relation-
ship with the Nueva CanciOn movement in Latin America and their work
outside El Salvador.

5.6 Honduras

[2241 *Vella, P. Diego. Huelias de Dios o Ia CanciOn Moderna en Ia Catequesis
Juticalpa: Centro Santa Clara, n.d. 72 pp.
Under the guidance of Rev. P. Diego Vella and with the contribution of the
youth of the Olanchana Church, this radical Christian document uses
'protest song' as a starting point for the renovation of the catechism. It
includes a new Spanish text version of Bob Dylan's 'Blowing in the Wind'.

5.7 Mexico

12251 *5yd, Lola Elizabeth. Emiiio Zapata en las Let ras y ci Folklore Mexicano.
Madrid: J . Porrua Turanzas, 1979. 171 pp.
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[226] 'Custodio, Alvaro. El Corrido Popular Mexicano. Madrid: Ediciones Jücar,
1976. 156 pp.
An anthology of corridos with details of their history, themes and
interpreters.

[227] 'Esparza Sanchez, Cuauhtémoc. El Corrido Zacateco. Mexico City:
Jnstituto Nacional de Antropoigla e Historia, 1976. 156 pp.

[228] 'Frank Alatorre, Margit, ed. Cancionero Folklórico de Mexico. Mexico City:
Colegio de Mexico, 1975. 3 vols.

1229] 'Henestrosa, A., ed. Espuma y Flor de Corridos Mexicanos. Mexico, 1977.
234pp.
Anthology of corrido texts.

[230] 'Herrera Frimont, C., ed. Corridos de Ia RevoluciOn. Pachuca: Instituto
Cientifico y Literario, 1934. 169 pp.
Anthology of corrido texts.

[231] Herrera-Sobek, Maria. 'The tieacherous woman archetype: a structuring
agent in the corrido', Aztl4n, (Los Angeles), 13, Nos. 1-2 (1982), pp. 135-48.

[232] Loza, Steren J . 'Dissertation critique: "The son jarocho: the history, style
and repertory of a changing Mexican musical tradition", Aztldn, (Los
Angeles), 13, Nos. 1-2 (1982), pp. 327-33.

[233] Loza, Steren, J . 'Origins, form and development of the son jarocho,
Veracruz, Mexico', Mtldn, (Los Angeles), 13, Nos. 1-2 (1982), pp. 257-74.

[234] McDowell, John Holmes. 'The corrido of Greater Mexico as discourse,
music and event', in And Other Neighborly Names: Social Process and Cultural
Image in Texas Folklore, ed. Richard Bauman and Roger D. Abrahams. Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1981, pp. 44-75.

[2351 McDowell, John H. 'The Mexican corrido: formula and theme in a ballad
tradition', Journal of American Folklore, 85, No. 337 (1972), pp. 205-20.

[236] 'Méndez Gutierrez, Leticia. 'El movimiento de müsica folldórica en
Mexico: (apuntes para su estudio)'. Thesis, Universidad Iberoamericana,
Mexico, 1980. 149 Pp.
This is a well-researched, primarily sociological analysis of the folkioric
movement in Mexico between 1962 and 1978, identifying three key stages
within its development and concentrating on thee main elements: music,
participants and diffusion. Based on interviews, recordings and other
materials it situates the movement within its Mexican and South American
context. Appendices include documents, analysis of record production, a
discography and a bibliography.

[237] 'Mendoza, V. T. La CanciOn Mexicana: Ensayo de Clasificacion y Antologla.
2nd edn, Mexico City, 1982. (First published 1961.)

(238] 'Mendoza, V. T. El Corrido Mexicano. Mexico City: Fondo de Cultura
EconOmica, 1974. 467 pp.

[239] 'Mendoza, V. 1., ed. Poeslas Pat riOt icas y FolkiOricas y 10 Corridos de la
Revolucion. Mexico City, 1976. 162 pp.
An anthology of corridos.

[240]Mendoza, V. T. 'Some forms of the Mexican canciOn', in Singers and
Storytellers, ed. Mody C. Boatright, et a!. Publications of the Texas Folklore
Society, 30. Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1%1, pp. 46-55.

[241]Paredes, Américo. 'The ancestry of Mexico's corridos: a matter of defini-
tions', Journal of American Folklore, 76, No. 301 (1963), pp. 231-35.

[242]Paredes, Américo, 'Corrido de Jacinto Treviño', in Buying the Wind, ed.
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Richard M. Dorson. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964, pp. 483-5.
[243] Paredes, Américo. 'The Mexican corrido: its rise and fall', in Mads tones and

Twisters, ed. Mody C. Boatright, ci al. Publications of the Texas Folklore
Society, 28. Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1958, pp. 91-105.

244] Peña, Manuel H. 'Folksong and social change: two corridos as interpre-
tive sources', Aztldn, (Los Angeles), 13, Nos. 1-2 (1982), pp. 13-42.

1245] Romero Flores, J. Corridos de Ia Revolución Mexicana. 2nd edn, Mexico,
1979. 340 pp.
An anthology of texts.

[2461 5rnmons, Merle E. 'The ancestry of Mexico's corridos', Journal of American
Folklore, 76, No. 299 (1963), pp. 1-15.

[247] Simmons, Merle E. The Mexican Corrido as a Source for Interpretive Study of
Modern Mexico (1870-1950). Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1957.
(Reprinted New York: Kraus. 1969.) 619 pp.
With several hundred corridos as source material, drawn from a collection of
1,300, this is a literary-historical study which treats the corrido as a historical
document and examines its interpretation of certain important aspects of
Mexican history. The nineteen chapters are divided into four sections: (1)
background and pre-revolutionary period; (2) revolutionary personalities;
(3) revolutionary ideology; (4) relations with foreigners. Includes an index
and sources of corrido texts cited in the study, an appendix of eight represen-
tative texts of distinct types from different periods, extensive notes and a
bibliography of works consulted.

[248] Stanford, E. Thomas. 'The Mexican "son", Yearbook of the International
Folk Music Council, 4, (1972), pp. 67-86.
This detailed article traces the etymolological and historical evolution of the
son and examines contemporary usage of the form in Mexico. It concentrates
on three aspects: (1) musical (rhythmic accompaniment, playing technique,
instrumentation and vocal technique); (2) literary; and (3) choreographic,
thereby untangling and darifying the differences and relationships between
son and son huastaca, son jarocho, son chilena, son mariachi, etc. The high
number of variants and the great significance of local identifying traits are
related to the evolution of feudal political organisation.

[249) *Stanford, Thomas. El Villancico y ci Corrido Mexicano. Dibujos de José
Guadalupe Posada y hojas sueltas de corridos mexicanos. Colección Cienti-
flea, 10. Mexico City: Instituto Nacional de Antropologla e Historia, 1974.
74 pp.

5.8 Panama

[250] *Acevio, Benjamin. 'De un cantor en Panama', Müsica Boletin,
(Havana), No. 51 (March-April 1975), pp. 22-31.
A testimony in which the Panamanian singer and décimista Acevedo (b. 1938)
tells about his life, composing, themes and performance of his pieces,
including his own description and definition of musical terms, forms and
instruments.
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5.9Pen

[251] *Arguedas, José Maria. Nuestra Müsica Popular y sus Intérpretes. Lima:
Mosca Azul & Horizonte Editores, 1977. 31 pp.
Seven fascinating articles from Latin-American newspapers, mostly
Peruvian, written by Arguedas between 1940 and 1968. They evoke the
music and performances of many popular musicians, many of whom are
now sadly dead. (Complements recordings held in National Sound Archive
in London.)

[252] 'Uorens Amico, José Antonio. Müsica Popular en Lima: Criollos y Andinos.
Lima Instit-uto de Estudios Peruanos, Instituto Indigenista lnteramericano,
1983.

[253] *Ministeno de EducaciOn Publica, Peru. Escuela Nacional de Müsica y
Danzas Folklóricas. Servicio Musicológico. Panorama de La Müsica Tradicional
del Peru. Lima: Casa Mozart, 1966. 117 pp., plus illustrated supplement
31pp.
A collection of fifty-three pieces of traditional music, song and dance from
different areas of Peru (the highlands, coast and jungle-tropical forest)
transcribed from field recordings held in the musicology department of the
National School of Folkioric Music and Dance, and intended as a basis for
future ethnomusicological study. An opening presentation by José Maria
Arguedas is followed by a preface explaining the project by the musicologist
Rudolfo 1-Iolzmann. In most cases song texts and music are presented
together, and there is indication of instrumental parts in others with brief
commentary. The supplement contains thirty-seven photographs of musi-
cians and dancers from the various regions.

5.10 Uruguay

1254] Ayestarán, Laura. La Müsica en ci Uruguay, Vol. 1. Montevideo: Sodre,
1953.
This book contains an important chapter on black music in Uruguay,
especially the chica, bambula and candombé, as well as the specific occasions
with which they are associated.

[255] *Benedetti, Mario. Daniel Viglietti. Madrid: Ediciones Jucar, 1974.201 pp.
Well-illustrated, with an anthology of texts, a complete discography, a full
bibliography of texts by and about the Uruguayan singer Viglietti, this book
is perceptively written by a political exile, Uruguayan poet and writer.
Intimate knowledge of the political situation and events which resulted in
Viglietti's imprisonment in May 1972, friendship, specific interviews with
the singer, coupled with the author's own acute observations are the basis of
a book which examines and discusses texts and music, creative impulse and
political commitment. Includes a full transcript of one interview and song
index. (For Viglietti, see also (33], [43], (126].)

[256] 'Benedetti, Mario. Letras de Emergencia. Buenos Aires: Editorial Alfa,
1973. 156 pp.
A collection of poems, song texts (including the 'Versos para cantar' for
Nacha Guevara and Alberto Favero), fables and short stories written by
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Benedetti between 1968 and 1973. It includes his speech 'Canto libre y arte de
emergencia', given on 28 May 1972 as an act of homage to and demand for
freedom of Daniel Viglietti, then imprisoned (see [255]). In the important
prologue the social and political conditions which stimulate the production
of 'emergencia' literature, the problems such literature faces and the role of
writer are discussed. Includes a listing of interpreters of songs with texts by
Benedetti.

[257] *uton, Roberto. La Vida Rural en el Uruguay. PrOlogo y ordenación de
Lauro Ayestarán. Montevideo: Monteverde, 1961. 560 pp.
Chapters on games, various festive events, dances and songs, indudirtg a
detailed study of the choreography of the Uruguayan dance the pericon, and
of the oral poetry in rhyming couplets which accompanies it.

[258] *Breo Diez, Hector. Supersticiones y Curanderismo: Ensayo Critica y
Valorativo. Montevideo: Barreiro y Ramos, 1975. 216 pp.
Includes an illuminating chapter on the rituals of a shamanistic group called
the Umbandistas.

[259] Grieco Cattalurda, Humberto E. Resena His tOrica de Algunas Formas
FolkiOricas Autóctonas: Vii.a y Obra de Coin posit ores Nacionales. Montevideo:
Consejo de EducaciOn Primaria, Departamento de Ayudas Audiovisuales y
Material Didáctico, 1975.

5.11 Venezuela

[2601 Aretz, Isabel. 'El folklore musical de Venezuela', Revista Musical Chilena,
Nos. 104-5 (April-December 1968), pp. 53-82.
A comprehensive musicological article by one of the foremost Latin-Ameri-
can musicologists and folklorists who now runs the influential Instituto
Interantericano de Etnomusicologfa y Folklore (INIDEF) in Venezuela. It
includes sections on instruments and musical forms (twelve transcribed
examples with texts), a table of the musical characteristics of principle forms
and a short bibliography. Many of the instruments and song forms defined
are used elsewhere on the continent by popular musicians, e.g. in Chile.

[261] 'Instituto Nacional de Folklore. Diablos Danzantes de Venezuela. Caracas:
FundaciOn Ia Salle de Ciencias Naturales, 1982. 208 pp.
This is a copiously illustrated 'glossy' book of detailed photographs of the
'Devil Dancers' from six different places in Venezuela who perform at
Corpus Christi feasts. A brief description of similarities and differences
between performing groups is interspersed with commentary and direct
statements from participants which cover all aspects of the occasion. Short
musical, choreographic and bibliographic sections.

6. Tex-Mex

[262] 'Corridos', in Texas Folk and Folklore, ed. Mody C. Boatright, et al.
Publications of the Texas Folklore Society, 26. Dallas: Southern Methodist
University Press, 1954, pp. 143-58.
Short pieces on individual corridos (with texts in Spanish and English), by J.
Frank Dobie, Frank Goodwyn, Brownie NcNeil (2) and Paul S. Taylor (2). All
appeared in previous volumes of the series.
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[263) Dickey, Dan William. The Kennedy Corridos: a Study of the Ballads of a
Mexican Hero. Austin: Center for Mexican American Studies, University of
Texas, 1978. 127 pp.
An excellent study of the composing, recording and circulation of corridos
written in the 1960s about John F. Kennedy (seventeen from Texas, four
from California and two on the assassination) showing how he was a symbol
of Mexican-American aspirations for full rights and citizenship of the United
States. Via a literary, thematic and functional study (with some aspects of
musical accompaniment considered) the influence of commercial recording
and urbanisation on the continuing tradition of composing corridos is
explored. Beautifully illustrated, the appendices contain all variants dis-
cussed (in Spanish and English) and a bibliography.

[264) Dobie, J. Frank. 'Versos of the Texas vaqueros', in Happy Hunting
Ground. Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1975, pp. 30-43. (Book
first published as Publications of the Texas Folklore Society, 4 (Austin, 1925).)

[265) Fernández, Celestino. 'The Mexican immigration experience and the
corrido mexicano', Studies in Latin American Popular Culture (Las Cruces, New
Mexico), 2 (1983), pp. 115-30.

[266) Ganuo, Manuel. 'The songs of the immigrant', in Mexican Immigration to
the United States: a Study of Human Migration and Adjustment. Chapter 7,
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1930. (Reprinted New York: Dover
Publications, 1971), pp. 84-107.

[2671 Gonzalez, Jovita. 'Tales and songs of the Texas-Mexicans', in Man, Bird
and Beast, ed. J. Frank Dobie. Publications of the Texas Folklore Society, 8.
Austin: Texas Folklore Society, 1930. (Reprinted Dallas: Southern Methodist
University Press, 1965), pp. 86-116.

[268] Gradante, William. 'Mexican popular music at mid-century: the role of
José Afredo Jiménez and the canción ranchera', Studies in Latin-American
Popular Culture, (Las Cruces, New Mexico), 2 (1983), pp. 99-114.

[269) Griffith, James S. 'Lydia Mendoza: an enduring Mexican-American
singer', in Ethnic Record ings in America: A Neglected Heritage. Washington,
DC: Library of Congress, 1982, pp. 103-4.

(270] Hague, Eleanor. Spanish American Folksongs. Lancaster, Penn.: American
Folklore Society, 1917. (Reprinted New York: Kraus, 1969.)
Ninety-five songs from California, Mexico, etc., with texts in Spanish and
English translation.

[271) Hansen, Terrence L. 'Corridos in Southern California', Western Folklore,
18 Uuly 1959), Pp. 203-32 and (October 1959), pp. 259-315.

[272) Hawes, Bess Lomax. 'El Corrido de Ia Inundación de la Press de San
Francisquito: the story of a local ballad', Western Folklore, 33, No. 3(1974), Pp.
219-30.

[273] Hernández, Guillermo, Canciones de Ia Raw: Songs of the Chicano
Experience. Berkeley, Calif.: El Fuego de Aztlán, 1978.

[274] LimOn, José E. 'The rise, fall and "revival" of the Mexican-American
ballad: a review essay', Studies in Latin American Popular Culture (Las Cruces,
New Mexico), 2 (1983), pp. 202-7.
A useful review of Dickey ([263]).

[275] McNeil, Brownie. 'Corridos of the Mexican border' in Mexican Border
Ballads and Other Lare, ed. Mody C. Boatright. Publications of the Texas
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Folklore Society, 21. Austin: Texas Folklore Society, 1946 (Reprinted Dallas:
Southern Methodist University Press, 1967.), pp. 1-33.

(276) *Mendo. Lydia. 'La alondra de Ia frontera', in Ethnic Recordings in
America: A Neglected Heritage. Washington, DC: Library of Congress, 1982,
pp. 105-8.
(Translated as 'The lark of the border', pp. 119-31.)

(277) Owens, William A. 'Texas-Mexican Songs', in Tell Me a Story, Sing me a
Song: A Texas Chronicle. Chapter 11, Austin: University of Texas Press, 1983,
pp. 153-92.

(278) Paredes, Américo. 'El corrido de José Mosequeda as an example of
pattern in the ballad', Western Folklore, 17, No. 3. (1958), pp. 154-62.

[279] Paredes, Américo and George Foss. 'The décima cantada on the Texas-
Mexican Border: four examples', Journal of the Folklore institute, 3. No. 2
(1966), pp. 91.-115.

(280) Paredes, Américo. 'Folklore and history', in Singers and Storytellers, ed.
Mody C. Boatright, et a!. Publications of the Texas Folklore Society, 30.
Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1961, pp. 56-68.

[281) Paredes, Américo. 'José Mosqueda and the foildorisation of actual
events', Aztl4n, (Los Angeles), 4, No. 1 (1973), pp. 1-30

[282) Paredes, Américo. A Texas-Mexican Cancionero: Folksongs of the Lower
Border. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1976. 194 pp.

(283] Paredes, Américo. 'With a Pistol in His Hand': a Border Ballad and its Hero.
Austin: University of Texas Press, 1958. 262 pp.
On the 'Corrido de Gregorio Cortez'.

(284) Pena, Manuel H. 'The emergence of conjunto music, 1935-55', in 'And
Other Neighborly Names': Social Process and Cultural image in Texas Folklore, ed.
Richard Bauman and Roger D. Abrahams. Austin: University of Texas Press,
1981, pp. 280-99.

[285] Peña, Manuel. 'From ranchero to jaitOn: ethnicity and class in Texas-
Mexican music; (two styles in the form of a pair)', Ethnomusicology, 29, No. 1
(1985), pp. 299-56.
An essay on the emergence of conjuntos and orquestas, focusing on the period
1935-65. Pena shows how the two musics came to embody contrasts such as
those between working dass and middle dass, ethnic resistance and cultural
assimilation, continuity and change, folk and sophisticated, all of which had
been brought about by the shift in Tejano society towards an increasingly
class-differentiated, urban, literate and Americanised population.

(286] Reyna, Jose R. 'Notes on Tejano music', Aztldn, (Los Angeles), 13,
Nos. 1-2 (1982), pp. 81-94.

[287] Robe, Stanley L. 'A border cancionero and a regional view of folksong,' in
New Directions in Chicano Scholarship, ed. Ricardo Romo and Raymund
Paredes. La Jolla, Calif.: Chicano Studies Program, University of California,
San Diego, 1978, pp. 257-68.

[288] *RodrfguezPuertolas, Julio. 'La problemãtica sodo-politica chicana en
corridos y canciones', Aztldn, (Los Angeles), 6, No. 1(1975), pp. 97-1 16.

[289] *Sifuentes, Roberto. 'Aproximaciones al "Corrido de los Hermanos
Hernández ejecutados en Ia Cámara de Gas de la Penitenciaria de Florence,
Arizona, el dia 6 de 1934", Aztlán, (Los Angeles), 13, Nos. 1-2 (1982), pp.
95-109.
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[290] Silber, Irwin. 'La Huelga! songs of the Delano grape strike', Sing Out, 16,
No. 5(1966), pp. 4-8.
A brief article, describing the role of song and popular theatre in the then
year-old struggle of the Mexican—American workers in the Delano Valley,
California, against low wages, long hours and atrocious working conditions.
includes the music and texts of three songs ('La peregrinacion', 'Ninos
campesinos', 'Ser como el aire libre') using musical forms from the Mexican
folk tradition, written and performed by the farm workers.

[291] Sonnichsen, Philip. 'Chicano music', in The Folk Music Source Book, ed.
Larry Sandberg and Dick Weissman. New York: Knopf, 1976, pp. 44-51.

7. Comparative

7.1 Caribbean

(292] Brodber, Erna and J. Edward Greene. Reggae and Cultural Identity in
Jamaica. Working Papers on Caribbean Society, Series C No. 7. St.
Augustine, Trinidad & Tobago: University of the West Indies, 1981. 30 pp.
Focuses on the lyrics of twenty-three top hit reggae songs from 1963 to 1978,
linking them to Rastafanan philosophy, the role of the singer and Jamaican
politics, with some discussion of music.

1293) Duany, Jorge. 'Popular music in Puerto Rico: toward an anthropology of
salsa', Latin-American Music Review, 5, No. 2 (1984), pp. 186-216.
An informative analytical study which describes the most characteristic trait
of salsa as 'transculturation of songs, instruments and dances from various
groups', by means of which 'salsa communicates, reproduces and elaborates
the social order in which the urban Puerto Rican proletariat is inserted'.

[294] Elder, J. D. From Congo Drum to Steelband. St. Augustine, Trinidad:
University of the West Indies, n.d. 21 pp.
Sub-titled 'a socio-historical account of the emergence and evolution of the
Trinidad steel orchestra' the author's thesis (developed here in the tran-
scripts of a series of talks) is that the steelpan-drum of the steel band has
evolved from the Congo drum, different in form and sound but having in
common basic percussional character and usage for carnival and calypso.
Change and development from pre-Colombian times to the present day is
directly linked to political events, disabling laws concerning musical practice
and the influence of the European musical tradition. References Contain
bibliography.

(295) Pearse, Andrew. 'Aspects of change in Caribbean folk music', Journal of
the International Folk Music Council, 7 (1955), pp. 29-36.

[296] Sealey, John and Krister Maim. Music in the Caribbean. London: Hodder &
Stoughton Educational, 1982.
Very useful pamphlet, written for schools and relevant for Latin America.
Includes an introduction by the leading calypsonian, the Mighty Chalkdust.

[297) Searle, Chris. Words Unchained: Language and Revolution in Grenada.
London: Zed, 1984. 260 pp.
Based on interviews with many Grenadians and with writers and scholars of
the wider Caribbean area made by the author in Grenada during 1980 and
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1982, this unparalled study is a testimony to the creative energy and practice
of ordinary people following the 1979 Revolution of the New Jewel Move-
ment. Radical changes in their lives as a result of the government's program-
mes were reflected in innovations in language: much of the standard English
of the coloniser was rejected in preference to the language of the oral
tradition, challenging the hitherto strong dislocation between the written
and spoken word. In the words of the 'Flying Turkey', the notable Calyp-
sonian, one of the first to fuse calypso with reggae and soca, 'within the
revolution culture and politics are one'. Map, full glossary and a wealth of
material all gathered and prepared for publication prior to the US invasion of
1983.

7.2 Germany

1298) Biermann, Wolf. Wolf Biermann: Poems and Ballads. London: Pluto Press,
1977. lO3pp.
Biermann, a highly articulate poet-performer-singer, and a communist
critical of the system in which he lived in the GDR, was stripped of his
citizenship in 1976 while on tour in West Germany. He had moved from
West to East Germany in 1953 and worked with Brecht and Eisler. This book
includes an interview with him by Stuart Hood, an informative 'appreci-
ation' by Jack Zipes and the music and texts (in German and English) of nine
poems and thirteen of his provocative songs. While the texts use the
language of the people the music is composed against the text as a critique of
it. Interesting as a comparison to Cuban nueva trova and other Latin-
American song.

12991 Hinderer, Walter, ed. Geschichte der politischen Lyrik in Deutschland.
Stuttgart: Reclam, 1978. 375 pp.
Indispensable for the study of committed poetry and song, as much for the
preliminary study 'Versuch über den Begriff und die Theorie politischer
Lyrik' by Hinderer, as for contributions by Jost Hermand (BRD) and Rainer
Nagele (GDR). Theoretical perspective reveals interesting differences in sub-
genre of political poetry between Germany and Latin America (former more
developed).

[300) Stegmann. Tilbert E., ed. Diguem no—Sagen wir nein! Liederaus Katalonien.
Berlin: Rotbuch Verlag, 1979. 159 pp.
An anthology of Catalan 'protest' lyrics (in German).

7.3 Italy

[301] Dessi, Siinone and Giaime Pintor, eds. La Chitarra e ii Pot ere: gli Autori
della Canzone Politica Contemporanea. Rome: Savelli, 1976. 167 pp.
Interviews with an anthology of texts of seven authors of contemporary
political song.

[302] Vettori, Giuseppe, ed. Canti Rivoluzionari neZ Mondo. Rome: Newton
Compton 1975. 381 pp.
Anthology.

f303] Vettori, Ciuseppe, ed. Canzone Italiano di Protesta (1794-1974). 3rd edn.
Rome: Newton Compton, 1975. 462 Pp.
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An important anthology for parallel study with Latin-American song.
[31)4] •Vila, Cirilo and Andreas Godenhofer. 'Entrevista a Luigi Nono', Revista

Musical Chilena, Nos 115-6 Uuly-December 1971), pp. 3-9.
Nono visited Chile in 1971 and attended the 'Asamblea de Trabaj adores de la
Cultura del Partido Communista' held 11-12 September 1971. In this inter-
view he talks about the function of the artist and composer within society.
(See also [33], [43], [126], [145].)

7.4 Spain

[305] Batista, Antoni. 'Balance de Ia "Nova canço" 8, Triunfo (Madrid), No. 6
672 (16 August 1975), pp. 25-8.

[3(16] *FleuIy, Jean-Jacques. La Nueva Canciôn en Espana. Barcelona: Hogar del
Libro, 1978. 2 vols.
This is an account of the last forty years of Spanish history through the
mediation of 400 nueva c.anción song texts. Divided into twelve sections by
theme, they are preceded by a critical introduction which outlines the
history of new song, including its critical links with folklore, arid puts into
context the singers and song texts included in the individual sections. ln
Spain new song emerged as an integral part of regional struggles for
linguistic and cultural identity. There was great diversity and dispersion
within movements. After Franco's death the question was, what role would
new song play in a democratic situation? Fleury sees unity in what he calls
the common 'humanist' struggle which cuts across any local or national
identity of each of the 'Spains' and asserts that song will continue to inform
politically, aesthetically and musically about the world in which it is born.

[307] *Galeano, Eduardo. Conveisaciones con Raimon. Barcelona: Granica
Editor, 1977. 153 pp.
Four illuminating interviews with Catalan singer Raimon reveal his back-
ground, his persistence in performing through the repressive Franco period,
his important attitude to language and music and their relationship to the
Catalan struggle for recognition of separate cultural indentity. Unlike other
nova cançO singers he will only sing in the Catalan language. Anthology of
seventeen song texts in Spanish and Catalan, photographs, but
unfortunately no discography or complete song list.

[308] Garcia-Soler, Jordi. La Nova Cançó. Barcelona: Ediciones 62 SIA, 1976.
223pp.
Jordi Soler, journalist, musician and singer of nova cancó provides an
introductory account in Catalan of the most significant cultural movement of
post-war Spain, based in Catalonia. In the first part he covers the back-
ground to the birth of the movement, its range and limits and the main
figures (Uufs Uach, Raimon, Joan Manuel Serrat, etc.). The second part is a
comprehensive dictionary of groups, recording companies, music program-
mes involved in nova cançO. Unfortunately the book lacks a formal disco-
graphy, bibliography and musical details.

[309] *Mainer, Jose Carlos. Labordela. Madrid: Ediciones Jücar, 1977. 192 pp.
An authoritative biography. A pioneer in cultural groups in Aragon, José
Antonio Labordeta was a member of the 'tertulia' of the cafe Niké in the
1950s and early 1960s in Zaragoza and later one of the founders of the journal
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Andalan in 1972. As writer, teacher, poet-singer and song-writer of canción
folk and nuevu canción aragonesa, he was part of regional cultural resistance
within Spain to the centralised rule of Franco. Discussion of the themes of his
songs, his records (nothing about the music) and thirty-eight song texts
(with alphabetical index) complete the work.

[310] *Puccini, Dario. Roinancero della Resistenza Spagnola, 1936-1959. Milan:
Feltrinelli, 1960. 549 pp.

-. Romancero de Ia Resistencia Espanola, 1936-1965.. Mexico City: Era, 1967.
513 pp.

-. Le Romancero de Ia Résistance Espagnole. Paris: Maspero, 1967. 2 vols.

8. Poetry

[311) *Benedetti Mario. Let ras del ContinenteMestizo. Montevideo: Arca, 1970.
288 pp.
One of Latin America's foremost writers and critics brings together thirty of
his pieces, written from 1955 to 1973. Published in diverse places they
analyse the work and significance of a number of Latin-American poets,
writers and essayists. In his introduction he explains his thesis and the title
of the volume. Indexes of contents and cited authors. (See also [255), [256).)

[312) 'Benedetti, Mario. Los Poetas Cornunicantes. Montevideo: Martha, 1972.
263 pp.
Illuminating interviews with ten important Latin-American poets.

13131 *PringMill, Robert. 'Acciones paralelas y montaje acelerado en et
segundo episodio de Flora 0', Revista Iberoamericana, No. 118-19. Uanuary-
June 1982), pp. 217-240.
Cardenal's documentary poetry can be best understood if one parallels its
techniques to those used in film. Via a detailed analysis of part of 'Hora 0',
using ainongt oilier analytic sources James Monaco's How to Read a Film, it is
show,i how the dominant visual character of the poetry, the technique of
juxtaposition oh disparate and similar images (the result of Cardenal's
embrace of Poundian poetric theory based on the nature of Chinese
ideograms) involves the reader in the political and ideological position of the
poem and the poetic process itself. Bibliography in footnotes.

(314) Pring-Mill, Robert, Both in sorrow and in anger: Spanish-American
protest poetry', Cambridge Review, 91, No. 2195 (1970), pp. 112-22.
Excellent introductory article inspired by the author's travels by lartdrciver
through South America collecting poetry, songs and related material, and
meeting poets, writers, composers and performers. Many of the pre-con-
ceived ideas he went with were contradicted and his interpretive perspective
was changed. (Available as a pamphlet from the author, do St Catherine's
College, Oxford.)

(3151 Pring-Mill, Robert. 'The redemption of reality through documentary
poetry', in Ernesto Cardenal: Zero Hour and Other Documentary Poems, ed.
Donald D. Walsh. New York: New Directions, 1980.
In this introductory essay, a parallel is drawn between the poetic techniques
of Ernesto Cardenal, especially in his 'Documentary Poems', and aspects of
cinematic montage. The author, who has translated much of Cardenal's
poetry, describes how he visited him first in Solentiname in 1972 and later in
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San Jose de Costa Rica in June 1979, when Cardenal was made Minister of
Culture before the new revolutionary government flew to Nicaragua. He
places Cardenal's poetic production within the context of the struggle by the
FSLN to free Nicaragua from Somoza and for self-determination, and also
relates it directly to a revolutionary form of Roman Catholicism and the
theology of liberation. Reference is made to particular poems especially
'Zero Hour' ('Hora 0').

[316J Pring-Mill, R. D. F. 'The scope of Spanish-American committed poetry',
in Homenaje a Rodolfo Grossman, ed. Sabine Hon el al. Frankfurt: Lang 1977,
pp. 259-333.
A survey of Spanish-American committed poetry in two parts: the pursuit of
protest poetry and the anthological map. A very important point of
departure for anyone entering the field, as it critically discusses not merely
the study of such literature, but the importance of location within its socio-
historical-political context. It also scrutinises all the relevant anthologies.
(Available as a pamphlet from the author, do St Catherine's College,
Oxford.)

Appendix

The following list gives details of those journals in the bibliography which most
often contain articles and information on Latin-American folk and popular
music. (Those of particular interest to the study of Chilean music are markedt.)
tArauc.aria de Chile. 1978.- Apdo. de Correos 5056, Madrid 5, Spain. Ed. Volodia

Teitelboim.
Azlldn: International Journal Chicano Studies Research (formerly Aztldn).

Chicano Studies Research Center, Campbell Hall, Room 3122, 405 Hilgard
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90024, USA.

tLa Bicicleta. 1978- Sociedad Granizo, Casilla 6024, Correo 22, Santiago, Chile.
Ethnomusicology. 1953- Society for Ethnomusicology, P0 Box 2914, Ann Arbor,

Michigan 48106, USA.
ljaviera Revista Cultural. Casa FolldOrica Doña Javiera, San Diego 847, Santiago,

Chile.
Müsica Boletin. 3ra. Y. G. Vedado, Havana, Cuba.
Revista Casa de las Americas. Ediciones Cubanas, Dep. de Exportaciôn, Apdo.

605, Havana, Cuba.
Revista Inidef. 1975- Instituto Interamericano de Etnomusicologla y Foildore,

Caracas, Venezuela. Dir. Isabel Aretz.
tRevista Musical Chilena. 1945- Universidad de Chile, Facultad de Artes,

Compania 1264, Casilla 2100, Santiago, Chile. Ed. Luls Merino.
Revista deMüsica Latino-Americana: Latin-American Music Review. 1980-Journals

Dept., University of Texas Press, Box 7819, Austin, TE 78712, USA. Ed.
Gerard Béhague.

Studies in Latin-American Popular Culture. 1982- Dept. of Foreign Languages,
Box 3L, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces NM 88003, USA. Ed.
Charles M. Tatum.

Yearbook for Traditional Music. 1969- (formerly Yearbook of the International Folk
Music Council, 1969-80). Dept. of Music, Columbia University, New York,
NY 10027, USA. Ed. Dieter Christensen.
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Note also: CENECA (Centro de IndagadOn y Expresión Cultural y ArtIstica),
Santa Beatriz 1.60, Santiago. (Postal address: Casilla 1348, Correo Central,
Santiago, Chile.) The Centre engages in interdisciplinary work; its members
include social scientists, theatre workers, musicians, artists, writers and critics.
It aims to study culture in the broadest sense and at the same time to play an
active part in cultural life by providing a meeting place, organising seminars
and running courses.
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